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Abstract 
 
The literature review is fundamental to the doctoral enterprise of academic 
disciplines, yet research into how the doctoral literature review is learned, taught or 
experienced is limited.  Responding to an apparent under-examination of the 
literature review as a critical feature of doctoral learning, this thesis investigates the 
doctoral literature review process as experienced by American and Australian 
doctoral candidates, doctoral supervisors and academic librarians.  The research 
followed a qualitative approach shaped by two questions:  ―How is the doctoral 
literature review process learned?‖ and, ―What is learned by doing a doctoral 
literature review?‖  Data were generated from in-depth interviews conducted with 
42 participants in education, nursing and the physical and biological sciences.  
Critical literacy, critical pedagogy and critical information literacy provided 
frameworks for interpreting participants‘ experiences and perspectives on literature 
reviewing practices, disciplinary influences and mutually associated doctoral 
literacies. 
 
The doctoral literature review is traditionally considered to be two segregated 
events—literature seeking and writing in an academic genre.  The study findings 
challenge this perspective, proposing instead that doctoral literature reviewing is a 
complex, comprehensive process characterised by interdependent activities in a 
cycle of gathering, reflecting upon and synthesising literatures.  Moreover, these 
findings indicate that, by engaging with disciplinary literatures and the literature 
review process, doctoral researchers become familiar with an array of critical 
doctoral literacies—disciplinary literacy, information literacy and reading and 
writing literacies.  Thus, the doctoral literature review can be conceptualised as a 
pedagogy through which candidates acquire the lived practices and craft skills of 
disciplinary-specific research; learn to manage large bodies of information, 
literature and knowledge; and learn to read and write as scholars in their disciplines.  
 
This project reconceptualises traditional perspectives on doctoral literature 
reviewing and recommends further exploration into its pedagogical potential.  By 
approaching the doctoral literature review as a pedagogical process, the inquiry 
attempts to unpack literacies embedded within the doctoral enterprise, thereby 
exposing them as explicit aspects of doctoral learning.  Becoming aware of the 
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interrelatedness of critical doctoral literacies can mobilise supervisors, librarians and 
candidates to exploit the literature review process more fully.  Ultimately, this 
research contributes to an international focus on a central feature of the doctorate 
and, as such, more broadly informs and supports doctoral pedagogy, particularly for 
those involved in American and Australian doctoral education. 
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Chapter 1.  Introduction to the Study  
 
1.1 Overview 
The centrality of the literature review to the doctoral enterprise is indisputable.  Its 
function and role are well defined in scholarly and disciplinary communities.  The 
doctoral literature review demonstrates that student researchers have mastered 
historical and intellectual foundations of their disciplines and are skilled at weaving 
disciplinary arguments supported by published research into a thesis.  Regardless of 
its presumed importance, there are few published explorations into how the doctoral 
literature review is learned, taught or experienced.  Academic literature repeatedly 
acknowledges that a competently constructed literature review indicates doctoral 
scholars‘ capacity to distinguish and categorise among varying research quality, 
extract information and synthesise the literature in a manner that is linguistically 
meaningful to the academy and one‘s research community (Golde 2007; Kamler & 
Thomson 2006).  However, the communities themselves seldom ask how the 
literature review process is learned, who benefits or what is derived from doing a 
doctoral literature review.   
 
The doctoral literature review, as it is experienced by doctoral candidates, doctoral 
supervisors
1
 and academic librarians, is the focus of this inquiry.  The study is 
comparative in nature, spanning Australia and the United States.  Participant groups 
are comprised of American and Australian academic librarians and doctoral 
candidates and doctoral supervisors with disciplinary affiliations in education, 
nursing and the biological and physical sciences.  Narrative data gathered from 
semi-structured interviews with 42 participants have been used to construct study 
findings.  Drawing on interpretive frameworks of critical literacy, critical pedagogy 
and critical information literacy, the study exposes literacy practices that doctoral 
candidates used to learn and deploy disciplinary, information and reading and 
writing literacies.   
 
                                                     
1
 Australian doctoral supervisors and American doctoral advisors are two distinct groups interviewed 
for this study; however, they act in similar roles as primary mentors for and instructors of doctoral 
candidates.  For simplicity‘s sake, the phrase ―supervisors and advisors‖ is collapsed into the term 
―supervisor(s)‖ and clarification made in the text when individual American advisors or Australian 
supervisors are referenced. 
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Traditionally, the doctoral literature review is depicted as two segregated events—
seeking literature and writing in an academic genre.  This thesis moves beyond such 
dualistic accounts to consider the doctoral literature review in pedagogical terms 
and in relation to doctoral literacies.  Problematising the binary perspective, the 
study proposes a more holistic portrayal of doctoral literature reviewing as a 
complex yet comprehensive process characterised by mutual, interrelated activities 
in a cycle punctuated by gathering, reading, reflecting and synthesising through 
writing.  At the outset of the inquiry, I conceptualised the literature review as a 
multi-phased process that follows a nonlinear path from inception to resolution.  
Academic investigations into the literature review routinely identify and seek to 
remedy doctoral writers‘ problems with executing a written product or negotiating 
sophisticated literature gathering systems. My project departs from these approaches 
to entertain a more integrated perspective on the doctoral literature review. 
 
In succinct terms, the literature review is an exploration—one that identifies existing 
scholarship, supports problem formulation, locates the candidate within the field and 
establishes the new research within existing bodies of knowledge (Bruce 1994a; 
Rumrill & Fitzgerald 2001).  The scholarly review resides within and supports the 
doctoral research project, demonstrating that the writer is aware of disciplinary 
research traditions and is able to derive new knowledge from disciplinary ancestry. 
The candidate must present arguments situated within perspectives that have gone 
before in the field of inquiry (Wikeley & Muschamp 2004); hence, examining 
literature serves to identify such arguments, confirm rationale for new research and 
communicate with one‘s disciplinary community.  At the same time, literature 
reviewing necessitates and affords opportunities for learning advanced information 
literacy, disciplinary research practices and academic writing and reading literacies.   
 
As a result of early data analysis and engaging with critical theories, my own 
process of reconceptualising the literature review involved doctoral literacies and 
the realisation that the literature review affords a pedagogical site for learning 
critical doctoral literacies.  Therefore, the thesis proposes multiple reconsiderations 
of the doctoral literature review: as a pedagogy, as a complex process that involves 
multiple literacies and as an interface where information, knowledge, reading, 
writing, research craft and disciplinary culture converge. 
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Where discussions of teaching and learning the literature review are held, librarians 
and academics contribute separately.  Rarely is dialogue shared between the two, 
although both participate with doctoral candidates within academic communities of 
practice.  As fully fledged community members, doctoral supervisors (Pearson & 
Brew 2002) are in a position to influence the structure of candidates‘ literature 
reviews.  Librarians, as experts in information literacy and knowledge management 
(Ray 1999), are poised to guide, instruct and support the same candidates.  Yet 
voices from the two groups are usually treated as separate and disconnected from 
what might be a unified conversation.  Moreover, doctoral candidates themselves 
infrequently participate in these discussions.  Thus, the selection of study 
participants was directly related to these conditions, and members from each group 
were invited to participate. The thesis focuses on the doctoral literature review 
process as it was experienced by American and Australian doctoral candidates, 
doctoral supervisors and academic librarians.  The study also sought to engage 
participants with comparable, if not equivalent, experiences in selected academic 
disciplines; consequently, disciplinary perspectives from education, nursing and the 
physical and biological sciences are represented in the thesis.   
 
The inquiry is driven by two research questions that ask: 
 
1. How is the literature review process learned by doctoral candidates from 
multiple disciplines in Australia and the United States? 
2. What do doctoral candidates from multiple disciplines in Australia and the 
United States learn by doing a literature review? 
These fundamental research questions generate rich, nuanced, complicated and 
revealing insights into the nature, rationale and potential of the doctoral literature 
review.  As such, the story of the literature review, told through multiple narrations, 
becomes a story of doctoral learners engaged in literature reviewing.  Participant 
accounts illustrate the cognitive, sociocultural, practical and literacy experiences of 
doing a literature review.  An ancillary (but not subordinate) theme running through 
this document is that of doctoral candidates as intentional, autonomous learners who 
are seldom asked about their experiences relative to engaging with the literatures of 
the academy and their disciplines.  The inquiry considers that postgraduates 
involved in the study might be considered information literate, rather than illiterate, 
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and capable of performing complex exercises in seeking, managing, appraising, 
synthesising and textualising information and relevant literatures.   
 
1.2 Why Study the Literature Review? 
Sooner or later, all postgraduate
2
 students must complete a review of the literature, 
either for a research paper or a substantial research project.  My professional 
interactions with American graduate students, most of them enrolled in master‘s of 
education or EdD programs, offered growing evidence that some of these learners 
openly expressed intimidation, disinterest or resistance to the prospect of reviewing 
the literature, preferring instead to get on to the real business of conducting 
classroom research.  These were capable, motivated learners, and most arrived at 
graduate work as experienced practitioners.  Yet more than one student received and 
subsequently transmitted the message that, ―The literature review is the most boring 
chapter of the thesis‖ and was determined to complete the review quickly as a 
compartmentalised task.   
 
On the other hand, I had personally experienced the value of accumulating and 
appropriating literature for research purposes and had gathered confirmation of 
similar reactions from other learners and educators.  I puzzled over anecdotal 
evidence that some postgraduates were reluctant to gather scholarly literature, then 
to write from and about it.  The genesis of this study came from the stories that these 
learners shared and from my growing curiosity about the nature of the literature 
review experience.  I wondered whether an inquiry into learners‘ engagements with 
research publications and other literatures might disclose instructional practices that 
would inform the literature review process and benefit literature reviewers.  It 
appeared, too, that discussions around the literature review were divided between 
the information literacy and academic writing communities, who treated literature 
review matters in isolation from each other.  I speculated further whether a holistic, 
comprehensive portrayal of the literature review might be possible.  My doctoral 
research and this thesis embody several responses to these initiating questions, 
interpreted through multiple theoretical and disciplinary lenses and conveyed from 
learners‘ and educators‘ perspectives. 
                                                     
2
 The term ―postgraduate‖ usually refers to either master‘s or doctoral students.  In this document, 
postgraduates are doctoral learners. 
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1.3 Situating the Study: The Literature Review in the Doctoral 
Context 
The literature review is a common undertaking and a feature of doctorates across all 
disciplines, in Australia and the United States.  As critical to doctoral research as the 
literature review may be, little evidence can be found that this section of the thesis is 
given due consideration in doctoral supervision, curriculum or pedagogy. While 
research methods textbooks offer recommendations, strategies and advice for 
literature seeking or constructing a literature review, the two aspects are 
compartmentalised and simplified.   
 
Among the first to examine the literature review process closely, Bruce (1994a) 
writes, ‘Unfortunately academic interest in the literature review as an object for 
research has been limited‘ (p.144).  Others note that scant attention has been given 
to integrating past research into scholarly writing (Cooper 1988; Kamler & 
Thomson 2006).  Very few substantive discussions of teaching and learning the 
literature review, such as Zaporozhetz‘s (1987) often cited dissertation and Hart‘s 
(1998) text, have been held.  This lack stems perhaps from a general assumption that 
postgraduates bear sufficient skills and knowledge necessary for the process of 
researching and writing about scholarly literature (Barry 1997; Williams 2000; 
Zuber-Skerritt & Knight 1992), and consequently, they require little instruction or 
guidance in this doctoral feature.  Others who entertain these discussions adopt 
positions that students undertake literature searching in a haphazard manner (Boote 
& Beile 2005); that, for ill or good, the quality of the literature review mirrors the 
quality of the thesis as a whole (Mullins & Kiley 2002); and that concentrated 
instruction in the literature review process can lead to better quality in literature 
reviews (Green & Bowser 2003).  Chapter 2 critiques and expands upon these and 
other research projects that specifically address doctoral literature reviews.  
 
The academic community requires standards of discourse and disciplinary-specific 
fluency, demonstrated to a large degree by the production of research articles, 
conference papers, reviews of literature and doctoral theses; hence, ‗the importance 
of writing in the lives of doctoral students increases over time‘ (Casanave & 
Hubbard 1992, p. 44).  Communication via ‗formal research papers, footnotes and 
citations, and the like‘ (Riehl et al. 2000, p. 405) is highly valued by the research 
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community and expected of its members.  The literature review offers a way of 
knowing the ancestors of one‘s research and becoming acquainted with discursive 
conventions and disciplinary incentives that define localised research practices.  
Fundamental to most doctoral theses, the literature review manifests the writer‘s 
‗indebtedness … to authorities in the field‘ (Johnson, Lee & Green 2000, p. 143). 
The scholarly review imparts ‗strong and consistent messages about the discipline 
and the form of inquiry required in the discipline‘ (Johnston 1995, p. 287), 
influences reflected in the structure of the literature review and the thesis overall.  
 
Research literature is more plentiful and more easily accessible now than at any 
other time in scholarship.  Papers, articles, monographs and reports are readily 
available in a number of formats; greater bodies of published and unpublished 
literatures are obtainable for incorporating into individual projects, as are literatures 
and media produced in multiple formats.  This study seeks further understanding of 
the interaction between researchers and research literature and the practices by 
which doctoral researchers put incrementally increasing quantities of literature to 
good use.  The study also recognises that literature reviewing presents a challenging 
set of circumstances, in that postgraduate readers enter rhetorical and intellectual 
communities constructed by expert others, while affording a conceptual bridge 
between doctoral researchers and their disciplinary communities.  
 
The study draws on richly diverse viewpoints to examine what constitutes a 
literature review pedagogy and how interacting within such a pedagogy occurs.  
Lusted (1986) offers a pertinent interpretation of the nexus of teaching, learning and 
pedagogy:  ‗through the prism of pedagogy, [teaching] becomes inseparable from 
what is taught and crucially, how one learns‘ (p. 3).  The doctoral candidates, 
supervisors and librarians interviewed are all assumed to be reviewers of literature 
and thus contribute to an expanded understanding of how people learn the process 
and whether literature reviewing has pedagogical potential.   
 
1.4 Theoretical Influences and Doctoral Literacies 
Rather than treat seeking literature and writing about it as separate tasks, this study 
operates from the position that doctoral research literacies constitute the process of 
literature reviewing.  Learning the literature review process resides within the larger 
scheme of doctoral learning.  Literature reviewing shapes, and is shaped by, 
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interrelated literacy processes.  By its nature, academic work acts to fragment these 
processes, even though they converge eventually and form a completed endeavour.  
My research critiques this segregation by examining the literature review as a whole 
and as an enterprise formed of distinguishable practices—literacies in information, 
reading and writing and disciplinary research.  Doing so required appropriating 
three aligned theoretical perspectives—critical literacy (Endres 2001; Gee 1996; 
Lankshear & Knobel 2003; Luke 2000), critical pedagogy (Freire 1999) and critical 
information literacy (Elmborg 2006; Kapitzke 2003a; Luke & Kapitzke 1999).  The 
qualitative nature of the study allows for the possibility that these perspectives 
complement rather than compete (Lincoln & Guba 2000). The study also assumes 
that their common critical emphases enable them to be deployed collectively to 
generate new explanations for pedagogical practices associated with literature 
reviewing and doctoral literacies.   
 
The study is not about deconstructing the literature review either as an academic 
genre or as a mechanism for information and literature seeking.  Rather, the intent is 
to overlay foundational principles common to the critical stance in an exploration of 
the following questions: 
 
 What does literature reviewing mean to doctoral learners and others engaged in 
the research endeavour, located in diverse specialisms and institutions? 
 What do doctoral literature reviewers actually do while engaging in the literature 
review process? 
 How do engagements with literatures influence critical events in dialogic 
exchanges, awareness of sociocultural and disciplinary circumstances and 
attention to power relations? 
 How does literature reviewing perform as a pedagogy of multiple doctoral 
literacies? 
The thesis argues that engaging with disciplinary literatures and with the literature 
review process familiarises student researchers with mutually associated doctoral 
literacies. Furthermore, the doctoral literature review can be conceptualised as a 
pedagogical site wherein candidates acquire: the practices needed for disciplinary-
specific research; the skills to manage large bodies of information, literature and 
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knowledge; and the craft of reading and writing as scholars in their disciplines. The 
frame of critical doctoral literacies is used to interpret the range of literacies found 
to be intimately connected with doctoral literature reviewing.  ―Critical‖ is a 
unifying descriptor, following critical approaches  that consider learning and 
teaching as socially constructed within particular social (and power) relations and, 
therefore, open to critique in terms of the human and social interests being served.  
Critical also implies ―essential‖, in that these literacies are crucial to the doctoral 
literature review.   
 
The study locates, examines and reinterprets literacies interwoven throughout the 
literature review process. Conceptualising critical doctoral literacies frames a more 
comprehensive explanation of the practices that underlie the literature review 
process and the pedagogical practices through which the process is learned.  Critical 
themes of unequal power relations and hidden practices are threaded throughout the 
study in the effort to understand whether American and Australian postgraduate 
participants were reactive toward these themes and indicated that doctoral literacies 
learned through literature reviewing engendered a sense of personal power.  In this 
manner, the thesis draws attention to learner autonomy and intentionality in the 
context of the literature review.  Therefore, one aim of the study is to engender a 
critical awareness of doctoral candidates as self-directed learners. 
 
1.5 Perspectives from Two Traditions 
This inquiry considers teaching and learning practices relative to literature 
reviewing in the American and Australian structures of doctoral education, both of 
which are derived from European models.  Harvard, the first institution of higher 
education in America, was founded in 1638 and established upon the educational 
philosophy of Cambridge in England.  During the latter half of the nineteenth 
century, American education increased in stature, influenced by German university 
research and training and fueled by the growth of specialised higher education—
graduate education. The first PhD in the United States was awarded at Yale in 1861 
(Brubacher & Rudy 1976; Gamage & Mininberg 2003).  From its inception, the 
American PhD was considered the advanced degree ‗awarded to an elite cadre of 
serious students for extended study as they prepared for careers as scholars and 
researchers‘ (Nettles & Millett 2006, p. 1).   
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Australia‘s first universities were founded in Sydney and Melbourne, in 1850 and 
1853 respectively.  Universities throughout Australia were established upon the 
British model and were ‗started as elite institutions with British traditions and 
practices, influencing the academic structure and governance‘ (Gamage & 
Mininberg 2003, p. 184).  The first PhD in Australia was awarded from the 
University of Melbourne in 1948, and, interestingly, one doctoral thesis published 
that year (Stone 1948) was structured entirely as a topical literature review (Evans et 
al. 2003).  The first professional doctorates were awarded in the United States 
during the middle of the twentieth century and in Australia shortly thereafter, during 
the late 1980s (Evans 2001; Maxwell, Shanahan & Green 2001).   
 
The venture to establish doctoral programs in both countries has proven highly 
successful, and the trend toward steadily increasing enrolments in American and 
Australian doctoral programs continues into the current century.  Australian 
universities awarded over 5500 PhD degrees in 2006, an 85 percent increase in a 
decade.  American universities awarded 52,600 doctoral degrees in 2004–2005, an 
increase of 14 percent in seven years (Western & Lawson 2008).   
 
While doctoral education in Australia and the United States share similar 
intellectual and cultural traditions, their pedagogical approaches differ considerably. 
American doctoral pedagogy is based on a substantial coursework component, 
followed by a research project that culminates in the written dissertation. Doctoral 
candidates enrol in a sequence of core courses in statistics and research methods, 
supplemented by content-specific courses. The majority of the formalised doctoral 
work in America takes place in the virtual or physical classroom.  Coursework is 
usually completed within a period of time equivalent to about two years‘ full-time 
enrolment.  At that point, further mastery of disciplinary content and analytical 
skills must be demonstrated through a series of written and oral examinations.  
Doctoral candidates might participate in a research project of some sort, alone or as 
part of a team, to prepare further for the dissertation project.  The American 
dissertation is guided by a committee of academic faculty, chaired by the 
candidate‘s doctoral advisor, who are expected to review the dissertation as it 
progresses and counsel the candidate in the process.  The final requirement is a 
―defence‖ of the research project and written dissertation, given to the doctoral 
advisor and committee (Green & Macauley 2007).   
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The research project dominates and defines Australian doctorates. Historically, the 
Australian doctoral system has not incorporated a coursework component, although 
that configuration is now changing with a growth in professional doctorates and as 
taught coursework becomes increasingly more common to postgraduate curricula. 
Coursework is rarely assessed as part of the Australian doctoral degree (Evans 2000, 
2001).  The Australian system of doctoral education is established on personal tutor 
relationships, wherein each candidate is closely associated with one or more 
supervisors throughout the duration of the research project and writing up phase 
(Evans et al. 2003; Green & Macauley 2007).  Typically, two or three independent 
external experts examine the thesis and recommend whether it makes a significant 
and original contribution to knowledge that warrants awarding the doctorate. In this 
system where, ‗the textual representation of learning (the thesis) is the major, or 
only tool of assessment, the capacity to demonstrate writing competence takes on 
even greater significance‘ (Aitchison 2003, p. 99).  In the Australian system, the 
thesis is examined, and there is rarely an oral examination of the candidate.  In the 
American system, both the doctoral candidate and the dissertation are examined.   
 
American and Australian doctoral students in the physical and biological sciences 
interact closely with a research group and one or more experienced researchers 
during their training.  On the other hand, social science and humanities researchers 
in both doctoral systems are expected to conduct individual research (Moses 1992).  
Disciplinary distinctions are explored in more detail in Chapter 6.  Because of the 
coursework requirement and the staging of independent research later in the 
curriculum, American doctoral students transit from their roles as knowledge 
consumers to knowledge producers in a more structured fashion than do their 
Australian counterparts.  For the majority of Australian candidates, independent 
research constitutes the doctoral experience (Green & Macauley 2007; Kamp 2004).  
 
The literature in comparative higher education presents the American and Australian 
systems in a balanced discussion of policies, curriculum, quality measures, issues in 
globalisation and market pressures and general trends in these factors (Altbach 
2004; Gamage & Mininberg 2003; Marginson & Rhoades 2002; Maxwell, 
Shanahan & Green 2001).  Dominant issues—such as costs of higher education, 
faculty roles and the effects of technology on instructional delivery—are common to 
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American and Australian higher education. The two systems are ‗essentially 
monocultural in form and Anglo-American in content‘ (Marginson 2002, p. 42).  
These common contexts and influencing factors make comparison of the two 
doctoral systems possible.   
 
Missing from the discussion, however, are comparative details of practices, 
experiences and tacit or subtle features of doctoral education in the two countries.  
Literature that compares pedagogical practices and academic environments of 
American and Australian doctoral candidates is sparse.  Kamp (2004) and Johnston 
and Webber (2003) are unusual in that they extend the conversation to pedagogical 
and information literacy diversities. Australian doctoral candidate Kamp reflects 
upon her learning experiences as an international student in the United States.  
Johnston and Webber address the philosophy, policies and practices relative to 
information literacy and subsequent effects upon students. The current investigation 
seeks to join the few others who consider topics of teaching and learning in doctoral 
education by comparing the ways such pedagogy is found in the United States and 
Australia.  As Gamage and Mininberg (2003) stress, ‗Australian and American 
institutions of higher education have a great deal more in common than they have 
differences‘ (p. 200).  This study aims to identify similarities and engender open 
discussion of differences, thus contributing to shared practices and perspectives.  
Pearson (2005) notes that, ‗One feature of Australian higher education and 
scholarship is the emphasis on international engagement‘ (p. 127).  This thesis 
addresses that feature through a comparative examination of one central aspect of 
doctoral education.  
 
1.6 Significance of the Study 
This research takes up the matter of the doctoral literature review as an integral, 
essential component of doctoral work, seeking to reconceptualise the phenomenon 
in comprehensive rather than segmented terms.  The study unifies processes, phases 
and literacies relevant to the literature review, disputing the fragmentation of this 
particular aspect of academic work.  The dominant view of the literature review as 
an academic writing function is inspected, and an alternative version of intersecting 
literacies is offered.  Multiple voices and perspectives are used to join divergent 
discourses in the spaces of the study and this document.   
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Learning how to do a doctoral literature review is one aspect of a ‗―hidden 
curriculum‖ of everyday practices and perspectives‘ (Delamont, Atkinson & Parry 
2000, p. 10) in the academy.  The experiences of doctoral candidates, librarians and 
supervisors are depicted through examples of practice in the effort to expose then 
explore taken-for-granted mechanisms, strategies and ways of learning and 
instructing.  Individual narratives are drawn upon to illustrate teachable aspects, 
simultaneously presenting tacit yet effective learning tactics and practices.  Multiple 
perspectives are presented with the intention of demystifying one aspect of doing a 
doctorate.  
 
Nettles and Millett (2006) charge that ‗graduate education has attracted less public 
attention than many other educational issues‘ (p.4), although a few investigations 
into doctoral education in Australia and in the United States have recently emerged 
(Cumming 2007a; Evans, Macauley, Pearson, & Tregenza, 2003; Golde & Walker 
2006; Nettles & Millett 2006).  Golde and Bueschel (2004) note that sufficient 
inspection of individual disciplines is also missing.   
 
Most of the research and policy recommendations on doctoral education 
have taken a broad brush approach, treating this complex educational arena 
as if the experiences of students and faculty were the same across disciplines 
(p. 1).  
 
These newly published research projects and the current thesis draw from and delve 
into a range of academic disciplines to construct a richer and more authentic 
portrayal of the doctoral experience. 
 
This inquiry is located within academic libraries, doctoral disciplines and higher 
education sites across two countries.  The study broadens the discussion concerning 
the doctoral literature review by foregrounding implicit and overt practices for 
engaging with this aspect of doing a doctorate, potentially exposing underlying 
assumptions about these activities (Golde & Bueschel 2004).  Examples are drawn 
from candidates‘, supervisors‘ and librarians‘ narratives, with particular emphasis 
on doctoral learners‘ engagements with the literature reviewing process, in the 
attempt to understand whether this feature of doctoral education can be taught.  The 
inquiry also seeks an alternative view of the doctoral literature review by 
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conceptualising its pedagogical possibilities and inviting a discussion of targeted 
instructional practices.   
 
Added to the complexities of the inquiry, members of three participant types were 
interviewed; this project is notable in that it links librarians, candidates and 
supervisors together in a single doctoral study.  The comparison of perceptions and 
experiences of postgraduates, librarians and supervisors regarding the literature 
review may provide a deeper understanding of the multiple and individually 
constructed realities (Lincoln & Guba 1985) shared in the academic community. 
This study also brings to light under-explored, sometimes hidden, practices in 
doctoral pedagogy related to the reviewing process and engaging with disciplinary 
literatures. Detailed descriptions of the process of conducting research are far less 
appealing and less often conveyed than the completed project (Macauley 2002).  For 
that reason, the inquiry seeks to present this one aspect of doctoral research as a 
complex—and at times messy—process rather than as a tidy product.  By examining 
and reconsidering literature reviewing, I focus on multiple events in ‗the private 
lives of higher education‘ (Trow 1976, pp. 113) and doctoral pedagogy.   
 
This study extends the discussion of the writing needs of doctoral students and their 
experiences with the scholarly writing process (Caffarella & Barnett 2000; Jenkins, 
Jordan & Weiland 1993), wherein the penultimate stage of literature reviewing 
occurs.  Moreover, the importance of doctoral reading (Bazerman 1985; Kwan 
2008) is emphasised and explicated in the context of literature reviewing.  Questions 
of who is information illiterate and who is information literate are asked (Norgaard 
2003; Pawley 2003) and conclusions about doctoral learners‘ advanced information 
literacy competencies drawn.  The thesis also introduces the prospect of disciplinary 
literacy, noting that reviewing methodological, empirical and practice-based 
literatures can lead student researchers to innovative, best fitting, or alternative 
designs and frameworks for their doctoral projects.  This inquiry contributes to a 
small corpus of discussions concerned with the postgraduate literature review, 
presenting it in entirety and as a phenomenon, rather than as a series of discrete 
tasks or segregated literacies. By approaching doctoral literature reviewing as a 
pedagogical process that leads to and is constructed of multiple literacies critical to 
doing a doctorate, this inquiry attempts to unpack doctoral literacies that are so 
embedded within the learning culture as to be invisible or taken for granted.  
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Reconceptualising the doctoral literature review as a pedagogical site affords 
broader opportunities to advance alternative initiatives in doctoral learning and 
teaching, of interest especially for those involved in American and Australian 
doctoral education.   
 
1.7 Outline of the Thesis 
The next chapter focuses on the literatures that specifically address the literature 
review and its features.  These literatures extend beyond the boundaries of Chapter 2 
and are used throughout the thesis to support the discussion and analysis.  Chapter 3 
describes the theoretical approaches of the study and discusses concepts of literacy 
and literacies in relation to critical pedagogy, critical literacy and critical 
information literacy.  Chapter 4 presents the research design and methods, and 
details the study structure and relationship between design and outcomes.   
 
The heart of the thesis is located in four chapters that report and expand upon study 
findings.  Chapter 5 responds to the first research question: ―How is the doctoral 
literature review process learned?‖  It illustrates how information and other doctoral 
literacies are learned and taught in the context of the literature review.  A recurrent 
theme that emerged from the data—that of doctoral candidates as autonomous, 
intentional learners—is presented in this chapter and developed further in Chapters 
7 and 8.   
 
Chapters 6, 7 and 8 address the second research question: ―What is learned by doing 
a doctoral literature review?‖  Chapter 6 develops the notion of disciplinary literacy 
as a doctoral literacy encompassing performative, methodological and theoretical 
competencies prescribed by specific research disciplines. In this chapter, I propose 
an association between disciplinary literacy and disciplinary research skills. Chapter 
7 places doctoral students at the centre of information engagement and advances the 
proposition that many of these learners should be presumed information literate, 
rather than information illiterate.  Chapter 8 explores doctoral reading and writing as 
interrelated literacies, as social acts of disciplinary discourse and as sites of realising 
autonomy and competency.   
 
Chapter 9 recapitulates the work of the thesis, re-emphasises the proposition that the 
literature review is a pedagogical process through which critical doctoral literacies 
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are acquired and refined and reflects on methodological and personal shifts that 
occurred during the research process. 
 
Much of the data analysis came about as a result of writing, an aspect that is 
discussed in Chapter 4.  Parts of this thesis have been published as journal articles 
and conference papers, consonant with my supervisors‘ and Kamler‘s (2008) 
encouragement to publish from the doctorate as a benefit to doctoral completion. 
These publications are incorporated and cited in the thesis. 
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Chapter 2.   Reviewing the Literature of the Doctoral   
                Literature Review 
 
2.1 The Literature Review: Nature, Rationale and Potential 
This chapter situates the literature review as the object of inquiry and examines 
literatures concerned with the literature review process, especially those related to 
doctorates and doctoral pedagogy. The chapter serves as a critical review of 
literature on the literature review as a phenomenon subject to reconceptualisation, a 
product that is achieved through comprehensive engagement with information 
literacy and academic writing and as an academic and disciplinary endeavour.  
 
The functions and roles of the literature review are well established in disciplinary, 
academic, research and professional communities; the interests of the first three are 
germane to this chapter.  While definitions for what a literature review is and what 
is to be done with one vary across fields, in essence, the doctoral literature review is 
meant to demonstrate that research candidates have absorbed and mastered the 
canonical, philosophical, empirical and methodological foundations of their 
disciplines.  Golde (2007) synthesises recent discussions on the literature review in 
educational research (for example, Boote & Beile 2005; Delamont & Atkinson 
2001; Kamler & Thomson 2006; Maxwell 2006; Richardson 2006) and describes 
the requirements for undertaking a doctoral review of literature.  Hence, doctoral 
candidates must, 
 
Absorb the content of what they read, determine what is known and what 
needs to be known, identify important ongoing disciplinary debates, develop 
the judgment to discriminate between work of high quality and mediocre 
efforts, extract useful information on which to build, juxtapose multiple 
theoretical perspectives and explanations, connect research studies to one 
another, synthesize and reappraise others‘ work, and learn the stylistic 
conventions of written work, such as what to say and what to omit (Golde 
2007, p. 344). 
 
The doctoral literature review ‗demonstrates the accomplishment of the exploratory 
process‘ (Bruce 1994a, p.143), a process generated by investigating and engaging 
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with the literature.  ‗In the best research writing academics anticipate that the 
literature will be synthesised, weighed upon, and woven into the very fibre of the 
argument‘ (Holbrook et al. 2007, pp. 349–50).  Despite this espoused centrality to 
doctoral research, the complexities of the literature review remain relatively 
unexamined; literature from recent decades offers few discussions of teaching and 
learning the literature review. Cooper (1988), an early observer and commentator on 
literature review writing, finds that matters of identifying, evaluating and integrating 
past research receive relatively little attention in an era of burgeoning scientific 
information: ‗The enhanced role of the literature review requires that this expository 
form be given careful scrutiny.  To date, such examinations have been scarce‘ (p. 
105).  Even now, doctoral literature reviewing is underexamined; ‗The perceived 
lack of importance of the dissertation literature review is seen in the paucity of 
research and publications devoted to understanding it‘ (Boote & Beile 2005, p. 5).   
 
These observations beg the question of why this research gap exists, stated well by 
Montuori (2005).  Regarding the literature relevant to his particular research 
Montuori confronts: ‗What became even more interesting as I pursued my inquiry 
was that there existed this hole in the research at all.  Why had there been so little 
study?‘ (p. 379)—a question central to why the literature review itself is seldom 
examined.  A partial response may be that current pedagogical practice focuses on 
sampling procedures, data analysis and other research methods, eclipsing the 
interest in and pedagogical potential of the literature review. Another consideration 
is that the conversations regarding the literature review are divided among various 
disciplinary realms, the community of academic writing pedagogy and the 
information literacy community.  A third conjecture points to an assumption of prior 
knowledge.  That is, commencing doctoral candidates are presumed to possess 
adequately developed literature reviewing skills and literacies and should 
immediately proceed to acquiring the canonical, epistemological and craft 
knowledge of their disciplines.   
 
Although Bruce (1994a) contends that research interest in the literature review is 
limited, recent attention from the education research community is promising.   A 
small body of literature centring on the literature review exists, much of which turns 
to literature reviewing in the service of master‘s and doctoral level research (Boote 
& Beile 2005; Green & Bowser 2006; Holbrook et al. 2007; Kwan 2008).   
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2.1.1 Reconsidering the literature review 
The literatures explicated in this chapter represent dominant conceptions of 
literature reviewing as accessible and assessable, as process and product.  The body 
of writing regarding the doctoral literature review is small, and sources that theorise 
and reconceptualise the literature review are even scarcer.  However, Montuori 
(2005) and a few other experts pose stimulating conceptualisations of the literature 
review. Their work considers the literature review, not only for its utilitarian 
purposes, but also for its dialogic properties and as a means of crossing disciplinary 
boundaries.   
 
Lea and Street (1998) suggest that a dialogic exchange between generations occurs 
in the context of the literature review, where previous researchers‘ knowledge and 
that of the review writer are linked.  Lather (1999) implies another exchange, one 
where reviewers are personified through the perceptions of their readers, since 
readers may ‗learn the reviewer‘s investments in knowledge-producing practices‘ 
(p. 4).  The review bears the imprint of the reviewer‘s presence (Lather 1999; 
Montuori 2005), although student scholars may not conceive their relationship to the 
literature review in this manner.  Montuori (2005) relates his experience of students 
tending to distance themselves from the work of reviewing and to consider the 
authors, literature and knowledges located in the literature as ‗disembodied works 
and positions, rather than as a living community‘ (p. 375).  He offers the perspective 
that the literature review is a site where reviewer and field communicate: ‗A 
literature review is, among other things, an opportunity for dialogue with others who 
share our interests‘ (p. 388).  The communicative, interactive view that Montuori 
suggests resonates with my inquiry, and I selected a dispersed, topic-based format 
(Paltridge 2002) for the literature review of this thesis to reflect ongoing, dialogic 
exchanges among literatures, researcher and research. 
 
Piantanida and Garman (1999) align the conversational perspective with qualitative 
literature reviewing by recommending that doctoral researchers envision a ‗review 
of relevant discourses‘ (p. 99), indicating the discursive exchanges that occur within 
and among scholarly communities, stakeholder groups and multiple literatures.  
Maxwell (2006) suggests ‗the idea of a ―conceptual framework‖ for a study, rather 
than a ―literature review‖‘ (p. 30).  These approaches to understanding the processes 
of creating literature and producing knowledge may prove difficult for neophyte 
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doctoral writers to embrace.  The creative tension between developing a 
comprehensive literature review and one that is overly saturated requires 
economising; student review writers are cautioned to choose literature carefully.  
Yet considering different perspectives, such as reviewing discourses or developing a 
conceptual framework (rather than ―reviewing literature‖), suggests locating one‘s 
research in new terrains.   Maxwell (2006) notes that that ‗there may be extremely 
relevant theories, findings, or methods in other fields or disciplines‘ (p.29).  
Montuori (2005) also entertains a plurality of perspectives that cross disciplinary 
boundaries, thereby extending projects to other communities, concerns and interests.   
 
Expanding the literature review beyond a single discipline is a potentially 
important move that allows us to compare and contrast different approaches 
to the same subject—and indeed different interpretations of what that subject 
actually ―is‖ (Montuori 2005, p. 381).  
 
Montuori (2005) advocates a creative approach to accommodate expanding the very 
locations of knowledge production and literatures.  Ogawa and Malen (1991) argue 
that the preference to examine traditional textual literatures overlooks other forms of 
produced research, opinions, policy, information and knowledge in context.  They 
endorse using ‗multivocal literatures‘—a rich body of literatures in multiple formats 
capable of addressing contemporary phenomena, thereby exposing ‗a host of 
diverse, intricate, and complex approaches‘ (p. 274).  Recommending another 
approach to doing literature reviews, Kamler and Thomson (2006) promote 
‗working in the field of knowledge production’, which in turn captures ‗the 
complexity of sources that may constitute ―the literature‖‘ (original emphasis, p. 
45).  The perspective that knowledge production occurs in multiple locations and 
arises from many authors and sources is consonant with the work of multivocal 
literatures and reviews of discourses (Ogawa & Malen 1991; Piantanida & Garman 
1999).  Thus, we are invited to reconsider the literature review in light of its 
complexities and potentialities. 
 
2.1.2 The literature review as process and product 
This thesis seeks new conceptualisations of the literature review seldom found in the 
literatures where it is explicated.  Traditionally, the literature regarding the literature 
review is located within two distinct and segregated discussions: information 
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literacy skills and the review as an academic genre.  Research methods texts, for 
instance, tend to separate these as divergent processes, sometimes treating the 
literature review as literature seeking and sometimes as a writing project.  This 
thesis argues that dual interpretations are simplistic and inadequate, and proposes 
instead that doctoral literature reviewing cannot be conceptualised adequately as a 
writing project or a series of information literacy experiences.  I question whether 
the literature review might encompass multiple literacies and, through which, offer a 
relevant pedagogy.  Scholars such as Bruce (1992, 1994a, 1994b, 1996) do 
recommend consolidating the various stages of the literature review process, and 
others (Green & Bowser 2003, 2006; Libutti & Kopala 1995; Nimon 2002) 
associate information literacy work with graduate literature reviewing.  This study 
draws upon their work in order to reconceptualise the doctoral literature review.  
 
One step toward reconsidering the doctoral literature review is to imagine it as a 
phenomenon and to conceive of it as both process and product, rather than as an 
accumulation of discrete tasks that eventually lead to a significant document.  
Literature reviewing reflects the knowledge production that occurs over the course 
of an advanced degree, when candidates adapt ‗new ways of knowing: new ways of 
understanding, interpreting and organising knowledge‘ (Lea & Street 1998, p. 158).  
Phases of gathering, critiquing, synthesising and writing are intertwined and 
inseparable from the progression and character of the literature review.  Bruce 
(1994b) draws attention to Cooper‘s (1989) understanding of the role of the 
literature review and his recommendation that the literature review section clearly 
outline the search process   Yet the literature seldom approaches the development of 
the literature review as iterative and recursive; process and product are treated 
independently.  Occasionally, acknowledgements such as ‗steps of the literature 
review process need not be done strictly in sequence‘ (Gall, Gall & Borg 2003, p. 
93) suggest that such interrelationships are possible.   
 
Bruce‘s phenomenographic analysis reconsiders the literature review as an 
encompassing phenomenon experienced by doctoral students, thereby aligning 
searching and writing activities.  Bruce outlines a relational interpretation (1992, 
1994b, 1997a) and a reflection model (1994a, 1996) and so links earlier information 
literacy phases of the literature review with the final phase of literature review 
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synthesis.  Both models have influenced this inquiry and its aim to depart from a 
dual, mechanistic approach to the literature review. 
 
Arguing that behavioural and constructivist approaches to information literacy fail 
to provide coherent and relevant models, Bruce (1997a) and Edwards and Bruce 
(2004) propose that a relational approach is more appropriate to understanding how 
people learn.  Bruce (1992, 1994b) names a range of six metaphorical relationships 
that neophyte researchers experience when engaging with the literature review. 
Framing those relationships within a relational model captures dynamic, changeable 
aspects of the literature review process.  Bruce‘s relational model presents 
increasingly complex descriptions of the literature review that progress from early 
descriptions of accumulating sources to conceptions of the literature review as 
written discourse.  Six metaphors—list, search, survey, vehicle for learning, 
research facilitator and report—embody the phases imagined by graduate students to 
describe how they relate to their literature reviews.  
 
Progressing from simple to complex, these descriptions provide a conceptual 
framework as well as a means to examine the skills, tasks and literacies associated 
with various stages of the literature review. Bruce (1994b) recognises academic 
reading and writing, although her focus remains on the literature review process as a 
range of perceived experiences.  The six conceptions of the literature review 
outlined in the relational model are presented hierarchically, each describing an 
increasingly sophisticated approach to the literature review.  When higher 
conceptions, such as research facilitator and report are achieved, students do not 
return to the lower stages of literature reviewing.  
 
However, the reality of academic writing does not support the conjecture that 
literacy activities such as these can be accomplished in a straightforward, linear 
fashion.  Rather, crafting a genre such as the literature review requires returning to 
previous stages and undergoing several iterations of gathering, appraising and 
synthesising.  For these reasons, the current inquiry does not entirely embrace the 
relational classification of literature review conceptions.   
 
Bruce‘s second, reflection model advances a more cyclical interpretation of 
literature reviewing (1994a, 1996). The practice of reflection is proposed as a means 
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of facilitating the transition from basic to complex conceptions of the literature 
review.  Following an action research cycle of planning, acting, recording and 
reflecting, students and supervisors are encouraged to consider the full range of the 
literature review and ‗emphasise the cyclical nature of the process‘ (1996, p. 249).   
As Bruce (1994a) observes, reflection is a strategy that can ‗bridge the gap between 
literature searching and writing‘ (p. 150). 
 
Reviewing Bruce‘s projects simultaneously accommodates a view of the doctoral 
literature review in holistic, cyclical terms rather than in a binary of either literature 
seeking activities or genre writing.  The two models also suggest the interactivity of 
reading, writing and information literacy in the nexus of the literature review.  
Reflexivity prompts researchers to examine their own understandings of the 
literature review as a whole and to reconsider their research in relation to the 
literature.  Thus, the researcher is encouraged to gather new literature or assess 
assimilated literatures in a different light.  While constructing and composing the 
review, the researcher should continue to judge and adjust both the structure and 
intent of the literature review.  From these perspectives, literature reviewing can be 
reconceptualised in a learning cycle of revisited phases and the review of literature a 
synthesis constructed piece by interlocking piece. 
 
2.2 Addressing Literature Review Literacies: A Divided 
Conversation 
Discussions pertaining to teaching and learning the literature review process tend to 
emanate separately from library and information science, other academic fields and 
the realm of academic writing.  The literature consistently shows that the literature 
review may have two meanings, which Cooper (1985) encapsulates as an 
accumulation of relevant literature and a project in writing about such literature. 
 
First, a literature review uses as its database reports of primary or original 
scholarship, and does not report new primary scholarship itself … Second, a 
literature review seeks to describe, summarize, evaluate, clarify, and/or 
integrate the content of the primary reports (p. 7). 
 
The library and information science community generally emphasises one aspect of 
the process: literature seeking.  Disciplinary and academic writing communities 
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focus on the literature review as a form of genre writing.  This section critically 
addresses textbooks that advise doctoral students on how a literature review is to be 
undertaken.  The section then turns to two doctoral literacies that the literature on 
literature reviewing traditionally identifies: advanced information literacy and 
academic writing. 
 
2.2.1 Advice for undertaking a literature review: an insufficient pedagogy 
Examining educational and social sciences research methods textbooks reveals that 
these texts focus primarily on methods of research design, data collection and 
analysis (for example, Creswell 2005; Gall, Gall & Borg 2003).  Educational 
research texts give less attention to the literature review, and advice regarding 
strategies for accessing, analysing and synthesising relevant literature can be sparse, 
inconsistent or elementary.  In a review of thesis and dissertation writing 
handbooks, Paltridge (2002) concludes that methods for carrying out the research 
and analysis were given more attention than writing processes.  The same can be 
said for the treatment given the literature review in these texts. Where the process of 
‗doing‘ a literature review is outlined, advice primarily concerns procedures for 
literature gathering and interpreting, rather than constructing a synthesised review.  
 
Educational and information science researchers claim that criteria and prescriptions 
for researching and writing the doctoral literature review remain vague and diverse 
(Boote & Beile 2005; Bruce 1994c; Kamler & Thomson 2006).  For example, 
methods texts directed toward information science researchers outline standardised 
approaches for accumulating literature (Gorman & Clayton 2005; Powell & 
Connaway 2004), yet students are left to wonder how to treat that material once 
gathered.  Elsewhere, the benefits of reviewing the literature are stated, but no clear 
strategies for organising sources and writing about them are offered.  In their widely 
cited guide to the personal and practical aspects of pursuing a PhD, Phillips and 
Pugh (2000) mention the literature review in passing, advising only that it should be 
used to demonstrate researchers‘ competence and contributions.    
 
Furthermore, there is little that consolidates the doctoral reading, writing and 
information literacies and other processes characteristic of doctoral literature 
reviewing.  Although some texts inclusively address information literacy events and 
the work of writing, they continue to segregate the steps in literature searching from 
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processes of writing from, about and with the literature.  Even less is available to 
guide doctoral candidates in advanced reading practices, although some advice 
resides in skills-focused instructional texts that present scaffolded strategies for 
interpreting scholarly literatures (for example, Hart 1998; Pan 2008; Shank & 
Brown 2007).  Research reports produced by disciplinary scholars are written in a 
fashion that presumes an ability to read and understand these specialised writings.  
At first, however, novice doctoral researchers may not have the background to 
manage dense, specialised, rhetorical disciplinary delivery.  Early-stage doctoral 
readers may experience difficulty deciphering research literature, perceiving it to be 
privileged discourse (Kamler & Thomson 2006; Macauley 2001a).  Doctoral 
candidates are expected to become critical readers of research, learn to speak from 
the text (Riehl et al. 2000), and situate a coherent argument into their theses (Boote 
& Beile 2005; Kamler & Thomson 2006).  Boote and Beile (2005) and Hart (1998), 
who have inspected literature review practices closely, posit that literature reviews 
of variable quality, and annotated bibliographies rather than critiques, result from 
students‘ difficulties with reading and appropriating research literature.   
 
Three notable exceptions to the approaches that separate critical aspects of literature 
reviewing are Hart‘s (1998), Galvan‘s (2006) and Pan‘s (2008) guides, devoted 
entirely to developing and then writing the literature review from first draft to 
completed review.  Hart (1998) comprehensively addresses the gathering, 
evaluating and synthesising phases of the literature review process.  Kamler and 
Thomson (2006) turn to Hart‘s recurrent emphasis ‗that literature work is an 
evolving and ongoing task that must be updated and revised throughout the process 
of writing the thesis‘ (Kamler & Thomson 2006, p. 35), rephrasing ‗this advice to 
suggest that reading and writing are integral to all phases of doctoral study‘ (p. 35).  
His recommendations are prescriptive and formulaic, yet for candidates who seek 
direction in literature seeking, appraising, managing and writing, such an approach 
has its place. Galvan (2006) and Pan (2008) complement Hart‘s text by offering 
workbooks that outline exercises for reading empirical research and writing 
evaluative essays.  Galvan assures students that they will learn how to write a 
review of the literature, but he fails to define the literature review clearly; 
ostensibly, students‘ prior knowledge is assumed.  Nevertheless, the fact that these 
three texts are currently in multiple editions or reprint indicates that they have been 
well received by their audiences.   
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Kamler and Thomson (2006) are dissatisfied with research methods textbooks and 
the manner in which advice texts address writing the literature review.  They find 
that many of these texts ‗are rife with intimidating expressions and exhortations to 
be rigorous, systematic, respectful (but critical), and comprehensive (but not all 
inclusive)‘ (p. 35).  Boote and Beile (2005) claim that, ‗doctoral students seeking 
advice on how to improve their literature reviews will find little published guidance 
worth heeding‘ (p. 5).  When Maxwell (2006) responds to Boote and Beile‘s essay, 
he disputes their assertion and recommends a closer examination of some texts for 
their ‗valuable, and often detailed, guidance‘ (Maxwell 2006, p. 30) regarding 
methods for using literature, preparing the proposal document, conducting scholarly 
work and determining research.  The debate over how best to advise doctoral 
students in the literature review process remains open and unresolved. 
 
2.2.2  Information literacy: generating the literature review 
The instructional effectiveness of advice texts is uncertain.  Furthermore, these texts 
adopt a fragmented approach to explaining how aspects of literature reviewing are 
to be undertaken and the review produced.  This section and the following mirror 
the separated discussions found in these texts and elsewhere by developing brief 
reviews of literatures on information literacy and academic writing practices.    
 
Bruce‘s (1997b) The seven faces of information literacy breaks new ground by 
proposing that information learning can be experienced as a phenomenon, 
understood in learner-centred terms.  This work marks a departure from the 
mechanistic, information seeking and bibliography building that historically 
circumscribe doing a literature review.  The framework from the Australian and 
New Zealand Institute for Information Literacy, known as ANZIIL (Bundy 2004), 
and American Association of College and Research Libraries information literacy 
competency standards (ACRL 2000) offer similar conceptual approaches. The two 
share equivalent definitions of information literacy.  ACRL (2000) defines 
information literacy as, 
 
An intellectual framework for understanding, finding, evaluating, and using 
information – activities which may be accomplished in part by fluency with 
information technology, in part by sound investigative methods, but most 
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important, through critical discernment and reasoning.  Information literacy 
initiates, sustains, and extend lifelong learning through abilities which may 
use technologies but are ultimately independent of them (p. 3). 
 
The understanding of information literacy adopted for this thesis follows this 
definition, with the additional feature of ‗recognising the need for [information]‘ 
(Bundy 2004, p. 4).  
 
Developing and performing the scholarly abilities needed for literature reviewing 
potentially involves joint efforts of several learning community members, including 
librarians, and the literature offers examples of such initiatives (Barry 1996; Bruce 
2001a; Green & Bowser 2003, 2006; Hooks & Corbett 2005; Macauley & 
Cavanagh 2001).  Boote and Beile (2005) draw attention to these efforts. 
 
The new focus of libraries on teaching students to critically engage with 
information offers the possibility of successful faculty–librarian 
collaboration, especially in the realm of graduate literature reviewing and 
writing (p. 12). 
 
The integration of information literacy into the educational mission of higher 
education institutions links together those in the community who share the same 
educational goals. Simultaneously, a growing range of information retrieval 
methods offers several opportunities for faculty–librarian cooperation.  
Interestingly, Doskatsch (2003) observes that Australian librarians are less 
forthcoming than their American counterparts when reporting such collaborative 
initiatives.  This is partly because the American coursework structure facilitates 
more opportunities for librarians to be present in virtual and physical classrooms. 
Admittedly, the impetus for many of these collaborative programs comes from 
librarians (Bruce 2001a; Macauley 2001b), although, in some instances, academics 
and librarians alike agree upon the importance of information literacy to student 
learning (Bruce 2001a).    
 
Ackerson (1996) and Libutti and Kopala (1995) attest that little in the literature 
addresses the uniqueness of graduate students‘ needs for literature seeking and their 
literature reviews. At one time, information literacy initiatives in higher education 
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were concentrated largely on undergraduate education (Abbott & Selzer 2002; 
Grassian & Kaplowitz 2001).  Attention to postgraduates‘ needs were overlooked, 
perhaps because of the assumption that commencing candidates had already attained 
information skills, either by osmosis or through their undergraduate studies (Abbott 
& Selzer 2002; Hoffmann et al. 2008; Macauley 2001a). Training and supporting 
research students have often been extensions of undergraduate programs; however, 
unlike undergraduate students, postgraduate researchers have highly specialised 
information needs related to identification, advanced browsing, critical evaluation 
and presentation (Ackerson 1996; Barry 1997; Kazlauskas 1987; Macauley 2001b; 
Morner 1993; Williams 2000).  Recent literature from the library and information 
science field reports initiatives directed toward master‘s and doctoral students with 
pedagogically appropriate foundations that more closely align information literacy 
with disciplinary knowledge, rather than generalised or generic skills-based learning 
(Genoni & Partridge 2000; Hoffmann et al. 2008).  Information literacy instruction 
targeted toward the graduate learner incorporates methods such as peer 
collaboration, direct instruction and a disciplinary emphasis.  Most of these reports 
come from American graduate education (for example, Green & Bowser 2002; 
Kuruppu & Gruber 2006; Rempel & Davidson 2008; Smith & Oliver 2005; Squires 
1998), with recent examples from New Zealand and Australia (Honey, North & 
Gunn 2006; Nimon 2002).  
 
This thesis was first underpinned by studies that drew affirmative conclusions 
regarding librarian interactions with graduate students and the effectiveness of 
learners‘ information engagements as a result of receiving (or lacking) information 
literacy instruction.  The role of librarians is explicit in studies by Australians 
Macauley (2001a, 2001b) and Nimon (2002), who document interviews in which 
students acknowledge the role of information literacy skills in completing their 
doctoral theses successfully.  In a single doctoral dissertation from the United States 
devoted to the influence and role of the doctoral literature review, Zaporozhetz 
(1987) reports on doctoral advisors‘ instructional practices and attitudes toward the 
review of literature.  Of the ten principal study findings, the one most often repeated 
is, ‗advisors ranked the literature review lowest … in the amount of time/energy 
they expended and in the level of their expertise‘ (p. 132).  Her study offers a more 
holistic view of the literature review process by presenting data associated with 
seeking, evaluating and integrating literature.  In her concluding remarks, 
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Zaporozhetz (1987) notes, ‗the process of writing the dissertation provides a unique 
interaction among advisors, doctoral candidates, and librarians‘ (p. 129).   The stage 
is set for further exploration of collaborative arrangements (Bruce 2001a; Macauley 
& Cavanagh 2001) and involvement of doctoral candidates in the conversation 
(Bruce 1992, 1994b, 1996; Macauley 2001a).  Thus, the librarian ‗can play a key 
role as a collaborative partner in providing direct information literacy skills training 
for the student and in supporting the supervisor in their role as trainer‘ (Abbott & 
Selzer 2002, p. 44).   
 
An early assumption of this thesis centred on librarians and candidates being closely 
associated in the literature review process.  Consequently, literature that exposes 
how librarians and students interact during information literacy processes is 
important.  Zaporozhetz (1987) considers the perceptions of teaching the literature 
review from the perspective of doctoral advisors.  Bruce (1992) examines learning 
the literature review from postgraduates‘ viewpoints, then draws librarians into a 
later study phase that adapts theory into practice.  Macauley (2001a) questions 
doctoral candidates and supervisors about the support given candidates in the 
doctoral literature review process. This thesis amplifies these earlier studies by 
engaging doctoral students, supervisors and academic librarians as participants. 
 
2.2.3 Academic writing: constructing the literature review 
Practitioners and researchers in the fields of education and library and information 
science have observed an underlying assumption that research students bear 
sufficient skills and knowledge specific to the processes of gathering, appraising, 
reading and writing about scholarly literature (for example, Delamont, Atkinson & 
Parry 2000; Williams 2000; Zaporozhetz 1987).  From an assumption of prior 
knowledge perspective (Riehl et al. 2000, Wikeley & Muschamp 2004), doctoral 
candidates are considered well informed about matters of literature reviewing tasks, 
fluencies and literacies by virtue of having been accepted into an advanced program.  
Thus, they are deemed independent and ready to commence literature reviewing to 
support a doctoral proposal and thesis. Yet Boote and Beile (2005) query the lack of 
guidance for developing doctoral literature reviews.  Barron and Zeegers (2002; 
Zeegers & Barron 2000) also notice an assumption of prior knowledge when 
research students presumably require little if any direct instruction in crafting a 
complex project.  Academic reading and writing literacies are integral to tertiary 
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education, yet, as Hirst et al. (2004) note, ‗it is often assumed that tertiary students 
can cope with any literacy demands that are made of them‘ (p. 66).  Indeed, 
postgraduates are expected to ‗be able to write a thesis and not need any help‘ 
(Zuber-Skerritt & Knight 1992, p. 181).    
 
Acknowledging an assumption of prior knowledge and skills has been met with a 
countervailing response to emphasise learners‘ needs and sometimes their 
deficiencies. Scholars such as Bruce (1994b), Delamont, Atkinson and Parry (1997), 
and Holbrook et al. (2007) have proposed that graduate students are subject to a 
range of assumptions regarding various aspects of preparedness for doctoral work 
and especially the literature review process.  In doing so, they draw attention to 
doctoral learners and the need for specialised instructional strategies.  The literature 
outlines areas in which postgraduates are not fully prepared to perform literature 
review activities, thereby countering the supposition that, from early stages of the 
doctorate, postgraduate students are knowledgeable and skilful in a range of writing 
and information literacies essential for literature review work. In what may be an 
implicit response to the assumption of prior knowledge perspective, members of the 
academic literacy and, in particular, information literacy communities have moved 
to improve information and pedagogical practices.  These efforts are influenced by a 
deficient learner view (Fox 1990; Rose 1985) that identifies and labels students by 
the apparent gaps in their academic reading, writing, researching and information 
skills.  One remedy is to infuse the writing process throughout candidature and to 
ensure that doctoral candidates receive information literacy instruction (Abbott & 
Selzer 2002; Genoni & Partridge 2000; Kamler & Thomson 2004, 2006; Phillips & 
Pugh 2000; Richardson 1994), making both information literacy and academic 
writing ongoing and supportive of doctoral research.  
 
Literatures in doctoral pedagogy and academic writing reveal a tension between an 
assumption that postgraduates have prior knowledge about writing and that they are 
deficient writers.  On the one hand, the literature recognises that preparing a 
doctoral thesis may be the first large-scale writing task that they undertake, and 
postgraduates are placed at a disadvantage when they are expected to execute 
scholarly research and writing with little assistance.  On the other hand, there exists 
the presumption that characteristics of good writing are self-apparent, as long as 
students are adequately exposed to scholars and books (Caffarella & Barnett 2000; 
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Curry 2003; Lea & Stierer 2000).  Mastery of complex writing practices sanctioned 
by the disciplinary research community is mandatory.  Students must be capable of 
commencing writing tasks during early candidature and producing larger amounts of 
text over relatively shorter periods of time (Kamler & Rowan 2004). From the 
students‘ viewpoint, writing the doctoral thesis and crafting the sections that 
comprise the literature review present considerable anxiety, in part because explicit 
writing guidance is unavailable (Kamler & Thomson 2004).  
 
Growing avenues for scholarly communication afford opportunity, and apply 
increasing pressure, to contribute to bodies of informal and formal writings (Genoni, 
Merrick & Willson 2005). Nevertheless, the deficient learner model presumes that 
students have not been previously taught the skills necessary to meet this 
expectation, including mastery of the literature and other doctoral literacies.  Ideally, 
performance and expectations should match.   However, student interpretations 
regarding the requirements of academic writing and the nature of academic 
discourse may be at variance with instructors‘ expectations (Haggis 2003; Lea & 
Street 1998; Lillis & Turner 2001).  
 
Competent research writers must be adept in both academic discourse and language 
specific to their disciplines.  The disciplines embody distinct patterns of publication, 
discourse and literacy practices expected of doctoral candidates (Becher & Trowler 
2001; Haggis 2003; Kamler & Thomson 2004).  Successfully completing a 
doctorate requires that postgraduates master complex discursive patterns and 
rhetorical practices.  As early evaluators of research, doctoral candidates must 
decipher the language of scholarly writing, but if this task becomes difficult or 
intimidating, they may fail to value research: others‘ or their own (Riehl et al. 
2000).  Gathering prior research, pairing it with one‘s own and then documenting 
those events in the thesis is a means of communicating ‗the researcher‘s repertoire 
of skills in most disciplines‘ (Bhatia 2004, p. 190).  
 
Discussions on literature reviewing are beginning to take hold, notably in the 
domains of graduate writing.  Well known as researchers of doctoral writing 
practices, Kamler and Thomson (2006) devote two chapters to literature reviewing 
in their writing pedagogy text.  They offer a range of metaphors, exemplars, 
activities, advice and perspectives targeted toward learners, teachers, mentors and 
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others engaged in constructing literature reviews.  They argue that the conventional 
approach to doctoral literature reviewing linguistically positions the researcher as an 
onlooker.  Then they offer, ‗Our emphasis, by contrast, is on positioning students as 
agents who use and evaluate the research of others, in order to make a place for 
their own work‘ (original emphases, Kamler & Thomson 2006, p. 35).   
 
Much of the interest in postgraduate writing and constructing the literature review 
has come from studies of non-native speakers of English (Belcher 1994; Casanave 
& Hubbard 1992; Dong 1998; Jenkins, Jordan & Weiland 1993; Krishnan 2002; 
Kwan 2006, 2008).  Swales and Lindemann (2002) argue that these learners can 
find very little guidance for nesting linguistic conventions into a literature review 
from research methods texts.  Qian (2003), Krishnan (2002) and Kwan (2006, 2008) 
report small-scale investigations into how students‘ literature review writing reveals 
discursive academic literacy practices.  Each describes the challenges that the 
literature review section presents to non-native English speakers and writers, whose 
difficulties are similar to those experienced by English first-language student 
researchers.  Responding to literature review writing tasks, these students develop 
their own strategies for writing literature reviews, sometimes adding personal 
strategies to those taught in academic courses.  Kwan (2008) amplifies her earlier 
inquiry into literature reviewing practices by challenging the ‗common demarcation 
view of the processes of reading, writing and researching‘ (p. 42), proposing instead 
that these doctoral activities be viewed as co-constructed and mutually related.  She 
points to the dearth of research into doctoral reading practices and argues for the 
essentiality of reading to inform literature reviews and evolving research.   
 
2.3 Disciplinary Influences  
The doctoral literature review is a narrative account of studies germane to the 
research problem, contextualised within a piece of disciplinary inquiry.  Commonly, 
narrative literature reviews are meant to advance or produce theoretical models, 
identify convergent and conflicting perspectives in related topical areas, and 
categorise and explain emergent issues.  Holbrook et al. (2007) encapsulate the 
purpose of the literature review this way.   
 
The use and application of the literature is at the heart of scholarship—of 
belonging to the academy.  It requires intellectual acumen and a deep 
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appreciation and understanding of disciplinary traditions and new directions.  
The acknowledgement of the candidate who achieves this is also an 
acknowledgement of their academic credentials (p. 346). 
 
The scholarly community requires standards of disciplinary discourse and fluency in 
discursive practices, demonstrated to a large degree by the production of research 
articles, conference papers, doctoral theses and literature reviews.  By its nature, the 
literature review recognises the academic community‘s production of research that 
both precedes and bolsters new research.  The use that academic fields make of 
literature in their scholarly publications in turn influences the shape that the thesis 
and the literature review take.  ‗In large part the expectations of the form of the 
thesis are shaped by the roles ascribed to the literature in scholarly work in the 
different disciplines‘ (Holbrook et al. 2007, p. 339). 
 
The conventionally structured social sciences thesis positions the literature review 
as a separate chapter that lays some of the groundwork for what is to come.  Not all 
dissertations follow this format, given the contributions of qualitative studies, 
professional doctorates and submissions of doctoral work by portfolio.  What was 
once the traditional, five-chapter thesis format of introduction, literature review, 
methodology, results with discussion and conclusions (especially in the case of 
American dissertations) is no longer the universal standard.  Nor is the placement of 
the literature review in the thesis document or its structure uniform across or within 
disciplines (Libutti & Kopala 1995; Mullins & Kiley 2002).  Wolcott (2002) 
questions whether the literature review must remain in the second chapter. He 
suggests that theory, method and review of the literature may be drawn ‗on a when-
and-as-needed-basis‘ (p. 93), interwoven throughout the write–up of the research.  
By continuing to include literature throughout the thesis, I have applied the design 
that Wolcott (2002) suggests and Paltridge (2002) describes as a topic-based review.    
 
Thesis structure varies depending upon disciplinary characteristics, research 
expectations, and acceptable forms of publication (Dong 1998; Libutti & Kopala 
1995).  Dong (1998), from the United States, and Paltridge (2002), from New 
Zealand, distinguish among four thesis formats, each of which displays a 
characteristically singular or dispersed review of literature.  The simple, traditional 
thesis reports on a unified project and uses a five-chapter macrostructure that places 
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a single, unifying literature review in the second section.  The complex, traditional 
thesis format also presents one literature review, although it focuses upon multiple 
studies united by a central theme or phenomenon. The topic-based dissertation 
disperses the literature review across two or more chapters with perhaps an 
additional, unifying literature review section to link methodological and theoretical 
threads (Paltridge 2002). The literature review formed as a compilation of 
publishable or published research articles—often found in doctoral biological and 
physical sciences research and increasingly in health professions studies—presents a 
series of papers, each with its own literature review (Dong 1998; Paltridge 2002).  
In the sciences where the imperative to generate research and disseminate results is 
pressing, this format is especially effective. 
 
The article-compilation format gives graduate students on-the-job training, 
preparing them for what they will be expected to do in their fields after they 
receive the Ph.D. degree.  In addition, the article format reduces the time for 
publication if dissertation chapters can be submitted directly for journal 
publication … therefore, it meets the need for timely knowledge 
dissemination and it starts to accumulate credits for the student‘s 
professional career (Dong 1998, p. 371).  
 
Preparing articles for publication from the doctorate requires facility in citing others 
in the field and, at times, from surrounding disciplines. As a standard feature of 
research and other scholarly documents, the practice of citing others‘ work 
demonstrates the author‘s familiarity with the scholarly community and skilfulness 
in differentiating and negotiating among the community‘s literatures.  Citation 
practices serve both cognitive and social functions, communicating an 
understanding of disciplinary epistemologies, rhetorical conventions and other 
social practices (Becher & Trowler 2001; Hyland 2000; Kamler & Thomson 2006; 
Thelwall 2004; Thompson 2005). The precedent for these practices is found in 
seventeenth-century scientific writing, when the audience was small and shared 
‗familiar and mutually possessed books and articles‘ (Gross, Harmon & Reidy 2002, 
p. 43).  When they cite ancestral works, doctoral writers associate new knowledge 
claims to accumulated disciplinary knowledge (Bhatia 2004).  As their own 
publications grow, doctoral authors are expected to cite themselves, thereby 
increasing personal visibility and communicating membership in the community of 
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published scholarship (Hyland 2003; Thelwall 2004).  Hyland (2000, 2003) 
explicates the act of citing—a convention intrinsically bound to a review of 
literature—as academic attribution and expectation. 
 
No research occurs in a social vacuum … Explicit reference to prior 
literature is a substantial indication of a text‘s embeddedness in the issues 
which engage the discipline and thus a vital piece in the collaborative 
construction of new knowledge within a field (Hyland 2003, p. 254).  
 
Bazerman‘s (1982) interest lies in the sociology of science and, in an often-cited 
analysis, he undertakes comprehensive reviewing of science and technology 
writings to explore the complex social processes revealed through the literatures of 
these disciplines.  He draws attention to the power of literature reviewing and 
deriving research from within the specialist community: ‗Indeed, every writing 
scientist must be an interpreter of the scientific literature, for the cumulative nature 
of science assumes that the new depends on the old‘ (pp. 170–1).  Like Becher and 
Trowler (2001), Hyland differentiates between hard and soft sciences.  Examining a 
sample of published academic articles, he concludes that the ‗softer disciplines‘ 
such as sociology tended to ‗employ more citations‘, while the harder disciplines of 
‗engineering and physics [fell] well below the average‘ (Hyland 2000, p. 24).  He 
accounts for these variances by comparing the research practices of the hard 
disciplines (the biological and physical sciences) and the social sciences.  
References in the hard disciplines tend ‗to be tightly bound to the particular research 
topic under discussion, which closely defines a specific context of knowledge and 
contributes to a sense of linear progression‘ (p. 32).  On the other hand, areas of 
social science research ‗are generally more diffuse and range over wider academic 
and historical territory … old ground is re-crossed and reinterpreted rather than 
suppressed‘ (p. 32).  
 
Increasingly, citation analysis is being used to investigate thesis quality; criterion 
referenced standards determine whether cited sources denote breadth, depth, 
currency and relevancy of literature (for example, Gooden 2001; Kushkowski, 
Parsons & Wiese 2003; Thompson 2005; Tunon & Brydges 2006). A full 
exploration of citation analyses is beyond the scope of this review, although the 
method as it relates to examining one feature of literature reviews bears mentioning.  
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2.4 Examining Doctoral Literature Reviews  
Research into doctoral pedagogy and practices has recently taken up the nature of  
doctoral researchers‘ difficulties with the literature review process and, 
concurrently, literature reviewing competencies.  This section examines the small 
but expanding body of studies devoted to defining methods for identifying and 
articulating criteria that designate quality in completed doctoral literature reviews. 
As central as the literature review might be, students have been known to produce 
problem statements, hypotheses, research questions and study designs prior to 
reviewing relevant literature.  As Yates (2004) reminds us, though, hypotheses and 
research questions should emerge naturally from the literature review and require 
‗considerable discrimination and constructive writing on the part of the student‘ (p. 
72).  Speaking as American practitioners, Boote and Beile (2005) claim that, ‗It is 
apparent that for many, if not most, doctoral candidates and dissertation committees, 
the literature review is of secondary importance‘ (p. 4).  Golde (2007) continues this 
scrutiny of doctoral literature reviewing with an anecdotal observation that, ‗Too 
many students simply report on literature rather than build an argument based on the 
work that has come before theirs‘ (p. 344).  Critiques and criticisms of the doctoral 
literature review as process and outcome are increasingly becoming topics of 
American and Australian investigations into doctoral pedagogies. 
 
The bases for assessing American and Australian theses and, subsequently, doctoral 
literature reviews differ.  In the United States, the dissertation is one of a range of 
accomplishments required for successful completion and is evaluated by a 
committee of expert academics and the doctoral advisor, most of whom presumably 
know the candidate‘s research project well.  Doctoral assessment in Australia, and 
in other nations following the United Kingdom approach, is based primarily or 
entirely upon the thesis, which must be adjudicated before the doctorate can be 
conferred.  While the literature review is mentioned as a component that examiners 
scrutinise (Johnston 1997; Winter, Griffiths & Green 2000), methodological and 
research execution receive more attention in examiners‘ reports (Delamont, 
Atkinson & Parry 1997; Nightingale 1984; Pitkethly & Prosser 1995).  The same 
corollary is noticeable in the manner that research methods texts emphasise the 
literature review and other research elements.  Hansford and Maxwell (1993) note 
that examiners of master‘s theses identify problems with the literature review and 
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conclude that, ‗the two most common criticisms of the literature reviews were the 
failure to use recent literature and an inability to critically assess the existing 
literature‘ (p.179).  Two decades ago, Wright and Lodwick (1989) contended that 
delayed completion rates might be related to literature review difficulties.   
 
Expanding upon earlier inquiries into the thesis assessment process, Mullins and 
Kiley (2002) interview thirty experienced examiners to determine what they look 
for in a research thesis.  They find a relationship between the literature review and 
the thesis overall, writing that, ‗The initial impressions of the quality of the thesis 
are usually formed by the end of the second or third chapter—often by the end of 
the literature review‘ (Mullins & Kiley 2002, p.377).  Later in this passage, they cite 
Bruce‘s (1994b) Research students’ early experiences of the dissertation literature 
review, implicitly linking the entirety of the literature review process with the final 
research output, the thesis.  Among other findings, they conclude that a poorly 
crafted review of the literature can signal difficulties elsewhere in the doctoral 
thesis.  Alternately, a well conceptualised and executed literature review points 
toward better quality in the thesis overall.   
 
Two studies—coincidentally, one Australian and one American—draw upon 
Mullins and Kiley‘s confirmatory finding that identifies the importance of the 
literature review to the doctoral thesis.  Both explorations link the value of the 
literature review to doctoral practices, establishing that the literature view informs 
and potentially improves doctoral training outcomes. Holbrook et al. (2007) notice 
that examiners‘ descriptive comments pertinent to using and applying literature in 
Australian doctoral theses ‗are predictive of good quality theses, and have potential 
to inform research training‘ (p.352).  Americans Boote and Beile (2005) advise that, 
‗the standards and criteria of good literature reviewing are part of the hidden 
curriculum of good graduate programs‘ (p. 13). 
 
The widely cited Scholars before researchers (Boote & Beile 2005) reports an 
analysis of literature review components of twelve dissertations selected from three 
American colleges of education.  Using Hart‘s (1998) standards for literature review 
assessment, the researchers apply a criterion-referenced rubric to the reviews.  
Despite the variability of differences, ‗mean scores across all the institutions were 
surprisingly low‘ (2005, p. 9).  They report mixed results, in that, ‗the worst 
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literature reviews … were mere disjointed summaries of a haphazard collection of 
literature‘, while, ‗the best literature reviews were thorough, critical examinations of 
the state of the field‘ (2005, p. 9).  Their purpose is threefold.  First, the report 
exposes, and then reproaches, the field of education in America for an apparent lack 
of pedagogical and evaluative attention given to doctoral literature reviews.  They 
also emphasise the imperative to centralise the literature review in research that 
faculty as well as students conduct, saying, ‗Doctoral students need to see us 
engaged in systematic analysis and synthesis of the literature if they are going to 
value those activities for themselves‘ (Boote & Beile 2005, p. 12).  Finally, they 
conclude by offering strategies for improving and assessing the quality of literature 
reviews produced in their field.   
 
Their indictment of American doctoral programs and dissertation committees in 
education for neglecting an essential aspect of doctoral work is tempered by their 
sincerity and sense of urgency.  The authors argue convincingly that disciplinary 
research can be improved if standards and expectations for sophisticated literature 
reviews are consistently applied. They recommend measures such as: providing 
advanced information literacy instruction via doctoral faculty and librarian 
collaborations (Bruce 2001a; Green & Bowser 2003; Libutti & Kopala 1995; Stein 
& Lamb 1998); integrating writing instruction into doctoral programs (Isbell & 
Broadus 1995); clearly articulating and widely disseminating expectations for 
literature review standards and expectations; applying standardised instruments for 
formative and summative purposes; and modelling good literature reviewing 
practices.   
 
Holbrook et al. (2007) continue the work of tracking examiners‘ practices in general 
(Denicolo 2003; Hansford & Maxwell 1993; Johnston 1997; Nightingale 1984; 
Winter, Griffiths & Green 2000) and examiners‘ scrutiny of literature reviews in 
particular.  From an extensive investigation of thesis examination practices among 
examiners of Australian doctoral theses (Holbrook et al. 2004a, 2004b), the 
researchers develop an interesting section of their larger, multidisciplinary study, 
drawing on data from 1310 examiner reports to understand how thesis literature 
reviews are assessed and to extrapolate evaluative criteria for thesis literature 
reviews (Holbrook et al. 2007).  Holbrook et al. establish categories for assessing 
literature reviews similar to the criteria that Boote and Beile apply.  Interestingly, 
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they do not cite Boote and Beile‘s (2005) work, nor do Boote and Beile refer to the 
Australians‘ earlier reports (Holbrook et al. 2004a, 2004b).  Presumably, 
conclusions in these studies are reached independently of each other, thereby 
strengthening some of the evaluative criteria that each research team establishes.  
For example, both research teams name a ―coverage‖ category that ascribes criteria 
relative to breadth, depth and quality of literature.  Both studies articulate the value 
of employing the literature review to provide new perspectives, and Australian 
examiners sometimes encapsulate a ‗working understanding‘ level ‗as ―familiarity‖ 
with the literature‘ and an ability to master the literature ‗as evidenced by excellent 
synthesis linked to new insights‘ (Holbrook et al. 2007, p. 347).   
 
While the American rubric weights each criterion equally, the Australian study of 
examiners‘ practices finds that the categories and criteria revealed in report data 
were not necessarily equivalent; some were considered more advanced or 
sophisticated.  ‗One step up from an acceptable level of literature ―coverage‖ is a 
solid knowledge and understanding of the literature – an understanding sufficient to 
allow for ordering and synthesis‘ (Holbrook et al. 2007, p. 347).  Examiners look 
explicitly for critical appraisal and sound use of literature that demonstrates 
‗substantial familiarity with, and systematic treatment of, the literature, plus critical 
engagement and sustained depth of immersion throughout the thesis‘ (Holbrook et 
al. 2007, p. 346).  
 
Procedures for evaluating American doctoral dissertations are, by comparison, less 
transparent than Australian thesis examination. In the United States, dissertation 
quality is determined by institutional committee and, while the outcome is made 
public in that the doctorate is conferred or not, the assessment itself is not 
disseminated.  Lacking other evaluative reports, Boote and Beile (2005) directly 
examine a sample of doctoral literature reviews.  On the other hand, Holbrook et al. 
(2007) do not read literature review texts for their study.  Their study focuses on 
examiners‘ work and exposes integral yet relatively unexplored assessment 
practices.  These practices are now gradually being explored through the work of 
these research teams and others.  Where advice in writing a literature review is 
given, there is little evidence whether such advice is taken and, if so, to what effect, 
particularly in the United States.  The work of Holbrook et al. (2007) greatly 
illuminates assessment practices of Australian doctoral literature reviews, although 
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the question whether candidates are precisely informed of examiners‘ criteria and 
expectations remains.    
 
Taken together, studies by Holbrook et al. (2007) and Boote and Beile (2005), the 
work of Bruce (1992, 1994a, 1994b, 1994c, 1996), investigations by Green and 
Bowser (2003, 2006) and Kwan (2008) and this thesis address the imperative to 
centralise the doctoral literature review as ‗pivotal to disciplined inquiry in 
established fields of research‘ (Holbrook et al. 2007, p. 340), thereby advancing the 
praxis of the doctoral literature review.  
 
2.5 Structuring this Literature Review 
The work of reviewing the literature for this inquiry spans the literatures of multiple 
disciplines, theoretical stances and topical areas.  Chapters 3 and 4 present the 
literatures that render the study‘s theoretical and methodological foundations.  
However, the review of literature is not confined to the literatures in Chapters 2, 3 
and 4.  It has been necessary to assimilate literatures relative to the American and 
Australian domains of higher education and doctoral pedagogies; the foundation, 
praxis and research germane to advanced information literacy and doctoral reading 
and writing; and sources in the disciplines of education, nursing and the biological 
and physical sciences.  While these literatures have been touched on in this chapter, 
they appear more predominantly and supportively throughout the four findings 
chapters and the concluding chapter with the intention of aligning them closely to 
topical and theoretical features of the inquiry.  This thesis takes a topic-based format 
(Paltridge 2002) by dispersing reviewed literature across multiple thesis chapters.   
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Chapter 3.   Critical Theories Framing Doctoral   
           Literacies  
 
3.1 Literacy and Literacies  
The phenomenon at the heart of this study is complex and multifaceted, one 
experienced by doctoral candidates, doctoral supervisors and academic librarians.  
The intricate process of doctoral literature reviewing requires learning to negotiate 
relationships with texts, individuals and discursive communities.  As the literature 
review process evolves in iterative stages from searching and gathering, to 
synthesising and writing, the doctoral candidate develops an assemblage of 
differentiated, yet symbiotic, literacies: disciplinary literacy, information literacy 
and reading and writing literacies.   
 
In the context of the critical frameworks used in this study, ―literacy‖ is a concept 
that binds the project together and ―literacies‖ a means of expanding that concept.  
The dictionary definition and commonly accepted understanding of literacy is, ‗the 
ability to read and write‘ (Macquarie Dictionary 1997, p. 1113), a state of being 
aligned with codified language and text and with the wherewithal to negotiate them.  
Because my personal orientation is directed toward text, I associate the thematic 
doctoral literacies of this study to printed literatures and textualities.  At the same 
time, I acknowledge that multiple literacies such as those related to technologies 
contribute to a broader comprehension of literacy (Lankshear & Knobel 2003).   
 
Literacy is more than the functions of reading and writing; ‗reading and writing are 
not all of a piece (Lankshear & McLaren 1993, p. xvii).  Literacy, as conceptualised 
for this study, is characterised and deeply influenced by social implications and a 
state of social being in close alliance with textual practices.  Further, when 
considering the multiple ways that doctoral learners become literate, ‗we do better 
to think in terms of literacies rather than literacy‘ (original emphasis, Lankshear & 
McLaren 1993, p. xvii).   
 
This study pursues the matter of doctoral literacies, specifically those literacies 
closely associated with literature reviewing in the context of doctoral research.  
Becoming proficient in a range of doctoral literacies incorporates developing 
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functional and craft skills that bespeak advanced cognitive abilities and the creation 
of new knowledge through doctoral research.  The notion of ―critical doctoral 
literacies‖ evolved to encompass literacies linked with doctoral literature reviewing: 
disciplinary literacy, information literacy and reading and writing literacies.  My 
decision to use ―critical‖ was deliberate in that the term connotes two separate yet 
applicable meanings.  In the scholarly sense, the use of critical derives from the 
theoretical tradition that challenges us to examine learning and teaching practices as 
socially constructed, potentially value laden, infused with unequal power relations 
and rich with empowering potential (for example, Bartlett 2003; Barton, Hamilton 
& Ivanic 2000; Cope & Kalantzis 2000; Gee 1991; Giroux 1991; Kapitzke 2003a, 
2003b; Lankshear & Knobel 2000).  This meaning is predominant throughout the 
thesis.   In a second meaning, critical doctoral literacies are those literacies 
considered crucial to doctoral learning, indispensable to project development and 
execution and to acceptance through disciplinary communities‘ discursive practices.  
Following Street‘s (1995) appointment of literacy practices, I used critical doctoral 
literacies to achieve a more holistic understanding and explanation of the critical 
practices underlying doctoral literature reviewing and the pedagogical practices 
through which the phenomenon is learned. The notion of critical doctoral literacies 
evokes individual and collective connotations; each is identifiable and together 
constitute doctoral literature reviewing.   
 
3.2 The Research Paradigm: Methodological Choices  
When I began formulating the research problem, I investigated the deceptively 
straightforward dichotomy of quantitative and qualitative approaches to frame the 
study broadly and inform the research design.  The nature of the study in itself 
suggested, then stipulated, adopting a non-positivist orientation.  Thus, a qualitative 
approach fit the purpose of studying ‗things in their natural settings, attempting to 
make sense of or interpret phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to 
them‘ (Denzin & Lincoln 1994, p. 2).   Study participants—doctoral candidates, 
doctoral advisors and supervisors, academic librarians—and I the researcher shared 
similar and contrasting experiences of the dissertation literature review.  As 
anticipated, each has brought meaning from a personal context; these meanings 
contribute to a holistic exploration of making the literature review.  In essence, all 
elements that comprise the study—phenomenon, respondents, orientation and 
researcher—shape and lend character to the inquiry.   
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I entered the study with an untested assumption.  I presumed that the dichotomy of 
the literature review as literature seeking and as an academic writing product was 
both inaccurate and limiting.  With this in mind, the research approach emerged as I 
delved further into the literatures of critical theory and naturalistic inquiry.  Denzin 
and Lincoln (2000) counsel qualitative researchers to be guided by principles that 
combine beliefs about ontology, epistemology and methodology in a ‗paradigm or 
an interpretive framework‘ (p. 19).  Patton (2002) offers an explanation of paradigm 
as ‗a worldview—a way of thinking about and making sense of the complexities of 
the real world.  Paradigms tell us what is important, legitimate, and reasonable‘ (p. 
69).  I blended personal introspection with an inspection of larger landscapes into an 
inquiry that employed qualitative and critical principles.  In addition, I drew from 
Wolcott‘s (2001) view of theory.  
 
The search for theory, like a cogent review of the literature, offers another 
way to link up with the prior work of others and a short-hand way to convey 
the gist of our interests and our inquiries (p. 78).  
 
Having made the decision to use qualitative research techniques of questioning, 
listening and iterative analysis, I turned to critical methodologies, especially critical 
literacy, for theoretical resources.  Focus, research design, individuals and social 
contexts became interwoven as the research process progressed, reflective of the 
interplay among the critical doctoral literacies that characterise a literature 
reviewing pedagogy.  The study sits within academic libraries, doctoral disciplines 
and higher education sites across two continents.  As such, it is placed within 
institutional contexts that were  
 
not benign or neutral, but rather must be seen as informed by social contracts 
and historical projects for molding, making, and disciplining human 
subjects, populaces, and communities—and for shaping and distributing 
cultural and material resources (Luke & Freebody 1997a, p. 3).   
 
Framing a pedagogical perspective on doctoral literacies, the study explores ways 
that stakeholders, by participating in ‗the language of an institution … become 
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positioned by that language; in that moment of assent, myriad relationships of 
power, authority, status are implied and reaffirmed‘ (Street 1995, p. 127).  
 
I concluded that the complex process of doctoral literature reviewing required 
interpretation through the theoretical lenses of critical literacy and interpretive 
approaches found also in critical pedagogy and critical information literacy.  The 
philosophical and theoretical frameworks of critical pedagogy and critical literacy 
draw from deep wells of European, Latin American and North American treatise; 
neither can be narrowly defined or prescribed, but both share liberatory aims and 
principles of centring learners.  Critical information literacy is a relatively new 
development within the critical theory territory and is more narrowly applied than 
its critical pedagogy, critical literacy and poststructuralist antecedents.  In the 
qualitative setting, multiple approaches such as these complement, rather than 
compete, with each other.  
 
Indeed, the various paradigms are beginning to ‗interbreed‘ such that two 
theorists previously thought to be in irreconcilable conflict may now appear, 
under a different theoretical rubric, to be informing one another‘s arguments 
(Lincoln & Guba 2000, p. 164). 
 
Well into the second half of the study, I realised that the project and writing about it 
had taken a critical turn, and so I adopted the critical stance as an interpretive guide.  
I especially sought readings that associated critical theories with higher education.  
Curzon-Hobson (2003), for example, draws on Freirean pedagogy to advocate for 
the critical position as a goal for teachers in higher education.  In such an 
environment, students‘ and teachers‘ potentialities may be realised through critical 
pedagogy, recreating ‗a learning environment of openness, reflexivity and 
resoluteness‘ (Curzon-Hobson 2003, p. 211).  Brookfield‘s (1995) remarks, while 
intended to encourage classroom teachers to inspect their own practices, articulate 
well two hallmarks of doctoral learning: introspection and reflection.   
 
To be a critically reflective teacher means that we regard both our personal 
and collective experiences and our reading of formal theory, research, or 
philosophy as important elements in our critical journey.  They are 
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dialectically connected, with one constantly illuminating and informing the 
other (p. 194).  
 
Throughout this doctorate on undertaking and supporting doctorates, I observed 
other student scholars and myself in a vortex of actively questioning, challenging 
and remapping.   
 
The critical dimension of literacy assures that individuals are able to participate in 
one or more existing literacies, make meaning and actively produce from those 
literacies (Lankshear & Knobel 2003).  The following sections outline my rationale 
for engaging a critical perspective: critical literacy as a central, operant frame, 
critical literacy as it is influenced by critical pedagogy and critical literacy as it 
influences critical information literacy. 
 
3.3 Critical Pedagogy: Laying the Groundwork 
Critical literacy is inextricably bound to the theory and practice of critical pedagogy, 
a complex intellectual tradition generated from a radical, neo-Marxian tradition
 
 
(McLaren & Lankshear 1993a).  Brazilian educator, philosopher and activist Paolo 
Freire is considered the most influential figure in the evolution of critical pedagogy, 
and a rich tradition flows from his work (Darder, Baltodano & Torres 2003).  
Freirean pedagogy understands that adult learners are highly influenced by social 
issues in their communities; as such, they are poised to employ localised meanings 
in order to interpret their worlds.  Learners first read their sociopolitical 
surroundings, which become linked with personal, cultural and textual literacy—
principles that link critical literacy with critical pedagogy.   
 
It is impossible … to understand literacy … by divorcing the reading of the 
word from the reading of the world.  Reading the word and learning how to 
write the word so one can later read it are preceded by learning how to write 
the world, that is, having the experience of changing the world and touching 
the world (Freire & Macedo 1987, p. 49). 
 
Critical pedagogy is concerned with matters of democracy and social justice, 
potentially achievable through reconfiguring traditional relationships, dialogic 
education, reflexivity and self-critique.  Lee and Green (1997) credit critical 
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pedagogues with advancing ‗the development of critical agency in a pedagogic 
project of education for critical democracy‘ (p. 12).   Broadly conceived, critical 
pedagogy requires an examination of pedagogy, curriculum and the interplay of 
learning and teaching in relation to larger societal issues.   
 
Critical Pedagogues are specifically concerned with the influences of 
educational knowledge, and of cultural formations generally, that perpetuate 
or legitimate an unjust status quo; fostering a critical capacity in citizens as a 
way of enabling them to resist such power effects (Burbules & Berk 1999, p. 
46). 
 
Freire‘s influential text Pedagogy of the oppressed (1999) lays out deeply 
considered pedagogical principles shaped by his time spent developing an adult 
literacy program.  His pedagogy is comprehensively directed at learners developing 
reading skills within a dialogical exchange of learner and text, learner and teacher.  
Learners put meaning to text in reference to their known worlds, and teachers and 
students dialogue together on these meanings (Cervetti, Pardales & Damico 2001).  
Principles of praxis, critical consciousness, learner-centredness and democratisation 
through education are foundational to his focus on literacy.   
 
Critical pedagogy opposes the views of learners as empty vessels into which 
knowledge is poured and banks into which deposits are made.  Rather, Freire 
proposes a dialogical, problem-posing pedagogy that, ‗views knowledge as a 
production of social interaction and as embedded in social and historical contexts‘ 
(Strege 1996, p. 20).  Dialogue—the reflexive exchange among students, teachers 
and others—becomes ‗a moment where humans meet to reflect on their reality as 
they make and remake it‘ (Shor & Freire 1987, p. 98). Through ‗praxis: reflection 
and action upon the world in order to reform it‘ (Freire 1999, p. 33), the learner, the 
community and the world are improved.  This study suggests that one reification of 
praxis can be discovered in the doctoral literature review process, where learners 
engage in research action informed and formed by reflection upon theoretical, 
practitioner, disciplinary and research literatures.   
 
For the purposes of this study, these Freirean principles are significant: learning 
through dialogical interactions and reflection; conscienticizao or conscientisation, 
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translated as critical consciousness; awareness of learners as subjects capable of 
acting upon and transforming their world; and praxis, the weaving together of 
theory, reflection and action (Darder, Baltodano & Torres 2003).  Freire‘s adult 
literacy work emphasises fostering individual efficacy through collective thought 
and action, which potentially leads to changes in the self and in community 
circumstances.  Freire endorses dialogue as the method for promoting these 
changes, grounding his method in language (Siegel & Fernandez 2000). 
 
Consistent with the liberating purpose of dialogical education, the object of 
investigation is not persons … but rather the thought–language with which 
men and women refer to reality, the levels at which they perceive that 
reality, and their view of the world, in which their generative themes are 
found (Freire 1999, p. 78).  
 
Freire accentuates dialogue as a social practice, thus de-emphasising the role of 
formal curriculum in the educational experience (Burbules & Berk 1999).  The 
present study also reaches beyond formalised curricula to search for implicit and 
hidden practices through which literature reviewing is learned.  Much of doctoral 
research training requires linguistic and textual interactions between students and 
their peers, academics, librarians and other researchers, often in formal instructional 
settings.  Yet, throughout doctoral training, an implicit and powerful pedagogy also 
occurs, one of tacit instructional practices and participatory learning.  Thus, 
informal teaching and learning occur in ways that Freire and other critical 
pedagogues may not have anticipated.  Their work stages studies such as this.   
 
One aim of critical education is a reconciliation of oppositional positions; that is, 
educators and learners are able to locate themselves simultaneously as teachers and 
students.  ‗The teacher is no longer merely the-one-who-teaches, but one who is 
himself taught in dialogue with the students, who in turn while being taught also 
teach‘ (Freire 1999, p. 61).  Freirean pedagogy encourages teachers and students to 
practice co-intentional education.  In this way, they deliberately share the task of 
unveiling reality, coming to know it critically and re-creating knowledge of that 
reality (Freire 1999).  No single reality of the doctoral literature review exists, but 
the current inquiry has joined multiple perspectives and participants in the task of 
unveiling realities. 
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Critical educators become attuned to students‘ experiences and difficulties and their 
means of interpreting their social, political and economic surroundings.  Therein, 
learners discover and begin to decipher critical issues, often using linguistic and 
textual symbols and, in the case of doctoral learning, disciplinary genres.  The 
doctoral literature review is heavily imbued with disciplinary codes, norms and 
habits of being that demand comprehension and implementation if candidates are to 
achieve full participation.  Using (de)codification and other literacy building 
activities, students project and present their reality (Shor 1992) through 
individualised acts of reading the world and the word.   
 
Critical pedagogues McLaren (McLaren et al. 2004) and Giroux (2004) extend the 
work of Freire into political and social conditions of the current century, where 
critical projects are commonly located in adult learning situations, elementary and 
secondary curriculum and the sociopolitical realm that dominates and predetermines 
nationalised education.  Their work characteristically places critical pedagogy in 
American and Australian classrooms and curricula and in the dominant institutional 
and hierarchical systems of Western education.  Critical pedagogy intends to create 
educational settings where democratic ideas and practices are promoted.  This study 
draws from that literature, while not entirely embracing discussions of the 
democratic imperative writ large. The central principle of conscientisation, or 
critical consciousness (Burbules & Berk 1999), aids in establishing the lens through 
which aspects of the doctoral literature review can be interpreted.  Conscientisation 
necessitates a critical awareness of social relations and institutions that create and 
maintain oppressive conditions (Burbules & Berk 1999).  Directing the critical 
perspective toward itself, I suggest that the oppressor–oppressed dualism 
oversimplifies an environment of complex relations, such as those found in doctoral 
contexts where highly educated and, to some extent, relatively powerful persons 
interact.   
 
Questions of oppression, therefore, are neither appropriate to ask nor explore in the 
conduct and analysis of this study.  However, conditions of separation, unequal 
power relationships and divisions among participants in the literature review process 
are held up as mirrors to the cultural and disciplinary conditions that maintain 
explicit and implicit partitions between individuals and groups located in doctoral 
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systems.  I bring to the study a need for decodification (Freire 1999), that is, a new 
interpretation of separations and unequal power relations in the academic world, 
another reading of why they exist and how they might be made different.    
 
3.4 Critical Literacy: Using the Groundwork 
When basic literacy skills of reading and writing are simultaneously emphasised, 
critical pedagogy and critical literacy merge.  Freire, in fact, sometimes interchanges 
critical pedagogy and critical literacy (Reading 2006).  To make a distinction, 
critical pedagogy emphasises liberatory awareness and transformation through 
educational practices, while critical literacy attends to language, discourse and text 
as sites of controversy and opportunities for enabling change and empowerment.  
This study draws from work that closely relates critical pedagogy with critical 
literacy (for example, Giroux 1990; Lankshear & Knobel 2003; Luke 2000), with 
particular attention to readings that locate critical literacy within doctoral education 
(Kamler & Thomson 2004; Lee 1998).    
 
Critical literacy calls into question the traditional reading–writing understanding of 
literacy, identified this way: 
 
The traditional view of literacy has defined it in rather simple terms: literacy 
is the ability to read and (sometimes) to write.  But, then, what is to be able 
to read or write?  Again, the traditional view has had a simple answer: to be 
able to read is to be able to decode writing; to be able to write is to be able to 
code language into a visual form (Gee 1996, p. 39). 
 
Alternately, critical literacy accords an association with sociocultural, economic and 
political ideologies.  Critical literacy repositions literacy from the psychological 
domain of ‗what goes on in the mind‘ (Gee 1996, p. 39) to the social domain, 
derived initially from Freirean tenets, later developed by the New Literacy Studies 
of the 1970s and 1980s (for example, Luke 2000, 2002; Street 1995).   
 
The work of critical literacy benefits also from Freire‘s aforementioned work.  
Looking to shared principles of critical pedagogy and critical literacy, I have been 
guided by critical consciousness, dialogic interactions and flexible interpretation of 
text—a tenet particularly central to my study.  This passage from Giroux (1991) 
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offers an example of flexible interpretation by aligning literacy (and thus textuality 
and discourse) with the critical tradition. 
 
Literacy is a discursive practice in which difference becomes crucial for 
understanding not simply how to read, write, or develop aural skills, but also 
to recognize that the identities of  ‗others‘ matter as part of a broader set of 
politics and practices aimed at the reconstruction of democratic public life 
(p. ix–x).   
 
While critical literacy does not present a single approach, it marks educational 
interests that bind writing and inscription to ‗social change, cultural diversity, 
economic equity, and political enfranchisement‘ (Luke & Freebody 1997b, p. 1).   
Freire intends to make his intellectual work more accessible and less intimidating 
than it might be if delivered as academic text; he teaches his philosophy in dialogue 
with friends and colleagues.  In one such conversation, Freire relates that the critical 
stance is indispensable for understanding how people associate with text and 
advocates an assertive position: ‗We should not submit to the text or be submissive 
in front of the text‘ (Shor & Freire 1987, p. 11).  In a similar vein, Luke (2000) 
refines the focus of critical literacy. 
 
Hence the redefinition of critical literacy focuses on teaching and learning 
how texts work, understanding and re-mediating what texts attempt to do in 
the world and to people, and moving students toward active position-taking 
with texts to critique and reconstruct the social fields in which they live and 
work (p. 453). 
 
Thus, the project of critical literacy aims to ‗teach students to read backwards from 
the texts to the contexts of their social construction … and to write forwards from 
texts to their social use, interpretation and analysis‘ (Luke 2000, p. 453). 
The theme of empowerment linked to an awareness of history runs through critical 
literacy, challenging a presumed neutral stance toward textual representations, 
interpretations of text and ways of using text.  Giroux (1991) asks us to consider 
how, 
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the debate over the politics of literacy, difference, and culture might be 
reconstructed to engage the broader issue of how learning … [can be] truly 
attentive to the problems and histories that construct the actual experiences 
students face in their everyday lives (p. xv).   
 
He advocates pedagogical practices designed to prepare learners ‗to be agents 
capable of locating themselves in history while simultaneously being able to shape 
it‘ (Giroux 1991, p. xv).  In a dialectical interplay of culture, people and actions, 
doctoral researchers engage with the literature review as a literacy practice through 
which academic disciplines signify and repeat themselves (Street 1995).  Literature 
reviewing offers doctoral researchers a way of reading and writing themselves into 
the histories of their disciplines, thereby contributing to and reproducing 
disciplinary communities. The literature review and its contributions to doctoral 
research form a synthesised project with the potential to affect and alter the 
informational, disciplinary and textual histories wherein the research resides.  At the 
same time, interacting with literature, history and disciplinary research cultures 
potentially reshapes personal history (McLaren & Lankshear 1993b) as researchers 
learn to negotiate and participate more legitimately in their disciplines. 
 
In the following passage, Freire refers to his adult literacy project.  His meaning 
resonates with the focus of the current project as well, by suggesting a dialogic 
interplay of texts, individuals and disciplinary communities. 
 
Reading the world always precedes reading the word, and reading the word 
implies continually reading the world. … This movement from the world to 
the word and from the word to the world is always present; even the spoken 
word flows from our reading of the world.  In a way, however, we can go 
further, and say that reading the word is not preceded merely by reading the 
world, but by a certain form of writing it or re-writing it, that is, of 
transforming it by means of conscious practical work.  For me, this dynamic 
movement is central to the literacy process (original emphases, Freire 1991, 
p. 144).    
 
Critical literacy reinterprets critical consciousness as the capacity to acknowledge 
and critique textual reifications of dominant and subordinate practices, influences 
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and traditions (Luke 2000; Luke & Freebody 1997a, 1997b; Mitchell & Weiler 
1991).  Critically aware learners then move beyond basic literacy skills toward 
dynamic action.  Luke (2000) takes up these matters in a comparative analysis, 
explicating variations in American and Australian usages of critical literacy as they 
are assigned to the curriculum and taught in the classroom.  Critical literacy in 
American classrooms is practised as skills-based strategies that teach thinking 
critically about literature by asking questions of author intent, bias or stereotypes; as 
such, critical literacy is more closely associated with critical thinking.  Luke (2000) 
observes that North American critical literacy approaches the threshold of analysing 
the social, cultural and economic power ‗where people actually use texts‘ (p. 451) 
and then sidesteps any systematic analysis of this contested territory.  Extending the 
comparison, he notes, ‗In Australia, then, critical literacy agendas have traveled a 
different pathway than North America … They begin from the assumption that 
reading and writing are about social power‘ (Luke 2000, p. 451).  The locus of this 
study was adopted from the Australian interpretation of critical literacy as an 
intellectual means of reading social, cultural and political relationships between 
textual practices and those who engage with literacies, textualities and disciplinary 
discourse specific to doctoral literature reviewing. 
 
American and Australian critical literacy projects are located predominantly in the 
curricula and instructional practices of primary and secondary education.  The 
literature of adult education, for example, draws also from the liberatory, egalitarian 
principles espoused in critical pedagogy and critical literacy.  From a small base, 
attention to academic writing and writing in the scholarly disciplines is increasing as 
well, and critical literacy informs the ways that literacy practices in higher education 
are taught and examined.  While the literature on critical literacy remains in 
elementary and secondary education, a few scholars (Kamler 2001; Kamler & 
Thomson 2004; Lee 1998, 2005) use critical discourse analysis and critical literacy 
principles to extend textual analysis into academic (higher education) reading and 
writing literacies. Their work with doctoral writing is taken up in a later chapter. 
 
A handful of small-scale projects explore instructors‘ experiences with introducing 
critical literacy into Australian undergraduate education.  Two are mentioned here to 
illustrate the critical understanding of literacies being ‗bound up with social, 
institutional, and cultural relationships‘ (Lankshear & Knobel 2003, p. 8).  Noone 
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and Cartwright (1997) interlace critical literacy with pedagogy in a critical reading 
of their students‘ writing and their own discursive reactions.  Preparing to draw on 
the notion of communities of practice (Lave & Wenger 1991) as another 
sociocultural approach to learning, Hirst and four other tertiary instructors (Hirst et 
al. 2004) consider how their own literacy and pedagogical practices might be shaped 
through historical and institutionally defined authority.  Each research team 
concludes that academic disciplines privilege their own literacy practices and 
genres. Furthermore, when endemic yet unexplored power relations are examined, 
practitioners and learners have transformational potential. The work of Hirst et al. 
(2004) and Noone and Cartwright (1997) is consonant with the principle of critical 
literacy that views   
 
learning to read and write as part of the process of becoming conscious of 
one‘s experience as historically constructed within specific power relations.  
The goal of critical literacy … is to challenge these unequal power relations 
(Anderson & Irvine 1993, p. 82).  
 
While these projects have much to contribute to practice-based investigations into 
critical literacy and higher education, they are located in undergraduate education 
and focus on modifying traditional methods of teaching and learning writing and 
composition.  Little of this work reaches into postgraduate pedagogy.  The literature 
that addresses doctoral writing is advancing but remains eclipsed by the attention 
given to undergraduates‘ writing practices.   
 
In classroom practice, critical literacy interrogates text from multiple perspectives, 
querying ideological assumptions embedded in text
 
(Cervetti, Pardales & Damico 
2001).  The critical stance requires consideration of who does (or does not) benefit 
from and whose interests are served (or overlooked) in relation to text (McIntosh 
2001; Simmons 2005).  Critical interests such as these generated interview questions 
for this study meant to elicit respondents‘ interpretations of texts and textual 
practices relative to the literature review process.  For example, I asked doctoral 
candidates:  ―For whom are you interviewing the literature?‖  ―What have you 
learned by reviewing the literature?‖ and, ―Who benefits from your literature 
review?‖   
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3.5 Adapting Critical Literacy: Subtle Critique 
Ultimately, the utopian answers that critical pedagogy offers were insufficient for 
understanding the shifting realities and complexities that this study encompassed.  
Brookfield (1995) suggests carefully considering one‘s theoretical stance because, 
‗it is easy to become so convinced of the correctness of critical theory that we start 
to think solely in its general analytical categories‘ (p. 209).  To practice reflection in 
the Freirean sense, an educator must meet standards of self-examination and internal 
critique of personal assumptions and practices.  In this regard, I was committed to 
the critical approach and especially to self-critique.  However, as I continued to 
examine my own assumptions and practices, I could not entirely embrace a Freirean 
epistemology of emancipation through education.  While critical literacy and 
principles of critical pedagogy were essentially relevant to my study, I realised that 
these tenets could not provide entirely satisfactory guidance for understanding 
themes and meanings emergent from study narratives.  I supported the emphasis that 
critical literacy places on critique and reflection, locating hidden practices and 
viewing textualities from alternate perspectives, but I could not altogether apply its 
political implications to my study.  Giroux and Simon (1989) expose the critical 
stance as a relatively simple worldview and offer an opportunity to adapt critical 
literacy. 
 
The basis for critical pedagogy cannot be developed merely around the 
inclusion of particular forms of knowledge that have been suppressed or 
ignored by the dominant culture, nor can it center only on providing students 
with more empowering interpretations of the social and material world.  
Such a pedagogy must also attend to the ways in which students make both 
affective and semantic investments as part of their attempts to regulate and 
give meaning to their lives.  This is an important insight that both makes 
problematic and provides a corrective to the traditional ways in which 
radical educators have explained how dominant meanings and values work 
(Giroux & Simon 1989, p. 3). 
 
As I undertook the reiterative phase of collecting interview data, reflecting and 
writing, I realised that I had reached a junction.  I must either adapt critical ancestry 
or abandon it to seek out other theoretical resources. I turned to A critical read on 
critical literacy, wherein Endres (2001) explicates the work of critical theorists—
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James Gee in particular—laying out a less restrictive use of critical literacy.  Endres 
argues that a purely critical approach to literacy overlooks the dialogic role of 
reading and writing in achieving social and cultural understandings because, in the 
Freirean sense, dialogue occurs between people rather than between individuals and 
texts.  Critical tenets of praxis, active questioning, awareness of silences and 
dominances, appreciating learning situated within learners‘ existent skills and 
knowledges and reconsidering traditional relations were all pertinent to my data 
analysis.  However, exposing social inequities is not a focus of this inquiry, and I 
acknowledge that dogmatic adherence to sociopolitical interpretations of 
educational intentions, settings and practices restricts meaning making in this 
context.  The study requires less restrictive—and yet critical—understandings of 
peoples‘ engagements with text, discourse and community. 
 
In Endres‘ (2001) view, Gee (1996) opens the possibility for connecting language 
with social identity and power by focusing on the relations between social practices 
and language learning.  In his seminal text Social linguistics and literacies, Gee 
(1996) introduces the concept of discourse to describe a sociocultural concept more 
expansive than spoken or written language.  Discourses are endemic to the culture in 
which they are formed and produce a way of integrating ‗words, acts, values, 
beliefs, attitudes, and social identities‘ (p. 127).  While Freire accepts the integral 
relationship between language and power, his interest resides in the liberatory 
potential of literacy to empower people by rendering them ‗active questioners of the 
social reality around them‘ (Gee 1996, p. 37).  More explicit connections between 
language and power are found in the work of Foucault (1980; Frank 1992) who 
develops discourse as an entity that ‗takes on a life of its own, constructing people‘s 
identities, realities, and social relations‘ (Luke 2000, p. 452).  Gee uses discourse to 
stage the empowering potential of literacy education, concurrently shifting the focus 
away from ‗specific political ends‘ (Endres 2001, p. 404).  In Gee‘s terms, discourse 
localises the examination of language and discursive practices.  The notion of 
discourse attends to  
 
the subtle codes of communication that frame everyday interactions.  The 
prospects for a liberating literacy in Gee‘s account do not ride on the hope of 
wide-scale political change, but simply in a consciousness of the codes for 
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communicating in the various discourses that make up one‘s culture (Endres 
2001, p. 404).  
 
Gee and, by extension, Endres reject the bi-dimensional distinction between 
oppressor and oppressed.  Drawing attention to the complexities and overlap of 
discourses affords a deeper yet more realistic critique of social reality ‗which 
requires a broader perspective on a set of social and communicative practices‘ 
(Endres 2001, p. 406).  Endres then expands his argument to invoke textual critique 
that does not solely rely on political intentions.   
 
The critical pedagogue assumes correctly that every text is embedded in a 
social context with political implications. … One can subject any text to 
political critique, but to experience its full meaning one must be open to 
more than its political implications (emphasis added, p. 407).   
 
Endres charges that the Freirean approach ‗unnecessarily restricts the kinds of 
interpretations that a reader will make‘ (p. 407) in its presumption that all learners 
are faced with the struggle against oppressive cultural or discursive influences.  He 
advocates a more widely reaching stance.   
 
We are not only preparing learners for one political struggle, but for a 
lifetime of reading and writing practices that will have personal, 
interpersonal, and political meaning, that cannot be anticipated by teachers 
or policy-makers.  Because we cannot know in advance all of the practical 
purposes that literacy will serve, we must orient our educative practices 
according to basic moral principles of communication that will be consistent 
with a wide range of political and cultural contexts (original emphasis, 
Endres 2001, p. 413).  
 
Reading Endres, I was persuaded to adopt a view of critical literacy that loosened 
the hold of socio-economic-political issues and expanded critical potential 
elsewhere.  I anticipated that interpreting narrative data would require me to remain 
open to the complexity and diversity of participants‘ stories.  I was especially 
intrigued by the possibility that study respondents might express critical awareness 
and competence in the acts of surveying and negotiating power relations embedded 
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in doctoral research enterprises. Applying ‗more subtle forms of critique‘ (Endres 
2001, p. 405) became a useful technique for listening to, interpreting and framing 
participants‘ responses. 
 
Luke (2000, 2002), whose critical literacy work draws on Freirean and critical 
pedagogy traditions, calls for careful deliberation in the ways we complicate, 
combine and remake research methodologies.  In these times, those engaged in 
critical inquiry must respond to ‗blended and hybrid forms of representation and 
identity, and new spatial and temporal relations … These are likely to require new, 
hybrid blends of analytical techniques and social theories‘ (Luke 2002, p. 98).  This 
inquiry draws from intersecting theoretical resources and employs three theoretical 
positions as interpretive tools. 
 
The postgraduate research setting is rife with implications for power relations.  
However, doctoral candidates and other members of the community should not be 
presumed deficient or disempowered; individuals‘ preferences and their skills and 
knowledges must be taken into account.  Social relations and the manner in which 
people operate within them should be open for inspection without automatically 
depicting doctoral learners or any other community members as oppressed.  This 
study engages in subtle critique by taking into account local situations ‗when 
students say that they are not oppressed, that they have a clear view of the forces 
acting on them, that they enthusiastically embrace dominant cultural values‘ 
(Brookfield 1995, p. 209).  I acknowledge that these values are well established in 
scholarly communication and in disciplinary and academic norms, and they are 
necessary for community acceptance.  I have concluded that space should be 
allowed for acceptance of these values—as well as for challenges to them.   
 
3.6 The Information Literacy Domain: A Need for Theory 
The domain of information literacy is deeply infused with language of authority, 
institutionalised separations and unequal relations among librarian practitioners, 
learners and teachers.  Seldom does the library and information science community 
publicly inspect its own assumptions.  Gage (2004) calls attention to a few recent 
mappings collapsed into the broad category of critical theory have done so (for 
example, Budd 2003; Pawley 1998; Wiegand 1999).  In this passage, Gage (2004) 
recommends applying critical theory to the field of library and information science.  
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Critical theory as a diagnostic model for addressing traditionally 
marginalized subjects or those areas of professional practice considered 
taboo because of their potential for pointing to ruptures and contradictions 
between what is, what should be and what is often propagated, helps the 
library profession avoid the pitfalls of status quo thinking and cosmetically 
de-contextualized services. Many theorists and theories that have not been 
adequately explored both in library environments and LIS programs pose 
important questions regarding social relationships, systems, and phenomena 
that in turn inform the ways in which librarians and libraries function in 
relation to society as a whole (p. 70). 
 
The field of library and information science (LIS)
3
 cannot yet claim the same 
theoretical depth as the social sciences, the health sciences, the physical and 
biological sciences and other academic disciplines.  Where theoretical frameworks 
are adopted, librarians and LIS researchers and scholars traditionally draw from 
other domains and knowledge bases.  Harris and Itoga (1991) charge that theoretical 
work is conspicuously absent from LIS investigations into libraries and library 
users.  They advise librarians and LIS educators to ‗discover ways to break out of 
their own provincial straightjacket and make optimum use of these new theoretical 
foundations of the social sciences‘ (p. 349).   Echoing central principles of critical 
pedagogy and critical literacy, they confront the profession: ‗Librarians must 
abandon the ingenuous idea that somehow libraries operate in a vacuum, free from 
the influence of political, economic, and social considerations‘ (p. 349).  The library 
profession self-proclaims its impartiality (Kapitzke 2003b), establishing itself as fair 
broker and offering a common ground.  Yet a critical interpretation would find that 
teaching and learning, as well as textual and other practices embedded into the LIS 
discipline and librarianship cannot be considered neutral.  In their provocative 
anthology Libr@ries: changing information space and practice, Kapitzke and 
Bruce (2006) adopt the neologism ―libr@ries‖ to emphasise a blending of place, 
space, social practices and information use in the contemporary library (Peters 
                                                     
3
 I use the labels ―library and information studies‖ and ―library and information 
science‖ interchangeably, as does the LIS literature.   
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2006).  ‗Libr@ries are not innocent, homogenous value-free entities, but comprise 
complex, contingent, differentiated sites for textual work‘ (Kapitzke 2006, p. 169).   
 
Not surprisingly, the call for a broader theoretical foundation and more extensive 
use of theoretical paradigms in library and information studies arises from librarian 
practitioners themselves, from academics who trained as librarians and especially 
from academics in library and information studies graduate programs where theory 
is charted but not necessarily embedded.  Pawley (1998) urges a new LIS 
curriculum that includes social theory, introducing theoretical and social analyses 
into the domain. Charging that the LIS field has traditionally avoided class analysis, 
she recommends inspecting LIS curricula and professional library practices to reach 
a deeper understanding of hegemonic tendencies that marginalise rather than 
empower learners and information users.  Because, as Pawley (2003) observes, ‗the 
prevailing style of LIS discourse uses techno-administrative language to address 
technical and managerial problems‘ (p. 426), librarians, librarian educators and LIS 
researchers miss the opportunity to engage with other academic communities.  In a 
similar vein, Cornelius (2002) reminds the community of the imperative to identify 
its own theoretical positions and to draw from others. 
 
If LIS is to be recognized as a constituent member of, say, the social 
sciences, then at some level we must use the same language and engage in 
the same theoretical debates (p. 612).   
 
The domain of information literacy education seems fertile for exploration and 
expansion of theoretical work, and Bruce (2000a) too notices that explorations of 
suitable frameworks are just beginning.  If the LIS and information literacy 
communities were to compare their theoretical advances to those in the social 
sciences and related disciplines, much remains to be done.  If the current dearth of 
publications of a theoretical, research and philosophical nature is any indication, the 
application of critical theory to LIS and information literacy has yet to find a place 
in professional consideration, debate and praxis.     
 
Elmborg (2006) credits information processing models, such as Kuhlthau‘s (2004) 
Information Search Process and the Big Six approach (Eisenberg & Berkowitz 
1990) with providing the means to analyse how individuals encounter information.  
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Despite these developments, he concludes that theoretical work remains undone, 
and ‗without complementary theoretical perspectives, none of these approaches can 
generate important critical questions about its own conclusions, assumptions, or 
methods‘ (Elmborg 2006, p. 194).  To adopt the critical stance is to question 
knowledge engagements from a range of perspectives; the criticalist is obliged to 
inquire into ‗how one encounters knowledge and how one engages with one another 
in the pursuit of understanding‘ (original emphases, Curzon-Hobson 2003, p. 202).  
Criticality requires that disciplines, professions and theoretical postures begin by 
reflecting on their own founding principles.  Adhering to this tradition, critical 
information literacy stipulates that library and information science undertake an 
internal interrogation.   
 
Perhaps the strongest declaration for introspection comes from Kapitzke (2006), 
who assesses the theoretical silence thus. 
 
Within the context of a wealth of available theoretical and methodological 
approaches from which researchers can draw, the extant literature on 
technologized libraries seemed, in my view, somewhat socially 
disconnected, politically naïve, and theoretically impoverished (p. 151).   
 
Writing with critical literacy scholar Luke, Kapitzke challenges library and 
information science to consider aligning with critical literacy. 
 
The professional literatures of the information sciences have yet to engage 
with critical literacies, and with the larger epistemological questions raised 
by these new technologies and post-modern reconstructions of discipline, 
knowledge and identity (Luke & Kapitzke 1999, p. 486).
 
 
Their work joins Elmborg (2006) and Pawley (2003) in reconceptualising and 
examining LIS training, library practices and, specifically, information literacy 
through the lens of critical information literacy.  Kapitzke (2003a, 2003b; Luke & 
Kapitzke 1999) continues to be the most significant scholar in the area of critical 
information literacy. 
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3.7 Critical Information Literacy: Troubling Information Literacy  
In the literatures of educational theory, critical questions pertaining to 
information—such as issues of empowerment, marginalisation, privilege and its 
social nature—are asked.  Yet critical information literacy is not usually named in 
response to these questions.  ―Critical information literacy‖ as a searchable term is 
rarely found in the literatures of educational, behavioural and social sciences and 
library and information studies.  This is not surprising, given that only a handful of 
well-regarded practitioners and theorists propose that information literacy be 
approached from a critical stance and that library practices be critically analysed. 
 
Kapitzke and Luke name and develop the framework of critical information literacy 
(Luke & Kapitzke 1999).  They draw attention to the cognitive and reading 
processes of contemporary students who gather information sources online, 
sometimes to the exclusion of print sources and in sharp contrast to the literacy 
practices historically maintained in schools.  They argue that students readily 
construct information literacy learning for themselves, establishing their own 
navigation strategies and criteria for deciphering, filtering and accumulating needed 
materials.  This capacity for independent learning and self-reliance with information 
forms has significant implications for my examination of postgraduates, particularly 
because I question librarians‘ willingness to label many learners ―information 
illiterate‖.  A key example of the so-called ―information illiteracy‖ assumption can 
be found in convincing arguments regarding learners‘ information deficiencies 
found throughout library and LIS literature (for example, Grassian 2004; Thompson 
2003).  Consequently (as the argument goes), learners require information literacy 
interventions—remediation that is presumably beneficial at best, or neutral at worst.  
‗Almost without exception, information literacy is conceptualised as a neutral 
method with generic, universal outcomes‘ (Kapitzke 2003a, p. 58).  The critical 
stance of this thesis conditions my challenge to assumptions of neutrality and 
information illiteracy. 
 
In a further critique of librarianship in practice and its portrayal in LIS and other 
subject literatures, Luke and Kapitzke (1999) charge that the profession defines 
itself in positivist, managerial terms that best describe service employment or 
entrepreneurship.  Their findings reflect the Freirean hope of altering the 
arrangements that are extant throughout schooling practices.  The critical stance 
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requires that library philosophy and praxis—especially information literacy teaching 
and learning—develop an awareness of and responsiveness to current sociopolitical, 
economic and technological circumstances.  Luke and Kapitzke (1999) name central 
issues facing learners, teachers and librarian practitioners and LIS educators:  ‗the 
social construction and cultural authority of knowledge; the political economies of 
knowledge ownership and control; the development of local communities‘ and 
cultures‘ capacities to critique and construct knowledge‘ (pp. 483–4).  They 
continue by centralising questions deeply influenced by critical traditions. 
 
These epistemological issues are not indigenous to new technologies, but 
hold as well in relation to print-based pedagogies, and the framing and 
classification of school knowledge.  They are, indeed, the persistent 
questions about ‗what should count as knowledge‘, ‗for whom‘, and ‗in 
whose interests‘ raised by the new sociology of education almost three 
decades ago (Luke & Kapitzke 1999, p. 484).   
 
Information literacy education offers a pedagogy for locating, gathering and 
filtering sources of exponentially proliferating information.  Nevertheless, 
information literacy instruction as it is currently practiced is not sufficient to bridge 
the gap between current information retrieval models and a critical analysis of 
relationships that exist among knowledge, discourses and social structures (Luke & 
Kapitzke 1999).  Kapitzke (2003a) expands the critical information literacy 
argument with poststructuralist applications.  She argues that information literacy 
stands as libraries‘ ‗trademark textual practice‘ (p. 54).  Therefore, information 
literacy principles, strategies and practices arise from print cultures and are 
insufficient for contemporary modes of knowledge production and distribution.  
 
Throughout relatively consistent definitions, such as those offered in the Big Six 
Skills framework (Eisenberg & Berkowitz 1990), the ACRL standards (2000) and 
ANZIIL framework (Bundy 2004), information literacy is presented in rationalist, 
modernist terms and conceptualised as a neutral method that leads to ‗generic 
universal outcomes‘ (Kapitzke 2003a, p. 58).  In Kapitzke‘s view, the utility of 
information literacy is hindered by these assumptions, inattention to the interactions 
of technologies and knowledge and a lack of ‗politicised criticality‘ (2003a, p. 57).       
Furthermore, an examination of the information literacy literature exposes a 
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programmatic, behaviourist approach that lacks ‗explicit recognition of the 
sociopolitical and ideological dimensions of information and knowledge 
consumption and production‘ (Kapitzke 2003b, p. 44).   
 
Critical information literacy offers a framework for reconceptualising relations 
among information, knowledge and social relationships, and holds these central 
assumptions: 
 
 Texts and knowledges of the new technologies are potentially powerful 
sources for shaping students‘ beliefs, practices and identities, and indeed that 
students will require critical perspectives for repositioning themselves in 
relation to these texts and knowledges. 
 These texts and knowledges are not pre-existing … Rather, they can be co-
constructed by the student in a mediated dialogue with other times and 
spaces, texts and identities—both real and virtual … Libraries can be sites 
where students can use these same technologies to actively and critically 
construct, shape and negotiate knowledge, practices, and identities. 
 … a critical information literacy can encourage and enable learners to 
systematically reposition themselves in relation to dominant and non-
dominant modes and sources of information (Luke & Kapitzke 1999, p. 
486). 
Missing from these principles, however, is an open acknowledgement of students‘ 
prior knowledge, their experience and the effect of individual attributes that learners 
bring to the environment (Green & Macauley 2007).  However, by recognising 
mediated dialogue and co-constructing learning activities, the principles gesture in 
that direction.  This study adopted the fundamental core of critical principles that 
Kapitzke, Luke and others articulate.  I augmented these central principles with 
additional questions and observations regarding doctoral readers‘ and writers‘ 
contexts, ways of knowing the world and juxtapositions with ‗authoritative 
discourse‘ (Street 1995, p. 5).   I also associated critical information literacy with 
Endres‘ (2001) subtle critique that values learners‘ implicit capacities and makes 
these characteristics central to understanding doctoral candidates‘ literature 
reviewing abilities. 
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Recent works by Elmborg (2006), Swanson (2004) and Simmons (2005) are clearly 
influenced by Kapitzke.  These American librarians, academics and researchers 
invoke a critical stance, applying it to the pedagogy of academic libraries—an 
important shift from the setting of schools and school libraries where Kapitzke and 
Luke situate critical information literacy.  Elmborg (2006) and Simmons (2005) 
position information literacy within discussions of critical literacy and genre theory 
relative to disciplinary discourse, while Swanson (2004) applies Freirean pedagogy 
to the Association of College and Research Libraries information literacy standards 
(ACRL 2000).   
 
Echoing the proposition that LIS fails to engage with critical literacies or 
epistemological questions (Luke & Kapitzke 1999), Elmborg (2006) observes: 
 
While the academic library community spends a great deal of energy 
devising, implementing, and testing the Information Literacy Competency 
Standards, literacy researchers from outside the libraries have grown 
increasingly critical of the effort to define literacy through standards, and of 
the research community in Library and Information Science (LIS) for its 
inability to engage with the literacy literature (p. 193). 
 
The criticism can be made that information literacy educators impose outcomes-
based standards while overlooking situated literacies.  Seen this way, information 
literacy fits with Street‘s (1995) assessment of the ‗autonomous model of literacy—
in which many individuals … come to conceptualize literacy as a separate, reified 
set of ―neutral‖ competencies, autonomous of social context‘ (p. 114).   
 
Social changes currently underway—a transnational economy that expands working 
relationships among diverse groups of people and ubiquitous technological effects 
on learning and information practices—compel an essential reconsideration of 
literacy.  Noting these shifts, Elmborg (2006) offers a pluralistic definition of 
literacy: ‗Literacy is the ability to read, interpret, and produce “texts” appropriate 
and valued within a given community’ (original emphasis, p. 195).  To this 
definition, he adds that texts can take print and other forms and that reading and 
writing involve texts in multiple genres.  Elmborg (2006) then expands the notion of 
academic information literacy to encompass ‗the ability to read, interpret, and 
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produce information valued in academia‘ (p. 196).  To this, he adds that information 
must also meet academic and disciplinary standards, manifested through requisite 
conventions and discursive styles.  
 
Information literacy, seen in this way, is more than a set of acquired skills.  
It involves the comprehension of an entire system of thought, and the ways 
that information flows in that system (Elmborg 2006, p.196).  
 
He continues: ‗Ultimately, it also involves the capacity to critically evaluate itself‘ 
(2006, p. 196).  Whereas Kapitzke (2003a, 2003b) articulates critical information 
literacy in the ways that it can equip learners to comprehend, critique and challenge 
the influences of social structures on information and knowledge, Elmborg (2006) 
requires a critical information literacy capable of turning its gaze inward and 
investigating itself.  That position is reflected in this thesis.   
 
In separate essays, Simmons and Swanson advocate a critical information pedagogy 
founded on Freirean principles of making tacit practices visible, thereby helping 
students realise that information is socially constructed and contested, political and 
subject to questions of authority, privilege and dominance.  Simmons (2005) argues 
that librarians are well positioned to mediate between the colloquial discourse that 
most undergraduate students bring to the academic environment and the highly 
specialised discourse expected of academic disciplines and knowledge domains.  An 
information literacy based on Freirean principles of empowerment and social 
equality might interrogate information and scholarly communication practices by 
asking: ‗Who owns and sells knowledge?  Who has access to information?  What 
counts as information?  What counts as knowledge? … Whose voices do not get 
published?‘ (Simmons 2005, p. 300).   
 
Swanson 
 
(2004) draws also on Freirean pedagogy to critique the mechanistic, 
modernist approach of the current ACRL standards for information literacy (2000), 
reiterating that the standards ignore both the social nature of information and 
students‘ previous experiences as users of information.  From the critical pedagogy 
perspective, critical information literacy has the capacity to recognise: 
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 … the potential for information literacy to support society‘s status quo in 
terms of class, race, or gender relations, 
 … information as a social construct created by a human being for a 
particular use, 
 … the need for librarians … to move beyond the functional view of 
information literacy to a more holistic view of information literacy, 
 … students as information users with their own experiences (Swanson 2004, 
p. 67). 
The final two principles are most relevant to my examination of doctoral candidates‘ 
engagements with research literature and the literature review process as a whole.   
 
3.8 Critical Frameworks, Critical Doctoral Literacies 
Interpreting the narratives gathered and stories told for this inquiry requires a 
foundation of principles drawn from critical literacy, critical pedagogy and critical 
information literacy.  ‗The pedagogy of the critical stance is therefore demanding‘ 
and as a central characteristic, requires ‗an environment of challenge in which 
different frameworks are brought to bear on perceptions and interpretations‘ 
(Curzon-Hobson 2003, p. 211).  Each of the critical doctoral literacies is examined 
separately for deeper understanding but never segregated from the suite of 
interrelated literature review literacies.   When examined in this light, the literature 
review as a doctoral pedagogy raises the possibility that becoming literate and 
learning literacies is more than ‗just about acquiring content but [is also] about 
learning a process‘ (Street 1995, p. 140).  In the doctoral research culture, 
candidates are subject to the cumulative effect of their personal range of literacies as 
well as literacies developed during the doctoral process.   
 
Furthermore, the critical stance compels me to acknowledge that the doctoral 
process resides in specialised disciplinary contexts.   Conceivably, community 
members and aspirants alike will acquiesce to embedded literacy and learning 
practices ‗by accommodating uncritically to the conventions‘ (Ivanic & Roach 
1989, p. 118).  I must ask whether aspiring members (learners) deliberately choose 
to adhere to disciplinary practices as one means of doctoral achievement.  This 
thesis aims to find a critical, ‗dialectical relationship‘ (Reading 2006, p. 22) between 
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acceptance and challenge in order to generate new explanations for literature 
reviewing and critical doctoral literacies. 
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Chapter 4.   Research Design and Methods  
 
4.1 A Qualitative Orientation 
The study focuses on individuals‘ pedagogical and literacy experiences with the 
doctoral literature review, examining how the process is learned and what is learned 
as a result.  This inquiry is contextualised within disciplinary domains, American 
and Australian doctoral pedagogies, participants and phenomena.  Therefore, 
methods of questioning, listening, recording and interpretive analysis in a qualitative 
investigative approach were chosen.  The research design utilised qualitative 
procedures of purposeful sampling, semi-structured interviews and inductive data 
analysis.  This chapter outlines the procedural features of the study and offers 
insights into the reasons for choosing this structure, influenced by the emergent 
themes and associated meanings. Subsequent chapters detail the phenomenon of 
inquiry and the interpretive analysis of participants‘ narrated experiences with 
literature reviewing. 
 
Qualitative methods provide the means to discover relationships between data and 
context, and such methods privilege inductive reasoning for understanding the 
relevance of these relationships.  A qualitative approach also allows for multiple 
interpretations, built logically upon systematic methods of coding and organising 
data.  Analysing through transcribing and then through writing became productive 
and powerful stages in the data analysis.  The study reflects a qualitative orientation 
in the ways in which the research participants and I shared similar and divergent 
experiences with the doctoral literature review.  ‗Qualitative researchers study 
things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or interpret, phenomena 
in terms of the meanings people bring to them‘ (Denzin & Lincoln 1994, p. 2).  
Each person, interviewee and interviewer, brought situated meaning to the process, 
and individualised meanings contributed to a comprehensive examination of the 
doctoral literature review.    
 
The realities constructed by doctoral students who gathered and made sense of 
literature specific to their individual disciplines varied from person to person.  
Doctoral supervisors and academic librarians also applied their own contextualised 
interpretations of developing and composing the literature review, adapted to their 
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particular experiences and environments.   Furthermore, as interviewer and 
instrument, I brought my own perspective to the inquiry.  
 
Contextual inquiry demands a human instrument, one fully adaptive to the 
indeterminate situation that will be encountered.  The human instrument 
builds upon his or her tacit knowledge as much as if not more than upon 
propositional knowledge, and uses methods that are appropriate to humanly 
implemented inquiry (original emphases, Lincoln & Guba 1985, p. 187).   
 
The investigation gathered experiences and interpretations of pedagogical practices 
concerning literature reviewing and the critical doctoral literacies learned. Schwandt 
(1994) charges investigators to clarify how language embodies meaning; thus, the 
study involves gathering and analysing descriptive data from people engaged in 
teaching and learning the literature review in order to understand their views. Key 
design elements pertinent to this study are: context, researcher as instrument, 
purposive sampling, inductive data analysis, emergent design, evolving findings 
(Patton 1990, 2002) and thick description (Geertz 2003).  Merriam (1998) 
summarises these as,  
 
essential characteristics of all qualitative research—the goal of eliciting 
understanding and meaning, the researcher as primary instrument of data 
collection and analysis, the use of fieldwork, an inductive orientation to 
analysis, and findings that are richly descriptive (p. 11).    
 
The research design was chosen to accommodate interplay among data, researcher 
and participants in a shared process gradually leading to identification of themes, 
categories and insights (Lincoln & Guba 1985).  Employing a qualitative approach 
was intended to connect research elements in a synergistic relationship, mirroring 
my comprehensive view of literature reviewing and critical doctoral literacies. 
 
Research grounded in critical theory sits well with qualitative methods of inquiry. 
The preceding chapter described critical literacy, critical pedagogy and critical 
information literacy that informed and shaped this interpretive study.  Together, this 
and the preceding chapter explain the theoretical framework and research practices 
of the study.  I now turn to more detailed explanations of the research aims, study 
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design data collection and analysis procedures.  I also explain how ethical 
considerations and issues of credibility and rigour were managed.   
 
4.1.1 Research aims and guiding questions 
One aim of the study is to understand multiple meanings and contextualised 
practices (Kvale 1996; Lincoln & Guba 1985) whereby doctoral literature reviewing 
as an academic genre was learned.  A second aim is to determine, from participants‘ 
perspectives, what was learned by doing a doctoral literature review.  Two research 
questions guided the inquiry: 
 
1. How is the literature review process learned by doctoral candidates from 
multiple disciplines in Australia and the United States? 
2. What do doctoral candidates from multiple disciplines in Australia and the 
United States learn by doing a literature review? 
As the object of this inquiry, the literature review is subject to multiple 
interpretations and described by varying phases, events and literacies; brought 
together, the pieces serve to describe the whole.  Patton (2002) explains that, from a 
holistic perspective, ‗the whole phenomenon is understood as a complex system that 
is more than the sum of its parts; [the] focus [is] complex interdependencies‘ (p. 41). 
To investigate a process wherein multiple literacies and knowledge production 
apparently converge, I as qualitative investigator acknowledge that no individual 
participant or phenomenon stands alone.  Erlandson et al. (1993) support this 
supposition: ‗Because all the ―parts‖ of reality are interrelated, an understanding of 
the ―whole‖ can begin with a holistic investigation of any portion of it‘ (p. 14).  
Initially, I undertook the study to examine the range of practices through which 
literature reviewing is learned.  Over the course of the study, those portions grew 
into the story of the literature review, related through critical doctoral literacies and 
informants‘ engagements with phenomenon and literacies.   
 
Through my own experiential lens, I conceived of the doctoral literature review as a 
process that occurs over a period of time, following a nonlinear path from initiation 
to completion, from conception to development to composition.  In an iterative 
cycle punctuated by accumulating, assessing, organising, drafting and reflecting, the 
literature review process is characterised by intertwined functions.  This 
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conceptualisation of literature reviewing is reflected in the methodological 
orientation chosen for the inquiry which allows ‗the act of inquiry … [to unfold] 
through a ―dialectic‖ of iteration, analysis, critique, reiteration, reanalysis, and so 
on‘ (Schwandt 1994, p. 128–9).  The approach chosen for the research design 
accommodated flexibility and modification, which was necessary when early data 
analysis suggested that adjustments were necessary. An adaptable, nonlinear 
research design was needed to capture, interpret and reflect the emergent view of the 
doctoral literature review as social and intellectual experience as well as a reiterative 
process saturated with literacy engagements.  
 
4.2 Participants 
The study is comparative in nature; participants from American and Australian 
universities comprised the sample.  Individuals from three groups were interviewed 
for the study: doctoral candidates and doctoral supervisors affiliated with disciplines 
in education, nursing and biological and physical sciences and academic librarians.  
Narrative data gathered from semi-structured interviews with 42 different 
participants were used to construct study findings.   
 
4.2.1 Sampling 
In the following passage, Patton (2002) endorses flexibility of research design and 
recommends establishing strategies for sampling as a project advances. 
 
While the design will specify an initial focus, plans for observations, and 
initial guiding interview questions, the naturalistic and inductive nature of 
the inquiry makes it both impossible and inappropriate to specify operational 
variables, state testable hypotheses, and finalize either instrumentation or 
sampling schemes (p. 44). 
 
Merriam (1998) recommends that study characteristics—such as, research 
questions, data types and progressive analysis—be used to guide sample size.  These 
elements were influential in guiding sampling procedures.   
 
In purposeful sampling the size of the sample is determined by informational 
considerations.  If the purpose is to maximize information, the sampling is 
terminated when no new information is forthcoming from new sampled 
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units; thus redundancy is the primary criterion (original emphasis, Lincoln & 
Guba 1985, p. 202). 
 
The manner of selecting samples and participants was essential to the study, as was 
the decision to stop sampling.  In particular, Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Patton 
(1990) speak to maximum variation sampling, a technique that allows the 
documentation of emergent and unique variations.  Morse (1994) suggests a sample 
size of ‗approximately 30–50‘ (p. 225), and I conducted interviews with 42 
participants over a period of thirteen months. The variation provided by selecting 
participants who represented three distinct groups of stakeholders and differing 
academic disciplines, from two countries, presented a ‗small sample of great 
diversity‘ (Patton 1990, p. 172).    
 
Each participant was ‗chosen to extend information already obtained, to obtain other 
information that contrasts with it, or to fill in gaps in the information obtained so 
far‘ (Lincoln & Guba 1985, p. 201).  Following Merriam‘s (1998) recommendation 
to use a sample from which the most could be learned, doctoral candidates who 
represented cross sections were selected, depending on their progress toward thesis 
completion and literature review development.  Academics, librarians and students 
demonstrated further diversification based upon their disciplines and fields of 
interest.  The strategy of maximum variation sampling was aimed ‗at capturing and 
describing the central themes that cut across a great deal of variation‘ (Patton 2002, 
pp. 234–5).   
 
Potential participants whom I believed were well informed regarding doctoral 
literature reviewing were identified through personal and professional networks.  I 
developed a list of purposefully selected respondents based on recommendations 
from other doctoral candidates, professional colleagues at the university where I was 
employed, librarians at other American and Australian universities and my PhD 
supervisors.  
 
4.2.2 Americans and Australians 
The purpose of conducting in-depth interviews was to collect data from key 
informants, ‗participants who have knowledge or perceptions that would otherwise 
be unknown to the interviewer‘ (Gall, Gall & Borg 2003, p. 237).  In establishing 
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the study, I identified doctoral candidates as the first, most apparent group of 
informants vested in the literature review process.  Doctoral learners‘ experiences 
are at the heart of the inquiry, and they represent the largest group of participants; I 
interviewed ten Australian and eight American doctoral candidates.  Australian 
supervisors and American doctoral advisors were considered a second group of 
stakeholders, situated in two differing pedagogical systems. Australian doctoral 
students are influenced by their supervisors throughout all stages of research and 
thesis writing.  In the United States, the doctoral advisor (labeled ―supervisor‖ in 
this thesis) is influential throughout the doctorate; however, advisor–advisee 
interactions are often most pronounced during the candidate‘s research and 
dissertation writing stages.  I conducted interviews with seven Australian and six 
American doctoral supervisors.  A third group of respondents was comprised of 
librarians who were chosen because of their interactions with doctoral candidates 
during the information literacy stages of literature review construction.  Much of the 
literature of doctoral pedagogies and literature reviewing practices addresses 
academics and students, with infrequent reference to librarians and their roles.  
However, librarians have a crucial part to play in the current study, and I was able to 
interview six Australian and five American academic librarians.   
 
Doctoral candidate respondents in fields of education and nursing were all 
practitioners by training.  One American was enrolled in a program of human 
development and family studies, an area that draws extensively from education and 
related disciplines.  Five were enrolled part-time, and seven were enrolled as full-
time students.  All six science candidates were enrolled full-time at the time of the 
interview.  The science candidates and supervisors who participated spanned several 
disciplinary branches in the biological and physical sciences—immunology, 
neuroscience, zoology, aquatic science, geomorphology and chemistry.  I have used 
the general label ―science‖ to encompass these branches.   
 
A three-character coding system identifies study participants.  Rather than use a 
complex system to tag individual participants, I preferred to offer more descriptive 
narratives as I drew from each respondent‘s text in the findings chapters.  In this 
system, C=candidate, S=supervisor and L=librarian; A=Australian and 
U=American.  The numbers 1, 2, 3, etc. indicate the order in which an individual 
was interviewed within her or his stakeholder group. For example, LU1 was the first 
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American librarian interviewed, and CA10 was the tenth Australian doctoral 
candidate interviewed.  Appendix 1 provides more detailed information regarding 
study participants.  
 
I was able to engage education and nursing participants with relative ease, in large 
part due to my supervisors‘ and my professional contacts.  On the other hand, I 
discovered that securing science participants who were willing to be interviewed 
was a more difficult task.  I did not have the same level of professional or personal 
contact with academics and students in the sciences as I did with other disciplines. 
Another factor may have been the interview format.  The qualitative method of data 
collection through talking is not usually employed in the realm of physical and 
biological sciences, so I was, in effect, asking some scientists to participate in 
research approaches that were inconsistent with their own research practices. 
Eventually, I secured five candidates and five supervisors who were conducting or 
supervising research in the sciences.   
 
Because of my dual affiliations, I designed a comparative study.  As an American, I 
brought my background in the coursework–based model of graduate education to 
the study.  Enrolled in an Australian university where I became grounded in the 
Australian tutorial model, I was intrigued by the opportunity to compare differences 
and ascertain similarities between the two pedagogical approaches.   The potential 
for rich, comparative data to be gained by speaking with participants from two 
distinctly different doctoral traditions and with librarians, doctoral students and 
academics from multiple academic disciplines was quite compelling.   
 
4.3 Data Collection 
‗Qualitative researchers believe that rich descriptions of the social world are 
valuable‘ (Denzin & Lincoln 2000, p. 10); therefore, personal accounts as well as 
descriptions regarding teaching and learning practices were sought.  Information 
and thematic materials were gathered through the interviewing process and 
interpreted through methods of comparative analysis.  Rubin and Rubin (2005) note 
that, by its nature, the use of interviewing data permits flexibility in design and 
leaves ample space for ongoing and critical interpretation of emergent themes.  
Following Goodfellow (1998), the study sought to ‗foster reflection and re-storying 
on the part of the participants so as to illuminate insights into their experiences‘ (p. 
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105).   Thus, a flexible method for gathering narrated data permitted a deeper 
understanding of the literature review process to emerge at will.   
 
4.3.1 The nature of the interviews 
I adopted an interviewing model consistent with Rubin and Rubin‘s (2005) 
responsive interviewing approach, a style which facilitates inquiry into an event or 
phenomenon, such as the doctoral literature review process, while simultaneously 
considering peoples‘ perspectives.  The responsive interviewer recognises the 
potential for establishing relationships with interviewees that, in turn, ‗generates 
ethical obligations for the interviewer‘ (p. 30). The interviewer must develop self-
awareness of potential bias and expectations that may mutually influence both 
parties.  Researcher assumptions and ethical considerations are explained in sections 
4.5 and 4.6.  The goal of conducting my research through responsive interviewing 
was to generate a deep understanding of the object under investigation, by 
considering matters of context, complex themes and multiple viewpoints.  For 
example, in the effort to maintain an objective perspective, to explore the literature 
review process more deeply and to build on participants‘ proximity to the topic, I 
asked paired questions that explored both benefits and difficulties, such as,  ―What 
have been the rewards of doing a literature review?‖ and, ―What have been the 
frustrations?‖  Responsive interviewing is further characterised by this 
acknowledgement from Rubin and Rubin (2005). 
 
Research design and questioning must remain flexible to accommodate new 
information, to adapt to the actual experiences that people have had, and to 
adjust to unexpected situations.  The researcher creates future questions 
based on what he or she has already heard, requiring the researcher to 
analyze interviews throughout the project rather than just at the end (p. 35). 
 
4.3.2 Interview protocols 
The process of identifying and contacting participants commenced in October 2005, 
with the first interview being conducted in January 2006 and the last interview in 
January 2007.  Throughout the year of data collection, sampling and contacting 
participants continued until November 2006, two months prior to completing the 
data collection phase. 
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Interviews were conducted by telephone rather than in a face-to-face manner; 
consequently, distance was not a concern. Participants were chosen from American 
and Australian university communities, based upon their relationships to the 
doctoral thesis and literature review processes.  Interviews were audio-recorded to 
maintain completeness and fidelity of data.  
 
Prior to the interview, each participant was asked to provide brief biographical 
information, and each was given a list of sample interview questions (see Appendix 
2).  I interviewed each person once, and most interview sessions lasted about an 
hour.  A semi-structured interview format was adopted to gather narrative data that 
would eventually yield thick descriptions (Geertz 2003).   I developed an interview 
protocol that guided the interview questions, probes and follow-ups (Rubin & Rubin 
2005).  However, as I accumulated more data and became more experienced, I 
became attuned to the areas where participants preferred to spend more time and 
topics to which they were less likely to offer lengthy responses.  I sought to 
establish a conversational atmosphere during each interview, and by the time that 
the data collection phase was drawing to a close, I noticed that the conversations 
had become relaxed, fluid and progressively informative.   
 
I brought my own definition of the literature review and assumptions about it to the 
inquiry.  However, I worked to suspend my preconceptions and judgements during 
data collection and analysis and to allow participants‘ perceptions of the literature 
review process to emerge.  For example, I asked, ―What do you consider a well-
constructed literature review to be?‖ which is a question that follows Bruce‘s 
(1994b, 1994c) exploration of postgraduates‘ conceptions of the literature review.  
To enquire into respondents‘ sense of the literature review as a process, I asked, 
―When should a literature review begin?‖ and, ―How do you know when you have 
acquired enough literature?‖ 
 
4.3.3 Journaling the project 
The strategy of journaling throughout research projects is widely recommended 
(Erlandson et al. 1993; Lincoln & Guba 1985; Patton 2002; Wolcott 1994), and I 
realised that my personal narratives would influence the cycle of data collection, 
analysis and reflection. From the outset, I maintained a reflective journal as a way of 
making sense of what I was reading in the literature and to record the progress of 
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my doctorate.  When data collection commenced I added a second, research journal 
to keep explicit notes and respond to interviews while collecting and transcribing 
interview data.  The notes made in my research journal during and following 
interviews provided additional details on the exchanges with individuals and 
contributed to theme identification.  Journaling served as a tool for reflection, 
introspection, record keeping and data analysis. I continued using research and 
reflective journals as a key technique for self-checking and as an incentive to write 
steadily. This research journal excerpt was made 4 February 2007, after all 
interviews had been completed and as I was in the process of transcribing the final 
audio-tapings. 
 
I‘m comfortable with phone words / discoursing / talking.  Talking this way 
may be less rich, ok, but it‘s less distracting as well.  Phone talks allow us to 
strip away the other visual / aural / emotional information / data / stimulation 
and become more interpretive, more self-examining and reflective.   
 
4.4 Data Analysis 
In retrospect, I realise that data analysis began long before the first interview had 
been set.  Ely et al. (1997) and Goodfellow (1998) confirm that analysis commences 
at the beginning of the process of qualitative research.  Initially, I intended to code, 
organise and analyse data according to general themes suggested by the research 
questions and the theoretical model that I was using at the time.  When data 
collection was commenced in 2006, the study was framed by Lave and Wenger‘s 
(1991) model of legitimate peripheral participation.  At the time, I adhered to four 
research questions targeted toward how the literature is learned, legitimate 
participation and differences among disciplinary and national approaches to 
teaching the literature review process.  Therefore, I formulated interview questions 
to elicit responses on matters such as the role of the literature review, disciplinary 
participation made possible through literature reviewing, strategies for teaching and 
learning information literacy skills and comparative distinctions among academic 
disciplines and between American and Australian doctoral pedagogies.  Organising 
themes for the data were derived from these research questions and the interview 
questions generated from them.   
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I followed a style of interpretation that considers words in context and, as 
Goodfellow (1998) recommends, draws together ‗context, meaning and expressions 
of that meaning in a narrative style‘ (original emphasis, p. 105).  New patterns 
emerged quickly during inspection of the first interviews and engendered an 
unexpected range of thematic categories. Simultaneously, a critical shift occurred.  
My attention turned toward critical theories, as it appeared that they provided a 
better frame for the range of doctoral literacies emerging from the data.   
 
In order to establish and maintain close interactivity between data analysis and data 
collection, analysis was initiated in early stages of collecting narrative interviews 
and continued throughout the duration of the collection phase.  In a twofold 
approach, data analysis was first made at data collection sites (during interviews) 
and in a second and more intensive phase, data were analysed away from the site.  I, 
as interviewer, responded to the first available data and began fine-tuning the 
process, continuing a cycle of collecting, analysing, reflecting, revising, collecting 
and re-analysing identified by Erlandson et al. (1993).  During the first months of 
data collection, examination and reflection, responses to some interview questions 
revealed that saturation was being reached and adjustments to those questions were 
necessary.  In its way, the data were driving the research design rather than the 
design driving data acquisition. 
 
4.4.1 Transcribing as interpretive analysis 
Taped interviews were transcribed soon after each interview.  Having trained as a 
medical transcriptionist, my decision to do the work of transcribing the audio-taped 
sessions came easily. As a novice researcher, I also sensed that the acts of revisiting 
and listening again to the conversations with interviewees and my subsequent 
reflection during those hours would afford opportunities for early analysis.  I agree 
with Bird (2005) and Kvale (1996) that transcribing is a tool for creating products in 
the form of written texts.  At the same time, the hours spent transcribing bridged the 
interviewing process with categorising, coding and analysing.  I have concluded that 
transcribing is an underestimated aspect of data analysis, and, in fact, I realise that 
another form of early analysis occurred while I listened to interviewees‘ recorded 
voices and recalled the essence of each conversation.  During the act of transcribing, 
I returned to the ‗spatial, temporal, and social dimensions‘ (Kvale 1996, p. 167) of 
each interview.   
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Interviews were not conducted in any particular order.  The sequence for collecting 
data was determined by my being able to identify, contact and schedule participants.  
As researcher and transcriber, I determined that transcribing each interview soon 
after it was completed would be a better tactic than waiting to transcribe grouped 
interviews.  Transcribing in chronological order rather than by groups proved to be 
an effective strategy, as this methodological observation in my research journal 
reflects. 
 
I can see threads / themes across groups rather than within individual groups.  
This seems like a more holistic way to do it.  No one group dominates, and I 
can continue outsider–insider status and flow among groups (14 January 
2007).  
 
I acknowledge the ‗inherent differences between an oral and written mode of 
discourse‘ (Kvale 1996, p. 167) with which I had to contend. It is important to 
emphasise that the recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim. When I drafted 
thesis chapters and selected appropriate quotations from participants, I made the 
decision to edit out words and phrases (such as ―um‖, ―like‖, ―you know‖) that did 
not relate to interpretation or a particular quotation in context.  With that awareness, 
I took care to notice also the interplay between the (first) discourse of the interviews 
and the textual practice of (re)creating these exchanges into typed and read text.   
 
By late January 2007, all interviews had been completed, most had been transcribed 
and coding had begun.  By then the complexity of the literature review as an 
experienced phenomenon as well as a series of information literacy, disciplinary, 
discursive and textual events had surfaced. 
 
4.4.2 Coding 
I applied open and axial coding practices for interpreting and organising data.  
These methods of coding derive from constant comparative methods attributed to 
Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Strauss and Corbin (1994) and are well recognised in 
qualitative data analysis and theory construction (Kvale 1996; Miles & Huberman 
1994; Patton 2002; Rubin & Rubin 2005; Taylor & Bogdan 1998).  NVivo2 
qualitative software was used to organise coded data into open and axial ranges; the 
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software aided the work of capturing, organising, managing and comparing primary 
themes (trees) and sub-coded categories (nodes).   In the early stages of data 
analysis, I began by reading through the transcripts to look for key themes, making 
hand–written notes in the transcript pages.   
 
Coding the narrative data involved sorting and copying segments of text into themes 
related to the research questions and creating an organisational scheme for analysis.  
During the first coding cycle, which commenced in May 2006, I used Rubin and 
Rubin‘s (2005) strategies for open coding to tag and sort data by marking and 
coding passages in the sequence in which they appeared. I looked especially for 
narrative sections related to teaching and learning the literature review, disciplinary 
characteristics of literature reviewing, American and Australian distinctions and 
comparisons and disciplinary participation through literature reviewing events.   
 
I entered the study with an expectation based on experience that literature reviewing 
is cyclical and is a site of multiple literacies.  As data collection progressed, more 
intuitive conceptions formed regarding the nature of doctoral literacies and 
individuals‘ engagements with them.  Coincidentally, as I worked to establish 
themes based on research and interview questions, I noted other patterns in the data, 
some of which eventually became doctoral literacy themes.  Conceptual categories 
of identifiable experiences with the phenomenon of literature reviewing were 
labelled in the open coding stage.  During open coding, I established a preliminary 
framework for subsequent analysis and determined skeletal, broad categories.  To 
do so, I followed Bogdan and Biklen‘s (1992) advice to seek diversity as well as 
repetition of category dimensions.   
 
The next stage of analysis involved axial coding, a complex process of re-
examining, redefining and redistributing the categories identified through open 
coding.  Here, the data were distributed into more specialised categories.   
 
The discrete [axial] categories identified in open coding are compared and 
combined in new ways as the researcher begins to assemble the ‗big picture.‘  
The purpose of coding is to not only describe but, more importantly, to 
acquire new understanding of a phenomenon of interest (Hoepfl 1997, p. 
55).   
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As data codes became more fixed and specific, I began directly coding data into 
NVivo2, rather than manually coding first.  Subcategories established during axial 
coding were further refined through transcribing, rereading and analytic writing.   I 
remained open to revising and renaming themes and to restructuring the coding 
hierarchy.  The interplay of several literacies relative to doctoral learning appeared, 
and when the stage of analysing through writing was reached, earlier axial coding 
ranges became more finely tuned.  For example, the open category of ―learning the 
literature review‖ was subdivided into topics of ―early training‖, ―direct 
instruction‖, ―osmosis‖ and ―self-taught‖.  At this coding stage, relationships 
between concepts emerged, and a coalescence of doctoral literature reviewing and 
critical doctoral literacies appeared.   
 
The procedure of constant comparison required intuition and, in Bogdan and 
Biklen‘s (1992) terms, ‗an ability to think analytically … but it is an important way 
of controlling the scope of data collecting and making multiple-site studies 
theoretically relevant‘ (p. 74).  Although qualitative methods texts describe constant 
comparison methods in a somewhat linear fashion, such is rarely the case.  I found 
these steps occurring simultaneously and non-sequentially, and my analysis kept 
‗doubling back to more data collection and coding‘ (p. 74).  Throughout, I drew on 
my experience in bibliographic, information and knowledge management for the 
reiterative tasks of comparing research data, themes and categories. 
 
The importance of continually returning to published research and to theoretical and 
disciplinary literatures should also be emphasised.  During the first phase of 
candidature, I became absorbed in reviewing the literature for this thesis, and later I 
experienced immersion in the data in a similar fashion.  Initially I reviewed the 
literature to scope the research landscape of doctoral literature reviewing and to 
understand American and Australian doctoral pedagogies.  I referred to methods and 
theory of outlining interpretive categories described by Kvale (1996), Miller and 
Crabtree (2004) and Rubin and Rubin (2005).   The potential for engaging in 
multiple literacies continued to evolve as I assimilated more theoretical literacy 
writings. When data collection commenced and as the interview data expanded, the 
collective narratives became another body of literature into which I became 
immersed.  In a nonlinear, reiterative process similar to that of developing the 
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literature review, comparison of data yielded categories that eventually led to 
themes of critical doctoral literacies.  Returning to published literature and in 
particular the literatures of critical theory, I discovered their relationship with the 
analysed narratives.  I considered interview narratives as their own literature and 
often used the published literature to investigate these narratives further.  
Simultaneously, I was exploring participants‘ engagements with disciplinary and 
other literatures, and as researcher–candidate was re-engaging with the literature.  
The rhetorical style of the four findings chapters reflects what appeared to be 
dynamic interactions; in these chapters, I have mingled voices from study 
informants, published literature (and hence other people embodied through their 
writings) and researcher. 
 
Six months into the cycle of interpreting, coding, reflecting, early writing and re-
coding, I had identified essential doctoral literacies—disciplinary, information and 
reading and writing literacies. 
 
4.4.3 Reflective pause 
About a third of the interviews had been completed by mid-June 2006.  I realised 
then that the theoretical model of legitimate peripheral participation (Lave & 
Wenger 1991) which originally framed the analysis no longer matched either my 
evolving understanding of the literature review process or, more importantly, the 
thematic richness that was unfolding.  Some areas related to information literacy 
had become saturated during the first interviewing sessions, and it was no longer 
necessary to ask questions such as, ―When do you / doctoral candidates usually 
begin to review the literature?‖  I shifted from attempting to discover detailed 
engagements with information literacy. Instead, the focus turned toward a 
comprehensive exploration into how multiple perspectives reveal the 
interrelationships of information literacy, other emerging literacies and literature 
reviewing.  On 11 June 2006, I noted in my research journal that I had decided to 
suspend data collection temporarily in order to reflect on the data in hand and to 
recalibrate my theoretical orientation.  Early coding and analysis taught me that I 
had been overly focused on individual interview questions and should now turn to 
the broader landscape of doctoral literacies and the pedagogical potential of the 
literature review.   
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A conceptual change occurred as I turned my attention to the interpretive framework 
of critical theories.  Readings in critical pedagogy led me to critical information 
literacy, which then drew me toward critical literacy.  The reflective pause became 
three months of reading, re-examining the transcripts, revising some interview 
questions and reconsidering the central research questions.  I returned to an 
instructive essay by Carlson and McCaslin (2003) for this recommendation. 
 
Often we think too far forward and forgo reflecting on our initial interview 
protocol.  If the central elements critical for the process are neither 
completely understood nor appreciated, formalizing the purpose of the 
research and creating the grand tour question can be an arduous task (p. 
553).  
 
Because data collection and analysis were in relatively early stages, it was possible 
to pause and engage in forms of reflection that Piantanida and Garman (1999) term 
‗reflection as recollection, reflection as introspection, and conceptual reflection‘ (p. 
142).  I used reflection as recollection to revisit events and recall narratives.  That is, 
I revisited in detail recent events in the research process and recalled interview 
narratives in order to take stock of the preceding two years of my doctorate and 
particularly this contemporary stage of the inquiry.  Thus, pausing after six months 
into the data collection phase was timely.  Importantly, I took the opportunity to 
return to the journal records I had maintained since commencing the study.  I re-
examined reflective journal notations and reviewed observations and potential 
thematic treatments noted in my research journal, using reflection as introspection to 
become more attuned to my ‗responses to the phenomenon under study as it 
manifests in particular contexts‘ (Piantanida & Garman 1999, p. 143).   
 
Critical awareness was at play when I recognised a persistent but, at the time, 
understated theme that recurred when I asked participants, ―What do you / they 
learn by doing a literature review?‖   Revealingly, the same theme surfaced in 
response to other interview questions as well.  I recognised that the ―What‖ theme 
had become unavoidable, and that realisation led to yet another adjustment in the 
overarching research questions directing the doctoral thesis.  The four research 
questions with which I entered data collection underwent testing during the first 
months of interviewing and analysing through transcribing, ultimately becoming the 
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two central questions that shaped the study: ―How is the literature review process 
learned by doctoral candidates from multiple disciplines in Australia and the United 
States?‖ and, ―What do doctoral candidates from multiple disciplines in Australia 
and the United States learn by doing a literature review?‖ 
 
Having lived with the study (Piantanida & Garman 1999) for two years as a novice 
and qualitative researcher–aspirant, I was prepared to use more clearly defined 
interview questions and to focus on critical doctoral literacies in the context of 
literature reviewing.  I entered a phase of conceptual reflection wherein, 
 
researchers begin to connect their recollective and introspective reflections 
with broader theoretical concepts and issues.  Instead of relying on their 
immediate or instinctive interpretation of events, researchers begin to draw 
upon formal knowledge to (re)construct the meaning of experiences in 
relation to the phenomenon under study.  In conceptual reflection, 
interpretive researchers are resonating simultaneously with the specific 
context of the study and with existing discourses about the phenomenon 
under study (original emphasis, Piantanida & Garman 1999, p. 143). 
 
Following a self-imposed reflective pause, I was better able to interpret narratives 
and emergent themes through a critical lens and subsequently conceptualise 
relationships among participants, doctoral literacies and pedagogical practices.  
Midway through data collection, I adopted an interpretive framework based on 
theories in critical literacy, critical pedagogy and critical information literacy.  I 
returned to sampling, then scheduling and conducting interviews in mid-September 
2006 and gathered narratives from 29 more individuals, completing the data 
collection phase in five months‘ time.  
 
4.4.4 Writing as interpretive analysis 
The importance of writing as research, and as a mechanism for deep analysis in the 
context of this study, cannot be overstated. From the time that I began reading for 
the inquiry, I was continually writing in the various genres of doctoral work.  
Viewed from first drafts to submitted documents, these writings chronicle the 
changes that influenced both research focus and the analytical process.  Like 
Cumming (2007a), I became ‗increasingly convinced of the potential that narrative 
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offered in relation to the presentation and analysis of data‘ (p. 31).  The work of 
organising the data into meaningful components began early in the research process.  
Yet it was in presenting linked themes, illustrated with congruent data examples, 
through writing (Goodfellow 1998) that the associations of literature reviewing, 
doctoral literacies and participants coalesced.    
 
Writing became an essential analytical tool.  I found myself turning increasingly to 
the work of drafting each findings chapter as a mechanism for locating categories 
and themes in the data, selecting excerpted passages, unpacking their meanings, 
delimiting topics and establishing critical relationships between the data and 
doctoral literacies.  Richardson (1994), Lee (1998) and Kamler and Thomson (2006) 
argue for research as writing and an authentic representation of the research process.  
There is a ‗centrality of language to the production of knowledge and hence the 
centrality of writing to research (Lee 1998, p. 129).  I used the act of transcribing for 
initial data analysis and responding to the ―gists‖ in the data that supported my first 
―hunches‖ of what the data were saying (Wolcott 2005).  Writing chapter drafts 
became a powerful mechanism for translating spoken discourse into written text.  I 
followed the textual, discursive practice of transcribing by composing iterations of 
chapter drafts, thereby exploring more fully some newly–evolved notions of 
doctoral literacies and the literature review as pedagogy.   
 
Analytic writing proved to be a dynamic strategy and ‗a tool for sorting through and 
finding nuggets of ideas that trigger new ways of seeing and understanding‘ (Ely et 
al. 1997, p. 20).  Ultimately, this method of analysis proved fitting for the 
researcher, narrative data and the study.  One example illustrates the point.  
Identifying and publicly announcing disciplinary literacy as a critical literacy came 
after months of data inspection and researcher introspection.  When I applied the 
frame of legitimate peripheral participation to the study, concerns of doctoral 
candidates‘ acculturation and acceptance into disciplinary discourses and 
communities were foremost.   Consequently, interview questions regarding aspects 
of disciplinary community practices targeted and ultimately gave voice to the nexus 
of literature reviewing, academic disciplines and the doctoral enterprise.  By 
exploring particular critical theories and especially critical literacy, I became more 
seriously attuned to the realm of multiple literacies as an interpretation of what I had 
come to label ―a suite of doctoral literacies‖ in my reflective and research journals.  
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Disciplinary literacy emerged as a newly identified yet important doctoral literacy 
associated with the requirement for doctoral candidates to exhibit subtle and overt 
proficiencies in their disciplines‘ research practices.  Preparing a written proposal 
for an online seminar of Deakin doctoral peers and academic staff provided an 
opportunity to expand the notion of disciplinary literacy.  I recognised the theme of 
disciplinary literacy and then developed it through writing, making iterative returns 
to the data. In September 2007 I was able to test, entirely in a textual manner, the 
potential of disciplinary literacy as a critical doctoral literacy by drafting and 
sharing the disciplinary literacy thesis chapter, by engaging in online conversations 
with conference participants and receiving their feedback on this newly named 
doctoral literacy. Chapter 6 discusses this literacy further. 
 
Revealing and developing disciplinary literacy was pivotal to the analysis phase, a 
critical turn that I realised primarily through analytic writing.  Following that 
breakthrough, I used writing again to explore the notion of doctoral candidates as 
information literate through the lens of critical information literacy.  I co-authored a 
conference paper (Macauley & Green 2008) that argued that the dominant view of 
doctoral candidates as information literate deserved closer scrutiny.  This theme is 
discussed in Chapter 7.  In another exploratory development, the perspective of 
doctoral candidates as intentional learners evolved when I co-authored a journal 
article (Green & Macauley 2007), and this matter is explored in Chapters 5 and 8. 
 
4.5 Credibility and Rigour 
The quality of a piece of research is subject to principles related to study design, 
execution and presentation.  Qualitative studies must demonstrate credibility and 
rigorous execution, and they are required to ensure that standards of intellectual and 
procedural discipline, fairness and accuracy have been followed.  Patton outlines 
three elements of credibility and rigour applicable to the current study.   
 
Rigorous methods for doing fieldwork that yield high-quality data that are 
systematically analyzed with attention to issues of credibility;  
 
The credibility of the researcher, which is dependent on training, 
experience, track record, status, and presentation of self; and 
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Philosophical belief in the value of qualitative inquiry, that is, a fundamental 
appreciation of naturalistic inquiry, qualitative methods, inductive analysis, 
purposeful sampling, and holistic thinking (original emphases, Patton 2002, 
pp. 552–3). 
 
These three elements informed and influenced methods employed in the research, 
the analytical interpretations that the researcher made and the disposition of the 
researcher herself. 
 
If readers of research are to judge the quality of a study for themselves, they must be 
given an accurate and complete report.  In short, study design, methods, analyses 
and the attitudes and activities of the researcher must be made transparent.  Rubin 
and Rubin (2005) recommend that, ‗A transparent report allows the reader to assess 
the thoroughness of the design of the work as well as the conscientiousness, 
sensitivity, and biases of the researcher‘ (p. 76).  This and the preceding chapters 
outline my justification for selecting a qualitative paradigm as one that best fits 
study aims, object of inquiry and theoretical frameworks.  I also attempt to ‗report 
fully‘,  as Wolcott (1994, p. 351) recommends, by exposing and documenting in 
detail sampling techniques, participant profiles, methods of data collection and 
analysis, as well as the timeframe over which the study was conducted.  In the effort 
to record accurately, I endeavoured to make notes in my research journal as soon as 
possible after an interview or transcribing session, ‗if not at that moment‘ (Wolcott 
1994, p. 349).  I am candid about major aspects of study, such as surprises and 
unexpected turns, the need to take a reflective pause and the critical shifts that 
occurred after the first interviews had been conducted and preliminary data analysed 
(Ely et al. 1997; Wolcott 1994).    
 
The study is contextualised within the doctoral programs of Australia and the United 
States and academic disciplines of education, nursing and biological and physical 
sciences.  Purposeful sampling was used as a method for gathering ‗information-rich 
cases in depth and detail to understand and illuminate … rather than generalizing‘ 
(Patton 2002, p. 563).   Through conversational interviewing and in data analysis, I 
discerned disciplinary-specific characteristics of literature reviewing and research 
practices that have been supported in the external evidence—that is, the 
literatures—of these disciplines.  For example, scientists use exceptionally targeted 
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approaches to gather and deploy published research.  Bazerman (1982) notes, and 
my research confirms, these practices.  However, I can make these claims only for 
the chemists, zoologists and other scientists who acted as respondents in this study; I 
cannot generalise the same tendencies to astronomers, for example.  Following 
Patton‘s (2002) recommendation, findings for this inquiry have remained in the 
context of investigation and discovery in order to ensure design checking. 
 
Matters of interpretation, analysis and researcher bias should be inspected openly, 
particularly if research and researcher are to be considered credible.  By identifying 
my critical orientation, I acknowledge that neutrality of language, of position, and of 
reasoning was not entirely possible.  It is incumbent upon me, therefore, to 
recognise that my predispositions may have influenced my choices of study 
participants or the manner in which I conducted interview sessions and analysed 
data.  Creswell (2003), Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Patton (2002) caution that 
background and experience may lead to researcher bias.  My strongest affiliations 
with participants were as a doctoral candidate and librarian, and my situated 
knowledge may have influenced the study (Gergen & Gergen 2000).  Lincoln and 
Guba (1985) account for this relationship as one in which, ‗the inquirer and the 
―object‖ of inquiry interact to influence one another‘ (p. 37).   I informed all 
participants of my roles and affiliations, and I took care to maintain objectivity of 
question design and execution, as well as data analysis and interpretation.   
 
Critical shifts in research questions, interview questions and interpretive 
frameworks mirrored the evolving aspects of the study design and demonstrated the 
principle that the subject of the inquiry must remain under constant scrutiny and 
interpretation.  As I spoke with study respondents and learned more about their 
individual academic contexts, my understanding of their culture became more 
context-specific.  To offset the potential effect of my biases and predispositions, I 
engaged in ‗a systematic search for alternative themes, divergent patterns, and rival 
explanations‘ (Patton 2002, p. 553). For example, I entered the study with a library-
centric, albeit altruistic, assumption that doctoral learners require intervention and 
focused instruction in order to complete literature reviewing tasks.  As I engaged 
more reflexively with participants and data, other perspectives appeared.  In time, 
the responses of several doctoral candidates offered information that ran counter to 
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the previous theme (Creswell 2003), and I was persuaded to consider them 
information literate and intentional learners.   
 
To accommodate member checking, participants were informed of their right to 
amend their recorded accounts (Creswell 2003; Lincoln & Guba 1985).  All study 
participants were given the opportunity to check their accounts and given access to 
their transcribed interviews. Seventeen respondents requested transcript copies. One 
Australian candidate and two Australian supervisors returned their revised 
transcripts with notes and clarifications.   
 
I offer data exemplars throughout the four findings chapters and the concluding 
chapter, striving to use Geertz‘s (2003) device of thick description to ensure that 
data supported interpretation.  Adhering to strategies promoted by Creswell (2003), 
Patton (2002) and Wolcott (1994), I make lengthy and systematic use of original 
data.  I do so by presenting examples from multiple participants who represented a 
range of perspectives on literature reviewing, as well as a diversity of disciplines, 
roles in their academic communities and two doctoral systems.  Like Wolcott 
(1994), I consciously include ‗primary data in my final accounts, not only to give 
readers an idea of what my data are like but to give access to the data themselves‘ 
(p. 350).   
 
I recruited academic colleagues and critical friends to discuss my decisions 
regarding sampling, interview protocol, coding procedures and findings that 
confirmed, puzzled or were otherwise interesting.  Peer debriefing aided in 
‗exploring aspects of the inquiry that might otherwise remain only implicit within 
the inquirer‘s mind‘ (Lincoln & Guba 1985, p. 308).  Throughout my doctoral 
learning and particularly during data collection and analysis, I sought feedback from 
informed peers (Erlandson et al. 1993; Rubin & Rubin 2005; Wolcott 1994).  I 
engaged in conversation with my supervisors and two critical friends who were 
experienced qualitative researchers to talk through and make sense of the research 
process and study findings. Their comments and insights were invaluable, as were 
those of four other peers, also experienced researchers, who each read and critiqued 
separate findings chapters.   
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Finally, I sought to maintain internal consistency in the analytic, reflective and 
explanatory writing of this thesis (Wolcott 1994). After my supervisors‘ and my 
own repeated readings for content, accuracy, interpretation and technical aspects, 
the thesis underwent further review by critical friends and a professional 
proofreader, all detached from the investigation.  These measures were taken in 
order to focus many other pairs of eyes and viewpoints on the research work and the 
thesis.  Their reviews provided another layer of critiquing for credibility and rigour.   
 
4.6 Ethical Considerations  
I submitted an ethics application to Deakin University Human Research Ethics 
Committee (DUHREC), and its guidelines specifically related to interviewing 
procedures were followed.  I contacted potential research respondents by email, and 
when individuals agreed to participate in the study, I emailed each a plain language 
statement and a Deakin University Consent Form.  Appendices 3.1, 3.2 and 3.2 
provide copies of these documents.  Participants were informed that their data 
would be held in confidence unless otherwise agreed.  Informed consent was 
obtained and documented from all participants.   
 
In order to avoid coercion, I engaged participants from academic institutions other 
than the university where I was employed. To assure confidentiality, I personally 
conducted and audio-recorded the interviews, and I transcribed all the recordings 
myself.  To preserve anonymity participants are identified by code. As required by 
DUHREC, the de-identified data will be retained securely for six years.  
 
4.7 Summary 
Like the object of the inquiry, the research process did not occur in a linear fashion.  
Unexpected yet rewarding occurrences and realisations led to my adopting a 
different theoretical frame midway through the data analysis phase, which enriched 
and complicated the interpretive process.  As Goodfellow (1998) remarks, ‗One of 
the difficulties is that the process is ongoing, reflexive, contextual, responsive and 
personal‘ (p. 107).   
 
Although this thesis is organised by sections and subscribes to a topical analysis, I 
have maintained a holistic view of the literature review as a complex process, whose 
entirety is greater than the sum of its parts.  Pedagogical processes, literacies, 
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engagements and disciplinary distinctions were all considered—sometimes 
separately, sometimes concurrently—in the project of identifying and understanding 
what constitutes the literature review.  The sectional, segmented approach to 
reporting research findings is extant in scholarly writing because of its efficiency; 
nevertheless, I presume that doctoral literature reviewing is a comprehensive 
process defined by intersecting literacies.   
 
The following four chapters describe explorations of the pedagogy of the literature 
review, disciplinary literacy, information literacy seen through a critical lens and 
reading and writing as powerful doctoral literacies.    
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Chapter 5.   A Literature Review Pedagogy 
 
5.1 What is Pedagogy?  
This chapter focuses on how the doctoral literature review is learned and sometimes 
taught, explored through multiple perspectives.  Following a functional approach, 
the chapter takes up matters of instructional and learning strategies and overviews 
how doctoral candidates become skilled at doing a literature review. The discussion 
concentrates on the first framing question ―How is literature reviewing learned?‖ 
and exposes a pedagogy for learning the doctoral literature review.  Candidates‘ 
learning the literature review process—their knowing how, as Lovitts (2005) and 
Maxwell and Shanahan (1997) say—and related pedagogical practices are 
examined.   
 
What might a pedagogy for doing the doctoral literature review look like?  And how 
would engagement with that pedagogy come about?  This chapter explores these 
questions first, drawing on a rich and varied range of viewpoints. 
 
The contents come up from analysis, from the thinking of those who are 
involved in the process of education—that is, not exclusively from the 
educator who chooses what he or she thinks to be the best, for the students, 
but also those who come to participate (Horton & Freire 1990, p. 155). 
 
In a critical reflection on the relations between higher education and the academy, 
Lee and Green (1997) point to Clark‘s (1994) visualisation of the modern university 
where research, teaching and study converge.  Lee and Green (1997) argue that 
people in higher education understand teaching and learning ‗in instrumental, 
psychologistic or managerial terms‘ (p. 3), thereby situating matters of pedagogy in 
philosophical discussions of macrosystems such as instruction and curriculum, 
policy and political economy.  The trend in comparative higher education is similar, 
where issues of governmental policies (Marginson & Rhoades 2002), infrastructures 
and administration—rather than pedagogical practices—predominate.      
 
Drawing from Lusted (1986), Lee and Green (1997) contend that university 
pedagogy is undertheorised as a category of praxis.  They encourage new 
investigations into tacit as well as tangible practices and the ways that learners come 
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to know and to produce knowledge.  Comparative examinations of national doctoral 
pedagogies in order to understand educational practices are seldom undertaken.  
Brew (2003) offers the example of the perspectives on scholarship held by 
American and Australian academics.  On one hand, Australian academics 
conceptualise scholarship as research; in that their understanding of scholarship-as-
research is manifested in multiple forms, the two can be equated.  Conversely, 
Americans consider scholarship to encompass ‗a wide range of teaching, research 
and community service activities‘ (Brew 2003, p. 7) in keeping with Boyer‘s (1990) 
broader definition of scholarship.     
 
This project exposes the instructional, learning and literacy activities of doctoral 
literature reviewing while pursuing pedagogical implications for those activities, 
compared across two doctoral systems.  The work of Lusted (1986) is useful for 
interpreting the meaning of pedagogy.  
 
As a concept, [pedagogy] draws attention to the process through which 
knowledge is produced.  Pedagogy addresses the ‗how‘ questions involved 
not only in the transmission or reproduction of knowledge but also in its 
production.  Indeed, it enables us to question the validity of separating these 
activities so easily by asking under what conditions and through what means 
we ‗come to know‘ (author‘s emphasis, pp. 2–3). 
 
The notion of pedagogy is relegated an abbreviated meaning of teaching or 
instruction, a problematic tendency that conflates pedagogy with other limiting 
terms and diminishes the complex and rich exchanges found in doctoral learning.  
Lusted (1986) writes that, ‗even among elite realms of thought, pedagogy is taken as 
co-terminous with teaching, merely describing a central activity in an education 
system‘ (p. 2).  To be useful to this study, pedagogy cannot mean teaching as an 
isolated practice and that alone.  Here, the meaning of pedagogy embraces and 
 
foregrounds exchange between and over the categories [of teacher, learner 
and knowledge], it recognises the productivity of the relations, and it renders 
the parties within them as active, changing and changeable agencies (Lusted 
1986, p. 3).   
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Pedagogy as practice (Lee & Green 1997), that is, what candidates, librarians and 
supervisors do, is emphasised in this chapter.  Particular interest is given to their 
literature reviewing practices.  
 
Understood in the context of this study, pedagogy is embodied in the literacy-
developing practices of academics, postgraduate learners and academic librarians 
who exercise roles as reviewers of literature and teachers of doctoral literature 
reviewing.  To uncover the pedagogy of literature reviewing, I drew upon responses 
that illustrated teachable aspects of literature reviewing, as well as more subtle 
learning strategies.  I interviewed participants about their literacy practices, mindful 
of Lea and Street‘s (1998) advice to guard against ‗making prior assumptions as to 
which [literacy] practices are either appropriate or effective‘ (p. 158).  Incidences of 
fragmentation, as well as synchronicity of instructional processes and teaching–
learning interactions, were pursued.  This chapter records some of the resources and 
‗tactics‘ for putting into practice tools and methods that ‗materialize the objective‘ 
(Horton & Freire 1990, p. 117) of disciplinary-specific literature reviews.  
 
Choosing examples from the plentiful and rich narratives that best illustrated 
teaching and learning the literature review was challenging.  In selection, analysis 
and writing, I limited my choice of topics around learning strategies to these:  
respondents‘ views on whether the literature review can be taught, doctoral 
information literacy, seeking literature, reading in the disciplines, early writing 
projects, pedagogic continuity and doctoral candidates as intentional learners. 
 
5.2 Can Literature Reviewing be Taught? 
The most conspicuous difference between American and Australian doctoral 
curricula lies in the inclusion of taught courses.  Coursework is sometimes used in 
Australian doctoral curricula; research seminars, courses and instructional units that 
are either compulsory or optional are increasingly offered.  Nevertheless, the 
supervisor remains the principal mentor, guide and instructor for Australian doctoral 
candidates.  In contrast, the American doctoral curriculum is more tightly controlled 
(Lovitts 2005).   These students are formally and informally instructed through a 
substantial period of coursework, during which they interact regularly with fellow 
doctoral candidates, their doctoral advisors and other academics, as well as other 
members of their disciplinary and academic communities.   
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While doctoral students in both systems are expected to demonstrate independence, 
American candidates are inducted into doctoral research more gradually via 
extended coursework, deliberate instruction and formal training.  American and 
Australian doctoral programs expose candidates to physical resources and modelled 
activities, thereby encouraging independently structured learning.  Gee‘s (1996) 
assessment of cultural groups that, ‗highly value teaching and thus break down what 
is to be mastered into sequential steps and analytic parts and engage in explicit 
explanation‘ (p. 139) relates also the inclination of American doctoral education.  
The literature review is common to doctorates in both national structures, across all 
disciplines.  However, the means and opportunities for interacting with others who 
teach aspects of the literature review differ, and those distinctions were found in 
respondents‘ reflections on how they learned to review literature. 
 
This study researches the doctoral literature review in order to discover pedagogical 
sites and practices that are consciously or tacitly embedded in doctoral learning.   As 
a first step toward understanding whether the literature review process can be taught 
through a deliberate pedagogy, research methods textbooks were reviewed briefly in 
Chapter 2, section 2.2.1.  I discovered that these texts advance an assumption that 
the literature review is a teachable aspect of graduate programs.  Whether described 
as phenomenon, practice or activity, invariably literature reviewing is inescapable.  
Authors of these texts leave the distinct impression that the literature review can be 
taught, either by another person or by using recommended strategies to teach one‘s 
self.    
 
When asked, ―Can the literature review be taught?‖ participants offered a range of 
responses.  The self-directed tactic of active learning—that is, continually practising 
literacy, technological and cognitive activities—was often mentioned.  An 
American doctoral candidate who taught high school science before undertaking a 
PhD reflected on learning the literature review through embodied practice and by 
fitting his literature review into the cycle of scholarly communication. 
 
I‘m not sure that it necessarily could be taught very effectively.  I think it 
could be modelled or demonstrated or examples could be presented.  But of 
course then the question is, ‗How did they generate it?‘ … I think it‘s 
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something that you really get a handle on by doing it.  Not only by doing it 
but by using it, by using your own self generated literature review, using it in 
terms of actually getting out there and then doing research and then in turn 
… trying to publish it (CU7). 
 
A comparable response came from an Australian social worker in the early stages of 
an education PhD.  She reflected the sense of independent, student-driven learning 
so often threaded throughout the narratives of doctoral candidates. 
 
The literature review is almost something that's a bit intangible.  It‘s really 
hard to describe what it is because it‘s a very individual experience, and 
even though people can guide you, when you‘re doing a doctorate it's your 
own piece of work (CA5). 
 
Asked if taking doctoral coursework that emphasised writing a literature review 
might have been helpful, an American scientist candidate replied, ‗I don't think that 
taking a class would really have done anything‘ (CU8).  In each instance, students 
described literature reviewing as an amorphous process that they must pursue and 
ultimately own for themselves with little intervention.  An Australian supervisor 
mused on teaching the phenomenon directly:  ‗And it‘s a fascinating thing.  If I 
knew how to do it well, supervision of literature reviews, I‘d have a whole lot more 
candidates that could do it quicker‘ (SA1).  From several respondents‘ perspectives, 
the process could be self-taught.  Further narrative examples pointed to purposeful 
instructional methods that librarians and supervisors applied, contrasting with and 
yet amplifying the view that literature reviewing can be learned independently. 
 
Maxwell and Shanahan (1997) establish a close association of literature, formalised 
teaching and research: ‗The usual rationale for coursework is that it connects the 
literature to the research project of the student‘ (p. 146).  I found that the connection 
holds.  Coursework and, indeed, any format that accommodates regularly scheduled 
group meetings provide a structure into which direct instruction can be embedded.  
Australian supervisor SA7, coordinator of a newly revised EdD curriculum based on 
taught coursework, described activities targeted toward preparing incoming 
candidates to engage with the written discourses of their professional fields and to 
commence literature reviewing.  In a compulsory seminar, developmental exercises 
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related to information literacy and reading and writing literacies were folded into 
‗early staged pedagogical work‘ (SA7).  In this way, candidates in the program were 
introduced to literacies critical for doctoral work.   
 
These students go through a very structured process. … We actually have 
induction work with the education librarian [who] comes into our EdD 
program and gives the students an initial tutorial into the use of the library. 
… For their first assignment in that subject, they conduct a literacies audit 
for themselves.  That‘s actually got some reading tasks and some searching 
tasks, some reading and summarising tasks that finish off … and it does 
involve some of those preliminary reading tasks to do with reading, 
skimming, scanning and reading abstracts and being able to find the places 
in an article in which they can make decisions about its relevance.  And they 
get to be thinking about what it means to be selecting and focusing. … So 
they [are] inducted into a conversation about literacy development around 
literature work (SA7). 
 
Interviewees from the three respondent groups shared their experiences with direct 
instruction that occurred in taught courses, apprenticing within research groups, 
gradual induction into processes of literature seeking and synthesising and 
individually mediated learning activities. The following section lays the groundwork 
for understanding librarians‘ involvement; narrated examples from academic 
librarians illustrate teaching information literacy strategies that underpin the 
doctoral literature review.  In subsequent sections, narratives from academic 
librarians, doctoral supervisors and doctoral candidates further exemplify how 
doctoral literacies are learned.   
 
5.3 Instructional Practices for Advanced Information Literacy  
When librarian respondents described their engagements with doctoral students, 
they often revealed a learner-centred philosophy and an awareness of postgraduates 
as intentional, independent learners.  Participant librarians demonstrated a tendency 
to reflect carefully on instructional methods relevant to student researchers‘ learning 
styles and adaptability to doctoral learners‘ needs and the timing of students‘ 
instructional needs.  An Australian librarian related: ‗I don‘t think everybody learns 
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in a linear way. … If you look at any sort of learning theory, people are all over the 
shop. … It really depends on their needs and learning style‘ (LA3). 
 
Based on the dominant ACRL standards (2000), information literacy is 
conceptualised and delivered as a set of skills-based attributes around which 
instruction is designed and assessed.  A subset of respondent librarians diverged 
from this focus on measurable objectives, indicating another understanding of where 
and with whom learning is situated.  For example, this American librarian, a liaison 
librarian with a nursing faculty, considered her instructional focus carefully; as a 
result, she indicated openness to adjusting her presentation style. 
 
The biggest difference for me was how much when I first started I talked 
like a librarian and thought like a librarian.  And felt like they needed to 
know this just for the joy of learning. … Now I try to look at it from: What 
do they need to know?  Why do they need to know this?  And how is it 
going to help them?  (LU3). 
 
In daily practice, librarians engage in matters of process: their own and others‘.  
When teaching discrete concepts or specialised research tools, instructional 
librarians must be mindful of how pieces of information fit into a process comprised 
of complex literacy practices. An American librarian with a science PhD who 
instructed postgraduates in agriculture fields recommended using a staged approach 
to information seeking.  In this passage she explained the query process for guiding 
students; her objective was to help students understand that focusing the research 
question is integral to the research process. 
 
Some of us are trying to teach what I call learning from searching.  [That 
leads to] focusing your topic … [and] understanding the major facets or 
concepts in your area, so you get an overview by that process, which does 
help you focus. … We call it discovery, the discovery process.  And 
searching is not just discovering specific things, but discovering ideas and 
the ways things are organised (LU5).  
 
Simmons (2005) notes that librarians and doctoral researchers co-engage in 
territories of disciplinary genre, information architecture and knowledge structures.  
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When searching for relevant literature, learners discover more than facts; they 
connect ideas with the complex schemes for organising information and knowledge.  
While librarians in this study did not directly state that literature reviewing could be 
taught in entirety, they imparted the sense that information literacy is learned, can 
sometimes be taught and is supportive of literature reviewing.  An assessment of the 
role and potential for information literacy was insightfully articulated by this 
science librarian, an Australian.  Asked whether he perceived that librarians directly 
taught or facilitated information literacy, he responded, 
 
I think that's probably much more true for doctoral students than 
undergraduates because I think undergraduates are at university, or they 
think they are, to be taught. … Whereas, with doctoral students, there‘s not 
quite the same perception.  And I think because of the sophistication … it’s 
something they need to learn rather than be taught, which I think is a subtle 
difference (emphasis added, LA4). 
 
This observation that information literacy can be learned but need not rely on direct 
instruction presents a conundrum for instructional librarians.  When librarians 
interviewed for this study examined their own pedagogical practices or expressed an 
awareness of students‘ learning preferences, their deeply held conviction of the 
universal importance of information literacy was apparent.  The role of librarians as 
information literacy educators relative to the literature review process is further 
illustrated in this chapter.  In Chapter 7, the centrality of that role is questioned. 
 
Regardless of institutional size, American and Australian libraries provide a range 
of outreach initiatives, information literacy instruction integrated into multiple 
disciplinary curricula and single sessions targeted toward postgraduate students.  In 
the United States, information literacy instruction for doctoral candidates takes the 
form of individual consultations with a librarian, self-paced online seminars and 
tutorials, group sessions, information literacy instruction integrated into individual 
academic courses and credit-bearing information literacy courses (George et al. 
2006; Green & Macauley 2007; Lightman & Reingold 2005).  Australian librarians 
also meet postgraduates online and in teaching sessions and tutorials, and some 
Australian doctoral curricula now incorporate taught courses that include 
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information literacy instruction (Di Matteo 2004; Lipu & Hill 2005; Robertson 
2003).   
 
Formalised information literacy initiatives are widely directed toward undergraduate 
education, both in the United States and Australia (Green & Macauley 2007).  
However, information literacy instruction focused on master‘s and doctoral students 
has a solid foothold, with increasing evidence of embedded information literacy 
requirements.  Doctoral curricula that include taught coursework or formalised 
seminars offer librarians more structured environments for participation as 
instructors.  An Australian librarian illustrated the give and take nature of 
participating with other academic units and the possibility of realigning traditional 
relationships. Notably, she distinguished course takers from research students.   
 
With postgraduates by coursework we really try to work within the 
curriculum.  So we would negotiate with academics especially if there are 
research methodology courses. … We would work within the curriculum 
and work with assignments.  That‘s with the coursework students as against 
research students (LA1). 
 
The so-called ―library orientation session‖, often doctoral candidates‘ first and only 
face to face interaction with librarians, was cited with equal frequency by American 
and Australian respondents.  When asked whether commencing doctoral candidates 
routinely meet with the librarians, an Australian supervisor of doctoral education 
candidates said, 
 
Yes, especially for those in the [taught] course.  In the second lecture we 
have the faculty librarian, the one who specialises in the education side, 
come to the class and brief them on search procedures and any new 
procedures in the library that they may not know about.  But also then makes 
the offer to assist in getting started with searches.  So that‘s a key part of that 
program (SA5). 
 
Requests for more intensive tutorials and consultations may eventuate from initial 
group orientations.  Again, American and Australian librarians consistently 
mentioned the individual consultation, a traditional technique widely reported in the 
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literature and often mentioned by study participants. ‗With the PhD students … it 
tended to be on an as-needs basis, and I would meet with the students one on one‘ 
(LA3). 
 
Librarian respondents consistently reported their efforts to make online tutorials and 
information seeking guides accessible from the library‘s website.  If postgraduates 
used these tools, they tended to function at the specialised, disciplinary level, 
moving quickly beyond basic orientation to more targeted instructional materials, as 
described by a library administrator at a large Australian university:  ‗The number 
of online resources that are specifically tailored around a discipline area has 
escalated‘ (LA1).  Another common instructional response was the information 
skills workshop, wherein librarians offered instruction in a range of topics that could 
not be covered in a short orientation session.   
 
All the senior librarians run an ongoing series throughout the year.  It‘s 
aimed at the postgraduate students, the research students, and looks at some 
of those more sophisticated tools and resources that they would need to use.  
So it would cover a class on citation indexes.  There‘s a class on scholarly 
publishing … and that‘s run throughout the year along with EndNote classes 
specifically for these students (LA3). 
 
The LIS literature reports an increase in credit-bearing graduate courses taught by 
librarians, although, in the context of the current study, examples came solely from 
American librarians who taught institutionally approved courses.  While the practice 
of librarian-taught coursework indicated in the literature and in this study signaled a 
border crossing of sorts, contradictions were apparent too.   When an American 
education librarian said she was ‗allowed‘ to teach a course, she indicated that she 
required permission to extend her sphere of influence. 
 
I also have a class I teach for credit.  It‘s a one-hour that the School [of 
Education] has allowed me to teach.  [Students] get a one-hour credit, and 
only doctoral candidates can take it. … We spend a lot of time on [locating, 
reading, critiquing and organising literature] (LU4). 
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Of the librarians interviewed, two Americans described their experiences teaching 
discipline-specific doctoral coursework that incorporated information literacy 
instruction and early preparation of the literature review.  Education librarian LU4 
reported that she was teaching a graduate course focused on searching and 
interpreting research literature.  Similarly, LU1 explained, ‗I was asked to develop 
an online, one-credit course to help students with the lit review‘ and then clarified 
that the course entailed literature seeking, an understanding of the literature review 
commonly expressed by librarians.  No occurrences of comparable courses taught 
by Australian librarians emerged from the study narratives, although an occasional 
example can be found in Australian library literature (for example, Nimon 2002). 
 
This chapter and Chapter 6 are the most inclusive of the accumulated narratives of 
librarians, candidates and supervisors‘ discussions of how doctoral candidates learn 
to negotiate information systems and acquire supportive literature.  Discussions in 
Chapters 7 and 8 draw more consistently on candidates‘ and supervisors‘ narratives.   
 
5.4 Seeking Literature 
Arguably, dissertation advisors  and doctoral supervisors are American and 
Australian candidates‘ most influential academic contacts (Green & Macauley 
2007).  The dyadic relationship dominates Australian doctoral pedagogy, and the 
supervisor‘s role is highly concentrated (Evans 2008).  In the United States, 
members of the doctoral committee share responsibility for guiding doctoral 
students through the dissertation, and candidates interact with advisors, other 
academics and peers in taught courses.  The American advisor–candidate 
relationship is one aspect of a curriculum that relies on formal and informal 
pedagogies; their interactions do not constitute the doctorate in entirety.  American 
doctoral students are taught in group contexts and offered several points of 
intersection with diverse teaching methods and academic resources.  Americans‘ 
and Australians‘ expectations of doctoral engagements, learning and teaching are 
notably different.  
 
Published studies conducted by librarian researcher, such as Genoni and Partridge 
(2000), Macauley (2001a) and Zaporozhetz (1987), indicate that doctoral 
supervisors view their principal roles as imparting discipline-specific knowledge.  
According to these studies, supervisors are less inclined to convey high-level 
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information skills or attend to literature reviewing in the instruction and advising 
processes.  Evidence from the current study, however, points to supervisors‘ acute 
awareness of the literature review‘s place in doctoral research and the importance of 
learning to do a literature review.  Furthermore, several supervisors related carefully 
considered instructional approaches for creating literature reviews.   
 
Where examples of direct instruction related to information, reading and writing 
literacies appeared in the narratives, the speakers were frequently Americans.  
Because formal coursework characterises doctoral programs across all disciplines in 
the United States, research methods courses incorporating literature review 
instruction were repeatedly mentioned by American participants.  In some instances, 
courses offered early in the program were taught by academics and occasionally 
collaborating librarians, as this first-year nursing PhD candidate explained. 
 
We have one whole class that is totally focused on literature review in our 
first semester of our first year … and it is totally focused on learning how to 
do a lit review … [and] synthesising the literature (CU5).   
 
The nursing librarian at this university described working closely with students in a 
course designed to associate literature reviewing with formulating research 
questions.  An advisor affiliated with the same program described a similar format. 
 
Early in their program they take a course, [in which] they‘re supposed to 
narrow down their subject. … The end result of that course is supposed to be 
a critical review of the literature (SU3).   
 
This model is typically followed in American graduate nursing programs and is 
‗common in health care‘ (SU1) graduate programs; students are explicitly taught 
‗how to appraise the literature‘ (SU1) in early research courses.  The objective of 
these taught courses is to facilitate students‘ development of reading, writing and 
information literacies.  The coursework also serves to assimilate students into their 
disciplines through the literature, enabling early researchers to position their work.   
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Occasionally, American respondents outlined a somewhat outdated approach of 
introducing the literature review at the terminus of the coursework phase, as a PhD 
candidate in an adult learning program described.   
 
[My dissertation chair] teaches a course at the university that is the last 
course anybody takes in the program. … Its point is to get you started on 
doing the literature review (CU2).   
 
Research methods and statistics courses were offered early in her program, 
indicating that students were expected to devote much of their early doctoral 
learning to disciplinary domains and methods before undertaking individualised 
literature reviewing.  The advisability of introducing a central aspect of doctoral 
work—the literature review—so late in the curriculum seemed questionable in light 
of the imperative to declare a viable research area, if not an explicit topic, during 
early candidature.  Candidate CU2 anticipated and pre-empted this instructional 
delay by independently acquainting herself with university library resources and 
availing herself of the collections and librarians‘ expertise at the United States 
Library of Congress. 
 
Increasingly, Australian universities offer, either on a discretionary or mandatory 
basis, physical or virtual seminars focused on literature searching, literature review 
writing and research methods.  Some Australian doctorates in education incorporate 
coursework in the first one to two years of study, where the literature review is 
introduced in taught units or compulsory seminars.  An Australian supervisor of 
education postgraduates illustrated the trend. 
 
We don‘t require it of all our candidates, but increasingly we are requiring it.  
So if they‘re doing the research methods [unit], one of the first assignments 
and therefore the first teaching is involved in doing a literature review 
(SA5).  
 
The exact meaning of doing a literature review is unclear, although later during the 
interview SA5 said that librarians were involved with inducting new doctoral 
candidates.  Seeking literature as a precursor to the full literature review was 
probably the aim of the unit. 
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Australian supervisor SA7 detailed aspects of an EdD program that introduced 
commencing candidates to information literacy and literature review work in the 
first academic term.  The purpose of these activities was to initiate students into 
disciplinary literatures and discourse; at the same time, the function was social and 
intended to begin their induction into disciplinary and scholarly communities.   At 
the time of the interview, the program was in its first iteration.  Her description 
illustrated the developmental phase that followed introductory exercises. 
 
In the second semester they write a proposal and also write an extended 
literature review essay.  And … [there should] be a balance between that 
process of exploration that the students need to do to find their way into a set 
of literatures that they would ultimately want to review.  That process and 
the process of being introduced to a set of literatures in a framework through 
the [curriculum] is in process, and we‘re all learning how to do that (SA7). 
 
5.5 Reading in the Disciplines 
Initiation into doctoral work and increased disciplinary participation requires 
extensive interactions that are intellectual and social in nature.  Doctoral scholars 
must familiarise themselves and become conversant with canonical knowledge and 
with members of their disciplinary communities.  Much of this occurs through 
reading and the practice of supervisors directing students toward disciplinary 
readings was often mentioned.  One student recalled a typical exchange with his co-
supervisor who recommended various readings:  ‗That‘s been a way of making sure 
that I am reading … key writers in the field‘ (CA5).  In a similar fashion, an 
Australian supervisor was quite firm about his role in familiarising doctoral 
candidates with essential researchers.   
 
What they need to learn is who are important as opposed to what just 
appears on a database.  I will also give them some guiding articles to look at 
… so I‘ve given them a much more structured kind of program to begin with 
so that they can get a much stronger sense of the domain.  If they‘ve heard of 
anything, it tends to be very dated anyway, and I have to get them up to 
speed in current theory (SA6).   
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His hands-on strategy of providing (and sometimes requiring) targeted readings is 
commonly found in Australia and the United States.   
 
Doctoral students quickly learn to immerse themselves in the key writings and 
become familiar with scholars in their fields through their own reading discoveries 
and sharing literature with peers.  In the following instance, an Australian EdD 
candidate described collaboratively distributing the responsibilities of gathering and 
analysing a body of theoretical literature.  With two doctoral colleagues, he devised 
strategies like those used in journal clubs, in which selected pieces are read and 
discussed by several researchers as a means of reviewing and absorbing more 
literature through group interactions.  Their supervisor recommended core journals, 
and these candidates then developed procedures for collecting, screening and 
distributing the literature.  They began by searching current years of the journals to 
locate relevant articles and bibliographies.   
 
And that was how we arrived 100 or so articles.  And the boil-it-down-by-
committee process saved any one person having to read through abstracts 
and skim read 100 articles.  There were three of us, so it divided the task by 
three and reduced the time significantly.  And it also allowed us to confer 
with each other and say, ‗Look, I‘m not really sure about this one.  Is it 
really relevant?‘  Invariably someone else would know the author or have 
some idea about how relevant it may or may not be. … I think we‘ve ended 
up with about 20 articles divided into practitioner-oriented and theoretical 
(CA7). 
 
Reading and discussing pieces of research literature is an established method of 
‗learning to deal with the discourse‘ (SA7). Some candidates establish an informally 
or formally organised journal club or reading group, with or without an academic or 
research colleague, for the purpose of collectively reading and critiquing pieces of 
literature.  The strategy serves multiple purposes: to increase students‘ exposure to 
current and past research literature, to teach conventions for writing in the 
disciplines and to provide an opportunity to practice skills for critically evaluating 
research.  Golde (2007) has recently renewed the discussion on journal clubs as a 
signature pedagogy for educating new disciplinary practitioners and recommends 
that the journal club format would translate well into doctoral training in education.   
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The doctorate requires critical evaluation of problems, circumstances, activities, 
information and literature.  Shor and Freire (1987) advocate dialogue as a method to 
explore questions together in a critical and creative manner rather than to elicit 
correct answers. The journal club is a dialogic approach more commonly found in 
science research groups, although other disciplines use this form of directed 
discussion equally well.  This description from an American advisor illustrated a 
neuroscience doctoral curriculum that organised early coursework around aspects of 
the literature review and producing a scholarly paper.   
 
Our approach to it is fairly standardised in that we set up or provide the 
opportunity for them to be educated not only in how to [do] literature 
searches but what to do with the literature once you get it.  I think the most 
important thing we do is to try to teach students how to look at basic 
literature, analyse it and be critical of the content of the literature.  That‘s 
done primarily in journal clubs; it‘s done in advanced courses that don't have 
textbooks but are based around primary literature.  The student is expected 
to present the findings of a paper or two in a critical manner (emphasis 
added, SU2).   
 
From this perspective, engaging with the literature centralises the literature review 
in the doctorate of this discipline.  He continued, ‗We‘ve prepared them to go 
forward in their field‘ (SU2) by teaching students to analyse literature critically.  
Reviewing and engaging with the literature offers novice researchers positioning 
activities in their fields.  This capacity to negotiate research literatures is required 
for disciplinary participation and, ultimately, disciplinary (re)production. 
 
As collections of readings expand, the complex tasks of organising, establishing 
relationships among pieces of research and tracing lines of thought become more 
pressing and challenging.  To aid these activities, many universities provide access 
to bibliographic management software such as RefWorks and EndNote, and two 
Australian supervisors (SA1, SA3) indicated that they routinely trained their 
students to use EndNote.  American advisors interviewed for this study did not 
mention using or teaching bibliographic software.  American and Australian 
librarians (LU3, LU4, LA3, LA4, LA5) remarked that university library staff 
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offered bibliographic software training; it is not unusual for academic librarians in 
both countries to be responsible for EndNote and RefWorks training.  
 
Learning to construct a literature review entails developing information 
management and reading literacies, which students deploy when determining 
epistemological, theoretical and conceptual relationships within the literature.  
Maxwell (2006) recommends concept mapping as a visual tool for determining 
relationships among pieces of literature and bodies of knowledge.  Some librarians 
use this approach to teach taxonomies of subject knowledge and to demonstrate 
generational relationships among pieces of research.  Two American librarians with 
formal teaching and consultation appointments explained organising strategies they 
developed for doctoral students.  Science librarian LU5 shared an instructional 
model based on concept mapping principles to help students focus their research 
questions and synthesise information.  Education librarian LU4 recommended a 
matrix to help students graph and then visualise individual works in topical, 
keyword and chronological relationships (LU4).  
 
5.6 Early Writing Projects 
The literature review may be the first formal piece of doctoral writing that 
candidates undertake, using it as a formative exercise to practise discursive 
conventions required for disciplinary scholarship.  Some produce a synthesised 
review of the literature as a first publication and an early announcement of their 
placement in the research community.  While this thesis argues that the literature 
review entails multiple literacies, the doctoral literature review is more commonly 
understood as a written entity, as Cooper (1988), Hart (1998) and Kamler and 
Thomson (2006) present.  This section draws from their perspectives and provides 
examples of teaching literature review writing.   
 
As a practice used with early-stage candidates, abstracts are read and constructed as 
a method to teach reading, appraising and writing about pieces of published 
research; the technique that has been well explored by Kamler and Thomson (2004, 
2006).  This supervisor of doctoral nursing students reflected on changes she 
observed over time and described her use of abstract reading and writing. 
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I think strategies have changed.  Certainly this idea of using the abstracts to 
formulate your thinking and set up your conceptual frame, I think that‘s 
come out of just watching student after student get bogged down by masses 
of articles piled on their desks and not being able to write a page. … I‘ve 
found that [reading abstracts has] been a really good strategy with students 
to speed them along, to just get them writing.  And thinking about the 
breadth and so that we can have meaningful discussion before they‘ve 
actually covered the field, which takes months and months of reading (SA1). 
 
An EdD program coordinator described a similar reading and summary-writing 
exercise that distance learners were asked to prepare in advance of meeting together 
on campus. The exercise became extended and further developed as students shared 
their analyses, first with a single peer then with the larger cohort, in order ‗to learn 
how to talk about text‘ (SA7) through dialogic exchanges and in writing.  
 
Retrospectively from their own written work they‘ll derive some principles.  
And then we would work together in a larger group to be sharing those 
insights so that the class discussion would be about what that pair discussion 
had produced [from] a set of observations about process.  [Through] that 
kind of staged pedagogical work, they become very familiar with half a 
dozen different [techniques] (SA7). 
 
Another supervisor of doctoral education students detailed a similar scaffolding 
strategy for deconstructing textual exemplars.  First, he asked students to analyse a 
paragraph from a literature review. 
 
And I take them through it and say, ‗Now what do you think this couple of 
sentences is about?  It‘s about setting up the ground rules, etc. etc.‘ … I try 
and lead them through the process with a couple of examples first time. … I 
then send them off to find the best review they can or a couple of the best 
reviews in their area and try to do the same sort of thing and help them 
decide which ones might be the best.  So that‘s certainly an intentional 
technique that I use (SA5). 
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When asked how candidates learn to write a literature review of doctoral calibre, 
some supervisors replied that learning necessarily takes place through recurrent 
performance:  ‗Well, I guess it starts out as practising‘ (SA5).  An American 
librarian who taught a doctoral information literacy course agreed that learners must 
actively practice aspects of literature reviewing.   
 
I think your best learning [occurs when] you hear it. … Higher order critical 
thinking skills come into play.  You apply those, and you keep practicing at 
it.  And you‘re striving for perfect practice, because perfect practice makes 
perfect.  Practice [alone] doesn‘t make perfect (emphasis added, LU4). 
 
Earlier, supervisor SA1 mused that she would like to know how to supervise 
doctoral literature reviews well so that her students could accomplish them more 
quickly.  In this passage, she described a purposeful tri-stage approach to mentoring 
her students through simultaneous processes of conceptualising and synthesising 
through writing.    
 
We spend a lot of time with our literature review.  I tend to think about it 
occurring in three major drafts. … The first one is for breadth, so we spend a 
lot of time deciding what exactly we‘re going to cover in the literature 
review in terms of major sections.  That‘s where we construct the problem.  
Then we spend some time in depth, and that‘s where the students read the 
full articles. They read the primary sources, and they really understand the 
depth of what the work is.  And then the third draft, which is usually the 
most difficult and often doesn‘t happen until maybe their third year of their 
candidature, is where they present the critical argument, the critical review. 
… Then [they] construct the story with a very critical, directed writing.  And 
we spend a lot of time on developing that (SA1). 
 
In several instances, respondents shared their carefully considered instructional 
methods to facilitate preliminary and interim writing activities.  Australian 
supervisors were more forthcoming when reflecting on their methods for teaching, 
mentoring and guiding student writing, possibly because the written thesis is the 
basis for doctoral assessment.  On the other hand, American advisors interviewed 
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for the study had less to say about how students should go about writing their 
literature reviews. 
 
5.7 Pedagogic Continuity: Supervisors Teaching 
This section considers how doctoral supervisors in the study learned to review the 
literature.  The effect of pedagogic continuity—that is, the continuation of 
pedagogical practices across generations—has rarely been examined with relation to 
the literature review process. Nevertheless, the influence of prior instruction and 
mentoring merits exploration.  Pedagogic continuity affords a useful lens for 
viewing supervisors‘ pedagogies, so I turned to it to understand whether a historical, 
embedded pedagogy can influence the literature review process.   
 
In the context of this study, pedagogic continuity is an enculturated means of  
transmitting disciplinary practices and discourse from doctoral supervisors to 
candidates.  Referencing Hacking‘s (1992) observation that the sciences self-
stabilise by sharing material, social and conceptual practices, Delamont, Parry and 
Atkinson (1997) define pedagogic continuity as the ‗tightly framed transmission of 
academic capital from generation to generation within the research group and the 
laboratory discipline‘ (p. 547).  Drawing from Macauley‘s (2001a) exploration of 
pedagogic continuity in doctoral communities, this study queried individuals in the 
physical and biological sciences, social sciences and health sciences to discover 
whether, as one aspect of the literature review pedagogy, supervisors utilised 
instructional techniques learned earlier with their current doctoral candidates.  Thus, 
pedagogic continuity became another tool for delving into tacit doctoral instruction.   
 
The Australian supervisor–candidate dyad assumes a relationship between an expert 
mentor and an apprentice (Barron & Zeegers 2002; Delamont, Atkinson & Parry 
2000).  One ‗projected outcome of apprenticeship is the notion of mastery of 
powerful forms of specialized language‘ (original emphasis, Lee 1997, p. 416).  In 
the presence of the literature review, such specialised language takes multiple forms 
of reading, writing, information and disciplinary literacies.  Pedagogic continuity 
offers a means of accounting for worthwhile (and other) methods of teaching 
literature reviewing and related literacies as they are embodied in practices of the 
supervisors.  An American advisor insightfully staged this aspect of teacher to 
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student transfer when he said, ‗We teach like we‘ve been taught. … But the risk is 
of course, if we‘re taught poorly, we carry that over too‘ (SU6).  
 
Asked how they learned to do a literature review, supervisors shared a range of 
reactions. Several chuckled when recalling their own experiences as doctoral 
candidates.  Science supervisors especially revealed how they learned literature 
reviewing from their supervisors and research peers and said that they continued to 
engender situated learning with subsequent generations of doctoral candidates. 
 
Essentially my master‘s degree was one large literature review and 
synthesising the information and putting it into context.  When I switched to 
science for my MSc and my PhD, both my supervisors were very good on 
the literature.  My PhD supervisor used to spend most of his day trawling 
through the literature, writing grants, coming up with new ideas etc. etc.  I 
could see how much time he spent on doing all that, and I guess I picked that 
up (SA2). 
 
I probed further to inquire whether she reflected her supervisor‘s style when she 
interacted with her own students, and she recounted that she deliberately modelled 
tangible, learned practices. 
 
I would think so, yes. … [My students] know I search the literature ‗cause 
I‘m always sending them things.  I don‘t think there‘s any question that they 
learn the importance of the literature from a very early stage in their research 
career (SA2). 
 
Delamont, Atkinson and Parry (2000), who have extensively considered the doctoral 
experience, assert: ‗In both science and social science, senior academics exercise 
authority, but in the natural sciences, control is more clearly hierarchical and overtly 
structured‘ (p. 153).  Several supervisors and doctoral advisors acknowledged the 
role their own supervisors played in influencing their literature reviewing, 
expressing respect, even fondness, for their doctoral mentors.  However, a few 
recognised that the instruction or modelling they received did not provide 
approaches that they wanted to continue with their own doctoral students.  An 
American neuroscientist recalled his research training and the risk-taking that his 
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doctoral advisor encouraged.  At the time, his mentor imparted a tendency to 
disregard published research if the knowledge base seemed insufficient.  While 
taking chances may have proven professionally successful for a well-established 
researcher, respondent SU2 was acutely aware of the potentially damaging effects of 
disobeying the disciplinary norms relative to literature reviewing. 
 
We were working in a [cutting edge] field … and we had technology that 
was just being developed.  There was no way to use previous literature to 
make statements or establish expectations [for] the outcomes of [our] 
studies.  Some of them were real flawed in the sense that we didn‘t know if 
they were even going to work.  They were gambles … and so in a way he 
was right, that we had to put a little bit of faith in our own skills and our 
knowledge base.  But the jumping off point for this experiment is one of our 
own thought processes and trying to transcend the literature at some level.  I 
try not to put my students into the ‗act of faith‘ category when they take on 
experiments.  Or if we do, it‘s only a small part of it because it can be 
catastrophic, not only to their progress and process through the program but 
also to their commitment to becoming productive members and productive 
academics.  They can be damaged by it (SU2). 
 
Responsible supervisors must strike a balance between adhering to practices learned 
under the guidance of their mentors and, in their students‘ best interest, deciding 
whether to adapt or discard some practices.  A supervisor of doctoral education 
students reflected on an apparent lack of engagement with his own supervisor 
during the literature review stage. 
 
I guess I learned by doing.  I can recall with my supervisors discussing what 
people found and then directing me towards other things. … But even so, I 
just learned by reading and doing.  Consequently I still find it perhaps the 
least enjoyable part when I‘m writing some paper or project or article. … I 
try and be more informative for my students than was done for me, but I‘m 
not sure how well I do it.  I‘m asking them to do small tasks which I then 
give them critiques about, leading them then in hopefully to doing bigger 
tasks (SA5). 
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Peer teaching is widely promoted in the sciences, and that approach is commonly 
found in research communities that learn their discipline by overtly sharing 
literatures through journal clubs and other dialogic interactions.  This example, 
however, records a departure from this training model.  Australian supervisor SA4 
reported that he did not routinely recommend that senior postgraduates indoctrinate 
neophyte researchers into the disciplinary literature, although he first acknowledged 
his background in the conventional practice. 
 
I was actually … guided in how to [search the literature] by the senior PhD 
students at the time.  [My] preliminary lit review … was put together as a 
paper and submitted.  So essentially I‘m carrying on in the same way except 
that my old boss sort of relied on the senior PhD students as an 
apprenticeship type thing (SA4).   
 
Then he said, ‗I haven‘t tended to do that‘ (SA4). This supervisor encouraged his 
students to submit their preliminary literature reviews for publication, as he was 
taught to do.  But rather than asking senior students to guide or apprentice junior 
students in their disciplinary literatures, he took a decidedly hands-on approach and 
supplied his own publications and literature reviews as exemplars of disciplinary 
writing.  As he recounted, ‗I basically show them examples of work that I‘ve done 
in the past‘ (SA4).  In a similar approach, another science supervisor stated that ‗the 
instruction mostly comes from me‘ (SA3).  When asked whether his supervisor had 
been influential in his literature review process, he replied, 
 
Not very … I had several supervisors, and they were much more interested 
in the research question. … They took a very ad hoc approach.  I do 
remember on several occasions walking to the library with my supervisor. … 
We would sift through books together in a day, and we would try and 
identify some important work.  So it happened on a very ad hoc basis; it 
wasn‘t a formalised process.  I did have some instruction but not to the level 
that I give to our students today.  I think we have much better understanding 
of the process than when I did my PhD (SA3). 
 
And finally, this supervisor in a doctoral nursing program shared her experience of 
receiving an abrupt critique, which she attempted not to replicate. 
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[On] one of my drafts that I submitted to him, my lit review chapter had 
almost no comments except a last, final remark that said, ‗Flat landscape‘.  
So that just said everything, that it just wasn‘t critical enough. It was just too 
descriptive.  And he usually gave very little feedback.  I tend to give a lot of 
feedback only because it took me a long time to fix a flat landscape (SA1). 
 
She voiced an acute awareness of departing from her supervisor‘s pedagogical 
practices, echoing earlier comments from SU2 and SU6. 
 
5.8 Doctoral Candidates as Intentional Learners 
Doing a doctorate is about learning how to learn.  The research doctorate is 
underpinned by a central ‗reason and autonomy‘ of independent scholarship 
(Johnson, Lee & Green 2000, p. 139).  While bachelor‘s and master‘s degrees are 
awarded on the basis of completing taught courses and perhaps a small-scale 
research project, the PhD requires a substantial research project that ultimately 
makes an original contribution to disciplinary knowledge.  An acceptably crafted 
literature review epitomises one of several elements that collectively establish a 
doctoral scholar‘s license to practice autonomously.  
 
The licensed scholar, the desired outcome of doctoral education, is the one 
who both indicates ‗his‘ deep indebtedness to the masters, to authorities in 
the field, through the literature review, considered fundamental to the 
standard dissertation format for the PhD, and displays ‗his‘ autonomy—‗his‘ 
readiness for independent research, through the demand for ‗originality‘ 
considered axiomatic in institutional specifications of what distinguishes the 
PhD from other university degrees (original emphasis, Johnson, Lee & 
Green 2000, p.143).  
 
A sense of evolving self-reliance emerged in conversations with candidates, 
implicated earlier by Macauley‘s (2001a) findings that doctoral candidates make an 
important shift from pedagogical to andragogical learning.  In the context of the 
current study, some doctoral learners explicitly expressed confidence in their 
familiarity with bodies of literature and mechanisms for managing literature in their 
research areas.  As a rule, candidates expect to complete a literature review 
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independently, although some students communicated a need for more guidance 
from their institutions, faculties or supervisors.  The stories of two American 
candidates stood out.  The remarks were exceptional because they exemplified their 
struggles to complete a literature review without sufficient support.  The first 
candidate, enrolled in an adult learning and human resources development program, 
compared her experiences with what she imagined to be experiences of 
postgraduates in other specialisms.  
 
But unlike, let‘s say my counterparts in engineering or health sciences or 
other disciplines, [the teaching faculty] don't make clear not only the 
profound contributors to our discipline but their individual publications and 
landmark pieces of thought.  They very much have cast us out into the ocean 
and hope that we will learn to swim ourselves. … I really feel that I‘ve had 
to roll up my sleeves and teach myself (CU1). 
 
Another American candidate, a distance learner, prefaced her remarks by describing 
difficulties she faced when attempting to use online library resources, gather 
materials and, in general, communicate with others at the university she attended. 
Then she said, 
 
So I think you do a lot of independent struggling.  And my experience has 
been that I do a lot of behind the scenes struggling with how to put the 
literature review together.  It usually turns out OK in the end.  And you get 
some kind of feedback once you start writing but I don‘t know that‘s initially 
any instruction on how to construct the literature review (CU4). 
 
Both candidates had been engaged in doctoral work for a number of years and 
nearly completed the coursework phase of their programs; they relayed the 
impression that they had expected to be taught how to review literature during that 
time. In sharp contrast, a first-year Australian PhD candidate expressed a sense of 
great accomplishment by overcoming difficulties developing an initial literature 
review for her research proposal.  The proposal is an early milestone reached within 
the first one to two years of Australian candidature, whereas American dissertation 
proposals are prepared later.   
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I found it really hard to start writing.  I would sit there surrounded by reams 
of paper and many, many articles and it took me quite a long time to work 
out how [to] pull all this together.  So I started … collating my references … 
within EndNote.  And I ended up … putting them in piles of themes, and 
from there I would summarise those piles. … Then I‘d print off my 
summaries and then read the summaries and write from the summaries … 
but it took me some time to work out how to do that ... and that seems to be 
working really well (CA5). 
 
She taught herself a strategy for using abstracts, much like the technique that 
nursing supervisor SA1 employed with her students.  After we chatted about the 
ingenuity of her approach, she remarked, ‗My question to you is, isn‘t that how 
everyone does it?  Because no one‘s actually told me how to do this.  It‘s just what‘s 
worked for me‘ (CA5). 
 
Many student narrators noted that they received varying degrees of guidance and 
assistance, sometimes describing methods of learning the literature review process 
through transparent instructional practices.  At other times, those practices seemed 
to be guided, implicit or hidden.  An American candidate sensed that her literature 
reviewing had been guided, but she was unable to articulate any teaching strategies. 
 
I had an advisor that I worked fairly closely with.  But as far as the lit review 
goes, learning how to pull that together, I would say … she probably 
directed me a little bit more than I thought she was doing at the time (CU4). 
 
Others characterised themselves as self-sufficient, using skills and strategies they 
devised over time or at points of need.  An Australian candidate in education, self-
profiled as mature-age student, implied that he was accustomed to formulating his 
own learning strategies.  He outlined tactics for developing his information literacy 
skills and for refining his reading and writing literacies.  In short, he provided a 
deliberate, student-driven plan for learning how to do a literature review, 
encapsulating many of the strategies and tools that other narrators created or 
adopted. 
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I think the main one was through guides and texts that are provided to 
doctoral candidates. … I kind of grabbed every book and went to every 
course that I could.  And generally it was trying to [use those] pointers that 
provided the basis of my own knowledge about what a literature review 
should and shouldn‘t be. Secondly, I guess the supervisor was important but 
not in a kind of a methodological way. … The third one was actually looking 
at completed theses.  I did have a look at a few of those to just get some idea 
of how other people had written them. … Fourthly too I did actually go … to 
a two- or three-hour course offered by the university here. … And I guess 
there is a fifth too, and that is my own experience. … I haven‘t actually 
written a lit review as such but in many of the articles and books that I‘ve 
written I‘ve had to do research (CA2). 
 
Another Australian candidate, a professional nurse and educator, also foregrounded 
her prior experience as a published author and editor.  The textual practices she 
learned as an editor possibly accounted for her tendencies to produce several 
iterations, to self-critique and, when the writing was nearly done, to seek out peer 
readers.   
 
I also have had previous experience with reviewing the literature.  I‘ve co-
edited a textbook with a couple of colleagues in nursing in the past. … I tend 
to write, rewrite, and continue to revise until I think that what I‘ve got is at a 
stage that‘s ready for review. … If I reflect on my learning with literature 
reviews, I‘ve certainly learned most from handing my work over to a 
colleague for critique.  That said, it‘s a really big ask to approach a colleague 
to review your work, and I only submit something once I‘m confident that 
it‘s extremely polished and, from my point of view, no longer in draft 
(CA6).  
 
An American PhD nursing candidate said that she was performing historical 
research for the first time.  She interacted strategically and intentionally with 
knowledgeable others, saying she wanted to ‗learn from the experts‘ (CU3) such as 
her doctoral advisor and a professor emerita.  Observing and learning from others 
‗just makes my ability to do a good lit search or write a good historical accounting 
better‘ (CU3).  Her technique echoed that of Australian supervisor SA2, who said 
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that, by observing her supervisor‘s strategy of ‗trawling through the literature‘ she 
too learned aspects of collecting appropriate literature.   The techniques of 
networking, locating one‘s self in the company of experts, and observing closely 
have long been effective, self-directed methods for learning disciplinary language, 
literacies, conventions and habits. 
 
An Australian doctoral candidate in chemistry reported conducting her research in 
the context of a doctoral research group, where she informally received literature 
reviewing instruction.  At the same time, she was amplifying an earlier research 
review, actively positioning her own research with other texts (Luke 2000). 
 
We‘ve never really had any kind of formal [instruction in doing] a literature 
review. But we‘ve had a few reviews written within our group and I‘ve read 
obviously the review that I‘m following.  I‘m looking at this review as a way 
to [decide] where I continue my research.  So I really want to evaluate 
what‘s been done before so I can work out the best way for me to do 
something new and add to the knowledge rather than do the same thing 
again (CA10).  
 
Graduate learning ensues through multiple socialising mechanisms, which Deem 
and Brehony (2000), Delamont, Atkinson and Parry (1997, 2000) and Lovitts (2005) 
describe as being in the presence of academics and expert colleagues and by 
observing and participating in disciplinary research activities.  The term ―osmosis‖, 
used by Barron and Zeegers (2002) and Kapitzke (1998), arose in the narratives and 
seemed appropriate to this sense of learning while being in the presence of others.  I 
understood osmosis as a way that, ‗the individuality and informality of the 
postgraduate learning / teaching process‘ (Kapitzke 1998, p. 105) occurs.  Study 
narratives similarly revealed the theme of learning by osmosis and implied that 
being in the doctoral environment allowed opportunities to practise doctoral skills 
and literacies. An American science candidate gave an apt illustration: ‗Just reading 
a whole bunch of papers and learning by osmosis—that‘s always been my personal 
inclination‘ (CU8).   
 
An Australian librarian recalled her own education, relating that she learned by 
osmosis: ‗It was one of those things culturally I found was like breathing.  And how 
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do you explain how you breathe?  It‘s so embedded, having been educated in the 
Australian system‘ (LA3).  She observed that, even during earliest schooling 
experiences, Australian students are trained to read literature critically (Luke 2000).  
Scientist SA2 illustrated how the very atmosphere and company of community 
members could teach neophyte researchers techniques for managing disciplinary 
literatures. 
 
And it‘s not just me that does that.  It‘s the other students ahead of them and 
also the general training or the general feeling they get from, not just me as 
their supervisor, but seeing all the other academics and their students doing 
the same things around the place (SA2). 
 
The reflection from an Australian EdD supervisor disclosed explicit practices for 
teaching literature reviewing.  In this short passage, she exposed a tension between 
embodied and implicit practices:  ‗It‘s doing body.  It‘s embodied practice, the feel 
for the game.  It can only be learned by playing‘ (SA7). 
 
5.9 Summary 
The literature reports that little guidance for conducting graduate literature reviews 
is available (Boote & Beile 2005; Green & Bowser 2003; Kwan 2008) or, when 
advice is offered through research methods texts, it is not readily transferable to 
postgraduate writing (Kamler & Thomson 2006).  In some cases, study narratives 
substantiated these claims and indicated that learning the literature review process 
was difficult and unsupported.  However, other reflections from participant 
librarians, supervisors and candidates confirmed that literature review instruction is 
targeted, informed and increasingly student-directed and student-centred.  Little 
evidence of conflict emerged in the narratives; rather, complementary pedagogical 
practices and learning events had the potential to converge through literacy building 
activities.   
 
A curriculum that was sometimes hidden and sometimes overt appeared. Where 
taught courses or seminars were illustrated, convening exercises and practices more 
clearly revealed a pedagogy, outlined by progressive steps toward learning the 
doctoral literature review.  Supervisors and librarians shared techniques for 
imparting disciplinary requirements into instructional sessions.  Postgraduates 
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exemplified a type of student pedagogy, having found their own means of learning 
the literature review.  The idea of postgraduate autonomy that Johnson, Lee and 
Green (2000) promote can aptly reach a literature review pedagogy:  ‗The autonomy 
sought of the student can be recognised as a set of capacities, a mode of conducting 
oneself that can be learned—and taught‘ (p. 145).  
 
Learning and teaching systems of doctoral pedagogy require examination, and the 
current inquiry sought ‗a new awareness and acknowledgement‘ (Lee & Green 
1997, p. 13) of instructional and learning practices relative to doctoral literature 
reviewing.  The doctoral literature review was explored as a site of learning wherein 
doctoral literacies relative to disciplinary craft, discourse and milieu were 
integrated, consonant with Lusted‘s (1986) attention to ‗open-ended and specific 
pedagogies, sensitive to context and difference‘(p. 10).  Study findings derived from 
narratives disclosed and documented structured and unstructured practices 
associated with the literature review process.  Viewed this way, the phenomenon of 
literature reviewing becomes a critical site for doctoral theory and practice and the 
written literature review a reification of praxis.  ‗Ideally, the instructional practices 
and pedagogical theories inform and are informed by each other to create praxis—a 
theoretically informed practice and a practice informed theory‘ (Jacobs 2008, 
p.261).  This chapter has explored whether implicit, explicit, hidden and definable 
practices for teaching the literature review were made evident from study narratives.  
The answer to whether doctoral literature reviewing can be taught varied although in 
some instances, a pedagogy for learning doctoral literature reviewing was identified.   
 
The first research question, ―How is the literature review process learned by 
doctoral candidates from multiple disciplines in Australia and the United States?‖ 
was developed in this chapter.  The next three chapters, findings Chapters 6, 7 and 
8, address the research question, ―What do doctoral candidates from multiple 
disciplines in Australia and the United States learn by doing a literature review?‖ 
and consider the possibility of the literature review as a pedagogical site where 
critical doctoral literacies are learned. 
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Chapter 6.  Disciplinary Literacy: Engaging with  
   Disciplinary Research Practices  
 
6.1 The Pedagogical Potential of the Literature Review 
Two essential and overarching themes emerged during initial data analysis.  
Doctoral candidates, supervisors and librarians all gave voice to how postgraduates 
learn the literature review process.  Equally important, they described what is 
learned through the process.  As I entered early analysis cycles and began writing 
from the data, I realised that a second critical question was developing into, ―What 
did you / they learn during the literature review process?‖  Much of the data 
explored here and in the next two chapters were generated from respondents‘ 
answers to that question.  This chapter is the first of three that report and interpret 
data depicting the literature review process as a pedagogical site where a range of 
doctoral literacies can be learned.   
 
As one aspect of disciplinary expertise, the doctoral enterprise requires that 
candidates demonstrate such proficiency through textual literacies. Doctoral 
candidates must engage skilfully in public discourse through scholarly writing, 
wherein they deploy reading, critiquing and writing conventions that meet 
disciplinary expectations.  The data substantiated this relationship, and the 
association is developed further in Chapter 8 of this thesis.  Information literacy, 
another critical doctoral literacy, is expanded upon in Chapter 7.  Bruce (1994b) 
partially accounts for the interplay between information literacy and the academic 
reading and writing that occurs in the literature review process: ‗Students consider 
both the literature search and writing as simply different aspects of the same 
phenomenon.  The search conception is integral to the overall experience of the 
literature review‘ (p. 226).  
 
An Australian librarian who was studying for her EdD at the time of the interview 
made this reinforcing observation. 
 
It‘s a bit of a chicken and egg question. … It‘s a natural progression. … I 
don‘t think that doctoral students necessarily know that they‘re doing 
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information literacy.  I think they just think they‘re reviewing the literature 
(LA2). 
 
The research process and activities associated with conducting original research can 
be conceived as ‗a kind of education‘ (Simons & Elen 2007, p. 626).  In the same 
manner, undertaking the literature review enables students to gain information, 
reading and writing skills, as well as skills associated with conducting disciplinary 
research.  Two doctoral candidates, an Australian educational researcher and an 
American researcher in adult learning, explained literature reviewing in terms of its 
pedagogical value.   
 
It‘s how I‘ve been learning.  It‘s through my literature review.  It‘s been 
wonderful (CA5). 
 
[The literature review] certainly teaches you how to do something (CU4). 
 
I became increasingly persuaded by candidates, supervisors and librarians that, in 
order to understand the process of learning to do a literature review more fully, the 
doctoral research literacies—information literacy, reading and writing literacies and 
disciplinary literacy—must be viewed as cooperative aspects of doctoral literature 
reviewing.   
 
I developed the notion of disciplinary literacy
4
 as a critical doctoral literacy using 
respondents‘ narratives and the literature to operationalise and illustrate the concept 
(Green 2009).  Selected quotes from American and Australian doctoral candidates 
and supervisors in the fields of education, nursing and biological and physical 
sciences, and from academic librarians have been included in this chapter.  
Participants were situated within their disciplines, where the literature review acted 
as a doctoral learning mechanism and, in Bruce‘s (1994b) terms, a facilitator for 
research.  A PhD candidate researching the field of higher education described the 
complex activities and outcomes of the literature review process this way. 
 
                                                     
4
 Moje (2007) uses the term ―disciplinary literacy‖ to encapsulate reading and writing in the content 
areas.  I have developed another meaning to emphasise the craft of doing doctoral research. 
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The literature review certainly has a training component. … Candidates 
definitely need to develop expertise in key processes in order to produce a 
quality product. … I see reviewing the literature as an ongoing task or 
responsibility of any researcher worth his or her salt.  And hence it can be 
conceived as education, work, research and career development.  It is all 
about how you conceptualise the literature review, instrumentally or 
developmentally (CA2). 
 
I suggest that doing the literature review performs both instrumental and 
developmental functions.  The activity of literature reviewing amplifies doctoral 
research endeavours, while providing a pedagogy for critical doctoral literacies.  
Excerpts from narratives illuminate how disciplinary-specific research activities, 
performances and skills may be collectively considered disciplinary literacy and one 
outcome of doctoral literature reviewing. 
 
This chapter develops the idea of disciplinary literacy and its relation to the 
disciplines in which the study was conducted.  The following sections describe the 
emergence of the idea of disciplinary literacy and contextualise the disciplines 
within which the participants worked and their expectations of doctoral training.  
The final sections develop the notion of disciplinary literacy with narrative 
examples that connect doing a doctoral literature review with learning the craft of 
disciplinary research. 
 
6.2 Emergence of Disciplinary Literacy 
The roles of reading and writing literacies and, to a lesser extent, information 
literacy dominate our conversations of teaching and learning the literature review 
process.  However, the literature has little to say about learning the research craft of 
one‘s discipline—such as theoretical and methodological approaches, qualitative 
and quantitative research methods and the shape that the research question or 
hypothesis may take—as an outcome of literature reviewing.  Academic disciplines 
rely upon research skills and craft knowledge learned culturally and empirically in 
the laboratory, in the field, in the classroom, with colleagues and mentors and, it 
appears, through the literature review process.   
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Narratives from doctoral candidates rendered explanations for their ways of 
gleaning information from the literature and turning that information into the very 
research methods and practices needed at the time.  I have used disciplinary literacy 
to interpret participants‘ descriptions of the relationship between what Lee and 
Green (2004) term ‗the material practices of research‘ (p. 9) and literature 
reviewing.  The interpretive metaphor ‗research facilitator‘, first introduced by 
Bruce (1994b, p. 222), identifies and names the link between the literature review 
and the research process.  Bruce proposes complex intersections; she argues that 
selecting, appraising and writing about research literatures influence research 
questions, hypotheses and the development of research design, methods and 
theoretical paradigms. 
 
In this [research facilitator] conception, the literature review is seen / 
understood as relating specifically to the research being, or about to be, 
undertaken.  The research student‘s focus is on his or her research in one or 
more of its various stages, from identifying a topic, supporting a 
methodology, providing a context, to changing the direction of the research.  
The literature review is conceived as supporting, influencing, directing, 
shaping or changing the student‘s research (Bruce 1994b, pp. 222–3). 
 
The literature on doctoral pedagogies has little if anything to say about doctoral 
candidates learning performative and methodological skills while they review the 
literature.  Learning the craft of research is a presumed outcome of doctoral work, 
but it is not discussed in terms of the literature review.  Hidden, tacit, presumed or 
ignored—disciplinary literacy has the powerful potential to expand our 
understanding of the interplay among the activities and literacies that constitute the 
enterprise of doctoral research.     
 
Textual and discursive practices, such as doing a literature review, are ingrained in 
the doctorate and inseparable from research practices. In this context, the notion of 
research facilitator resonates with the idea of disciplinary literacy.   
 
In this conception, the interaction between the researcher and the literature is 
also direct … The impact of the literature moves beyond influencing the 
researcher to have an impact on the research project (Bruce 1994b, p. 225).   
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Mullins and Kiley (2002) develop this connection when they substantiate a 
relationship between the overall quality of doctoral theses and the literature review.  
Furthermore, they hint at the possibility of disciplinary literacy in their corollary 
finding that links the review of literature with other thesis elements, such as 
methodological applications. I extended the research facilitator metaphor through 
disciplinary literacy—a more specific function. Thus, literature reviewing can be 
understood as a process that informs methods and theoretical frameworks and 
subsequently guides postgraduate investigators in the ways of disciplinary research.   
 
An interpretation of skills and knowledge is helpful in constructing a definition of 
disciplinary literacy.  Pole (2000) recognises the close association between skills 
and research by saying, ‗Technical skills are developed as a result of conducting 
research … via the methodology employed in the research, which could be wide 
ranging‘ (p. 101).  In the view of Delamont, Atkinson and Parry (2000), a set of 
these skills would incorporate, for example, constructing and using equipment, 
designing and analysing evaluative instruments or conducting interviews.  Craft 
knowledge is further reaching than skills acquisition alone and has the potential to 
affect ‗whether something ―works‖ or not‘ (p. 175).  Pole (2000) explains the link 
between craft knowledge and researching. 
 
Whilst craft knowledge is undoubtedly linked to technical skill, a distinction 
is drawn between the two to imply that craft knowledge includes the 
capacity to manage a research project throughout its various aspects.  Craft 
knowledge may, therefore, incorporate technical skill but goes beyond the 
notion of individual technical competencies.  It is a holistic form of 
knowledge that, in its simplest form, means knowing how to do research (p. 
102). 
 
Conceiving disciplinary literacy as an embodied literacy is to say that it is ‗socially 
constructed … [and] institutionally located‘ (Luke & Freebody 1997a, p. 3).  As 
students mine the literature for research ways specific to their research fields, 
disciplinary literacy and the research influence of the literature review are made 
apparent. The narratives, largely drawn from participants extended the research 
facilitator metaphor to support the supposition that literature reviewing performs as 
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a pedagogy for skills and disciplinary craft knowledge.  Such skills and knowledge 
are among the ‗lived practices‘ of academic departments and disciplines (Golde & 
Walker 2006, p. 8). 
 
6.3 Defining Disciplinary Literacy 
To develop an operational understanding of disciplinary literacy, I turned to Knorr 
Cetina‘s (1999) definition of epistemic culture—an amalgam ‗of arrangements and 
mechanisms … which, in a given field, make up how we know what we know‘ 
(original emphasis, p. 1).  For purposes of discussion, I incorporated the notion of 
epistemic culture and associated practices in this proposed definition of disciplinary 
literacy:   
 
Disciplinary literacy encompasses performative, methodological and 
theoretical competencies as they are prescribed by one‘s discipline in order 
to complete original research and to contribute new knowledge.  
Disciplinary literacy describes the contextualised acquisition and 
demonstration of skills and knowledge required for completion of a doctoral 
degree in an academic discipline.  Literacy in a knowledge domain varies by 
discipline and epistemic culture, requiring application, participation and 
competence in disciplinary habits, norms and research practices.  Craft 
knowledge and skills, such as appropriate research methods, and textual 
practices, such as the literature review and the doctoral thesis, are focal 
markers of disciplinary literacy. Doctoral students develop disciplinary 
literacy throughout candidature, particularly while engaging in the major 
research project.  The nature and format of doctoral research projects differ 
across disciplines and are subject to institutional guidelines; thus, becoming 
literate in an academic discipline requires acquisition of skills and strategies 
that respond to disciplinary and localised requirements.     
 
Critical literacy and work in multiliteracies assist to identify disciplinary literacy as 
a critical doctoral literacy. The academic literacies conception proposed by Lea 
(2004) and Lea and Street (1998), and Lankshear and McLaren‘s (1993) view that 
there are multiple ways of becoming literate, are instrumental in establishing 
disciplinary literacy. These are explored further in Chapter 8.  Cope and Kalantzis 
(2000) suggest also that contemporary communication technologies require 
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changing perspectives on literacies, and ‗the textual is also related to the visual, the 
audio, the spatial, the behavioural‘ (p. 5).  They imply a relationship between the 
traditional understanding of literacy and contemporary pathways for receiving, 
managing and creating information, which Lankshear and Knobel (2003) amplify.   
 
Being literate involves much more than simply knowing how to operate the 
language system. ... Being literate in any of the myriad forms literacies take 
presupposes complex amalgams of propositional, procedural, and 
‗performative‘ forms of knowledge (original emphasis, p. 12).   
 
These positions open a space for conceptualising and exploring new literacies and 
particularly a literacy framed by disciplinary-specific research performances, skills 
and activities that develop by engaging with literature.   
 
Exploring the potential for another doctoral literacy required new understandings of 
practices involving texts, especially in relation to the sociocultural contexts 
(Lankshear & Knobel 2003; Luke 2000) where they are needed and generated.  Also 
meriting inquiry are the practices that ensue as learners use texts.  I use disciplinary 
literacy to make a critical association of text to activity in context. Thereby, I 
suggest another understanding of how doctoral researchers used texts, in this case 
the literatures of doctoral work and academic disciplines—candidates‘ epistemic 
communities.  ‗The knowledge of epistemic communities is both implicit—
embodied in ways of performing work tasks and explicit—expressed linguistically 
in documents and face-to-face interactions‘ (Tuominen, Savolainen & Talja 2005, p. 
339). 
 
Lankshear and Knobel (2003) are critical of current tendencies to conflate literacy 
with a variety of practices and to use literacy ‗as a metaphor for ―competence‖ or 
―proficiency‖‗(p. 14).  Conceived as a literacy associated with seeking, reading and 
synthesising literature, disciplinary literacy overcomes the uni-dimensional label of 
a single or isolated literacy.  Disciplinary literacy has no function or position 
without textual practices to ground it; disciplinary literacy acts as a companion to 
information literacy and reading and writing literacies.  Conceived here, disciplinary 
literacy provides a way of identifying and naming the research activities learned by 
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engaging with the literature, then practiced in the classroom, field or laboratory and 
described in synthesised doctoral writing.   
 
Gee‘s (1996) perspective on activity and doing provides another support to 
disciplinary literacy and associated research performances.  Explaining his 
conception of discourse, Gee uses terms like doing, acts and acting to connect 
people closely with what they say.  Spoken words and, potentially, written texts are 
aligned with activity because the key to discourse is ‗saying (writing)–doing–being–
valuing–believing combinations‘ (original emphases, Gee 1996, p. 127).  Thus, 
doing and activity are part of discourse.  Becoming literate in disciplinary research 
entails gaining sufficient understanding and facility with problem development, 
research tools, procedures and techniques—all closely aligned with discursive, 
performative and cultural expectations of the discipline. 
 
While disciplinary literacy implies that a doctoral researcher is capable of 
effectively using a series of discrete research skills, this alone does not impart 
accreditation, nor does it signal that an individual has become literate in the 
discipline.  The doctoral researcher must also demonstrate a capacity for 
independent research through successful project completion, to include a 
competently written description of the project.  Disciplinary literacy is encompassed 
in the traditional textual practices of reading and writing and in gathering and 
organising literatures—all prerequisites for disciplinary participation.  When asked 
what doctoral researchers learned through the activity of reviewing the literature, 
some candidates and other participants reported that they had learned disciplinary 
research skills and craft knowledge. Their narratives indicated that, as doctoral 
researchers, they accumulated, critiqued and made meaning of strategies, techniques 
and systematic methods found in the literature, assimilating these tools into their 
research projects.  A relatively unexplored literacy emerged, and I pose the notion 
of disciplinary literacy to describe the integration of reading and interpreting 
disciplinary literature with practicing research in an assimilation that sometimes 
occurs during the doctoral experience.  
 
6.4 Doctoral Training in the Disciplines 
Securing membership in an academic discipline requires absorbing and applying a 
foundation of demonstrable research skills, facts and concepts particular to the 
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discipline.  Mastery of implicit and explicit ‗processes of disciplinarisation‘ (Lee & 
Green 2004, p. 9) is mandatory, and aspirants must know how to do specialised 
forms of research.  Lee and Green (2004) are particularly attuned to the intersection 
of text and learning research: ‗Learning to do research involves learning how [to] 
mobilise the knowledge discourses and preferred forms of textualisation—to 
become research-literate‘ (p.9).  An earlier passage from Johnston (1995) adds to 
this by explaining the social, performative and discursive complexities of 
disciplinary expectations to which postgraduate researchers must respond.   
 
Research allows the postgraduate student to become familiar with the 
knowledge base of the discipline, to undertake inquiry within the accepted 
traditions of the discipline and to become conversant with the language of 
the discipline. Thus one aspect of induction into the academic community is 
learning what characterises the chosen discipline of study and beginning to 
adopt the norms, language, symbols and values associated with that 
discipline.  In this sense, the research project undertaken by the postgraduate 
student is a learning process which allows each student to move into 
membership of the discipline through understanding what that membership 
entails, acquiring the background knowledge, skills and attitudes to become 
a member (p. 287). 
 
Individual disciplines are identified by habits of mind, fields of knowledge, power 
relations and articulated goals and objectives (Becher & Trowler 2001; Johnston 
1995).  Disciplines are ‗epistemic communities‘ where learners engage ‗in common 
practices centred on a specific (historically and socially constituted) domain of 
knowledge‘ (Cope & Kalantzis 2000, p. 30). These communities are also 
distinguished by discursive practices, such as the forms that the thesis and the 
doctoral literature review take.  The PhD in the humanities and the social sciences—
and disciplines such as education and nursing which draw from them—usually 
requires a single literature review that anchors the research project and the doctoral 
thesis.  The biological and physical sciences depend on research production 
throughout the duration of the doctoral experience, evidenced by separate 
publications containing their own literature reviews and, when compiled, constitute 
the doctoral thesis in chemistry, geology and other science disciplines. Theses 
generated for professional education and nursing doctoral projects, such as for the 
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EdD and DN, more commonly take the single literature review format, although the 
folio format with multiple literature reviews is sometimes found.   
 
Disciplines are also defined by mechanical and technical, as well as practical tasks 
and capabilities that are incrementally learned throughout the doctoral experience.  
Doctoral researchers must demonstrate proficiency in a range of doctoral 
mechanisms if they wish to reposition themselves as authoritative, legitimised and 
competent in relation to disciplinary ideologies and practices (Becher & Trowler 
2001; Johnson, Lee & Green 2000; Parry 1998).  For example, studies in social 
sciences and health sciences may take the form of historical, qualitative, quantitative 
or mixed methods research.  Doctoral researchers in these fields are expected to 
learn project development, management skills, specialised instruments, methods of 
inquiry specific to their fields and an ability to convert the research process into a 
cohesive piece of writing.  An educational researcher hinted that, as he worked with 
the literatures of his field, he learned skills for managing a large research project. 
 
The other benefits would be … in terms of disciplining myself to be more 
structured about the way I engage with knowledge and information … That 
probably feeds into other areas as well in my research, like making me more 
structured and organised about how I do [research] (CA7).  
 
As postgraduate students become increasingly familiar with the literatures of their 
discipline, sub-specialisations and fields of interest, they learn to employ these 
literatures as research facilitators and vehicles for learning norms, practices and 
ways of doing research (Bruce 1994b).  Novice and evolving postgraduate 
researchers must concentrate on learning tangible skills and the craft of research, as 
well as epistemological and ontological systems.   
 
By exploring the notion of disciplinary literacy and its relation to doctoral activities 
and performative expectations, I propose a holistic view of respondents‘ experiences 
with literature reviewing.  Interview data exemplify research-related practices in the 
context of the literature review process that have previously remained hidden or 
unexplored. 
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6.4.1 Education and nursing 
Nursing and education are clearly delineated disciplines with distinctive foundations 
and research ways.  However, in gathering and analysing respondents‘ narratives, I 
identified strong similarities between nursing and education, which partially account 
for closely associating the two in this chapter.  In particular, education and nursing 
participants mentioned being attuned to personal and social experiences, and their 
research approaches were mainly qualitative and theoretically based.  While 
respondents, narratives and interpretation associate these disciplines closely, my 
intention is not to blend them as one. 
 
In Australia and the United States, doctorates in education and nursing take two 
main forms: the PhD and the professional doctorate.  The EdD, as distinct from the 
PhD, is considered the practitioner-oriented education doctorate in the United States 
and Australia.  From the American perspective, Golde and Walker (2006) write,  
 
The Ed.D. aims to prepare managerial and administrative leadership in 
education.  Its focus is on preparing practitioners who can use the existing 
knowledge about the field to solve complex educational problems (p. 247).  
 
Acknowledging that requirements for the American EdD and PhD in education are 
similar, they continue: ‗A Ph.D. in education is a traditional academic degree that 
aims to prepare researchers, college teachers, and scholars in education‘ (Golde & 
Walker 2006, p. 247). 
 
The DNP and DNSc are two professional nursing doctoral degrees in America, and 
two Australian counterparts are the DNurs (or DN) and DM (Ketefian, Neves & 
Gutierrez 2001; Stein-Parbury 2000; Yam 2005).  Providing examples from 
doctorates in education and health, Evans et al. (2005) argue that both professional 
doctorates and PhD programs in Australia are weighted toward research and 
designed to train researchers.  Stein-Parbury (2000) and Yam (2005), however, take 
the position that the Australian professional doctorate in nursing is both a research 
training and practice-based degree. Yam (2005) argues too that professional nursing 
doctorates aim to prepare practitioners to return to clinical practice with advanced 
abilities to ‗influence policy decisions‘ (p. 565) and solve problems in the healthcare 
setting.  From the American perspective, Brown-Benedict (2008) emphasises the 
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clinical component of the professional doctorate: ‗DNP-prepared clinicians develop 
culturally appropriate, data-driven, innovative programs that address stakeholder 
concerns while building on previous research to effect organizational and societal 
change‘ (p. 454). These perspectives align the focus of professional nursing 
doctorate with that of the American EdD.   
 
Recently completed work by Golde and colleagues through the Carnegie Initiative 
on the Doctorate synthesises a comprehensive study of American doctorates in 
education, neuroscience, mathematics, chemistry and other disciplines (Golde & 
Walker 2006).  In an essay included in the Carnegie report, Richardson (2006) 
defines ‗education as an enterprise and a field of study‘ (p. 251), then writes,  
 
It is clear that education can be viewed either as a field of study, and, 
therefore, a contemplative search for theory and science or an enterprise that 
consists of the various systems of education and, therefore, primarily an 
activity (p. 252).   
 
These remarks, while directed toward education, portray the discipline of nursing as 
well. The dialectic of educational practice and theory has a counterpart in nursing, 
where the question of whether nursing is a profession or a discipline continues.  
‗Twenty-five years ago many of us were still debating whether or not nursing was a 
profession … and now the debate centers on the extent to which we are a discipline‘ 
(Barrett 2002, p. 55).  While the debates of disciplinary status and the complexities 
of comparing professional doctorates and PhD degrees in education and in nursing 
are acknowledged, they cannot be analysed within the scope of this thesis.  For the 
purposes of my research, I presumed nursing to be a discipline, as is education, 
populated by practitioners and academics and primarily directed toward endeavours 
with human and/or social consequences.  I also considered the professional 
doctorate and PhD in each discipline to be equivalent environments for exploring 
literature reviewing.   
 
Doctoral nursing education in both countries builds upon undergraduate and 
master‘s study (Ketefian, Neves & Gutierrez 2001; Stein-Parbury 2000) where 
curricula include clinical, biological and physical sciences.  The nursing doctorate 
shares characteristics of doctorates in the behavioural, social, biological and 
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physical sciences and draws from these disciplines.  According to Ketefian, Neves 
and Gutierrez (2001), the nursing doctorate centres on advanced scientific training, 
with the generally accepted purpose of preparing scientists  and leaders in healthcare 
and education  Nursing researchers are highly focused on conducting ‗research that 
is relevant to the practice of nursing‘ (Anderson 2000, p. 193), as an Australian 
supervisor of doctoral nursing students restated.  
 
They usually have a clinical issue that‘s emerged out of their practice that 
they have a particular interest in pursuing.  In order to convert that problem 
into a research question, they usually go to the literature.  So the literature‘s 
very early on in the process of determining what exactly the research 
question is that emerges from a clinical problem (SA1). 
 
An American advisor of EdD students shared a similar emphasis on applied 
research. 
 
[Students‘ research] takes on a particular problem or issue or circumstance 
that may be very localised and may not be very generalisable. … We aim for 
things that they can actually take back to the workplace and implement. … 
What are the implications for the students or the school building or the 
teachers? (SU5). 
 
Golde and Walker (2006) describe education as a ‗sprawling field‘ (p. 245).  They 
found in the United States that, 
 
only one-third of the students starting a doctorate in education have an 
undergraduate degree in education.  Faculty can make no assumptions that 
students share a common core of knowledge upon entry (as they can in 
chemistry) (p. 246).   
 
Candidates in American and Australian doctoral education programs often arrive 
with teaching qualifications, although this is not always the case.  This profile of 
doctoral education learners by an Australian supervisor illustrated the diversity of 
backgrounds.   
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We tend not to have [students from a] teacher education undergraduate.  
Very few do honours. … I also have a lot of students who are coming with 
reasonable backgrounds but not in education at all.  So I‘m getting people 
from medicine, from music, from nursing, from aviation, whatever.  They 
will have done other combinations but not necessarily in the education area 
(SA6).   
 
As professions and disciplines, education and nursing demonstrate a reciprocal 
relationship of practice and research.  Larabee (2003) notes that the purpose of 
educational research is, ‗to promote a more analytical approach to education among 
teachers and other practitioners by encouraging them to carry out systematic 
research projects within their own context of practice‘ (p. 18).  Nursing research is 
actualised in professional practice where it is also evaluated.  At the heart of nursing 
practice and research is the commitment to understanding how people respond to 
matters of health and health care delivery (Stein-Parbury 2000).  Echoing this 
perspective, an Australian doctoral researcher who also taught in the nursing field 
explained the need for broadly conceiving nursing research.   
 
When I think about a lot of my nursing colleagues … senior academics who 
have really achieved well in their careers, they have themselves followed a 
more quantitative sort of methodological stance in their work, which I find 
quite interesting.  So even in the nursing discipline where, in the discipline 
that is about caring, it‘s about ensuring best standards and quality of care to 
optimise the health and well being experiences of a particular individual or 
group, that can be so well informed by qualitative research studies that really 
look at the lived experience and really articulate the specific experiences that 
an individual undergoes.  To rely in nursing as a caring discipline on simply 
quantitative methods does not give you the richness of the evidence on 
which you can really make informed decisions about practice and practice 
changes.  There‘s a whole wealth of evidence that opens, a whole richness, 
by looking at the lived experience of individuals, that really should inform 
what and how we go forward into the future (CA6).   
 
Educational researchers are characterised by a similar focus reflected in their 
choices of doctoral research topics. Green and Macauley (2007) find that, 
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Practitioner–candidates in doctoral education appreciate the necessity of 
producing unique research, research that contributes significantly to 
professional knowledge and practice. Their intention is to locate and then 
appropriate the nexus between practice and scholarship / theory / research. 
… They identify legitimate inquiry as the production of research that has 
value to others (pp. 322–3). 
 
As one characteristic illustrated in the narratives, research areas selected by doctoral 
researchers in nursing and education were generated by personal and professional 
experience and directed toward individual, local or global change. 
 
6.4.2 Biological and physical sciences 
In both countries, the PhD is the terminal degree in the biological and physical 
sciences and is conferred after completing programs that are predominantly research 
based. The enterprise of research lies at the core of the sciences, where acculturation 
of neophytes to the community depends on their understanding and conducting 
scientific inquiry.  Good scientific research requires meeting ‗the standard of 
experimental replicability; researchers share enough data, methods, and results that 
others can determine the accuracy of conclusions‘ (Golde & Walker 2006, p.10).   
Disciplinary, experiential and technical competencies in scientific research require 
mastering a set of highly codified practices.   
 
While nursing and education candidates typically conduct individual research 
projects, scientific research is collaborative in nature.  Golde and Walker (2006) 
remark, ‗In general, chemistry doctoral students are admitted into a graduate 
program with the express expectation of joining a particular chemist‘s lab‘ (p. 136). 
Their observation aptly describes other science fields and is amplified by 
Cumming‘s (2007b) finding that science doctoral students anticipate performing 
‗alongside acknowledged experts‘ (p. 9), the principle site of pedagogy.  In general 
terms, doctoral candidates in scientific disciplines share similar activities throughout 
the doctoral experience, such that doctoral researchers in geology, zoology, 
neuroscience, or other science fields expect to: 
 
 Participate as a member of a research group … 
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 Work on problems common to the research group; 
 Access shared knowledge, resources and expertise of the research group; 
 Conduct laboratory or fieldwork … (Cumming 2007b, p. 2). 
Scientists from distinct sub-disciplines were represented in the interview samples, 
and I spoke with researchers in chemistry, zoology, infectious disease, 
geomorphology, environmental sciences, aquatic science and neuroscience.  
However, my intention was not to make comparisons across the sciences but rather 
to identify characteristics of the doctoral literature review and doctoral literacies that 
more broadly distinguished the biological and physical sciences.  A signature 
principle in the sciences is the characteristic of consensus, which ‗among the 
community of scientists has been an ideal, or even an ideology‘ (Elkana 2006, p. 68) 
through which scientific knowledge is advanced. Science scholars find that new 
publications in their fields are based on ‗existing consensus‘ (Bazerman 1982, p. 
158), unlike education where debate and divergence are the norm (Golde & 
Bueschel 2004; Richardson 2006).  A chemistry candidate summarised the principle 
of consensus when he remarked that ‗We‘re all working and thinking the same‘ 
(CU7).  
 
Australian doctoral candidates in the sciences often enter directly from honours 
work, having majored as undergraduates in some science field where they gained 
preliminary research experience.  In the United States, science candidates have 
similar backgrounds and commence the doctorate by taking highly specialised 
coursework (Golde & Walker 2006).  Postgraduate students in education and 
nursing may undertake interdisciplinary research and read in the literatures of 
multiple disciplines.  On the other hand, science candidates and supervisors 
expressed a highly targeted focus in their research project and, concomitantly, in 
their literature reviewing activities.  When asked, science respondents specified 
individual focus areas and succinctly explained the parameters placed around 
searching and reading relevant literature—practices learned in several ways.  As 
Johnston (1995) states, and this study shows, they may be learned through the 
literature. 
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The literature through which the postgraduate student begins to sift in the 
research process gives strong and consistent messages about the discipline 
and the form of inquiry required in the discipline (p. 287).   
 
This is particularly true in the sciences, where the research endeavour and the 
margins for locating and applying published research are more clearly delineated 
than in the fields of nursing or education.  Scientists, particularly doctoral 
researchers, experience considerable pressure to complete their work in order to join 
the disciplinary conversation and avoid professional obsolescence.  One PhD 
geology candidate spoke of ‗the covering-your-tracks aspect‘ (CU8) of doing a 
comprehensive literature review, while a PhD researcher in the field of infectious 
disease studies stated, ‗There‘s a lot of competition‘ (CU6).  Like consensus, 
competition characterises the scientific realm (Golde 2007).  In such an 
environment, scientists must be highly specialised reviewers of literature, focusing 
explicitly on their research areas and using literature outside their fields only as a 
peripheral strategy.  Speaking with physicists about their research reading habits, 
Bazerman (1985) discovers that these scientists make ‗purposeful choices‘ about 
their reading and carefully select ‗what they pay attention to and retain based on the 
needs of their own research. The continuation of their own research projects forms 
the purpose for the reading and, thus, determines what they want to get from 
reading‘ (pp. 5–6).  The decision whether to gather comprehensive bodies of 
literature or to be more selective varies by discipline. 
 
6.5 The Influence of the Literature Review 
Recent dialogue concerning outcomes of doctoral education has turned to complex 
learning objectives such as social acclimation, reflexivity, appropriation of 
epistemological and ontological systems and understanding the ethical nuances of 
research.  Pearson and Brew (2002) encourage a view of doctoral education that 
expands beyond the checklist of generic skills and outcomes, while acknowledging 
that research skills and specialised techniques must inevitably result from effective 
doctoral training.  Indeed, examining the contextualised acquisition and 
demonstration of doctoral research skills actually complements other, less tangible 
aspects of doctoral learning.  I suggest that the two positions are not mutually 
exclusive.  As Lee and Green (2004) argue, learning to participate as researchers 
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involves ‗recognising certain activities as indexical of the disciplinary training they 
are meant to acquire‘ (p. 9). 
 
Doctoral research necessitates learning what and learning how; such proficiencies 
vary across disciplines.  Asked about doctoral students‘ approaches to generating a 
literature review, a social sciences librarian reflected on disciplinary influences on 
topic selection. 
 
The difference lies in the skills that their discipline allows.  And so each 
student has to figure out what is and isn‘t allowed within their discipline. … 
Education is much more open to constructivist approaches to research and 
qualitative research methodologies. … Education tends to like the more 
action-oriented, profession-related research than quantitative, objectified 
research (LU1).   
 
Academic scientists and doctoral science candidates presented the activity of 
research as an intellectual exercise that served dual purposes of contributing new 
knowledge to the scientific community and establishing a career.  On the other 
hand, respondents with backgrounds in education and nursing spoke in personal, 
and sometimes altruistic, terms about the social relevance of their research projects.  
Collectively, respondents‘ views lend considerable insight to the cultures and 
practices of their disciplines.   
 
6.5.1 Biological and physical sciences 
The data show that the science participants, in particular, expressed using the 
process of reviewing literature in order to develop their topics, explore potential 
experimental methods and investigate the craft of scientific research. The science 
participants first drew my attention to the potential for another doctoral literacy, one 
linking the literature review with disciplinary skills and the craft of research.  Of the 
respondents, supervisors and candidates who specialised in scientific areas offered 
the most concrete, tangible examples of how literature reviewing advanced their 
understanding of disciplinary research practices.  Examples of insightful remarks 
made by one supervisor and three candidates in the sciences follow. 
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In the area that I‘m involved in analytical chemistry research, you develop a 
new way of doing things.  Unless you compare it to what‘s been done 
before, how can you validate, how can you actually say your method is a 
better way of doing things if you haven‘t compared in what‘s gone before?  
(SA4). 
 
Without looking at the past stuff, I would have no idea of what I would be 
doing at all (CA9). 
 
As far as methods, there are definitely a lot of things that can be gained by 
reading papers where people may have done something similar, and you read 
what their methods were experimentally or out in the field.  And they might 
explain why [their methods were] good or how what they did could have 
been improved, in some cases. And then you can use that knowledge when 
you decide what you‘re actually going to do (CU8).  
 
I learn new techniques.  I‘ll read about a new method or something in one of 
the papers, so I learn a lot practically from it [the literature review] (CA10).   
 
Scientific research depends on promulgation through publication, with clear 
explanations of procedures that can be replicated.  The sciences demand procedural 
accuracy (Delamont, Atkinson & Parry 2000) that is made evident in scientific 
publications.  An American PhD candidate in chemistry, who was in the latter 
stages of candidature at the time of the interview, described a mature, discriminating 
approach to reading and using the literature of his field in order to understand 
scientific research methods. 
 
Of course the scientific standard that we hold ourselves to is that once you 
publish it, anybody can pick it up and repeat.  And unfortunately it doesn‘t 
work that way. … That‘s something that I think I can say now in the last 
year that I wouldn‘t have been able to say at the beginning of my graduate 
career.  If I read something and if I couldn‘t reproduce it, then I generally 
would chalk that up to my own inexperience or inability to read it and follow 
instructions.  But I do consider myself a little bit more sophisticated at this 
point.  If you‘re trying to follow a procedure that‘s been written up, then you 
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should be able to follow it completely, and at my level, I feel that after three 
or four years of experience under my belt, if I can‘t follow it, it seems to me 
it‘s not me. It‘s the way they‘ve written it up (CU7). 
 
The range of literature to be explored, the utility of the literature review and its 
pedagogy appeared to be somewhat clearer for science participants.  Rather than 
explore widely in other disciplines and delve into unfamiliar research ways, science 
candidates tended to target literature searching and reading to their specific areas of 
interest.  From their earliest days as postgraduate researchers, they learned to claim 
their territory in scientific investigation by becoming well informed by and about 
the literature of their area.  As one supervisor said, ‗It‘s an organic thing that goes 
from the beginning to end of your research program‘ (SA4). A supervisor of 
zoology postgraduates elaborated on the centrality of the literature, saying, 
 
They learn the importance of the literature from a very early stage in their 
research career. … It‘s very much easier for our sort of the natural 
sciences—students on campus all the time, research groups all around them.  
They just breathe in about the literature being so important and about how 
you do science (SA2).  
 
Her remarks echoed others‘ observations that sometimes students learn by osmosis. 
 
6.5.2 Education and nursing  
Postgraduate nursing and education research is often characterised by a close, 
personal affiliation with researchers‘ professions and biographies.  The doctoral 
research experience must be authentic to their backgrounds and to the circumstances 
of the populations with whom they continue to interact.  However, as Johnston 
(1995) posits, the literatures in some fields do not necessarily convey consistent 
messages regarding preferred methodological and theoretical approaches that should 
be used to achieve these ends.  As discussed earlier, doctoral students in education 
and nursing often choose to investigate problems closely associated with their 
professional interests and to cultivate individualised positions and approaches in 
their highly diverse fields (Collinson & Hockey 1997).  PhD research projects in 
education and nursing may have a more personalised focus; these investigators often 
turn to practitioner-oriented, social and cultural issues and may require historical, 
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ethnographic or mixed methods approaches or approaches other than purely 
quantitative.  Negotiation of topics, frameworks and methods is appropriate, at times 
encouraged.  And yet those accommodations are often framed within the discussion 
of the relative value of qualitative and quantitative research. This passage from 
Carnegie scholar Richardson (2006), targeted toward American PhD training in 
education, describes the ongoing debate.   
 
Within education, the tensions between qualitative and quantitative 
methodology died down for awhile, but they are again strongly present. … 
There has been a strong policy initiative in Washington to bring particular 
medical research designs to play in education, particularly, randomized 
experiments. … There are also expressed concerns about the quality of 
qualitative studies, and there is much discussion related to criteria for their 
assessment (p. 259).  
 
An awareness of this discussion and, at times, a tension between qualitative and 
quantitative approaches became apparent in the narratives of some education and 
nursing participants.  In this example, an Australian librarian spoke from her second 
role as an EdD candidate and shared the centrality that the literature assumed for her 
as a qualitative researcher.  
 
If you‘re in the disciplines that engage with qualitative research, it‘s a 
completely different approach from someone who is engaged with 
quantitative research.  The way that you engage with the literature is much 
… more under your skin.  You tend to live and breathe and eat the literature 
(LA2). 
 
In an earlier passage, a nursing candidate reflected on the value of ‗qualitative 
research studies that really look at the lived experience and … experiences [of] an 
individual‘ (CA6), while observing that senior nursing academics have followed the 
quantitative stance.  Increasingly, nursing researchers read widely in the content and 
methodologies of other disciplines, as a supervisor explained:  ‗Nursing is a fairly 
eclectic discipline.  We dabble in a lot of other disciplines, in sociology, 
psychology, biology‗ (SA1).  A doctoral candidate specialising in the relationship 
between healthcare and public policy said, 
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Nursing is still really only emerging as a professional discipline. … I‘ve still 
had to go to other disciplinary groups to draw on a theoretical framework 
that would inform my practice, because nursing is still emerging in its own 
theoretical development (CA6).  
 
The scientific method of declaring and justifying a question, then following well-
established standards of hypothetico-deductive investigation is foundational to 
research in the natural and physical sciences.  ‗However, there are some disciplines 
for which identifying the disciplinary norms is not a simple process‘ (Johnston 
1995, p. 287).  Social scientists draw on investigative methods from a range of 
disciplinary traditions and have at their disposal an array of methodological and 
theoretical frameworks which are transmitted through their literatures and other 
venues.  A sense of challenge and struggle emerged in study responses, significant 
to an ongoing debate within and across disciplines concerning the relative value of 
quantitative and qualitative methods.  Nursing and education participants spoke in 
terms of learning the game of the discipline, and some expressed the need to reach 
an understanding of the flow of doing qualitative research and the ensuing processes 
of conceptualising, analysing and producing.  Reflecting on processes of reading 
within and outside her discipline‘s research literature, an Australian supervisor said, 
 
In their paradigm, if they‘re qualitative, they‘re reading a different style.  It‘s 
not so objective often, and it‘s just different.  And so they learn a lot about 
their own paradigm and the way that their own discipline thinks about things 
and how other disciplines think about topics [nursing researchers] are 
interested in (SA1).   
 
Contrasting the perceived consensus reportedly attained in scientific research, others 
in education and nursing encountered ambiguity and theoretical debate when they 
delved into the literature they hoped would provide a research foundation and frame 
their analysis.  A nursing postgraduate explained, 
 
I‘ve learned an extraordinary amount about … what I thought as quite 
clearly defined and agreed constructs in qualitative inquiry.  The more I‘ve 
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reviewed and reflected and re-reviewed the literature, the more I‘ve found 
there is no consensus.  And that I‘ve found quite perplexing (CA6).  
 
A doctoral education researcher near completion at the time of the interview 
reflected at length about developing her methodology through the literature.  She 
outlined strategies for using the literature during early candidature in an almost 
technical, programmatic fashion; then she shifted perspectives. 
 
[What we learn from reviewing the literature] really changes as we go along. 
… At different stages, looking at the same literature I‘ve learned different 
things. … When I went back and reread the literature as you have to do 
when you start to write the thesis … [I found that] the methodology, for 
instance, no longer worked (CA4).   
 
6.6 Disciplinary Literacy across the Disciplines 
Securing a place as a competent researcher requires disciplinary focus and 
specialisation.  Becoming an educational, nursing or science researcher ‗is not just a 
matter of formal learning and assessment in specific domains of knowledge‘, as 
Delamont, Atkinson and Parry (2000, p. 1) affirm; one must also learn what it is to 
do one‘s discipline.  Doctoral researchers must develop ‗a feel for the game‘ (SA7), 
sometimes through the process of reviewing the literature.  Thus, the literature 
review has the potential to perform as a facilitator for research, influencing research 
practices and repositioning doctoral candidates‘ relation to research.  Disciplinary 
literacy can encompass an evolution of technical skills and craft knowledge 
acquired by reviewing the literature.  Disciplinary literacy is encoded and reified in 
the academic and practice fields where doctoral researchers must demonstrate 
performative, methodological and theoretical competencies.  
 
Disciplinary cultures and their research norms establish characteristics and 
quantities of literature that doctoral researchers gather. Whereas literature reviews 
generated in the sciences are required to present defined chronological and topical 
parameters, education and nursing researchers perceive more ambiguous guidelines.  
Becher and Trowler (2001) distinguish between divergent disciplines such as the 
social sciences and the scientific disciplines which have a more cohesive structure.  
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Returning to the principle of consensus, a PhD candidate observed this structure in 
his field of chemistry.  
 
That‘s the nature of science, that we sooner or later reach consensus.  It may 
take years and years, but for mature fields you can definitely feel that there‘s 
consensus (CU7).   
 
Scientists, both candidates and supervisors, viewed the literature review process in 
practical terms.  Doing a literature review for a science thesis serves an essential, 
functional role, from which elements of one‘s research craft can be learned and 
refined to fit the specific project.  An Australian supervisor of zoology students 
illustrated the role of the literature this way. 
 
They learn where their field is at the moment and what is known. They get 
the knowledge of that, which is important for their day to day design of 
experiments. … There‘s the very pragmatic knowledge of what comes out of 
knowing the literature (SA2). 
 
Having undergone their own doctoral experiences and continuing as active 
researchers, the academic participants all acknowledged the essential role of the 
literature in supporting research and the importance of continuing to review the 
literature.  Here, American and Australian supervisors in forensic chemistry, 
neuroscience, zoology and nursing placed literature reviewing at the heart of their 
disciplinary research practices.  In their words, the doctoral literature review was: 
 
an integral part of somebody‘s research training (SA4); 
 
a survival skill, a professional skill, an absolute, essential feature of what 
their life will be essentially as an academic (SU2); 
 
an essential practice, one of the tools that you use if you want to practice 
science (SA3);  
 
the speech of our [nursing] science … their whole induction into their field 
of study (SU3). 
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Using broad terms, an American supervisor of EdD candidates explained the role of 
the literature review in teaching research skills:  ‗The literature ought to suggest 
ways in which the research might be best conducted to fill the void‘ (SU6).  His 
assessment can be amplified with an astute observation from a PhD candidate in 
chemistry, whose view encapsulated the literature review as a disciplinary research 
facilitator and doctoral literacy.   
 
How do we understand [the scientific process]?  We understand it partly by 
doing it but we also understand it by reading it. … Probably more so the 
second than the first, I would say.  We can only do so much with it, certainly 
within a graduate career or even within a lifetime.  But you can read the 
collective, hundred, ten million scientists‘ works and that kind of thing.  So 
to get a sense of how that works, I think, is more from literature than from 
doing it (emphasis added, CU7). 
 
Education and nursing respondents intimated that their disciplines exhibited ‗‖no 
tight, clear boundaries‖.  Theories are ―always contested—there are no consensual 
judgements‖‘ (Becher & Trowler 2001, p. 31).  Postgraduate education and nursing 
respondents in particular expressed that research boundaries seemed indeterminate 
when they commenced their doctorates and began topic development.  Gradually, 
boundaries became more defined as their research projects evolved and their 
thinking clarified and deepened.  These research students spoke in similar terms 
about finding the literature review process to be daunting, expansive and seemingly 
borderless in the beginning.  As an educational researcher said, ‗It took me quite a 
long time to work out, how do I pull all this together?‘ (CA5).  Later, an Australian 
nursing candidate expanded on this remark.  She was writing up her thesis and, 
consequently, had achieved several landmarks as an independent researcher. Yet she 
continued to experience tension among the widely ranging evidence and viewpoints 
she was using. 
 
It‘s this wealth of evidence that‘s out there, which has been just really, really 
exciting.  By the same token, that has presented me with inordinate 
challenge, as a novice researcher in trying to find my way forward with it.  
So I suppose that, for me, that would be the two sides of the coin.  The 
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incredible, vast array and richness of the evidence that‘s there  ... as a 
novice, I‘ve found …[to be] challenging (CA6). 
 
Another interviewee, an early stage PhD candidate and American nursing 
researcher, was working in relatively new territory at the junction of epidemiology 
and public policy.  Using the literature to form her research topic, she was forced to 
question the parameters and viability of her research area.   
 
[There are no] clear boundaries on some of my concepts and [not enough] 
information on the topic I want to study.  [I ask] is this a good study?  Is this 
a bad study?  [Is there no the literature] because it‘s a bad idea? (CU5).   
 
Social science researchers find literature reviewing and, indeed, conducting research 
to be more expansive and less defined than do their biology and physical scientist 
counterparts.  An educational researcher nearing completion at the time of our 
conversation exposed a ―means and ends‖ dichotomy, succinctly indicating two 
central aspects of the literature review.  First, it was a linguistically tangible feature 
of his doctorate.  Simultaneously, crafting the literature review facilitated 
mechanisms for data selection and analysis.  He said that his perspective on the 
literature review 
 
has changed over time as I‘ve got deeper into the doctorate and I‘ve taken 
this kind of direction in relation to narrative writing. … It‘s a question of 
whether [the literature review is] a means or an ends in itself.  It is an end in 
itself in that it is one formal part of the thesis.  But it‘s also a means; it‘s 
more a means to an end to provide the basis for your own research and to 
eliminate and to help analyse the data (CA2).   
 
Asked what she learned by doing a literature review, a doctoral nursing student 
offered a reflection with possible resonance for other postgraduates.  She responded, 
‗[I‘ve learned] that I don‘t know very much. … I know there‘s a lot more I still have 
to learn in even just understanding research‘ (CU5). 
 
Doctoral student participants at varying stages of candidature observed that they 
learned research design, research techniques and methodological frameworks from 
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the literature they reviewed.  Their collective focus on refining their research 
questions and fine-tuning experimental methods, for instance, surfaced throughout 
the interviews with doctoral researchers and supervisors.  Science, education and 
nursing candidates noted the relation of the literature to practical knowledge that 
they could apply in the field, the laboratory, the classroom and the workplace.  They 
also found that literature offered the potential to guide them in refining the research 
approach.  American and Australian candidates in the fields of chemistry, zoology, 
infectious disease and education shared these observations on using the literature to 
develop disciplinary craft skills.  
 
I learn new techniques. I‘ll read about a new method or something in one of 
the papers, so I learn a lot practically from [the literature review] (CA10). 
 
I‘m getting not only methodology, how to go about, ideas as how to get from 
point A to point B, and … new techniques, new procedural ways to do 
things, ways to get from here to there that maybe [I] haven‘t tried or 
considered (CU7).   
 
[The literature review has helped with] some of the newer techniques which 
I‘ll be using, and reading the papers really helped me to work out what I can 
and cannot do (CA9). 
 
[I benefit from the literature by] understanding the material, understanding 
the concepts, in order to generate a meaningful hypothesis (CU6). 
 
When I had to determine my research question and frame a methodology, 
that all had to be done in the context of a literature review (CA2). 
 
An aquatic science supervisor encapsulated a clear understanding of what 
candidates learn in the literature review process. 
 
The more literature a student reads, the greater the amount of training a 
student gets in the scientific process. The literature review is essential and 
helps the student better understand the nature of how to conduct science 
discovery and investigation (SA3). 
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Functioning more efficiently and effectively as a researcher, negotiating increasing 
volumes of literature then volumes of data and crafting a substantial research project 
are skills essential to performing doctoral research.  The literature review has a basic 
role in teaching research and acclimating doctoral researchers to disciplinary 
research expectations.  Consequently, student researchers must learn to strike a 
balance between conducting good research and the time required to produce work of 
high quality.  At times, candidates implied that literature reviewing tasks were 
overwhelming, and consuming more literature created even more questions.  
However, as they gained practice in sifting, filtering and making critical decisions 
about literature, they also learned to navigate more effectively within their 
disciplinary domains.  A coordinator of an EdD program in an American university 
reflected,  
 
I think that they learn the field in a way they might not otherwise … 
particularly in the domain in which they‘re working, in greater depth and 
over a broader range … They‘re learning how people have approached 
problems in the area, how they conduct their research. It‘s one of the most 
important ways of learning the field around which you are doing your 
research (SU6).   
 
And finally, a registered nurse who was investigating midwifery education gave an 
account of the wide international and theoretical scope of her reading.  She then 
offered a poignant reflection from one of her own students, who told her, ‗I‘m not in 
Canberra any more.  I’m in the whole world‘ (emphasis added, CA8).  This 
candidate related that her student‘s remark aptly described her own experience of 
learning through literature reviewing.  
 
6.7 Summary 
Academic disciplines define and customise their research standards and methods. 
Performing research legitimised by one‘s discipline requires engaging with 
epistemologies, norms, practices and habits of thinking and acting which shape and 
are shaped by disciplinary culture.  Becoming a doctoral researcher implies 
proximity (without full participation yet) to powerful others, be they individuals, 
disciplines, institutions or organisations.   
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Over the course of the doctoral experience, boundaries become more circumscribed, 
and learning to do a literature review mirrors learning to manage a research project.  
From a position of growing confidence, candidates gain the skills to evaluate the 
range of stances that the literature identifies.  Science candidates expressed that they 
read specifically for research craft skills and strategies, while many candidates in 
education and nursing needed to read broadly and deeply. All respondents turned to 
the literature in order to establish viable research questions, find the theoretical 
frameworks that fit best and determine a research design matching their inquiry.  
Thus, they exemplified growing sense of intellectual competence and legitimate 
participation that evolved with practice, engagement and discovering the boundaries 
of doctoral research.  
 
Competently accomplishing a scholarly review of the literature requires disciplinary 
literacy, information literacy and reading and writing literacies. In turn, the array of 
doctoral research literacies reciprocates as a pedagogy to enhance learners‘ 
capacities for managing disciplinary discourse, information and knowledge.  
Doctoral researchers learn the tenets and procedures of institutional ethnography, 
historical nursing inquiry and metal compound analysis by reading the literatures of 
their disciplines, then by field testing or laboratory testing techniques learned from 
the literature.  Australian researchers and scholars seemed more reliant on reviewing 
prior research, as they were required to perform as independent researchers earlier 
during candidature. Their American counterparts initially received direct instruction 
in the disciplinary domains and research ways through coursework and may have 
turned to the literature during later stages of candidature.    
 
The doctoral literature review has pedagogical potential, instructing postgraduates in 
ways that academic disciplines require research to be conducted.  By reading 
research literature, doctoral researchers are afforded tangible examples of research 
practices.  Thus, the pedagogy of the literature review influences intellectual and 
performative doctoral tasks. In making this argument, I do not propose that the craft 
skills of disciplinary research are learned exclusively through the literature review. 
Indeed, practising and tangibly experiencing research remain the principal means 
through which doctoral research is learned.  However, I also seek an alternative 
understanding of the role of the literature review, one reflected in a doctoral 
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student‘s quotation found in Pole‘s (2000) investigation into PhD research training.  
Asked about a specific skill she learned in her doctorate, a PhD candidate in Pole‘s 
study replied, ‗Oh I‘ve learnt that sort of thing.  But then I could have learnt that by 
reading a book about it anyway‘ (p. 108).   
 
This chapter has shown that the literature review may act as a site for learning 
disciplinary literacy—described as the performative, methodological and theoretical 
competencies required of researchers in education, nursing and the physical and 
biological sciences.  The next two chapters expand on the view that critical doctoral 
literacies are learned through literature reviewing, contending that learners‘ prior 
experiences, their biographies and learning environments are relevant to 
understanding what they learn from literature reviewing.  Chapters 7 and 8 address 
how doctoral learners may be considered autonomous, literate and competent in the 
context of the literature review process and doctoral literacies.   
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Chapter 7.   Redefining Doctoral Learners as   
   Information Literate 
 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter draws principally on data from the candidates in relation to what they 
learned through their literature reviews.  I respond to the data through critical 
analysis and continue the argument that candidates develop critical doctoral 
literacies while engaging in doctoral literature reviewing.  This chapter first 
addresses critical information literacy as an interpretive framework, then presents a 
discussion of reported engagements that occurred between academic librarians and 
individuals from the two other participant groups of doctoral students and 
supervisors.  The concept of information illiteracy which arose from the narratives 
is then problematised and challenged.  The remaining sections of the chapter expand 
upon the argument of doctoral candidates as intentional learners, posed in Chapter 5, 
section 5.8, by illustrating their engagements with information literacy events of 
gathering and organising literatures, citation tracing and determining when they 
have accumulated enough literature.   
 
7.2 The Framework of Critical Information Literacy 
Critical information literacy (Elmborg 2006; Kapitzke 2003a; Luke & Kapitzke 
1999) is the interpretive framework through which participants‘ narratives relating 
to information literacy were examined.  In a subtle rather than political critique 
(Endres 2001), critical information literacy considers the capabilities and skills that 
learners bring with them to the setting, and this chapter takes into account those 
potentialities. While some respondents stated that they had met with librarians or 
used library tutorials and guides, others indicated that they felt capable of learning 
their fields and locating themselves within disciplinary domains without direct 
information literacy instruction or library tutorials.  As I explored how doctoral 
learners engaged with mechanisms for interacting and managing information, it 
became clear that my long-held understanding of information literacy instruction as 
a prerequisite for academic success required adjustment.   
 
From the perspectives of American and Australian librarians and LIS communities, 
the information literate individual is able to identify when information is needed, 
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then locate, evaluate and organise that information, perpetuating a pattern for 
lifelong learning (ACRL 2000; Bundy 2004).  The doctoral research process and 
thesis construction place considerable demands upon students and require 
comprehensive skills in managing knowledge information and literature.  A range of 
advanced information skills is essential for graduate students and other researchers 
who wish to function effectively in an information environment defined by constant 
change (Barry 1997; Green & Macauley 2007).  In the context of literature 
reviewing, information literate doctoral candidates are able to seek, manage and 
appropriate literature.  In so doing, they develop advanced capabilities gathering, 
appraising, organising and synthesising literature.   
 
Information literacy is prescribed by librarians as an effective solution to the 
difficulties of managing large bodies of literature.  Librarians presume that 
becoming information literate imbues individuals with desirable information 
management capacities; therefore, information literacy signifies a state of being 
well-positioned in information rich academic communities (Owusu-Ansah 2003).  
From the LIS and librarian practitioner standpoint, if information literacy is to be 
properly acquired, then librarians should be involved in teaching the skills (Green & 
Macauley 2007).   
 
Critical information literacy scholars Pawley (2003), Kapitzke (2003a) and Luke 
and Kapitzke (1999) dispute this conventional, library-centric placement of 
information literacy.  Indeed, their work implies the question, ―Who owns the 
domain of information literacy?‖ Librarians and information specialists have long 
claimed the territory, although findings from the current study contest that assertion.  
In several instances, doctoral students spoke of capably employing information 
literacy principles without naming them as such. They described sophisticated 
engagements with information and with literatures, using literacy events common to 
literature reviewing to learn skills of accruing, critiquing and synthesising the 
published research of others.  As these examples emerged, it became clear that a 
critical response was needed. 
 
In analysing narratives related to information practices and gathering literature, I 
critically reviewed librarians‘ and my own position on the benefits of information 
literacy instruction and intervention.  Nevertheless, applying critical information 
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literacy to the data proved challenging for several reasons.  This framework 
provides a small body of theoretical literature and reflective practice from which to 
draw.  The theory is relatively young and undeveloped; for that reason, it appears to 
be somewhat inflexible and defined around principles set by only a few.  In 
application, it remains relatively untested in practice-based environments.  Yet 
critical information literacy has great appeal as an open territory with potential to 
lead toward new ways of conceptualising information literacy.  For example, Lloyd 
(2006) has found that it may be possible to consider information literacy as a set of 
practices manifested by individuals rather than a set of skills transferred from one 
group to another.  Bruce (1997b), Johnston and Webber (2006) and Luke and 
Kapitzke (1999) also question conceptions of information literacy that centre skills 
rather than individual learning experiences. 
 
Quantitative, standards-based research and localised, practice-based discussions 
dominate publications and public presentations regarding information literacy.  This 
thesis proposes another view, derived from its qualitative and theoretically grounded 
work on information literacy.  Drawing on the work of Bruce (1997a, 2000a), Lloyd 
(2006, 2007) and aforementioned critical information literacy scholars, this thesis 
suggests an alternative perspective.  In this chapter, I examine information literacy 
through the lens of doctoral candidates‘ experiences, rather than as a definable set of 
attributes or learning outcomes.  Bruce (1997b) writes ‗Information literacy has, 
until now, been considered in terms of attributes of persons, rather than in terms of 
ways in which people relate to the information‘ (p. 158).  Later, Bruce (2000b) 
recommends continuing to explore information engagements from the human rather 
than the skills perspective. 
 
Research into users‘ information literacy experiences within the educational 
sectors has resulted in descriptions of information literacy that focus on 
engagement with information, rather than on the skills prerequisite for such 
engagement (p. 210).   
 
Lloyd and Williamson (2008) argue that the time has come for a new information 
literacy agenda, one derived from awareness that information literacy can be 
conceptualised ‗in a range of contexts‘ (p. 9) and from multiple viewpoints.  
Johnston and Webber (2006) and Luke and Kapitzke (1999) question the 
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mechanistic, quantifiable skills approach, charging that it decontextualises 
information literacy from learners and their settings. Pawley (2003) adds, 
 
LIS researchers have too often presented ‗information use‘ as a relentlessly 
utilitarian activity, in which metaphors of ‗searching,‘ and ‗retrieving,‘  
‗receiving,‘ and ‗transmitting‘ prevail.  Information users are depicted as 
passive ‗consumers‘ of information products (p. 435).   
 
Their considerations of information literacy tenets and applications principally take 
into account the American ACRL standards for information literacy (2000) and the 
ANZIIL framework (Bundy 2004), used primarily in developing information 
literacy initiatives at the undergraduate level.  The undergraduate information 
experience has shaped and dominated the development of information literacy, 
potentially imposing a uniform set of assumptions on postgraduate learners. 
 
Librarians feel compelled to ensure that students be made information literate and 
equip them with effective attributes for engaging with information (Owusu-Ansah 
2003).  However, an alternative, but seldom expressed, position locates students at 
the centre of their own information engagements.  Norgaard (2003) is one who 
represents this perspective.   
 
College students have developed fairly complex (if not always effective, 
appropriate or productive) ways of accessing and using information.  If 
information literacy initiatives are to succeed in ways we would like, we 
need to accord more attention to the tacit (if rather incomplete) knowledge 
that students already bring with them (p. 126).   
 
In selecting appropriate narrative examples for this chapter, I was offered an 
opportunity to re-examine and reconfigure ways of understanding how information 
literacy takes place among doctoral candidates—a step toward realising, in Lloyd 
and Williamson‘s (2008) words, ‗a new agenda‘ (p. 9) for information literacy 
research and practice.  The data exposed new meanings of doctoral candidates as 
users and creators of information.  Stories of seeking and using literature 
contradicted a disembodied view of information and literature, revealing instead that 
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doctoral students placed their information skills into the contexts of academic 
expectations, disciplinary cultures and research practices.   
 
One intention of doctoral research training is to act as a trajectory to skilled practice 
in disciplinary and other research literacies.  In the context of nursing, education, the 
physical and biological sciences and the inquiry of other disciplines, doctoral 
researchers practice information literacy events that may be so embedded into the 
learning culture as to remain tacit or invisible. Gee (1996, 2001, 2003) views people 
and their literacy practices from within sociocultural contexts.  Drawing on Gee‘s 
(2003) work, Tuominen, Savolainen and Talja (2005) offer insight into information 
literacy as a sociotechnical practice where doctoral candidates operate capably.   
 
The sociotechnical practice approach entails an understanding that people 
are information literate in a given domain if they can recognize and evaluate 
(read) and produce (write) knowledge claims in that domain and if they have 
the ability to assess the knowledge produced in that domain (p. 340).  
 
Furthermore, information literacy should encompass an understanding of ‗people as 
knowledgeable ―learners‖ who already possess a huge array of everyday skills and 
competencies—acquired through experience in using particular texts and tools in 
practical tasks and contexts‘ (Tuominen, Savolainen & Talja 2005, p. 341). 
 
When viewed this way, doctoral researchers are presumably information literate in 
that they are able to recognise, evaluate and produce disciplinary-specific 
knowledge claims.  Study narratives substantiated the view that doctoral candidates 
developed and amplified information competencies in their progress toward 
disciplinary legitimation. 
 
7.3 Doctoral Learners and Information Literacy Instruction 
This chapter interrogates a key assumption about information literacy, the 
presumption that all students require information literacy remediation lest they 
remain illiterate when engaging with literature.  The intention here is not to 
condemn librarian instructors‘ practices; indeed, all the librarians interviewed for 
this study expressed deliberate and reflective instructional practices that centred 
learners. Clearly, the LIS imperative is to reinforce the enterprise of information and 
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knowledge (Owusu-Ansah 2003), and the outcome of information literacy education 
is to enhance learners‘ information experiences.  I do, however, suggest the 
viewpoint that information literacy may be more value-laden than it is traditionally 
presented.  I subscribe to the critical perspective that, ‗There is no such thing as a 
neutral educational process‘ (original emphasis, Shaull 1999, p. 16).  I continue to 
explore these ventures, drawing from the perspectives of learners and, thereby, shift 
the library-centric focus of the construct and practice of information literacy.   
 
Barry (1997) and Genoni and Partridge (2000) note that library and information 
science literature of the recent decade has begun to turn its attention toward 
information literacy training as an essential but missing piece in graduate learning.  
A similar change was reflected in participants‘ responses.  As illustrated in the 
preceding chapter, a sample of librarians indicated situated understandings of the 
intellectual independence and research focus required of doctoral students.  For 
example, an American librarian explained her practice of asking postgraduates to 
‗think about what it is you actually want to find out‘ (LU4), thereby encouraging 
students to consider a larger meta-scheme for individualised learning processes and 
outcomes (Genoni & Partridge 2000).  Realising the imperative to develop a 
literature review, doctoral candidates generally commence the process by gathering 
literature.  Much of the data coded as information literacy fell into the sub-category 
of literature collecting, and when students spoke of the early stages of literature 
reviewing, they predominantly described gathering literature.  Responses indicated 
that candidates interacted more consistently with librarians during this phase; often 
this was their only point of direct contact.   
 
Chapter 5 presented accounts of two types of information literacy venues—brief 
library orientations offered early in the doctoral program and the more extensive 
instructional sessions or coursework.  Section 5.3 provided statements of 
information literacy instruction, including perspectives from librarians, supervisors 
and candidates.  An American neuroscientist and Australian nursing supervisor 
spoke at length about their experiences with, and expectations of, information 
literacy training provided by the university libraries.  These excerpts from their 
interviews illustrated ongoing interactions that potentially benefited all parties. 
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We have training courses offered by the other libraries for advanced 
literature searching in a field. … We provide the opportunity for them to be 
educated not only in how to go about doing literature searches but what to do 
with the literature once that you get it.  You can do as much of that as you 
want. … Our medical librarian and our school libraries are very good at that 
(SU2).  
 
Very early [I ask my students to] have a tutorial with the librarian at the 
university and sit down and talk about their problem and get used to using 
the thesaurus in the databases so that they‘ve got a fairly good grasp of the 
keywords around their area (SA1). 
 
Two American nursing PhD students shared affirmative experiences of group and 
individualised information literacy instruction.  Both had undertaken their 
doctorates after some absence from academic work and found that information 
literacy training provided methods for performing more effectively and efficiently.  
The first described an initial group session targeted toward incoming doctoral 
learners with varied backgrounds and experience.  The second student expressed 
that individualised consultation ameliorated some of her anxiety about the task of 
literature seeking. 
 
A lot of people are at different levels coming into a doctorate program.  
Some of them have done some sort of research and some people haven‘t 
done any.  So it‘s nice to pull everybody up to the same page, even if they 
haven‘t had as much experience with it.  Everybody got the same 
information (CU5).  
 
I have to say it was very anxiety-producing to try and find just the best way 
to do a lit search. … So I made an appointment, and I sat down with the 
health sciences librarian for about two hours.  And then I also took the 
PubMed and the Web of Science class (CU3). 
 
Australian university libraries now offer a wider array of elective workshops and 
short sessions.  This Australian candidate, an educational researcher, recognised his 
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own tendency to seek out Google-mediated resources and later complemented that 
practice by searching in academic databases as well.   
 
I also did one or two courses run by the university here, by the library, which 
have focused on online technology and that was very much about database 
searching.  So yes, that was extremely valuable because in terms of the 
actual electronic databases like ProQuest and some of the other ones that 
access journal articles I wasn‘t familiar with.  In the workplace before I 
started the doctorate I would generally go to Google or to a common 
database.  But the scientific databases which contain the academic articles—
that was something new to me (CA2). 
 
Formal doctoral research coursework is unusual in Australia. Given that context, an 
Australian education researcher expressed both admiration for the information 
literacy instruction provided by academic librarians and regret that students did not 
take advantage of their expertise.   
 
What a fantastic thing to actually teach people.  … [Students] don‘t realise 
you can actually ask the librarian for help.  There are experts who are here to 
teach you how to manage this incredible resource (CA4). 
 
Comments such as these displayed an apparent harmony between librarians‘ 
perceptions of graduate learners‘ information requirements and the information 
literacy programs into which university libraries have invested extensively.  At 
times, though, that perception was altered by somewhat dismissive descriptions such 
as ‗library sort of tours‘ (SU6), ‗a little orientation course involving graduate 
students‘ (SU4) and ‗a library orientation program [where doctoral students] talk to 
the librarians who instruct them on how to use databases and things like that‘ (SA3).   
 
Macauley (2001a) has found that doctoral researchers in science programs are not 
inclined to approach librarians for information literacy instruction.  That tendency 
was echoed in the remarks of an Australian science librarian who spoke of the self-
motivation and preference for independent learning commonly voiced by doctoral 
learners.  He confirmed that particular characteristic of science researchers, for 
whom the research project is of primary importance.  In the sciences, information 
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literacy events of gathering, organising and writing about the literature have a part 
to play, but are not necessarily central.  Understanding the world wherein scientists 
operate, this librarian recognised an information literacy agenda without imposing a 
library-centric approach.  Instead, he remained flexible to learning needs and styles.   
 
I think science students like to try and figure things out themselves. … 
There‘s a strong inclination to figure it out and do it themselves. ... I think, in 
terms of information literacy, it‘s doing whatever is required.  Some of them 
want to come over here and take part of a class.  Some of them just want to 
stay in their office and figure it out themselves, maybe learn about it online, 
do a tutorial, then figure it out themselves.  If they can‘t figure it out 
themselves, as a last resort they ask for assistance (LA5).  
 
Thus, the appropriateness of information literacy instruction for all learners can be 
called into question.    
 
7.4 Information Illiteracy: Problematising an Assumption 
Librarians often espouse an egalitarian principle of equal access to information and 
practice an educational mission to promote instruction in the skills that produce 
information literate learners.  I do not contest that librarians and the LIS community 
direct their literacy work toward learners; information literacy is intended for the 
benefit of learners.  However, I question whether the same librarians and educators 
subject the language, mission and practices borne of this ideology to scrutiny.  In 
select instances, librarian participants did question what information literacy might 
mean to people other than librarians.  ‗Information literacy is a fantastic bit of 
jargon.  We always think people know what that means but they don‘t‘ (LA3), said 
one Australian librarian.  Another Australian librarian restated that observation: ‗I 
don‘t think that they have the sense or idea of information literacy.  They have a 
topic, they have a research direction, and they want to do the best job that they can‘ 
(LA5).  Their remarks were exceptional rather than typical.   
 
Describing interactions with doctoral candidates, the librarians all related genuine 
concern for making literature accessible and manageable, and for facilitating a 
productive information experience.  Information literacy as construct and practice 
lies at the core of librarians‘ instructional work.  The examples of librarians‘ 
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teaching practices indicated a focused educational mission in their engagements 
with postgraduates and an underlying belief that being information literate assures 
academic, intellectual and cultural success.  This PhD candidate in a human 
development and family studies program illustrated a stereotypical student in need.  
Librarians use profiles such as this to validate their approach to postgraduate 
students‘ information needs.   Information literacy instructors hope to reach other 
such information illiterate students that this American postgraduate exemplified. 
 
I think there‘s the tedious process of identifying the literature, that I think 
requires a very practical set of skills that I‘m not sure I have.  And in all 
honesty, I neglect non-web-based literature, just in the interest of time and 
energy.  I do get to the library occasionally, but not just for the sake of 
exploring.  If I can find something else that‘s fairly similar, I‘ll just go with 
the web version of it (CU4).   
 
From the perspective of many librarians (for example, Di Matteo 2004; Grassian 
2004; Kuruppu & Gruber 2006; Yee 1989), information skills need to be learned, 
and librarians should teach such skills.  However, one aspect of the information 
literacy agenda is seldom examined. Macauley (2000, 2001b) contends that 
discussions regarding the need for postgraduates to acquire information literacy 
skills emanate from a deficit model.  Norgaard (2003), referring to college students 
in general, concurs: ‗Mandates for information literacy presume that students are not 
information literate‘ (p. 126).  This dualistic position is essentially library-centric 
and contends that learners are information illiterate if they cannot be identified as 
information literate.  In short, information illiterate individuals are characterised as 
lacking the wherewithal to negotiate the current information rich environment 
(Green & Macauley 2007).  Generally, the LIS community assumes that many 
postgraduate learners require remediation. 
 
Under these circumstances, students require intervention from information 
specialists, that is, librarians, in order to acquire information literacy 
attributes that will help them succeed in a demanding program of graduate 
studies.  Postgraduates who do not enter the doctorate directly from a 
research-based undergraduate or masters program are assumed to lack 
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expertise in dealing with this complex information environment (Green & 
Macauley 2007, p. 320).   
 
Attention to postgraduate students‘ lack of adequate information seeking abilities 
and information management and synthesising skills is easily found in the LIS 
literature (for example, Abbott & Selzer 2002; Winston & Fields 2003).  Practising 
librarians and the LIS community have responded to this condition of information 
illiteracy through the American ACRL information literacy standards (2000) and 
comparable policies from other nations.  The ACRL standards provide a checklist of 
attributes within five central standards, 22 performance indicators and 87 outcomes.  
The ANZIIL (Bundy, 2004) framework from Australia resembles the ACRL 
standards in its four overarching principles and six core performance standards.  
However, the Australian and New Zealand agenda is less prescriptive, in that it has 
been influenced by Bruce‘s (1997a; Edwards & Bruce 2004) work that socially 
contextualises individuals‘ information experiences.  
 
Overt attention to developing information skills as a remediation technique 
promotes an inaccurate dichotomy—that is, a person is either information literate or 
information illiterate.  The term ―information illiteracy‖ is sprinkled throughout LIS 
and library instruction literature but lacks a clear definition.  At the onset of an 
emerging information literacy era, the American organisation LOEX (Library 
Instruction Exchange) convened a 1989 conference strategically entitled Coping 
with information illiteracy: bibliographic instruction for the information age.  That 
event marked an assumed duality of information literacy–information illiteracy that 
remains relatively unchallenged.   In an essay spotlighting librarians‘ instructional 
contributions to undergraduate education, Grassian (2004) decries the ‗widespread 
information illiteracy‘ (p. 24) endemic to college campuses.  She asks,  
 
What does this say about the quality of liberal arts education, when students 
are so unprepared to conduct independent research and to weight the value 
of one resource or research tool over another? (p. 24).  
 
A recent inquiry into the information needs of graduate students and academics at 
one American university further illustrates the presumption of information illiteracy.  
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In this study, the investigators conclude that students and other academic 
researchers overestimate their information skills.  
 
The information finding skills of many scholars are poor, contrary to what 
they think. … They frequently fail to ask for help, often because of an 
unwarranted self confidence in their information seeking skills (Kuruppu & 
Gruber 2006, p. 620). 
 
In general, the LIS community and librarian practitioners expect students to exhibit 
information and research skills deficiencies.  Andretta (2006), for example, calls for 
expanding library instruction programs in order to respond to these conditions.  
While much of the interpretation of learners‘ deficiencies stems from studies with 
undergraduates, the tendency to transfer information literacy methods from 
undergraduate to postgraduate students also conveys the presumption of information 
illiteracy. 
 
The deficit model is widespread throughout educational and library literatures.  
Clearly stated assumptions that students lack the skills necessary to produce texts of 
academic quality are embedded in academic writing pedagogies.  A panel of the 
National Council of Teachers of English in 1988 explored the range of deficit 
theories around language learning.  Fox (1990), in critiquing the panel‘s 
conclusions, discovers an overarching presumption of ‗ignorance and inability in 
students and children‘ (p. 66).  He asserts that deficit theories identify ‗students by 
their deficiencies … [and] tend to reduce writing to a set of discrete skills to be 
learned‘ (p. 66).  As argued earlier, the ACRL information literacy standards 
articulate a similar focus on skills development.   
 
The deficiency presumption is found in tertiary education as well, where programs 
for teaching basic academic writing are founded on an assumption that college 
students lack essential literacies for making meaning and developing academic 
discourse.  Yet when Lea and Street (1998) examine the study skills approach to 
academic literacies, they pronounce it  
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a set of atomised skills which students have to learn and which are then 
transferable to other contexts.  The focus is on attempts to ‗fix‘ problems 
with student learning, which are treated as a kind of pathology (pp. 158–9).   
 
Kamler and Thomson (2006), too, are concerned that, ‗problems with [doctoral] 
writing are most often seen in skill-deficit terms‘ (p. 5).  Despite their attention, this 
view of doctoral students remains widely held.  Researchers such as Boote and Beile 
(2005) reinforce the deficient learner view in their finding that American doctoral 
students are unprepared to craft competent literature reviews and, thereby, are 
unable to contribute to the scholarship of their fields.   
 
Neither the deficient learner view nor the associated language is neutral.  Attention 
to teaching writing skills parallels a prevailing assumption embedded in librarians‘ 
approaches to information literacy and the language used to describe it.  Yet, the 
critical perspective requires closer inspection of the deficient learner model.  
Pawley‘s (2003) remark resonates: ‗The LIS community also needs to pay more 
critical attention to language use‘ (p. 425).  Indeed, I must question how doctoral 
candidates, or any learner for that matter, would react to being labeled information 
illiterate so openly and frequently.   
 
Ascribing lower status to others does not seem to be librarians‘ intention; 
nevertheless, that may be the outcome by their very use of information illiteracy.  
Lankshear and Knobel (2003) emphasise that labels such as ―illiteracy‖ and 
―illiterate‖ bear powerful social connotations: ‗being illiterate tended to be 
associated with being poor, being of marginal status and so on‘ (p. 8).  The use of 
illiteracy in the arena of academic writing is problematic, in that it functions to 
demarcate distinct groups; the term assigns the condition of being illiterate to one 
group (students) and ‗affirms the faculty‘s membership in the society of the literate‘ 
(Rose 1985, p. 354).  In recent decades, the LIS community has followed suit by 
situating librarians in a self-determined role of expertise: ‗We are the experts in 
information literacy skills‘ (Yee 1989, p. 44). 
 
Information literacy educators provide taught courses, instructional sessions, and 
point-of-use tutorials and resources designed for multiple learning modes.  Some 
librarian interviewees expressed concern that, despite these efforts, advanced 
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information literacy learning was not occurring.  An Australian coordinator of a 
multi-format information literacy program outlined the problem of information 
illiteracy among doctoral students. 
 
Of course if they come into a doctoral program and they‘ve been used to just 
Googling everything, they have not been being exposed to the key journals 
in their areas.  They haven‘t been exposed to what is a refereed journal.  And 
we‘ve had complaints from academics who said they give an assignment and 
everything has been Googled … [Candidates] might be very proficient in 
their own profession but certainly they would be functioning at the level of a 
first commencing undergraduate student.  So we would have postgraduate 
students whose competency levels, whose skills and ability would be the 
same as a commencing undergraduate or even less than a commencing 
undergraduate (LA1). 
 
An Australian librarian who liaised with information technology and engineering 
students echoed an oft-repeated opinion concerning librarians‘ and others‘ 
observations of postgraduates‘ overuse of Google.   
 
I think, and there‘s this perception amongst students—and I say IT and 
engineering students because they do tend to be more technical—they‘re 
much more comfortable doing searches on Google.  Well, it seems to me 
that they are.  But that‘s what they think they should be. They kind of think 
that‘s where they want to look.  And that‘s nice and easy and free and all this 
sort of stuff. … I think this is universal.  They don‘t want to put too much 
effort into finding stuff.  They sort of want to plug a few words in and get 
ten top quality articles out the other end (LA4). 
 
An Australian librarian who liaised with mathematics and physics faculty described 
his approach of addressing information deficiencies, rather than competencies, when 
meeting with incoming doctoral students.  
 
I don‘t assume that they‘re very sophisticated with searching at all. … I 
don‘t even assume that they know that much about the library because, for 
example, with mathematics and physics, again I‘m generalising, but just 
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because you‘ve done an honours degree here doesn‘t mean you know the 
library that well.  And also things change over time.  So I think through 
experience I‘ve learned that just because someone has studied here or at a 
similar institution recently, it doesn‘t mean that they are too familiar with the 
resources they need to use or have the skills that they'll need.  And in the 
case where someone has been away studying or away working for a number 
of years, then really I‘ll just start from scratch (LA5). 
 
An American librarian reflected on the varied backgrounds of doctoral students in 
an EdD program, questioning their academic preparation for literature searching:  
‗We do get a great number who have never searched a database, and they‘ve been 
able to get through their coursework without doing that.  How, we don‘t know‘ 
(LU1).  The theme was heard again in a striking expression of an Australian health 
sciences librarian‘s assumption that doctoral students are information deficient. 
 
I think that what is a bit scary is how little they know.  I find that a bit scary 
and how few databases they‘re using and that sort of thing.  It‘s a bit of 
challenge.  But you normally take them where they are. … One would hope 
that learned something in their undergraduate research classes, but it seems 
to turn out that quite often they don‘t know much, and they‘re using Google 
and Google Scholar.  The library, you can imagine, spends a lot of money on 
databases, scholarly databases and so on. … I think there is a lot of illiteracy 
out there (emphases added, LA6). 
 
When asked about the potential for interacting with doctoral students other than 
through general tutorials and orientations, an American librarian cited a group of 
adult learners who, in her view, exhibited considerable information needs.   
 
We have a lot of returning students in education, and they are clueless.  And 
they want you to do all this work.  So that‘s a ripe area for getting involved 
with doctoral students (LU5).  
 
The next example of doctoral students‘ need for remediation came from an 
American social sciences librarian, who also acted in the role as doctoral advisor.  
She prefaced her remarks by outlining weaknesses in her institution‘s EdD program 
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which seemed reflected in candidates insufficiently demonstrating scholarship 
through their literature reviews.  Her remarks associated information literacy to the 
whole of literature reviewing, and a deficiency in one area signaled inadequacy 
elsewhere.   
 
The more I‘ve worked with students who are doing bad proposals, I think 
they‘re bad because they don‘t understand the literature in their subject area. 
They don‘t know that they‘re not choosing a good methodology because 
they haven‘t really looked at methodologies.  They don‘t have a theory base 
because they haven‘t read well enough, exhaustively enough. … [I] try to get 
them to go back and look at the literature, and I don‘t know whether it‘s 
intellectual laziness or whether they just don‘t get it (LU2).  
 
I argue that the label of information illiteracy is value-laden and pejorative. 
Furthermore, an assumption of information illiteracy implies that some people 
(learners) require information remediation while others (librarians) comprehend and 
control resources, mechanisms and access to information.  One of the few who 
address presumed information deficiencies is Shanbhag (2007), who recommends 
departing from the 
 
facile labeling of students in two extreme categories of information 
literate— either lazy, deficient users of information in need of a cure, or 
tech-savvy personalities who are already information savvy (para 12).   
 
Consonant with the LIS literature, librarian respondents promoted information 
literacy for all learners and centralised librarians in information literacy instruction.  
However, several doctoral candidate respondents stopped short of saying that they 
used information literacy instruction and tools, although a number of them indicated 
information literacy confidence and proficiency. They recounted that they preferred 
to execute information literacy activities of gathering, organising and critiquing 
independently.  I now turn to these findings.  
 
7.5 Intentional Learners: Gathering and Organising Literature 
Information specialists and librarians conceive of information literacy as a domain 
into which students should fit rather than consider that students may have their own 
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information competencies, even though the attributes may be individualised, tacit, 
unrecognised or differently named.  This section concentrates on doctoral 
participants‘ descriptions of their abilities to seek, manage and evaluate literature, 
rather than on what others say about their information capacities.  Rather than 
assume that doctoral candidates function as information illiterate, I chose an 
alternative, critical view, one invoked by Shor (1992): ‗The critical paradigm … 
respects the knowledge, experience, and language of students.  It does not 
mythologize them as deficits‘ (p. 202).  A number of self-constructed strategies and 
techniques for engaging with information and complex bodies of literature emerged 
from their stories, suggesting information literacy skills that may not have been 
acknowledged otherwise.   
 
The phrase ―information literacy‖ rarely occurred in candidates‘ and supervisors‘ 
narratives, yet the construct was present.  It appeared that information literacy 
events were taking place throughout the process of doctoral literature reviewing, and 
candidates readily articulated their methods for locating, accumulating, filtering and 
organising research literature.  Describing the initial stages of hunting and gathering 
literature, candidates used terminology such as, ―literature searching‖, ―database 
inquiries‖, ―scanning journals of interest‖ and ―preliminary literature reviews‖, 
signifying that they were undertaking activities associated with information literacy.  
From these descriptions grew an evolving premise that many of the graduate 
respondents could be considered information literate.  Fox‘s (1990) critique is 
supportive; he asserts that deficit theories emanate ‗from the mistaken idea that 
students need to develop ―basic skills‖ that, in fact, they already possess‘ (p. 66). 
 
Themes of self-reliance and independent learning ran throughout the candidates‘ 
narratives, regardless of whether they were functioning in early, middle or advanced 
stages of candidature.  Some indicated that they interacted with librarians or used 
instructional tools provided by the library, either by choice or as a result of 
coursework requirements, while others did not.  Doctoral students are intentional 
learners who prefer to personalise their learning experiences as quickly as possible, 
and for many that means acquiring basic information literacy skills in an early phase 
and then continuing to teach themselves.  An early-stage Australian candidate 
illustrated that inclination. 
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I just started from getting into databases, and, now I can‘t remember how I 
knew which ones to get into.  I think [my university] provided an online 
toolkit.  And [my supervisor] just suggested looking at that.  I got in contact 
with [the liaison librarian] as well, and then they suggested exploring the 
website, getting into the library, having a bit of a swim around there and just 
working out how to use it (CA5). 
 
Education and nursing researchers who follow social science research methods 
gather and read literature broadly across their disciplines, using it to learn 
disciplinary culture and norms.  On the other hand, biological and physical scientists 
more narrowly circumscribe their methods for literature gathering.  Science 
candidates described specific descriptors, keywords and central concepts to locate 
their sources.  Then they applied targeted strategies for evaluating and sorting the 
literature.  Having completed an undergraduate program at an American university 
similar to an Australian honours degree, this second year PhD candidate in geology 
spoke of having previous knowledge of the literature.  When asked how he devised 
filtering mechanisms, he related that he applied his prior experience with 
disciplinary journals and his familiarity with other researchers in the field.   
 
There are different filters.  There‘s the quality of the journal.  [I decide] 
whether or not I know other work that the author has done.  If I know that 
their work is pertinent and interesting and good, then I‘m more likely to use 
it (CU8). 
 
Postgraduate respondents, regardless of whether they were in the first year of 
candidature or nearing completion, exhibited autonomous tendencies as literature 
searchers.  Some recalled meeting with a librarian for consultation in database 
selection and use, while most indicated a preference to continue literature seeking 
independently by developing personalised techniques.  Two educational researchers 
described the dynamic process of hunting, gathering and staying on track.  
 
Some of that I learned just by trial and error on my own.  A lot of times 
[librarians] would just get me started and then I‘d just go from there.  And a 
lot of it was just playing around.  And I‘d stumble on something and then I‘d 
back track, and I‘d say, ‗Ah, this is how I did that‘.  And I did find that it 
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helped a lot when I was doing database searches if I had a blank piece of 
paper there next to me and I write down each step that I take (CU2). 
In many ways it‘s very much a constructivist learning exercise. … I had a 
pretty good feel for what had been written already before I even applied [to 
the doctoral program].  And then as I‘ve been going through the study as 
well it‘s been a very dynamic process.  It‘s not just a one-shot kind of thing 
because obviously new research is being released constantly and so I‘m 
constantly trying to stay up on what‘s been released since I began my study 
(CA3). 
 
7.6 Intentional Learners: Citation Tracing 
Advanced students learn to identify key citations quickly from readings, and then 
they begin tracing footnotes, endnotes and bibliographies to build their own 
collections.  Doctoral students also realise that becoming conversant in their 
research fields requires familiarity with the ways that disciplinary conventions are 
transmitted through citing practices.  While some consider it primarily a safeguard 
against plagiarism, advanced students realise that citation also provides, ‗a 
productive means to frame questions, establish currency and credibility, advertise 
allegiances, and explore disagreements and open questions‘ (Norgaard 2004, p. 
223). The nature of scientific research lends itself to distribution throughout its 
communities, and scientists make extensive use of the internet for gathering and 
disseminating research publications.  Despite the reservations that librarians and 
academics may have about the trustworthiness of publications found by Googling, 
some postgraduate searchers indicated that they made efficient use of the search 
engine.  Indicating efficient and effective techniques, this wildlife biologist 
described a strategy for gathering relevant literature using other researchers‘ self-
citations.    
 
Some authors are doing very similar stuff to myself, so once I‘ve found out 
one [or] maybe a couple of papers, then I‘ll have a look at their name or 
might even put their name into Google and see where they‘re based and 
what other research they‘ve done.  I definitely do have some authors which I 
try and find out more about. … I found out another way to search for the 
papers was to type their names in and find the profile within the university, 
and a lot of times they had their publications listed, as well as the pdf‘s next 
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to their names so I could actually download all their papers at once rather 
than going through the journals and finding them (CA9).   
 
This method of drawing from published researchers‘ reference lists is one strategy 
for targeting literature gathering to a specific field and its experts.  At this stage, 
database searching is de-emphasised, and citation tracing becomes a preferred 
strategy.  Interviewed during her first year of candidature, an Australian 
postgraduate described the technique of ‗looking at other references at the back of 
articles, working out where can I head from here‘ (CA5).  For most doctoral 
students, footnote tracing or tracking citations backward and forward becomes the 
most efficient way of quickly building a body of related readings (George et al. 
2006), and this technique is eventually used to the exclusion of other strategies for 
building bibliographies.  Green and Macauley (2007) concur: ‗Tracing footnotes 
allows student scholars to determine their discipline‘s generational scope and to 
develop an understanding of the field and spheres of influence within it‘ (p. 325).  
An American educational researcher–candidate illustrated the practice. 
 
I run database searches and I find articles that look potentially germane … 
Then I make notations on them, and when I get a group that seem to be 
pretty good, I‘m also collecting the bibliographies from some articles and 
looking to see what authors are mentioned commonly or most often (CU1). 
 
As candidates make the transition from exploring electronic and print bibliographic 
tools to citation tracing, they gain a sense of the their disciplinary community‘s 
research requirements and are able to relate their projects to the work of senior 
researchers and others in their fields.  Continuing to demonstrate characteristic 
independence, doctoral candidates from all disciplines indicated that they adopted 
the strategy of citation tracing as a means to evaluate the quality of sources and 
expand their bibliographies.  Asked how he went about learning to sort the wheat 
from the chaff, a PhD candidate in chemistry responded, 
 
Experience, I guess.  I started with pulling a lot of stuff that was not [useful].  
I pulled it based on the abstract, and once I read the whole paper I realised 
that it was not as useful as I had imagined.  But I think anytime something is 
cited in literature that I‘ve already found to be useful, then, generally 
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speaking, I‘ll give more weight to that piece.  That indicates that it may be 
more targeted to what I‘m interested in (CU7). 
 
Historical research, such as that conducted in nursing, requires dynamic exploration 
of literature and archival writings, from which evolves a chronology of events, 
people and ideas.  One PhD student explained: ‗Every good nurse historian or 
historian looks at the endnotes or the footnotes and … and that leads me to the next 
place‘ (CU3).  Another nursing candidate related that she too was tracing the lineage 
of her research area through the literature. 
 
For my concept, I think it was important to go back further to see the history, 
to see the early researchers and the ideas that they had and how we came 
from those ideas.  And it was also interesting to me to see the ebb and flow 
and interest in a topic.  For instance, in my topic, there‘s a lot of interest in 
the 80‘s.  And then it kind of waxed and waned, and people didn‘t seem as 
interested in it.  [Recently] … more people [are] interested in it. And so for 
me, it was good to go back further.  … Hopefully I‘ve learned how to better 
direct my research and get some good ideas, even from the reference lists 
(CU5). 
 
Describing citation tracing as ‗following a chain‘ (CA3), this educator and doctoral 
researcher illustrated multiple approaches to gathering from the past. 
 
So as I was reading different articles then of course I would be paying 
attention to the references that were cited in those key articles, and then … I 
would follow those references and see where they led me and continued to 
follow those references back through time. … And I would be looking 
specifically for my topic within those particular journals that I thought might 
have some relevance or again continuing to follow those references. … And 
the more I see something referenced, the more it rises in my priority pile 
(CA3).  
 
Candidates also understood the tenets of scholarly communication, describing 
methods for sharing and building upon research via communication with their 
disciplinary communities.  A doctoral candidate who presented regularly at 
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education conferences described his targeted approach of using specific community 
publications: ‗I would go to conferences where papers were presented and follow 
the references that they had included‘ (CA3). A geology PhD student used a similar 
practice, saying, ‗I talk to people at conferences and tell them what I‘m doing, and 
they might suggest something.  Once I find something interesting, then I follow the 
references within that and go from there‘ (CU8).  Another science candidate 
articulated the sense of research and disciplinary community that can form through 
ancestral tracing:  ‗I think to some extent, you get a sense of a multiple number of 
sources that just working with yourself and your advisor you may not get a sense of 
the entire body of thinking out there‘ (CU7).  
 
It is important to note that, while these narrated reactions indicated confidence in the 
information literacy cycle of locating, filtering, organising, reflecting and 
synthesising, most doctoral candidates developed their skills without direct 
instruction.  Several also mentioned that they had learned literature review 
techniques in their honours program, during their master‘s research or as 
undergraduates, and that training had been foundational to their pursuing, critiquing 
and writing about the literature (CA1, CA3, CA8, CU5, CU6, CU7).  One way or 
another, they expressed that they had been reviewing literature for a long time.   
 
Nursing respondents CU3 and CU5 received training from an academic librarian 
specialist and completed a taught course in literature review preparation.  Of the 
eighteen doctoral candidates interviewed, five education and two nursing students 
(four Americans and three Australians) described taking required coursework, 
enrolling in a library tutorial or seminar, or intentionally contacting a liaison 
librarian.  Two science candidates, both Americans, mentioned brief contacts with 
library staff, primarily for the purpose of acquiring interlibrary loans.  The 
remaining nine candidates—two nursing, four education and three science (two 
Americans and seven Australians)—did not recount interacting with librarians or 
using library information literacy guides and tutorials.  With the exception of one 
candidate who seemed to regret lacking a ‗very practical set of skills‘ (CU4), 
candidate participants did not express self doubt or any sense of deficiency in the 
abilities to locate, accumulate, organise, critique and manage the literature.  Without 
acknowledging themselves as information literate, student participants indicated an 
information literacy foundation derived from prior education and earlier research 
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projects, developed independently, gained through interactions with mentors, 
academics, and peers or built using a combination of approaches.   
 
7.7 Intentional Learners: Knowing When Enough is Enough  
Perhaps the most telling example of information literacy competence can be found 
at the conclusion of the literature review process, when student scholars finally 
decide that they have gathered enough literature.  Establishing boundaries and 
finding the assurance to say ―I have enough‖ demonstrate not only intellectual 
confidence but also a mature understanding of disciplinary, theoretical and 
empirical methods literatures.  Knowing when sufficient literature has been 
accumulated can be foremost on the minds of many doctoral candidates, particularly 
in the latter stages of thesis writing.  For advanced researchers, deciding when 
enough literature has been assimilated is as essential as knowing when to begin 
gathering resources.  Students‘ knowing when they have enough literature is linked 
to reading, which Kwan (2008) explains this way:   
 
Equally vexing is the amount of reading that needs to be done.  Questions 
such as when to stop reading, when to start the research, and when to focus 
on writing are unfortunately seldom addressed in thesis manuals or writing 
programs (p. 43). 
 
When asked, ―How will you know when you have enough literature?‖ most 
respondents were perceptively amused.  The deeper students traversed into literature 
reviewing, the higher the piles of literature grew, and the more they puzzled over 
finding balance and establishing boundaries.  One candidate reported that it was 
necessary ‗to find everything that has been written on my topic and really become 
an expert on my very narrow field‘ (CA3).   Each student gave an individualised, 
situated answer; each had apparently considered the endpoint of literature seeking 
and synthesising.   
 
Candidates, supervisors and librarians consistently responded to this interview 
question with some variation on ―When saturation is reached‖.  They ceased 
gathering literature when that endeavour no longer led to new information or 
concepts.  An Australian candidate reflected the tension between the perception that 
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true scholarship requires endless gathering and making the decision that enough 
literature has been consumed. 
 
I think there are two answers to that.  One is that, and it‘s kind of the 
intuitive one, that you‘ll never actually have enough because the literature is 
continually expanding.  You‘re always updating.  You‘re coming across 
something that you didn‘t know existed before or you‘re going down a 
particular path; it takes you into a whole new realm of literature.  So that‘s 
my kind of intuitive, emotive kind of response.  But a more rational one 
would be, you can actually get to a point where, if you pick up an article and 
there is nothing new in it, if you don‘t get any new ideas or they‘re talking 
about every or their reference lists, you‘ve actually read everything in their 
reference list.  I think that‘s a kind of a point at which you can say, ‗I‘m on 
top of the literature‘ (CA2). 
 
Another Australian researcher in an education field had embarked on a relatively 
new research area.  The situation offered a mixed blessing of knowing where the 
parameters lay and having relatively little literature from which to draw.   
 
With the philosophy side, it‘s not a huge body of literature yet.  I know the 
names of most of the people writing in that area.  It‘s one of those kinds of 
fields that have only got a dozen to two dozen quite prominent people 
writing in it.  And there‘s only a handful of journals, and they‘re only just 
starting off, and I know all of them.  So I‘ll know I have saturated that area 
quite easily because I‘ll know I‘ll have read everything there is to read 
basically or at least everyone else seems to read.  Or if I haven‘t I‘ll know 
that I don‘t need to because it‘s small enough that I think I‘ll get a good 
picture of the terrain (CA7).   
 
An American student in a program of adult learning studies expressed earlier that 
she was having difficulty locating literature.  Then she offered astute observations 
about continuing to gather literature that might fit into the review. 
 
There was a point for me where I‘d been told several times, ‗Stop looking at 
the literature and start writing.  Don‘t use it as a procrastination tool.  Don‘t 
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use it to second guess yourself‘.  There comes a point at which you have to 
accept that you have what you have and move forward or you‘re never going 
to get done (CU2). 
 
A nursing doctoral candidate shared her experience of realising that she was able to 
define and declare boundaries on the literature review.  As she was about to 
conclude her master‘s dissertation, she was given a packet of what might have been 
highly relevant literature.  She chose instead to trust her own judgement and stay the 
course toward completion. 
 
[It‘s as if] you‘re never finished.  The week I thought I was going to hand 
my master‘s in, I inherited a second supervisor. … And the second 
supervisor said, ‗I‘ve just been to this fabulous conference‘, and handed me 
an envelope of papers.  I said, ‗I‘m not even going to open that envelope‘.  
She was really shocked.  I went, ‗I can‘t read another thing; I‘m not touching 
it‘.  I went ahead, and it was fine. … I think you have to say, ‗Enough is 
well‘, don‘t you (CA8). 
 
As postgraduates progressively make decisions about the directions their research 
and writing will take, they realise legitimate participation in the research and 
practice communities.  Their sense of empowerment increases, as this science 
candidate exemplified. 
 
I‘d say for me it‘s rather subjective.  Now my advisor and some of the other 
guys in my group probably have more focus on numbers [of citations].  But I 
think that, when you‘re writing, the best, concise writing is when you can be 
very specific and be very concise.  And when you‘re being specific and 
concise and you‘re referring to prior work, then you‘re really referring to 
one specific set of prior work.  And once you‘ve cited that, there‘s nothing 
more to be cited.  Now I know that there are—my advisor included—[some 
who believe] that a certain length paper should have X number of citations.  
But I‘m not necessarily of that school, and I think the fact that I‘ve gotten 
some of [my] papers published without thinking that way is proof at least 
I‘m not completely off base (CU7).   
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Insightful narratives around the information literacy process as it occurs for the 
purpose of literature reviewing can be found in the theme ―When do I have 
enough?‖  An Australian education candidate near completion encapsulated the 
emotional and intellectual challenges inherent in this phase of literature reviewing.  
Her response related that she clearly understood where boundaries should be 
established and did so capably. 
 
Gradually as you become familiar with what you‘re reading you understand 
it and become sure that you‘ve covered a significant amount.  So then it‘s 
not so overwhelming because you see that you have just read a lot of 
literature and you‘re able to draw on it to surmise it and critique it. [You 
reach a] saturation point. … You just have to stop reading and [realise] that 
you can always continue reading and there‘s always something else. … But 
basically you have to just do your best to cover everything, to have a well 
rounded, informative literature review that critiques, that you‘re engaged 
with it, and you just have to say at a certain point it‘s professional enough 
and be confident in your professional ability to say, ‗No, that‘s enough‘.  
That‘s a scary process for a lot of people (CA1). 
 
Bruce (1994c, 2001b) has carefully interrogated the graduate literature review 
process.  She notes that delimiting the scope of the literature review ‗poses a 
significant dilemma to students, and further it is a problem to which there are no cut 
and dried solutions‘ (Bruce 1994c, p.435).  It would seem, however, that a handful 
of American and Australian doctoral candidates found their own solutions based on 
prior experience and self-confident judgement.  
 
7.8 Summary 
Advanced information literacy is achieved through practice, critical thinking, 
reflection and the capacity to use information drawn from several sources to create 
new knowledge—the goal of doctoral research.  The narrated experiences and 
perspectives illustrated doctoral students‘ understanding and employment of 
information literacy skills, regardless of whether direct interaction with librarians or 
with library instructional resources had occurred.  Respondents offered broader 
interpretations of information literacy that encompassed learners‘ landscapes.  In 
this chapter, I made a critical shift from library-centric definitions of information 
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deployment to doctoral candidates‘ personalised capacities in the information 
literacy continuum.  In these cases, information literacy was developed as an early 
stage doctoral literacy, and with few exceptions, doctoral candidates quickly 
advanced toward information seeking and literature gathering, deliberately 
channelling these efforts into the focused project.  Doctoral researchers typified the 
state of being information literate, knowing how to deploy their own learning styles 
and engage with the literature in the process of converting information into new 
knowledge through individualised, ‗genuine inquiry‘ (Norgaard 2004, p. 223).   
 
In the view of professional library and information science associations, librarian 
educators and librarians, information literacy is the select domain of librarianship 
(Kapitzke 2003a; Pawley 1998, 2003).  However, to propose that only librarians are 
able to impart information literacy skills is to ignore the finding that many doctoral 
students either deliberately chose or were disposed toward acquiring critical 
literacies and skills independently, through trial and error and with self-regulated 
learning tactics.  By drawing attention to doctoral candidates‘ strategies for 
engaging with information, I have reconsidered the library-centric position of 
information literacy. 
 
Doctoral candidates‘ information literacy confidence arises in the study data, often 
directly contradicting the deficit view.  Confidence does not necessarily authenticate 
competence.  However, I chose to interpret these narratives from the position of 
valuing students‘ prior knowledge (Freire 1999; Freire & Macedo 1987; Shor 1992) 
in order to offer an alternative understanding of doctoral candidates‘ engagements 
with information.  This perspective delineates an important move from dominant 
views found in the LIS literature.  Participants reported favourable and 
advantageous exchanges between librarians and candidates.  At the same time, 
evidence pointed to candidates‘ capably deploying information literacy activities 
without having been remediated through information literacy instruction.  The 
narratives exposed a tension between librarians‘ perceptions of information illiterate 
students who did not receive or respond to intervention and doctoral students‘ 
descriptions of their indigenous information literacy practices, regardless of whether 
they had interacted with librarians or received information literacy instruction.   
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The language of the library and information science field implies a deficit 
perspective that has remained largely unexamined and unchallenged.  Kapitzke 
(2003a) and Pawley (1998, 2003) emphasise that this language must be examined 
reflexively by those who write and speak it.  Rather than assume the condition of 
being information literate as a quantifiable skill set, a different view considers 
literacy with information as a social and cultural practice where competencies are 
dynamic and interpreted from learners‘ perspectives.  Doing so may influence a 
critical turn in librarians‘ instructional practice to ‗a more situated, process-oriented, 
and relevant information literacy‘ (Norgaard 2004, p. 224).   
 
The complexities of a doctorate require investigating social and intellectual 
processes and associated literacies.  To regard doctoral literacies, including 
information literacy, as generative and recursive (Norgaard 2004) is to depict the 
doctoral experience more accurately.  It is more productive to appreciate that 
candidates are intrinsically motivated to develop information literacy attributes, 
although students may not name their informational activities as such. 
 
In the presence of the doctoral literature review process, information literacy does 
not stand alone as a single literacy but instead joins in a compatible relationship 
with other doctoral literacies.  Information literacy is one of several ‗complex 
communicative acts‘ (Norgaard 2004, p. 221) integrated throughout doctoral 
literature reviewing.  The following chapter explores the expansive territories of 
reading and writing as associated critical doctoral literacies.   
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Chapter 8.   Doctoral Reading and Writing: Powerful  
   Literacies 
 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter pursues the situated meanings of doctoral reading and writing literacies 
and positions the literature review as a pedagogy through which these critical 
literacies are learned.  Academic reading and writing literacies are co-constructed in 
the ‗highly sophisticated literacy practice‘ of literature reviewing (Kwan 2008, p. 
54). At the same time, there exists an important link between information literacy 
and doctoral writing and reading.  ‗In so many vital ways, writing makes 
information literacy robust‘ (Norgaard 2004, p. 225), and interview examples 
indicate also that doctoral reading makes an equal contribution to doctoral learning 
and literature reviewing. Thus, the literature review is a locus of practice where 
advanced information literacy, reading and writing skills can be sharpened (Bruce 
1994a; Kwan 2008).   
 
Searching the literature for reading and writing pedagogies produces a complex and 
unwieldy body of philosophy, research and practice.  Textual literacies claim an 
extensive territory and dominate most discussions of the written products of the 
doctorate, including the literature review.  The significance of the acts of reading 
and writing relative to literature reviewing is also attested in the volume of study 
data.  Narrative data that confirm the importance of reading and appraising 
literatures, as well as crafting the literature review as a piece of disciplinary writing, 
far outweigh data in other categories of disciplinary literacy and information 
literacy.   
 
I initially examined learning and teaching events particular to literature reviewing 
from a text-oriented posture.  Subsequently, I came to appreciate the pedagogical 
possibilities of information and disciplinary literacies and their complementarity to 
reading and writing literacies.  A supervisor of EdD students stated this 
interrelatedness of literacies.   
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The literature review is something that isn‘t just a thing.  It‘s both an 
information literacy and a reading and a writing exercise.  And it‘s also 
about conceptualising the argument.  And it‘s all of those things (SA7).   
 
This chapter depicts the literature review as a series of sociolinguistic events 
localised within the disciplinary discourses.  More than a linguistic exercise, the 
literature review presents sociocultural opportunities as well.  Stages of becoming 
acquainted and then familiar with theoretical, procedural and topical literatures 
introduce doctoral researchers to the discursive conventions of their disciplines.  For 
some, the literature review offers a window on the research ways of the discipline, 
linking candidates as readers and writers with their research cultures.   
 
The analyses in this chapter were derived by selecting and interpreting interview 
evidence concerning reading and writing practices involved in developing doctoral 
literature reviews.   Theoretical margins of critical literacy (Gee 1996; Lankshear & 
McLaren 1993; Street 1995) and academic literacies (Bizzell 1992; Lea & Street 
1998) frame the narratives. Critical perspectives invoke a closer inspection of taken-
for-granted processes (Lankshear & McLaren 1993).  This thesis proposes a new, 
holistic perspective of doctoral literature reviewing as an enterprise where doctoral 
literacies are simultaneously learned and applied.  Another aspect of literacies 
appears when doctoral candidates undertake extensive reading and writing activities 
in the formation of the literature review.   
 
Kwan (2008) contends that, in the context of literature reviewing, academic reading 
and writing are compartmentalised and treated as detached discursive activities.  
However, the interviews in my study exposed two closely bound literacies; 
reflective data analysis revealed doctoral reading and writing as interdependent and 
nearly inseparable.  The next section discusses critically the conventional approach 
of separating reading and writing literacies, presenting them instead as closely 
associated literacies when located in the literature review process.  That is followed 
by an exploration into the ways that candidates learn disciplinary discourse by 
engaging in literature reviewing and develop the notion of disciplinary discourse as 
it is derived from broader interpretations of discourse (Gee 1996; Lankshear & 
McLaren 1993) and academic discourse (Lea & Street 1998).  Then, power relations 
relative to textual engagements and potential realignments are discussed (Lankshear 
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& McLaren 1993).  The concluding sections discuss issues of discursive elitism and 
personal power that emerged from participants‘ responses to interview questions, 
such as, ―What are the silences and dominances in the literature?‖ and, ―Who 
benefits from your literature review?‖ 
 
8.2 Doctoral Reading and Writing Literacies 
No literature reviews authored by participants were read for this study; the literature 
review as an assessable academic product is not under consideration.  Rather than 
investigate decoding, semantic and schematic skills inherent in reading for the 
doctorate and creating doctoral literature, the thesis considers people‘s engagements 
with the literature and the literature reviewing phenomenon. Adhering to ‗Paolo 
Freire‘s deep respect for learners‘ (Bizzell 1992, p. 10), I draw especially on the 
doctoral candidates‘ observations, reflections and conclusions; my project 
endeavours to capture, frame and understand their experiences.  
 
Doctoral pedagogues such as Lee (1998) and Kamler (2008) claim that doctoral 
writing has received scant attention.  Writing is regarded as ancillary to the key 
processes of data collection and analysis, which are consistently considered more 
authentic and essential to doing a doctorate (Lee 1998; Richardson 1994).  The 
literature review is rarely debated or scrutinised, possibly because it is considered a 
matter of academic writing.  And yet no doctorate can be successfully completed 
without reviewing the literature; candidates must investigate and assimilate the 
literature that is consequential to their research disciplines.  In this regard, an 
American social sciences librarian, who had undertaken doctoral coursework 
himself, recognised the link between the literature review and writing. 
 
I‘ll tell them just to write. … And in the writing process you should come up 
with more questions and more concerns that then send you back to the 
research literature (LU1). 
 
Drawn from Kamler‘s (2001) definition of genre, the function of the literature 
review genre is conceived here as ‗a culturally specific set of social processes that 
recur in particular social situations; and as text type characterised by a distinctive set 
of stages and linguistic features‘ (p. 92).  The literature review is a highly 
specialised reification of academic expertise and disciplinary discourse, bearing 
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with it doctoral researchers‘ comprehension of research, theory and recognised 
spheres of disciplinary influence.  As one student respondent implied, literature 
reviewing embodies knowledge telling, knowledge transformation and knowledge 
creation (Geisler 1994). 
 
You actually adopt how the question will function by the literature that you 
review in it. … You actually create the landscape depending on how you do 
the scoping process (CA4). 
 
In language meaningful to the academy and one‘s discipline, the literature review 
articulates ways in which the new research has significance and is positioned in the 
discipline‘s social order (Green & Macauley 2007).  An American candidate 
expressed her understanding of the broader purposes of literature reviewing. 
 
Without my literature review, [I don‘t think] my question can stand on its 
own. …Without the literature review it‘s just a question.  With the literature 
review it becomes an issue for society to look at that is part of our social 
fabric (CU2). 
 
The notion of academic literacies offers a useful lens for interpreting textual 
practices that are institutionalised in higher education.  Lea and Street (1998) 
conceptualise academic reading and writing within a framework of social interaction 
and discursive practices.   
 
Academic literacy practices—reading and writing within disciplines—
constitute central processes through which students learn new subjects and 
develop their knowledge about new areas of study.  A practices approach to 
literacy takes account of the cultural and contextual component of writing 
and reading practices, and this in turn has important implications for an 
understanding of student learning (p. 158). 
 
It appears that reading and writing practices constitute an integral, bound set of 
literacies referred to as academic literacies.  And yet, the two references to 
―reading‖ in this passage stand alone; reading is not mentioned again in their salient 
essay Student writing in higher education: an academic literacies approach (Lea & 
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Street 1998).  As the title implies, academic writing, not reading, is at the core of 
academic literacies as a means of encapsulating and understanding learners‘ 
acculturation to academic discourse.  In a further development of the project, Lea 
(2004) situates academic literacies research.  
 
It takes as its starting point the position that literacy is not a unitary concept; 
reading and writing—literacies—are cultural and social practices and vary 
depending upon the particular context in which they occur (p. 740).   
 
Lea clearly distinguishes the two; reading and writing are distinct, yet entwined, 
literacies.  The premise that, ‗the relationship of students to the dominant literacy 
practices and discourses of the academy is more complex than other work on 
understanding student learning might suggest‘ (Lea 2004, p. 741–2) undergirds the 
academic literacies approach.  I speculate that doctoral reading is as deeply 
embedded in literature reviewing as writing, and the two must be explored together 
as correlational literacies.   
 
Literacy must not be seen as referring to something singular, like an 
essential technology, a specific skill, or a universal phenomenon such as 
print or script.  Rather, reading and writing consist in myriad social and 
socially constructed forms (original emphasis, Lankshear & McLaren 1993, 
p. xvii).   
 
Discussions around the notions of academic literacy and academic literacies turn 
almost exclusively to writing; logically, academic writing pedagogies emphasise the 
interface of discursive practices and genre writing.  Lea, with other explicators of 
academic literacies (Lea & Street 1998; Lea & Stierer 2000), subordinates reading 
to the essentiality of writing.  I am reluctant to privilege writing over reading and 
instead draw the two more closely together in the context of doctoral literature 
reviewing.   I turn to Luke and Freebody (1997) who recognise the sociocultural 
aspect of reading. 
 
Reading entails other forms of agency and action on the part of the reader, 
an agency based on available cultural resources. … To the extent that 
readers are able to draw upon and use relevant resources, they are able to 
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construct a relationship with the available statements and discourses of the 
text, and they are able to construct and reconstruct these statements and 
discourses in different inflections and patterns (p. 215). 
 
Reading as a topic for exploration and theorising has a long history, and the realm of 
elementary and secondary reading pedagogy is well developed (Luke & Freebody 
1997b).  Synthesising earlier work by Latour and Woolgar (1979), Bazerman (1982) 
asserts that we lack sufficient understanding of the practices of more advanced 
readers.  
 
There is much to be learned about how readers, particularly scientific 
readers, form judgments about their reading, both upon immediate reading 
and upon long-term developments of beliefs about their specialities (p. 175).   
 
Collins and Onwuegbuzie (2001) also consider the paucity of research into graduate 
readers‘ abilities.  I have attempted unsuccessfully to identify a significant body of 
published research on doctoral reading practices, with one exception.  A recently 
published study by Kwan (2008) ventures into the nexus of reading, writing and 
researching, investigated through Chinese students‘ literature reviewing practices.  
In findings similar to those presented in this chapter, the stories gathered for Kwan‘s 
study ‗run counter to the common demarcation view of the processes of reading, 
writing and researching‘ (p. 42).  
 
I question whether reading can be uncoupled easily from writing in the doctoral 
literature review process, in large part because the importance of the act of reading 
often emerged during the interviews.  Study narratives revealed reading and writing 
as collaborative and critical doctoral literacies learned during literature reviewing 
and used for purposes of knowledge creation.  As Lusted (1986) contends, 
‗knowledge … is produced in the process of interaction, between writer and reader 
at the moment of reading‘ (p. 4). References to reading were peppered throughout 
the interview data, so I draw attention to this doctoral literacy, mindful of the 
essential work of writing.   
 
To establish an alliance between doctoral literacies and literature reviewing, I return 
to a traditional understanding of literacy, simply stated by Gee (1996) as ‗the ability 
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to read and (sometimes) to write‘ (p. 39).  While this definition understates the 
crucial element of writing, Gee makes reading and writing companion literacies.  
Narratives from learners, librarians and academics alike mirror this partnership and 
verify its association with doctoral training.  When asked what is learned by doing a 
literature review, a librarian and a candidate shared similar perspectives on ‗the 
importance of the act of reading and writing—basically inseparable‘ (Freire 1991, p. 
142). 
 
You learn about how people discuss and frame their arguments and all those 
sorts of skills.  It‘s terribly old fashioned of me, [but] you learn to write by 
reading.  So if things are well written, it also can set the tone for how 
[students] write sometimes if they‘re less confident about their own voice.  
… We pick up more than just the facts when we're reading the literature.  Of 
course you‘ve got to look at how people came to this information, and again 
it probably relates back to critical reading and critical writing of the 
literature review.  If you ever read critically, you‘re looking at all these 
things and making judgements that may not be necessarily be right at the 
front of your consciousness, but that‘s what you‘re doing as you‘re reading 
(emphases added, LA3). 
 
[I’m] writing out of the reading, so I‘ll be reading and writing rather than 
just taking notes to write up later. … hopefully, the literature review part, I‘ll 
be doing that while I‘m also engaging with the reading that I‘m doing and 
doing my own theoretical writing as well (emphasis added, CA7). 
 
The expert reading–writing nexus is a necessary outcome of doctoral training; 
candidates of research-oriented disciplines are expected to perform fundamental 
literacies of reading critically and scholarly writing.  Elmborg (2003) argues that 
writing—engendered by reading and interpreting or as a purely creative exercise—
plays an essential role  
 
in the larger process of learning … Writing is understood both as a way to 
learn (as a heuristic) and way of demonstrating knowledge (a way to assess 
what students know) (p. 70).    
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While the essential nature of doctoral writing must be recognised, its dominance 
over doctoral reading is questioned.  This chapter focuses on the perspectives of 
student participants engaged in the joint processes of reading and writing as they 
become literature reviewers. 
 
8.3 Doctoral Reading and Writing as Social Acts 
Respondents mingled sociocultural aspects with pedagogical implications when they 
reflected on reading and writing for the literature review.  One series of related 
interview questions, asked especially of doctoral candidates and supervisors, yielded 
rich, complex and sometimes contradictory data.  Responses to interview questions 
―Who benefits from your literature review?‖ and, ―Do you sense conversations 
being carried on in the literature?‖ implied invisible yet potent sociocultural issues 
located in academic and disciplinary discourse (Gee 1996; Kamler & Thomson 
2006; McIntosh 2001). 
 
Gee (1996) comprehends discourse as ‗a sort of identity kit which comes complete 
with … instructions on how to act, talk, and often write, so as to take on a particular 
social role that others will recognize‘ (p. 127).  Critical literacy work by Lankshear 
and McLaren (1993) amplifies the notion. 
 
‗Discourse‘, then, is a large concept.  At the level of research and study, 
discourses define what counts as doing research in an area or studying an 
issue or field ‗properly‘, and how such matters are determined.  They also 
sanction ‗appropriate‘ activity (p. 11).  
 
Sociolinguistic conceptions of discourse (Endres 2001) offer a way of interpreting 
doctoral community members‘ engagements with spoken, read and written 
discourses and the disciplinary milieux.  With this social placement of discourse in 
mind, I turn to a prevailing use of reading and writing as discursive acts that 
circumscribe the literature review genre, acts with cultural and participatory 
implications.  A doctoral candidate in education expressed this perspective, 
simultaneously recognising the literature review as a highly valued genre.   
 
I just see it as part of the academic socialisation process.  You would not be 
a genuine member of the club unless you are able to you know how to 
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conduct the literature review and to write in a way which was acceptable to 
an academic audience (CA2). 
 
Learning to conduct a doctoral literature review is associated with meeting 
appropriate discursive standards.  At the same time, respondent CA2 partnered the 
information literacy activities of accruing and organising with those of reading and 
appraising.  Packaging these literacies with writing, he related that the literature 
review served to legitimise his writing and induct him into the academic 
community.  
 
Academic discourse signifies prescribed textual conventions acceptable to higher 
education and disciplinary communities.  Zamel (1998) states: ‗At the most general 
level academic discourse is understood to be the specialized form of reading, 
writing, and thinking done in the ―academy‖ or other schooling situations‘ (p. 187).  
Regarded as an activity of academic discourse, literature reviewing relies on 
negotiating a large corpus of text and communicating a synthesised version of that 
text.  Again, the candidate recognised its ritualised role in legitimising doctoral 
scholarship. 
 
It‘s almost like a rite of passage. That‘s also how I see the literature review, 
that it is something that is expected. There are certain ways of doing it.  It‘s 
like a license that you need to be able to do this properly to guarantee your 
entry into academia or the realm of those who have a doctorate (CA2). 
 
As Bizzell (1992) explains, disciplinary discourse provides a way of understanding 
specialised meanings in academic disciplines and linguistically transmitting that 
understanding.   
 
By entering a discipline, one commits oneself to looking at experience in the 
particular way established by that discipline.  One then names one‘s 
experience (disciplinary vocabulary) and defines areas of study (disciplinary 
thesis formation), in accord with the disciplinary view (p. 148).   
 
Becher and Trowler (2001) contend that disciplinary communities are shaped and 
differentiated by linguistic, social and epistemological characteristics that emerge 
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through text.  Doctoral entrants are charged with learning these characteristics—
such as research methods and paradigms, argument construction, as well as reading, 
writing and other textual conventions (Elmborg 2003).  Such practices are 
exemplified in the range of literatures that candidates seek.  While a doctoral 
candidate in chemistry (CA10) limited herself to the research literature of the most 
recent five years, a nursing candidate (CU3) reached into the early literature.  In 
both instances, disciplinary expectations established discursive patterns around the 
timeliness of the literature inclusions.   
 
The professional language and literature of a disciplinary group play a key 
role in establishing its cultural identity. This is clearly so when they embody 
a particular symbolism of their own (as in mathematics and theoretical 
physics), or a significant number of specialized terms (as in many of the 
biological and social sciences), placing them to a greater or lesser degree 
beyond the uninitiated audience (Becher & Trowler 2001, p. 46).   
 
Whether Becher and Trowler are gesturing toward consumed (read) or produced 
(written) symbols and terms is unclear.  Because reading and writing are prevalent 
throughout the higher education enterprise, both may apply.  A high school 
mathematics teacher offered personal doctoral reading experiences that typified 
Becher and Trowler‘s (2001) characterisations of mathematics pedagogy.  
 
You‘ve asked [if I] found that the literature offers some kind of window or 
lens into the practices or language or culture of the discipline.  I was going to 
say that most definitely there is a very specialised language in math 
education, and researchers seem to coin their own terms to describe 
strategies.  Sometimes it‘s almost humorous to see how many different terms 
can describe the same strategy or very similar strategies.  So in that respect, 
it definitely offers you a glimpse into the culture of the researchers (CA3). 
 
Across disciplines, literature reviewing exposes readers to epistemic culture and 
specialised conversations.  Remarks from a doctoral candidate in education 
illustrated her awareness of dialogues conducted through the literature; in this 
passage, she also signalled her sense of peripheral participation.   
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I certainly hear them as conversing.  And [that helps answer] a question you 
asked before: ‗What do you see as good articles opposed to one that doesn‘t 
make the pile?‘  And that might answer that question.  For me, a good article 
is one where there‘s a writer participating in a community, in a discourse 
(CA5). 
 
Initially, through reading in their disciplines and later when engaging in other 
disciplinary endeavours, doctoral researchers come to know the ancestry of their 
fields and disciplinary incentives and practices.  From the first reading exercises, 
doctoral candidates must come to terms with the broad sweep of tradition.  Study 
participants freely acknowledged the critical placement of reading in commencing, 
continuing and culminating the doctorate, described here by an Australian education 
candidate.   
 
Since I‘ve started my PhD I‘ve been reading largely philosophy and 
continental philosophy that is, because I‘m not a trained philosopher, quite 
difficult and something that I‘ve never had any formal training in.  By 
reading it and reading so much of it, I guess I am learning about how people 
in philosophy write, how they structure arguments, what a philosophical 
essay looks like compared to an essay or a journal article in education or 
sociology.  I guess the whole shift in how the conceptual work‘s done, to a 
philosophical [approach] from the sociological [approach].  All those kind of 
norms.  And I‘ve picked [them] up from reading and reviewing the literature. 
… The nature of it has been learning about how people do write, produce 
knowledge and work within that scene (CA7). 
 
Exposure to theoretical, philosophical, empirical and reflective practice literatures 
initiates neophytes into the company of peers, experts and other community 
members.  Study respondents, particularly those in the sciences, expressed that their 
work evolved as a result of ‗standing on the shoulders‘ of others (CA10, CU7, 
SU2).  This sentiment of building one‘s research by gleaning from preceding 
projects expresses ‗the long-term process of people building on one another‘s 
results‘ (Bazerman 1985, p. 21). Succinctly, a zoologist academic said that ‗Nothing 
is de novo … everything is built on everything else‘ (SA2).  The same Australian 
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supervisor elaborated on the role that literature reviewing plays in indoctrinating 
candidates into the disciplinary community and its customs. 
 
I would like to think that they also get a feeling of place and importance and 
confidence from the literature and the fact that they‘re in a tradition, in a 
particular scientific tradition.  It should be a comfort and a support to them 
to know they have a place within that tradition.  Often … when students first 
start out, they think about the literature as being out there somewhere else 
and that what they‘re doing and what we do in the lab is almost amateur.  
They‘re playing at being scientists, whereas all the real science is happening 
out there in the literature.  And then they begin to see the people that have 
gone there before them and their supervisors are actually publishing within 
the framework of this literature. … So they begin to find their place in this 
world that they selected for themselves, and it provides them with a sense of 
global community perhaps in terms of their work (SA2). 
 
A supervisor of education PhD students emphasised how doctoral reading acquaints 
learners with disciplinary lineage. Rather than introducing students to bodies of 
literature, he named theorists and researchers and presented targeted works to his 
students.   
 
It‘s who.  At this level they‘ve got to be looking at people, the major figures, 
rather than the odd articles.  You‘ve got to know who in the field is saying 
what and who are the big names (SA6). 
 
Postgraduates gain proximity to ancestors in their research fields through reading. 
Simultaneously, doctoral reading acquaints scholarly writers with specialised textual 
systems. For example, terminologies and language use may change rapidly.  Before 
language alterations become acceptable, disciplinary communities require 
description, dissemination and relatively widespread usage through the literature to 
‗establish a common language with the audience‘ (Parry 1998, p. 294).  In the 
following example, a PhD candidate indicated that he tracked linguistic shifts in 
geology fields—changes that resulted in powerful methodological and procedural 
moves. 
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In geomorphology and in the kinds of questions that I think about, there is a 
lot of jargon out there, and learning the language of the field through reading 
the literature is critical in order for us to be able to understand what anybody 
is talking about.  There can be an evolution of the language where somebody 
documents a new process or a new phenomenon, and then they might give it 
some sort of name or way to describe it, which is then picked up in the 
community of the whole and eventually becomes ingrained in everybody 
who does this for a living.  The way that you learn that is [by] going back to 
the literature and seeing the original paper where it‘s introduced and then 
subsequent papers that reference that paper and just see how it sort of 
spreads out until it becomes ubiquitous (CU8). 
 
An American doctoral researcher in infectious diseases reiterated this practice of 
linguistic modification, saying that, ‗It‘s more the forward progress of research that 
lends itself to a change in verbiage.  And that‘s reflected in the literature, more than 
the literature driving [the change]‘ (CU6). 
 
Parry (1998) aligns linguistic practices with disciplinary practices in a concise 
observation that, ‗language may therefore be seen as reflecting disciplinary culture 
in its broadest sense‘ (p. 274).   Epistemic cultures, such as academic disciplines, 
determine the underlying epistemologies to which postgraduates should be attuned 
when selecting literature.  For example, scientific writing requires concise, tightly 
structured explication of published research, and scientists must be aware of 
recently disseminated work in their fields.  As an American neuroscientist said, ‗It‘s 
a very competitive field; you want to know what the latest thing is and you want to 
be there first and to broadcast it‘ (SU2).  An Australian supervisor of science 
candidates echoed the imperative to read and write from current research. 
 
The literature review is an integral part of the whole quality process of the 
PhD … ensuring that their research is of a high standard and is at the cutting 
edge (SA3).  
 
Science candidates often find themselves following dual tracks of writing for 
publication while writing their theses; therefore, they formulate their thesis chapters 
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according to conventions of scientific publishing.   An American PhD candidate, a 
geologist, explained, 
 
In the scientific literature, when you have a literature review aspect to a 
paper that you‘re writing, it‘s typically condensed into less than a page. … 
You have to be very concise, reviewing what‘s been done before, in order to 
adhere to standards of the journal.  And it can be pretty challenging to 
condense 40 or 50 references down into a page of actual written text (CU8). 
 
Disciplinary discourse is embodied in writing, authorship and publication 
(Delamont, Atkinson & Parry 2000), a view shared by legitimated members of 
academic disciplines and those seeking entry to these communities.  Students must 
learn to write themselves into the academy and into academic disciplines (Lee & 
Roth 2003), and yet, much of the work of becoming a doctoral reader and writer is 
undertaken independently.  Kamler (2008) and Lee (1998) object to the lack of 
attention given doctoral writing.  Furthermore, Kwan (2008) contends that 
conversations around doctoral reading are even more conspicuously absent.  Writing 
is a visible and tangible process, a recognised trajectory to academic authority.  
Writing practices are more readily parsed, analysed and converted to pedagogical 
and theoretical conventions than academic reading.  Doctoral reading is far more 
elusive because it is generally conducted in private (Tuominen, Savolainen &Talja 
2005), and so reading practices remain comparatively invisible.  Nevertheless, 
doctoral candidates must learn to master reading and writing literacies, often 
simultaneously, as disciplinary discourse.  A PhD nursing candidate first said that 
she had crossed into the literatures of multiple disciplines.  In this passage, she 
explained a recursive process of integrating these literatures through reading and 
writing.  
 
As I‘m setting up the chapter, I go back to the literature that I think‘s going 
[to fit] … and start putting that in.  But often find … I‘m going down a 
literature path that I hadn‘t maybe quite done enough on. So I review 
something and have to reread it … or I have to start reading and finding 
literature on something that I didn‘t quite think I was going to use. … And as 
I come across something that someone else has read that wasn‘t meaningful 
at the time, it becomes meaningful as I write (CA8). 
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Supervisors and other academic elders grasp the entire scheme of the doctorate.  Not 
surprisingly, candidates take a piecemeal approach at first, perceiving information 
gathering, reading, writing, researching, analysing and other doctoral activities as 
separate events that eventually converge.  Eventually, candidates achieve a more 
global view, which this supervisor explained as an evolutionary process of joining 
doctoral reading and writing. 
 
[The literature review is] a part of the developmental cycle in terms of 
language and expression and the actual act of writing.  We write best when 
we know best. … Writing is reading.  Writing is thinking constrained by 
print. … It‘s about structuring thinking and putting it on paper and having 
structured knowledge buttressing that thinking (emphases added, SA6). 
 
The reflections of one doctoral candidate, a chemistry researcher with a background 
in secondary teaching, stood apart.  He shared an elegant reflection on his learning: 
‗Reading has made me a better writer, I‘m sure. And [I’ve learned] an 
understanding of what scientific writing sounds like or even feels like when you 
write it’  (emphasis added, CU7).  He articulated a sense of embodied conversation 
that could be experienced even when communicants were not in physical proximity.  
As readers, doctoral scholars deliberately engage in the conversation by choosing 
and reading disciplinary literatures.  
 
8.4 Issues of Power 
The study took a critical turn when I discovered dual themes of textual power and 
personal power in the data.  I became more attuned to candidates‘ perceptions of 
dominances, elitism and exclusions in disciplinary texts.  Simultaneously, I became 
more critically aware of ways that engaging with the doctoral literacies of literature 
reviewing elicited a sense of agency or personal power, a companion finding to the 
thematic strand of candidates as information literate and as intentional learners.  To 
interpret this aspect, I turned to Giroux‘s (1990) argument that textual authority 
signifies ‗a disciplinary form of legitimation‘ (p. 100).  Such authority is made 
possible in the relationship between people and text—as when candidates engage in 
literature reviewing. 
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Therefore the construction of meaning, authority, and subjectivity is 
governed by ideologies inscribed in language. … Knowledge has to be 
viewed in the context of power and consequently the relationship between 
writers, readers and texts has to be understood as sites where different 
readings, meanings and forms of cultural production take place (Giroux 
1990, p. 85).   
 
Some candidates had recently commenced their studies at the time of the interview, 
while others were immersed in writing or nearing completion.  Regardless, all 
doctoral participants displayed deliberation in the tasks of reading, managing and 
writing from disciplinary and other literatures.  Echoing a sense of struggle, one said 
she felt ‗intimidated‘ at the thought of undertaking a literature review because it 
would be ‗hard‘ and ‗boring‘ (CU2).  It was apparent that the candidate respondents 
had attained varying levels of proficiency in studying and creating academic texts.  
Some realised a capacity to develop ‗alternative reading positions and practices for 
questioning and critiquing texts and their affiliated social formations and cultural 
assumptions‘ (Luke & Freebody 1997b, p. 218), first as readers of privileged texts 
and then as critically aware research writers. 
 
The following candidate acknowledged the sociocultural expectation of acquiring 
disciplinary vocabulary.  Strategically noting and assimilating the vocabulary would 
eventually signal her membership of the discipline.  Even though she recently 
commenced her doctorate from a research-based masters program, she indicated that 
she was still learning the discourse.  Her use of ‗their language‘ implied that she 
considered her participation in the scholarly community as peripheral.   
 
I even keep a vocabulary list.  And when I‘m reading, trying to develop what 
the language is, so that I can mimic that language in my writing, so that I can 
be part of that club. … You can make any idea fit, I think, if you can use 
their language (CU4). 
 
Parry (1998) notes that, ‗Doctoral theses illustrate mastery of the rules of the 
linguistic game‘ (p. 293).  Her observation was made apparent in the earnestness 
with which candidate participants approached learning and deployed the discourse 
of their fields.  Underlying issues of power—the power of literatures and authors, 
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and the navigational tactics that doctoral researchers deployed with linguistic 
territories—continued to emerge from the data.  ‗All texts represent cultural 
positions, ideologies, and discourses. … Both writers‘ and readers‘ resources are 
cultural resources; they are not about representing and accessing neutral information 
structures‘ (Luke & Freebody 1997b, p. 215).  The mechanism of doctoral reading 
provides entry, then widening pathways into the situated debates, alliances and 
contestations communicated, subtly or overtly, by the literatures (Kamler & 
Thomson 2006).  Interpreting these communications requires not only 
understanding academic and disciplinary languages but also knowing who has been 
named the key players and rising stars, the ‗big names‘ (SA6).  Faced with tasks of 
negotiating ‗the complexities of power relations‘ when working with topical, 
theoretical and other literatures (Kamler & Thomson 2006, p. 29), doctoral 
researchers may first try to determine what constitutes ‗good language use‘ (Bizzell 
1992, p. 239) and disciplinary-appropriate  conventions.   
 
The notion of ―jargon‖ arose in relation to candidates‘ perceptions of how 
terminologies, conceptualisations and discursive customs are privileged.  As one 
candidate summarised, ‗There‘s a lot of jargon out there‘ (CU8).  In the essay The 
fear of theory, Simon (1992) refuses to neutralise jargon as merely specialised or 
professional language, charging that such language is deliberately intended to 
marginalise readers.  Congruent with this position, respondents assigned both 
pragmatic and emotional connotations to this term, denoting the significance of 
learning disciplinary language. 
 
Certainly it‘s learning the language, and that‘s part of that immediate, 
pragmatic knowledge base.  The students have to learn how to speak the 
language at meetings.  They need to learn how to communicate with each 
other, and they need to learn how to write the literature themselves.  And 
you can only do that by evaluating what the literature is and how the 
difference between writing a thesis and writing a manuscript for publication 
in a journal is quite different.  And they need to learn the difference between 
that.  So yes, it‘s the language; it‘s the jargon (SA2). 
 
During our exchange, an American nursing candidate indicated a clear sense of 
pragmatism in her approach to learning disciplinary discourse.  She repeated her 
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recent experience of receiving a paper that was marked with ‗a lot of corrections on 
lingo, jargon‘ (CU5).  She continued, 
 
[The professor suggested,] ‗Say it this way instead of that way‘.  … So it‘s 
definitely a translation from one kind of speech to another kind of speech. ... 
I appreciate that because it‘s that level of professionalism, of expectation and 
education that comes from being in a doctoral program (CU5). 
 
Gee (1996) distinguishes two broad categories of discourse—primary and 
secondary.  Primary discourses are acquired early on, when we first learn to read the 
word and the world that ‗constitute our first social identity‘ (p. 137).  Individuals 
become apprenticed to secondary discourses as a function of socialisation to larger, 
external groups and institutions.  When the secondary discourse is jargon-laden and 
sophisticated, neophyte readers and writers encounter a form of discursive elitism.   
Faced with academic discourse and dialects of scholarly disciplines, doctoral 
learners may perceive a barrier to the level of reading and writing expected of them.  
In the view of some (Noone & Cartwright 1997; Riehl et al. 2000), complex systems 
of academic language appear to obstruct rather than facilitate engagement with the 
discourse that students are required to read, comprehend and deploy. 
 
Doctoral learners are required to employ both primary and secondary discourses.  
The tension between the two is evident in the literature review process, as each 
candidate learns to interpret specialised literature and eventually develop an 
authentic voice.  Notably, when theoretical frameworks enter, a common convention 
in the health and social sciences, another body of literature and a secondary 
discourse enter the process.  A nursing candidate described a personal dissonance 
that arose from her engagements with theoretical literatures.  
 
I struggle with the complexity of the theory that substantiates naturalistic 
inquiry, given the huge diversity and opinion as to what is and what should 
be.  So I struggle with my level of competence in that world and wanting 
ultimately to be accepted as a peer within the academic world. … I came [to 
the doctorate] as a professional, having a very particular level of confidence 
as a senior practitioner, so the literature has certainly extended my repertoire 
in my nursing career.  In the academic research world, I‘m still a novice. … 
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It would take a long time before I develop the level of confidence 
academically that I feel I‘ve got now professionally as a nurse (CA6). 
 
Implicit in this passage are the unequal power relations embedded in academic 
enterprises, made apparent by the chasm between theoretical discourse and her 
natural, practitioner language.  The sense here is that theory is ‗a critical terrain 
which only the chosen few can enter‘ (hooks 1994, p. 68).  Even though she had 
reached the writing-up stage, this informant continued to struggle with text, 
ideologies and authoritative voices.    
 
Simon (1992) notes that, when postgraduates are faced with reading theoretical 
texts, some find such theory ‗as something that is being done to them rather than a 
resource for their own practice‘ (p. 85).  However, one American candidate offered 
a contrasting perspective.  Newly acquainted with seminal works in adult learning 
studies, she was gratified at being introduced to theories that others and she had 
‗been alluding to, but I had no name for [them]‘ (CU1).   
 
Doctoral candidates encounter discursive elitism in academic language that must be 
read and modelled in writing.  To become members of the club, disciplinary 
aspirants are required to learn this powerful yet elite language.  Becoming attuned to 
this language of ‗exclusions and enclosures‘ enables those learning the discourse to 
‗negotiate with the discipline‘ (Bazerman 1992, p. 64).  Critically aware of her own 
resistance to an implicit curriculum that excludes epistemic cultures other than its 
own and language that expresses exclusion, this American candidate related the 
difficulty of her position.  She simultaneously desired and resisted (Ivanic & Roach 
1989) the cultural requirements evident in disciplinary and academic literatures. 
 
I think that academics are elitist snobs, to be frank.  I say that as I know I‘m 
making myself very much a part of that.  I think that people like to have 
something of their own.  And to be an expert in that area, they don‘t want 
that position challenged.  They don‘t want to say that you can have good 
ideas and valid experiences and contribute if you haven‘t paid your dues or 
gone through the process.  And obviously that‘s a function of how I 
approach my studies and the things that I‘m interested in and a critical aspect 
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of what I‘m doing.  I say that as I try to create myself as an expert too 
(CU4). 
 
Another American, a PhD nursing candidate, reflected on the elitist positioning  
required in acquiring a ‗foreign language‘ (CU5) and the distance that deploying 
this language apparently created between her doctoral writing and the people that 
she hoped would ultimately benefit from her work. 
 
My huge beef, because I‘m a clinician first is that, when a lot of people get 
into academia, they really do get into that whole ‗ivory tower‘ thing.  And I 
think that‘s where we lose contact with reality, in the sense that we‘re doing 
research to be taken back and applied to real life. … And so, when I write it 
in a dissertation form it‘s going to have all the jargon to make people think 
that you‘re smart and you know what you‘re doing.  But it‘s got to be 
translated into my women that I do my interviews with … [so they will] 
have better access to health care.  It‘s got to be something that translates to 
them, to the everyday people (CU5). 
 
An Australian candidate chose also to ‗confront seriously the texts‘ (Shor & Freire 
1987, p. 11) in a similar reflection on exclusive and inclusive discourse. 
 
I have an antagonism to much of the academic literature that I read.  I think a 
significant portion of it is unintelligible.  And certainly in education, we 
need to be able to communicate.  We certainly need to be on top of the 
literature but we ought to be able to communicate our own ideas in a way 
which is intelligible to a general audience.  There‘s no sense just kind of 
maintaining this as some kind of elite, exclusive club where you can only 
write and only work within a certain way.  What‘s the point of doing all of 
this research if it only remains within a very limited selective group of 
people? (CA2).  
 
Indeed, why generate new knowledge and then linguistically withhold it from the 
very communities who helped produce it?  Some doctoral candidates reached an 
accommodation.  They found the means to satisfy disciplinary reading and writing 
requirements, while honing skills for translating new knowledge to their settings as 
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practitioners.  In essence, they became conversant in two (or more) discourses.  
Some candidates indicated that they were becoming adept in academic and 
disciplinary discourses, while learning to demystify the language for themselves and 
other ‗everyday people‘ (CU5).  An Australian nursing candidate reflected on the 
separate discourses and welcomed a deliberate shift in her discipline‘s language.  
 
I think that midwife scholars have on purpose transferred language.  And I 
think in changing the language, its purpose has changed. … We‘ve been in a 
very hospital based, medical model here, as you are in the States. … And I 
have stopped teaching those nasty medical words; I don‘t use them anymore. 
… There‘s been a lot in midwifery literature about language, and some of 
that comes from the feminist space, and some of it really slowly is coming 
from a poststructuralist base (CA8). 
 
She, too, voiced a tension in converting an exclusive, disciplinary discourse into 
localised practice.  She stated her intent to reconcile technical language that she read 
and heard with language meaningful for her clients, determined to change the 
present circumstances wherein ‗words don‘t just describe the world they‘ve created‘ 
(CA8).  Respondents who performed simultaneously as doctoral students and 
practitioners found the means to operate successfully in both realms, sometimes 
accommodating, challenging or adapting linguistic requirements.  In this passage, 
Bazerman (1992) acknowledges the personal power that can arise when 
practitioners are indoctrinated into disciplinary language.   
 
Taking the discourse of professions and disciplines seriously provides the 
understanding students and professionals need to develop as active, reactive, 
and proactive members of their communities.  With a sense of individual 
power, students can press at the bit of the disciplinary practices they are 
trained into or run up against.  Seeing through the appearances of the 
discourse allows them to keep the fundamental goals of the fields in front of 
them (p. 67). 
 
8.5 Recognising Dominances and Responding to Silences 
Like other candidates, at first I fixed my literature reviewing on prevailing voices 
and paradigmatic features closely associated with my research.  An interview with 
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one Australian candidate in particular defined a turning point and drew my attention 
to the critical importance of silences.  Briefly but vividly, she described the 
dichotomy of dominances and silences played out in the literature. 
 
The other thing I‘ve come to be very interested in is silence.  Like what is 
not there.  In terms of what is not articulated, I think that is often a very 
political thing. … Whose stories remain invisible?  I think the literature 
review is exactly the same.  If you look at a literature review, you say, ‗Oh 
that‘s great‘, and ‗That‘s a good point‘, and ‗Yes, a good bit to use there‘.  
The immediate question to me is, ‗Whose voice is not there?  Where are 
these writers writing from?  Which discipline are they writing from?  Which 
country do they come from?  Are they men or women?‘ … So I think the 
political thing is in what is silenced.  And in the literature review we silence 
quite profoundly … particularly in academic work (emphasis added, CA4). 
 
Shortly thereafter, I restructured the interview protocol to include the question, 
―What silences have you noticed in the literature?‖  When one doctoral education 
student in early candidature responded to the question, he seemed uncertain of 
whether political or practical matters dictated silence.  Nevertheless, he was aware 
that duality and disparity were possible.   
 
I guess I don‘t know how I would know because it feels like struggle enough 
to be up with what is being said, and then it‘s really hard to be aware of 
what‘s being silenced. … There are certain areas that are less developed.  
I‘m just not sure whether it‘s because of power issues or whether it‘s 
because from a kind of pragmatic issue of what‘s possible to cover in 
theoretical work (CA7). 
 
Reflecting on silences, a doctoral student of adult education described trends in 
North American childbearing during the last century, drawing attention to 
sociopolitical influences.  She concluded that significant ‗skips and flows‘ (CU2) in 
the reproduction literature were mirrored by dominant social pressures and 
associated political responses.  Another candidate who was researching the parish 
nursing movement in America was acutely aware of the unquestioned male 
authority of the 19
th
 century church, a condition that served to absent the voices of 
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parish nurses.  She acknowledged that archival materials have rarely included the 
stories of these women, who were compliant in the arrangement.  The candidate 
interpreted the voices she found in her reading:  ‗It‘s not about self-promotion. … 
He must increase; thus, I must decrease‘ (CU3).   
 
Study participants operating within qualitative methodologies understood the 
interview question as it was asked.  Interestingly, science respondents were less 
certain when asked about silences and dominances in the literature and seemed 
puzzled by the question. And yet, like education and nursing researchers, they were 
aware of the practice of research dissemination as a method for advancing or 
suppressing projects and researchers.  
 
The scientific paper makes the would-be contribution public, open to the 
evaluation and judgment of the scientist‘s peers.  After a period of 
evaluation—and being ignored is as much part of the process of judgment as 
explicit critiques or citation in the review of literature—the work may 
become actively accepted consensual knowledge, cited and used in the 
future work in the area (Bazerman 1982, p. 158). 
 
In his response, a chemistry candidate reflected that dominant, well-funded or high-
profile projects could be traced through the literature, thereby demarcating a 
fluctuation in research trends. 
 
Some of the stuff in our lab that we‘re doing now would have been easy to 
publish and would have easily gotten accepted and cited a lot five years ago.  
The standards are higher because the body of work out there is substantially 
fleshed out.  There are cycles of interest (CU7). 
 
Echoing the science community‘s tendency either to endorse or marginalise research 
initiatives, an aquatic scientist articulated,  
 
Some work tends to be a little bit undervalued, and we might give that a 
lower priority.  Later on, two to three years down the track, we might come 
back and re-examine some of those earlier works and find out that they‘re 
actually more important than we initially thought (SA3). 
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Participants from all disciplinary areas were aware of publishing and scholarly 
communication practices that promote so-called successful research while 
suppressing inconclusive, negative or unwanted outcomes (Bazerman 1982; Becher 
& Trowler 2001; Wolcott 2001).  Even the most carefully planned and rigorously 
executed research projects can go awry, as novice and experienced investigators 
know.  Not surprisingly, researchers look to the literature for exemplars and 
guidance in order to avoid pitfalls.  Yet they often find research presented as linear 
and unproblematic, a convention that conveys the impression that research projects 
that reach publication have proceeded according to plan.  Although he is referring to 
qualitative research, Wolcott‘s (2001) remarks convey dissemination practices in the 
biological and physical sciences as well: ‗Disproof may make good science, but it 
does not make good copy.  Articles in professional journals overwhelmingly favor, 
and thus report, favorable results‘ (p. 80).  Interviewees, neophyte and expert 
researchers alike, noticed this practice of selective discrimination (Bazerman 1982).   
These candidates, a nurse and an infectious disease researcher, viewed the 
preferential scheme of disseminating positive research outcomes as a deterrent that 
effectively silenced alternatives.  
 
People don‘t publish when they find negative results, and to me that‘s a huge 
difficulty.  Because [of that] … I may repeat their mistake and not know it 
because it was never published.  I wish people would publish or get that 
information out there some way so that we can see the good and the bad … 
If the interest waned, why did it wane?  Were people not really finding 
anything out, or is there anything more? (CU5). 
 
Whereas, if there are negative results or if something‘s not as accepted or it‘s 
not interesting, those pieces of work are much harder to get published.  But 
it‘s not necessarily that the information is less important.  It may be just as 
important or more important for people so researchers don‘t spend time 
following a dead end.  But in science, it‘s very hard to get negative results 
published.  It‘s much easier to get positive results published (CU6). 
 
From the periphery of disciplinary boundaries, doctoral candidates must exhibit 
advanced literacies—information, reading, writing and disciplinary literacies—
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when petitioning for admittance to the scholarly club (Macauley 2001a).   Kamler 
and Thomson (2006) point also to the importance of determining which judgements 
and postures prevail, whose views are silenced and for what reasons.  Commencing 
candidates are directed toward, or must find for themselves, the writings of 
important theorists and researchers, thereby becoming acquainted with disciplinary 
ancestry, cultural influences, dominances and exclusions.  Successfully navigating 
the literatures requires identifying gaps and recognising silences. Through this 
complex process, some doctoral candidates gain a sense of personal power.    
 
8.6 Realising Personal Power  
The preceding chapters disputed the deficit view of doctoral students and proposed 
that doctoral learners are autonomous, intentional learners.  The data categorised in 
themes of reading and writing literacies amplify these findings and advance the 
understanding that learning to do a literature review may afford learners a sense of 
personal power.   
 
Two respondents, an American librarian who held a PhD and an Australian 
supervisor of doctoral nursing candidates, encapsulated the benefits of a well done 
literature review.   
 
The literature review is where you pull together so many different processes.  
You pull together gathering; you pull together evaluating; you pull together 
technological skills and writing skills and academic skills.  All that starts to 
come together in the literature review (LU5). 
 
I think it‘s the most important part of the whole thesis process, and if the 
students get the literature review right, I usually have no doubt that they‘ll 
succeed in their candidature.  … There are a lot of things that can happen in 
a research process.  But so long as you know what the field is saying and 
how you can interpret what you‘re getting. … I think that‘s fundamental.  
And it‘s a fascinating thing (SA1). 
 
Determining the names, credentials and positions of members of the inner circle is a 
central feature of doctoral education, a task often accomplished by reading.  By 
negotiating through established research literature, doctoral learners realise a sense 
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of ‗intellectual independence‘ (LU5) and personal power, as defined by Ivanic and 
Roach (1989).   
 
‗Personal power‘ is the result of gaining control over our own lives, being in 
a position to exercise choice and know the consequences.  Where academic 
writing is concerned this means being able to write for our own purposes in 
our own way, choosing among the available conventions and at times 
flouting them in order to take a stand (p. 103). 
 
Whereas Ivanic and Roach are concerned with the convergence of academic writing 
and power, academic reading as it is used for literature reviewing is, arguably, 
equally relevant.  Gaining control of disciplinary discourse through the dual 
literacies of reading and writing is required for entry into discursive communities.  
Scholarly reading and writing represent pathways of acceptance, means by which 
aspirants engage with the disciplines where they seek legitimation and where they 
may contribute.  Disciplinary communities need a steady infusion of new members 
who will affirm and strengthen established norms and practices. Community 
aspirants, such as doctoral researchers, ask new questions and offer alternatives that 
advance disciplinary work and assure its viability.  Negotiating a legitimate position 
requires recognising and interpreting disciplinary conventions, then learning where 
it is possible to strain against them.  As candidates progress in their doctorates and 
become more experienced academic and disciplinary writers, they may be more 
inclined to express a sense of personal power ensuing from, among other doctoral 
processes, literature reviewing and engagements with the literature.   
 
The narratives map a trajectory of disciplinary involvement through performances 
of localised reading and writing literacies.  With practice as readers, writers and 
speakers, doctoral researchers become conversant with disciplinary communities 
and acknowledge the discursive elitisms present in theoretical, philosophical and 
empirical literatures.  As this candidate illustrated, some doctoral readers and 
writers recognise their own position within the disciplinary community and its 
discourse. 
 
My comfort level in being within the literature and becoming a voice within 
the literature has increased as I feel my knowledge and understanding have 
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increased.  So originally I would read all these articles and to me I was 
reading experts‘ opinions.  … Perhaps by the end of my thesis … I’ll be 
sitting within [the literature] rather than next to it (emphasis added, CA5). 
 
Still in the first year of study, this student was rapidly becoming a proficient 
academic reader and envisioned making an original contribution through the 
channels of conceptualisation, professional practice and discourse.  She imagined 
developing a more expert familiarity with community voices, thereby authenticating 
her own.   
 
I think it‘s really important for me to identify the different norms, the 
different practices, and the different languages or voices that are within the 
literature.  And if [I‘m] confident enough that I can become a part of it but 
not choose [to use everything] then it‘s ok perhaps for me to come in with 
different ideas and a different way of practising or a different language 
(CA5). 
 
An American PhD candidate in nursing credited doing the literature review with 
giving her ‗the confidence to say, ―I know this material; I‘m the expert‖‘ (CU5).  In 
a similar response, an educational researcher nearing completion said that the 
literature review process imbued her with ‗sense of the licence‘ (CA4).  Then she 
recounted,  
 
I had to defend it. I had to be able to say why I‘m doing it this way, but it‘s 
mine.  The literature is a tool for me to use my way (emphasis added, CA4).   
 
Bazerman (1992) advocates students learning to scrutinise domain rhetoric, not only 
for participation with disciplinary communities, but also as a means of recognising 
and negotiating elite discourses. 
 
Rhetorical analysis can also reveal exclusions and enclosures of discourse to 
see how and why they are deployed and to question their necessity in any 
particular case. But even more, it can provide the means for more informed 
and thoughtful participation. … Such analysis … enables outsiders to 
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negotiate with the discipline and regain territory inappropriately enclosed 
within the expert discourse (p.64). 
 
These activities are neither benign nor inconsequential.  In the realm of doctoral 
literacies, the literature review requires textual analysis of two levels of discursive 
power—the power of text to person and person to text.  As doctoral writers decide 
which literatures to bring into play in support of their work, they respond to the 
implied power of those literatures, others‘ authority and the regard that the scholarly 
club holds for the authority of experts.  In a less apparent but equally important 
contribution to the project, doctoral researchers exercise counter control by 
excluding certain literatures, lines of research and other writers.  In order to expose 
such decisions, they must critically analyse then explicate their choices.  In this way, 
candidates traverse the territories of privileged discourse, navigate the dualities of 
endorsement and exclusion and announce themselves as independent, confident and 
competent researchers.  The Australian candidate who first led me to question 
silences in the literature offered this insight: 
 
[I] realised what a political act reviewing the literature is, that you can 
completely change what a topic is by what you choose and what you 
overlook, by the opportunities that you don‘t proceed to read into (CA4).   
 
A doctorate offers opportunities to shape one‘s intellectual, professional and 
personal identity.  The literature review is a site where some of this shaping occurs. 
The learning that occurs while performing critical doctoral literacies may lead to a 
form of empowerment.  Doctoral researchers claim their voices by reading, 
reasoning and writing themselves into the professional, academic and disciplinary 
communities.  The series of methodological, ontological and discursive choices 
necessary for literature reviewing require taking ‗a conscious and positive stand‘ 
(Ivanic & Roach 1989, p. 108).  For a time, world and word are connected through 
the literature review process, as suggested by another doctoral candidate in 
education.  
 
Having a deeper, more complex understanding of a particular body of 
knowledge is a powerful thing. … Having a deep, rigorous understanding of 
particular area is both empowering in terms of being able to engage in 
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research and writing in that area and so help you develop a deeper 
understanding of the world. … That kind of exhaustive reading and thinking 
and the organizational kind of work involved in finding what‘s out there 
does have strong benefits in terms of making a more careful and deeper 
thinker (CA7). 
 
Ever the pragmatists, science candidates described empowerment through literature 
reviewing as developing skills in critical analysis and gaining immediate access to 
disseminated research and, hence, access to knowledge. 
 
I think it‘s always valuable to critically assess something, not just read 
something and take it on face value, to actually look deeper into it. It‘s 
always valuable to gather, to look at something and not just believe it 
straight off.  You ought to look deeper and see if what they‘re actually 
saying does make sense and if it‘s important (CA10).       
 
You need to be up to date with [the literature] to stay in the game.  So yes, 
that is empowering; you can continue to have a job.  You continue to stay on 
the forefront of what‘s going on in your field, which is essential in science, 
because things are cut-throat.  Things move quickly, and if you don‘t stay up 
to date with what‘s going on in your field, you‘re left behind (CU6). 
 
Candidates affiliated with education and nursing expressed that literature reviewing 
became a device for empowering themselves as well as students, patients, clients 
and others with whom they expected to interact after completing their doctorates.  A 
nursing candidate, also a midwifery educator, anticipated making further 
contributions to her professional community as a translator of academic research.  
She recognised and appreciated the potential benefits for practitioners and families 
because elitist discourse was apparently shifting toward functional and patient-
appropriate language.   
 
I think this sort of philosophical literature is teaching me about different 
ways to view the world and how do you [interpret] the space. So what I try 
and do is translate that so people can also have access to the literature both 
through me and through other people.  Not everybody‘s got time to be 
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looking stuff up.  I see that as my job often.  Then I translate it so people can 
use it in their work (CA8). 
 
In the following quote, an educational researcher studying the families of deaf and 
hard of hearing children said that she performed as both reviewer and creator of 
literature.  She experienced the literature review for herself and for others‘ benefit.   
 
Now that I‘m at a place where I‘m a lot more comfortable with what this 
journey is about I‘d say that the literature review is … a respectful piece of 
work.  I‘m trying to see the word.  I‘ve been working very closely with 
parents and families who are experiencing an enormous amount of change in 
their lives. And for me the literature review pays a compliment to them. … I 
need to ensure that I‘ve created a very sound platform so that I can work 
with these families respectfully and intelligently (CA5). 
 
She continued, 
 
I‘m really looking forward to getting out of the literature review and getting 
into the field and hopefully creating some literature that is from the parents‘ 
voice and their experience (CA5).   
 
Finally, a nursing researcher linked doing the doctoral literature review with later 
consequences.   
 
It‘s a continuous review to ensure that I‘m using the very best and the most 
current, credible evidence in articulating my inquiry. … Without that, I think 
our potential to really influence further beyond our PhD candidature would 
be extremely limited (CA6). 
 
8.7 Summary 
When they enter doctoral learning, candidates locate within academic and 
disciplinary territories that are encircled, nurtured, advanced and privileged by 
characteristically epistemic practices.  Doctoral pedagogies are situated in discursive 
academic and disciplinary communities where activities, resources, relationships 
and meanings are made, then remade on a regular basis (Lewis & Moje 2003).  As a 
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valued genre, the literature review manifests disciplinary ancestry, hierarchy, 
scholarly communication and distinctive curriculum.  Sometimes, power relations 
are exposed through the literature.  Others remain hidden to doctoral scholars until 
they learn to search for the silences.   
 
In the American and Australian doctoral enterprise, much of the research is initiated 
by seeking literature that substantiates nascent research claims.  Simultaneously, 
there is an undercurrent of anticipation that reviewing the literature will expose a 
territory ready to be mapped or a conversation that has yet to be held.  The literature 
review is a site of word and world, where learners perceive and interpret 
dominances that operate through discourse and where possibilities for personal 
power and change may be realised.  Whether they fully integrate scholarly reading 
and writing practices, doctoral candidates do achieve varying levels of discursive 
research, literacy practices and ways of thinking, knowing and being by undertaking 
the activities that constitute doctoral literature reviewing.  
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Chapter 9.   Reconceptualising Doctoral Literature  
   Reviewing 
 
9.1 Recapitulation 
This thesis describes research driven by two focal questions.  Both questions derive 
from an initial curiosity regarding the nature of the doctoral literature review: its 
meanings, appearances and roles, examined within the contexts of different 
disciplines and American and Australian doctoral pedagogies.  The first research 
question, ―How is the doctoral literature review process learned?‖ generated data 
categorised into broad themes such as teaching through direct instructional 
strategies and learning through individually developed methods. This question 
subsequently gave rise to, ―What is learned by doing a doctoral literature review?‖ 
from which emerged a richer, more complex and, at times, perplexingly nuanced set 
of narrated responses.  Participants‘ perspectives encapsulated their experiences 
with a range of literacies—disciplinary literacy, information literacy and reading 
and writing literacies.  Interpreting their experiences, I have arrived at more broadly 
conceived understandings of critical doctoral literacies and the literature review as 
‗a scholarly activity in itself‘ (SA4) and, thus, implications for doctoral pedagogies 
and practices.  
 
The study has not attempted to generalise findings to doctoral students, librarians or 
supervisors more widely.  Where similarities and differences between American and 
Australian participants have been described, these qualities are limited to the critical 
doctoral literacies associated with literature review and the two formalised doctoral 
systems.  The nature of the study requires selective and systematic portrayals, and,   
together, excerpts from many stories tell a larger story of the doctoral literature 
review.  My role of researcher as instrument obliged me to sustain objectivity and 
balanced detachment from the data and the narrators, although neutrality was neither 
possible nor entirely desirable.  All participants and I as researcher reacted, 
reflected, translated and interpreted in ways shaped by academic, disciplinary, 
professional and personal circumstances.   
 
My research and this thesis support the proposition that the literature review is a 
process through which critical doctoral literacies are acquired.  Furthermore, the 
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literature review has a presence and its own story.  Foregrounding the doctoral 
literature review from these standpoints, this project promotes exploitation of the 
literature review as a doctoral process with significant pedagogical potential.  Study 
findings and the process by which they were reached are briefly revisited and 
summarised in this chapter. First, methodological considerations that influenced and 
altered the study are discussed, as are the refinements that occurred during the cycle 
of analysis, reflection and writing.  I go on to summarise key discussions in 
Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 and synthesise findings relative to learning (and sometimes 
teaching) the literature review, disciplinary literacy, information literacy and 
reading and writing literacies. This chapter also stitches together a recurrent theme 
of doctoral candidates as intentional and literate learners.  A discussion of 
implications concludes the chapter and the thesis. 
 
9.2 Methodological Shifts 
One form of cultural and epistemic transmission within communities and across 
generations is the practice of storytelling.  The notion of telling a story, relating the 
tale of traditions and one‘s own research, recurs throughout participants‘ replies.  
An Australian supervisor of doctoral nursing students illustrated this in her 
reflection on the learning that takes place through literature reviewing. 
 
Putting together ideas in a good argument to sort of tell the story is another 
[learning outcome].  They learn how to walk a reader through their thinking 
about how they got to the question that they‘re now asking and answering in 
their thesis (SA1). 
 
For sociocultural purposes, many qualitative researchers use storytelling as a 
method for synthesising and explaining data.  Qualitative research tells the tales of 
individuals, communities, organisations and institutions and sometimes recounts 
what is speculated or known about a phenomenon in which people engage (Denzin 
& Lincoln 2000; Patton 2002).  The overarching story told through this thesis is that 
of the doctoral literature review, relayed through my interpretations of participants‘ 
shared experiences, or, as one doctoral candidate said, ‗telling the story of the 
literature review‘ (CU1). A mosaic of individuals‘ stories, related in narrative 
segments rather than entire case studies, reveals doctoral candidates as intentional 
learners.  At the same time, their perceptions, in conjunction with the shared 
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perspectives of librarians and supervisors, contribute more pieces to the story of the 
literature review. 
 
While I did not initially conceive of the study as heuristic in nature, I have since 
concluded that the inquiry assumed characteristics of this phenomenological 
approach.  Throughout the project, I conceived of the literature review as an entity 
in itself, a complicated, essential process that candidates across academic disciplines 
learn and through which literacies necessary for doctoral legitimation are learned.  
Centring on the literature review, I have sought deeper understanding of ‗the 
meaning, structure, and essence of the lived experience of this phenomenon‘ (Patton 
2002, p. 104).  Furthermore, I have held the dual roles of outsider and insider.  As 
an outsider, I conducted interviews, listened attentively and attempted to interpret 
participants‘ accounts.  As an insider, I engaged with doctoral literature reviewing 
and might have added to its story from my own encounters with it.  Consequently, 
as a researcher responsible for analysing and interpreting the stories told by other 
candidates, academics and librarians (and as a doctoral candidate), I have, in a 
sense, demonstrated a heuristic concern with ‗my experience of this phenomenon 
and the essential experience of others who also experience this phenomenon 
intensely‘ (Patton 2002, p. 107).  I insert this brief acknowledgement of heuristics as 
an investigative method that I recently encountered; as an afterthought, I believe the 
approach would have fit this study well. I turn now to the research elements with 
which I deliberately engaged, endeavouring to conduct ‗research among rather than 
upon’ others (original emphasis, Wolcott 1990, p. 19).   
 
At first, the research was to have been framed by Lave and Wenger‘s (1991) 
conception of legitimate peripheral participation, used to interpret how novices such 
as doctoral candidates develop expertise in disciplinary communities.  In its 
emphasis on the processes through which apprentices become competent and then 
expert participants in their respective communities, the legitimate peripheral 
participation model provided a situated, although partial, means of interpreting the 
doctoral learners‘ perspectives.  Through a series of critical events, I determined that 
legitimate peripheral participation could not fully explain the data gained through 
my conversations with participants.  That said, aspects of situated learning, 
communities of practice and legitimate peripheral participation have been retained 
and appear throughout the document because of their relevance to the social 
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contextualisation of learning and learners.  Early reading in legitimate peripheral 
participation prepared me to explore critical social theories that provided the 
principles of interpretation through which I have analysed and explored the 
narrative data.  
 
Coding the data and then generating the first categories brought to light several 
themes and subthemes that I have interpreted using selected critical perspectives and 
a concern for learner-centredness.  Throughout the project, I have remained 
informed and guided by critical questions such as: ―Who benefits?‖ ―What are the 
silences?‖ and ―How can the status quo be challenged and traditional relationships 
reconceptualised?‖  Shifting to critical theories required that I as interpreter 
distinguish among individual interviewees‘ perceptions, their collective experiences 
relative to doctoral literacies and my own tendencies and lived experiences.  
Throughout later phases in the project, particularly during interpretation and writing, 
I turned repeatedly to Wolcott‘s (2001) recommendation: ‗If you are writing up 
research, theory should serve your purpose, not the other way around‘ (p. 76).   
 
Engaging with critical theories during the course of this project has taught me to 
seek out and identify opportunities to challenge the status quo.  The aim of the study 
is not, however, liberatory in any political sense.  Rather, by first identifying 
practices for learning and sometimes teaching the literature review process, the 
inquiry progresses into seeking alternative perspectives on doctoral literature 
reviewing, associated doctoral literacies and engaged participants.  The work of 
Endres (2001), who argues that the critical stance need not rely solely on political 
objectives, encourages a subtle critique of narrative, interpretation and meaning.  
Critical pedagogy, critical literacy and critical information literacy turn toward 
matters of emancipation through dialogue, deep critique of textualities and textual 
practices and assimilation of world and word.  Nevertheless, I have departed from 
the orthodoxy of these critical frameworks in that I do not conceive of doctoral 
candidates, academic librarians or doctoral supervisors as oppressed or in need of 
liberation.  Indeed, key discussions in Chapters 5, 7 and 8 centralise doctoral 
learners and their learning engagements.  In these chapters, I argue that the literature 
review and the essential literacies learned through the process reflect upon 
candidates‘ sense of personal power and indicate that doctoral learners are literate 
and intentional.  
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Had I used the lens of disenfranchisement, I would have turned it toward the 
doctoral literature review itself.  The literature review is fundamental to the 
academic disciplines included in this study and, more generally, to American and 
Australian doctoral learning.  However, practices for learning doctoral literature 
reviewing can seem so tacit or presumed as to be virtually silenced, excluded from 
formal doctoral pedagogy.  This study exposes deliberate strategies and instructional 
methods related to doctoral information literacy, disciplinarity, reading and writing 
literacies that are rarely codified in the literature but certainly practised in doctoral 
settings.  In the cycle of doctoral learning, candidates receive then process 
information and knowledge through the literature, returning new knowledge and 
innovative thinking via the literature they themselves create.  Because it is so 
integral to this cycle, the doctoral literature review merits the close examination that 
this inquiry has undertaken.   
 
9.3 Allowing the Narratives to Speak for Themselves 
I adhere to the premise that writing is itself a method of inquiry (Lee 1998; 
Richardson 1994).  Thus, this thesis represents my use of writing to conceptualise 
and develop anticipated and unexpected themes presented in the data.  Crossing the 
border from my earliest assumptions into more purposeful and critical data 
interpretations, I struggled to allow the data to speak and to engage in reflective 
analysis therewith.  Because I came to the study attached to textualities and 
believing in the literature review as a process and subject of inquiry, I allowed the 
published literature to dominate my conceptualising, analysing and writing.  I have 
sought to establish a balance of literatures, respondent quotations and the 
researcher‘s voice.  I retain the view that we engage with others through writing, as 
we read what they have written and as we ourselves write (Bazerman 1982; Bizzell 
1992; Richardson 1994; Street 1995).  In drafting the four findings chapters, I 
distanced myself from the literature to create space for the narratives.  I found that 
reciting brief, significant quotations from respondents, rather than lengthy interview 
excerpts, served to emphasise both their voices and their unique contributions.   
 
I expected the findings reported in Chapter 5 to be the most substantive and to be 
the foundation for this thesis.  In fact, Chapter 5 became the most straightforward 
and practical of the four findings chapters.  The data pertinent to understanding how 
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the literature review process is learned were derived from interview questions that 
targeted instructional and learning strategies.  Consequently, results of the first 
research question regarding how the process is learned were readily constructed.  
Simultaneously, the sub-theme of doctoral candidates as intentional learners 
emerged and was introduced in Chapter 5.  The sense of autonomy expressed by 
student respondents was developed further in Chapter 7 relevant to information 
literacy, and in Chapter 8 concerning establishing personal power through doctoral 
reading and writing. 
 
Chapter 5 outlined a range of pedagogical practices, taken from the perspectives of 
supervisors and librarians who experienced teaching aspects of the literature review 
process and from doctoral candidates as targeted learners.  Among participant 
groups, American and Australian librarians alike spoke most directly about their 
approaches to information literacy instruction and learning opportunities provided 
as online and in-person tutorials, classroom sessions, skills guides and similar 
methods.  The largest and most diverse examples of direct instruction, whether they 
took the form of teaching information literacy skills or other aspects of the literature 
review process, were offered by librarian respondents. The findings suggest, and the 
LIS literature confirms, that American academic librarians, more so than their 
Australian counterparts, have a place in the classroom (Dewey 2001; Green 2006).  
Information literacy is understood and employed in terms clearly defined by 
librarian practitioners and the LIS community, particularly in the United States 
where information literacy attributes were first codified and prescribed.  For that 
reason, information literacy, reinterpreted here as a critical doctoral literacy, was 
readily described in my analysis.  Later, in Chapter 7, I argued that this 
concentration on imparting and measuring information literacy skills exerts a 
pressure of its own, and the likelihood of postgraduates arriving on the scene as 
information literate is often overlooked.   
 
Doctoral supervisors also contributed a range of instructional tactics such as 
coaching or directly teaching students to locate, collect and appraise relevant 
literatures.  They described introducing students to literature review work in 
compulsory seminars and recommending reading lists.  American and Australian 
students and supervisors mentioned reading, discussing and writing from research 
literature in journal clubs, a well-established approach in the physical and biological 
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sciences that is now making its way into other disciplines (Golde 2007).  Australian 
supervisors, more so than their American counterparts, gave lengthy descriptions of 
the literature writing phase, recalling strategies such as abstract construction and 
peer sharing that have also been outlined in recent doctoral pedagogies work 
(Aitchison & Lee 2006; Boud & Lee 2005; Kamler & Thomson 2004, 2006).  
 
American doctoral students in all disciplines operate in learning environments 
where they may interact with a greater number of instructors who potentially 
influence their writing in several doctoral genres, including the literature review.  In 
contrast, the Australian approach usually situates each student with one or two 
supervisors for the duration of the doctorate, during which the principal supervisor 
oversees most of the student‘s doctoral writing.  The foundation of this arrangement 
and the basis for the Australian doctorate is the thesis, a major piece of writing.  
Thus, writing and guiding strategies for writing are expected to be embedded in the 
Australian doctoral experience, which possibly requires more consideration of 
literature review writing on the part of supervisors and candidates.  Generally, 
Australian supervisors offered lengthier and more reflective responses regarding 
interactions with their doctoral students about the literature review.  American 
supervisors seemed to be more focused on disciplinary content and research 
methods.  The doctoral literature review in the United States may be most noticeable 
at the beginning of the doctorate or in the final preparation of the dissertation, but 
not as a continuous process.  An American supervisor of PhD candidates in 
neuroscience offered an exception to this by outlining a well developed doctoral 
curriculum designed to teach candidates information literacy, disciplinary learning 
through the literature and doctoral reading and writing.  
 
Our approach to it is fairly standardised in that we set up or provide the 
opportunity for them to be education not only in how to [do] literature 
searches but what to do with the literature once they get it (SU2). 
 
The findings indicated that some supervisors considered the literature review to be a 
hallmark of a successful doctorate.  Supervisors described ways of guiding their 
students through the process, by calling on pedagogic continuity and sharing 
techniques they developed later.  Some supervisor respondents clearly did not 
overlook the literature review or the role of information literacy in the process, as 
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other studies have concluded.  Chapter 5 countered studies that indicate doctoral 
supervisors are not actively engaged in teaching aspects of the literature review.  
These findings contradict the small body of literature which argues that doctoral 
supervisors are not substantially engaged in the literature review process and, 
consequently, students receive little guidance (Boote & Beile 2005; Zaporozhetz 
1987).   Recent research into Australian examiners‘ practices (Holbrook et al. 2007; 
Mullins & Kiley 2002) points to a close inspection of the doctoral literature review 
as an indicator of thesis quality, a modest yet encouraging trend toward valuing its 
pedagogical implications.  The findings of this study indicate that, in actual practice, 
the literature review is being given serious consideration in doctoral pedagogies in 
ways that span from occasional or ad hoc applications to embedded curricular 
requirements.   
 
I have concluded that instructional methods—such as online information literacy 
tutorials, journal clubs and abstract writing—pointed to how and what doctoral 
candidates learned, not to how and what they were taught.  The critical theme of 
doctoral candidates as intentional learners emerged and was discussed in Chapter 5 
and was extended into subsequent chapters.  For example, student respondents 
described incorporating research practices outlined in the literature, appropriating 
shifts in disciplinary language, using sophisticated information and literature 
management skills, acknowledging when enough literature had been chosen and 
recognising silences and responding to dominances in the literature.  Narrative 
examples in Chapter 5, chosen from the responses of doctoral students at various 
candidature stages, staged further exploration of interactions between learners and 
research literatures and of the independence that students exhibit in these exchanges.  
As one candidate said, ‗It‘s like riding a bike.  Once you know how to do it, you just 
keep on doing it‘ (CA2).  It appears that doctoral candidates established their own, 
authentic approach to learning literature reviewing.   
 
9.4 Redefining Doctoral Literacies 
The study was undertaken with the intention of investigating a conventional 
perspective on literature reviewing.  Traditionally, literacies associated with 
literature reviewing are learned separately, and people related to the process are 
institutionally segregated.  My initial focus was on two literacies, with special 
emphasis on information literacy as praxis.  When I began my doctorate, I perceived 
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the literature review process to be constructed of information and academic 
literacies, each complementing and bolstering the other to produce a doctoral 
written literature review appropriate to its discipline.  In retrospect I realise that, 
while I conceptualised the literature review phenomenon as a holistic process, in 
fact I also systematically bisected it.  I expected to argue that the literacies of 
gathering and utilising information, and of reading and writing, are so closely 
associated in the literature review process that they are nearly inseparable.  I did not 
question the two prevailing discussions arising from the pedagogies of the doctoral 
literature review, which maintain that information literacy events and academic 
literacies define the process (Gorman & Clayton 2005; Kamler & Thomson 2006).  I 
expected to focus, in part, on academic literacies as an influential aspect of doctoral 
literature reviewing, hoping also to foreground information literacy as another 
fundamental literacy.  Furthermore, I intended to join the two camps into a more 
holistic and cyclical depiction of literature reviewing.   
 
I carried this framework into data collection and early analysis.  Then, as Luke 
(2000) recommends, I began to read backwards into the texts of narrated accounts 
and write forward into the analysis.  The activity of transcribing interviews proved 
to be an excellent opportunity for reflection and re-experiencing the interview space 
with each person.  I began to clear away everything in the forest of data that was not 
directly relevant to learning the doctoral literature review process.  Simultaneously, 
the binary of information literacy and academic literacies began to unravel, and I 
concluded that I could no longer impose an interpretation on the narratives that 
would compress the data into just two literacies.  I realised that the data pointed also 
to other, compelling literacies. 
 
The notion of disciplinary literacy emerged from the data as a new way of 
understanding what was learned through the literature review process.  Further into 
data analysis, doctoral reading materialised as a separate theme.  I recognised then 
that the notion of academic literacies was insufficient for explaining the textual 
practices associated with literature reviewing.  Doctoral candidates spoke of reading 
for many purposes and in many genres.  Reading for the literature review was a 
distinct act, yet one closely associated with doctoral writing and writing the review 
of literature.  In examining the relations between disciplinary research practices and 
the literature review process and coming to terms with the importance of doctoral 
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reading, my interrogation into the implications of doctoral research literacies 
deepened.  A picture of information literacy, disciplinary literacy and reading and 
writing literacies as cooperative aspects of the doctoral literature review took shape.   
 
9.5 Remaining Open to the Unexpected 
At the culmination of most doctoral programs in the United States, candidates 
undergo oral examination with their doctoral committee.  Students are told to 
anticipate being asked, ―What surprised you the most in your study?‖  As this study 
draws to a close, I ask myself the same question, to which I respond by illustrating 
ways in which my thinking about doctoral literacies have shifted and expanded.  As 
a qualitative researcher, I recognise the inevitability of being influenced by my roles 
as doctoral candidate, librarian and academic. The following passage from On 
writing qualitative research (Ely et al. 1997) confirms this and points to an 
openness toward the unexpected. 
 
There are tensions throughout the whole of qualitative research—between 
being a participant and an observer, a professional and a ‗stranger,‘ 
sympathetic yet detached, becoming deeply imbued with one culture in order 
to see it in the light of others … to be knowledgeable and capable of being 
surprised (p. 239).  
 
A critical shift occurred when I realised that the dual literacies of information 
literacy and academic literacies could not adequately represent the suite of doctoral 
literacies associated with the literature review.  Disciplinary literacy surfaced, 
followed by a demarcation between doctoral reading and writing, thus altering my 
perspective.  The following sections summarise study findings and return to central 
points raised in the preceding three chapters. 
 
9.5.1 Disciplinary literacy 
The emergence of disciplinary literacy was certainly unanticipated.  As the 
narratives revealed the possibility of a doctoral literacy relative to research skills 
and craft knowledge, my first tendency was to code pertinent quotations directly 
into thematic disciplines of education, nursing or the physical and biological 
sciences. However, after musing on one respondent‘s suggestion that the literature 
review is ‗a means‘ (CA2) for establishing individual research and data analysis, I 
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returned to the interview transcripts to search for similar examples. I found the most 
pragmatic statements in the responses of science participants, out of which grew the 
first iteration of disciplinary literacy.  I was less familiar with the research methods 
of the biological and physical sciences and with scientific discourse.  In several 
instances, science interviewees gave concise, less elaborate responses, and my 
interviews with them were briefer.  Yet that brevity clarified a distinctive and 
localised use of literature as a means of identifying and refining empirical methods, 
establishing and tightening hypotheses and determining the parameters of their 
research fields. Therefore, I listened more intently during our conversations and 
again as I analysed.  In hindsight, I realise that the narratives of science respondents 
offered the first, fertile examples through which the notion of disciplinary literacy 
could be developed.  An American candidate expressed appropriating the literature 
for disciplinary purposes this way. 
 
You move from spot to spot to spot, working out what‘s known and what‘s 
not known, what questions need to be asked and how they need to be 
approached based on what information we already have and what we know 
works and doesn‘t work (CU6). 
 
As a new doctoral literacy took shape, I reread Bruce‘s study Research students’ 
early experiences of the dissertation literature review (1994b), which describes the 
literature review as research facilitator.  This work has been absorbed into a broader 
relational view of information literacy, yet the metaphor remains viable and 
applicable fifteen years later.  Interestingly, one Australian scientist and supervisor 
restated Bruce‘s other conceptions of the literature review exactly. 
 
Through the process of doing the literature review, I think they go through a 
transformation of understanding that it‘s not just about a search; it‘s not just 
about a list; it‘s not a survey.  But really it is supposed to be a vehicle for 
learning (SA3). 
 
As an outcome of doctoral training, candidates must learn the canon, practice and 
knowledge of their disciplines.  They learn to participate and to be in their 
disciplinary cultures.  The literature review plays a role in defining and articulating 
disciplinary practices and expectations; doctoral researchers assimilate and then 
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reify these practices through their production of research, knowledge and literature 
reviews.  Physical and biological scientists indicated that they turned to the 
literature for technical and practical information. Considering the role of the 
literature review and the means by which doctoral literacies are experienced, 
American and Australian scientists articulated similar foci, disciplinary expectations 
and research activities.  The nursing and education researchers interviewed for the 
study clearly expressed interest in human, social and sometimes sociopolitical 
research work; their doctoral efforts were intended to benefit others.  Qualitative 
researchers in nursing and education turned to the literature, not only for research 
strategies, but also for theoretical grounding.  I propose that this learning can occur 
by engaging with disciplinary literatures.  Disciplinary literacy, becoming literate in 
ways of doing research, acts as a means of disciplinary reproduction, yet this 
expectation of doctoral work has not been explored in the context of literature 
reviewing.  Although an understated aspect of the doctorate, the act of learning 
disciplinary literacy through the literature contributes powerfully to doctoral 
training across academic fields.   
 
9.5.2 Information literacy 
The location of, and emphasis on, information literacy changed throughout the 
study.  Initially, one aim was to determine whether a holistic portrayal of doctoral 
literature reviewing was possible.  I emphasised information literacy equally with 
reading and writing literacies and situated information literacy as the first doctoral 
literacy.  In this preliminary frame, information literacy activities of gathering and 
managing literature circumscribed a set of doctoral literacy tasks that initiated the 
review of literature. That emphasis was reflected in the preliminary cycle of 
interviews, and questions such as, ―How do you / they learn to gather / evaluate / 
organise literature?‖ were placed first in the interview schedule.  The responses 
illustrated various methods through which doctoral candidates learned information 
literacy events.  More importantly, the narratives revealed that learners deliberately 
engaged in information literacy activities without necessarily labeling them as such 
and seemed to develop information literacy as an early-stage doctoral literacy.   
 
In order to understand doctoral information literacy as it was experienced by 
postgraduates, it was necessary to consider other ways that information literacy was 
made evident.  Measurable, behavioural attributes defined by the LIS and librarian 
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communities are not necessarily appropriate or satisfactory indicators of an 
information literate doctoral student.  A new perspective of learners as information 
literate rather than deficient in information skills emerged.  The literature review, as 
a doctoral process that requires and engenders informational engagements, evolved 
as a mechanism with pedagogical potential.   
 
In my 2005 PhD proposal, a milestone marked by American and Australian doctoral 
candidates alike, I stated that there is a ‗general assumption … that most 
postgraduates bear sufficient skills and knowledge necessary for the process of 
researching and writing about scholarly literature‘.  I presumed that an assumption 
of prior knowledge about the literature review handicaps doctoral candidates.  I 
based my conclusions on published evidence that doctoral literature searching is 
done haphazardly or insufficiently; therefore, doctoral learners would benefit from 
more literature review guidance and targeted instruction (Boote & Beile 2005).  
While sympathetic, these statements now seem patronising.   
 
Evidence that, in some cases, doctoral candidates could be considered information 
literate led to another finding that was partly expected, given earlier indications in 
Chapter 5 that doctoral candidates are intentional learners.  The findings in Chapter 
7 demonstrated that, in some instances, doctoral candidates can be considered 
information literate, rather than information illiterate. The study shows several 
examples of intentional and effective information literacy learning practices that 
doctoral learners developed independently.  The data revealed examples of 
intentional learners capable of seeking and organising literatures, understanding the 
power of citation tracing and using scholarly communication devices to build 
resources. The study also emphasises that doctoral candidates were acutely aware 
and capable of declaring the point of literature saturation.  Knowing when enough 
literature has been accumulated is an information literacy skill seldom in the 
foreground yet essential to doctoral performance.   
 
I have not intended to diminish the concerted effort that librarians direct toward 
understanding, accommodating and instructing postgraduates and, indeed, all 
learners.  Librarians are attentive and highly responsive to intersections of learners, 
information and literatures.  The narrative data affirmed productive and positive 
interactions between librarians and students, academics and other community 
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members.  However, as I explored the theme of information literacy as a critical 
doctoral literacy, my focus on the literature review as a pedagogy through which 
candidates experience doctoral literacies clarified.  Consequently, I chose to 
concentrate on emerging data suggesting that candidates were information literate, 
regardless of whether they had received information literacy interventions.  
Interview evidence, interpreted through a critical information literacy lens, 
foregrounded the challenge that these participants themselves posed to the library-
centric meaning of information illiteracy.  
 
Bruce, Edwards and Lupton (2006) and Johnston and Webber (2006) argue that 
information literacy should be remade, in order to align better with principles of 
authentic, contextualised learning.  The expanded view of information literate 
people that this thesis offers is supported by their work and that of Lloyd (2006, 
2007), who seeks to understand people as knowledgeable learners.  Consequently, in 
the process of researching through writing, I became preoccupied with observing 
and contextualising what doctoral researchers said about their disciplinary, 
information and reading and writing skills and knowledge. 
 
9.5.3 Reading and writing literacies 
Reading has proven the most complex of the critical doctoral literacies to delineate, 
in large part because it is ubiquitous throughout the doctorate and closely associated 
with disciplinary, information and writing literacies.  For that reason, segregating, 
coding and interpreting reading literacy proved challenging.  The data exposed 
multiple purposes for doctoral reading—reading for disciplinary enculturation, 
reading for craft knowledge and research skills, reading pragmatically for 
information and facts, reading to scan theoretical and methodological scenes and 
reading to become a scholarly writer.  Like the practices associated with learning 
disciplinary research, doctoral reading is crucial yet commonplace.  Doctoral 
reading is an essential requirement that has been virtually ignored as a doctoral 
literacy, to some extent because it is conducted in private.   
 
Research into reading for the doctoral undertaking also remains limited. … 
Work on how students negotiate the focuses of their reading for their studies 
and literature reviews at different stages of their thesis development is 
almost non-existent (Kwan 2008, p. 43).   
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Doctoral literature reviewing cannot occur without extensive reading.  However, 
doctoral reading as a literacy appears to have been subsumed into concepts such as 
academic literacy and academic literacies (Lea & Street 1998) that emphasise 
writing. Doctoral reading is as endemic to literature reviewing as writing, and often 
doctoral reading and writing are learned simultaneously.  Yet the scant attention 
given to postgraduate reading practices came as a surprise.  This study questions the 
preference for conceiving the literature review as a writing process and shifts the 
focus to participants‘ engagements with doctoral reading and writing as joint 
literacies.  Thus, exploring the two as correlational literacies rather than privileging 
doctoral writing offers a richer and more holistic perspective.   
 
Sociolinguistic approaches to discourse (Bizzell 1992; Gee 1996; Lankshear & 
McLaren 1993) frame the study‘s examination of doctoral reading and writing and 
engaging in disciplinary research and scholarly practices.  Disciplinary discourse is 
central to establishing the cultural identity of an academic tribe (Becher & Trowler 
2001), and as a shared discursive practice, the literature review exposes community 
members to specialised conversations and disciplinary conventions.  Consequently, 
the literatures that doctoral candidates review publicise adjustments in linguistic, 
theoretical and research practices.   
 
Acclimating themselves to discursive expectations of the epistemic culture they seek 
to join, student readers of research encounter discursive elitism in the form of 
academic and discipline-specific jargon, key players in their research fields as well 
as cultural positioning and theoretical debates (Kamler & Thomson 2006).  Students 
must learn to ‗speak the language‘ (SA2); that is, they must learn a secondary 
discourse emblematic of scholarly language often found in academic literature.  
Narratives from nursing and education respondents affirmed their alliances with the 
individuals and communities where they practiced and to the primary discourse of 
professional and personal exchanges. Some doctoral candidates were critically 
aware of dominances in their fields‘ literatures and, potentially, the simultaneous 
suppression or omission of other discussions.  The same respondents expressed 
willingness to exceed these constraints and create or contribute to new 
conversations.  Rather than linguistically withhold new knowledge from those who 
helped create it, these student researchers became adept at privileged discourse, 
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while indicating that they could also decode, translate and demystify the language 
for their clients, patients and students.   
 
The thread of doctoral candidates as literate and as autonomous learners was 
extended into the final findings chapter with the argument that doctoral literature 
reviewing is a pedagogy of literacies.  Contesting the deficit learner view, the study 
contends that learners possess a personal power when they find their voices and 
announce their scholarly positions.  Often a sense of authenticity and autonomy is 
reached by engaging with the literatures that characterise the disciplines where 
doctoral researchers seek legitimate participation.  Several candidates indicated that 
they became more sophisticated readers and writers as they engaged in disciplinary 
discourse, then challenged, adapted and appropriated that very discourse for their 
own and others‘ purposes.  These respondents expressed a sense of personal power 
that ensued through literature reviewing.  One such candidate said, ‗I‘ve found that, 
while other people can be around me guiding me, in the end it‘s me that‘s forming 
my literature review‘ (CA5).  
 
9.6 A Moveable Feast: Re-envisioning the Literature Review 
I prepare to close the thesis with a poignant and fitting remark from an Australian 
candidate that reflects the richly changeable nature of the study.  When asked what 
she learned by doing a literature review, she replied,  
 
‗I think it‘s a moveable feast, and I wish I‘d known that earlier‘ (CA4). 
 
Early data analysis pointed toward the possibility of the literature review as a 
complex enterprise constituted of multiple information and textual activities and 
events that higher education traditionally compartmentalises. The gradual 
emergence of critical doctoral literacies contributed to the notion of literature 
reviewing as a doctoral pedagogy.  In order to comprehend, then explain, literature 
reviewing as an encompassing process of interconnected literacies, it was necessary 
to identify and examine the literacies individually.  Doing so required investigating 
tacit and sometimes hidden practices employed by academic librarians, doctoral 
candidates and supervisors.  Respondents recounted teaching and learning activities 
associated with reviewing the literature, and our reflexive exchanges sometimes led 
to unexpected findings.   
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9.6.1 Implications for doctoral pedagogies 
This project has demonstrated that doctoral literature reviewing is comprised of 
intertwined events and literacies.  The information literacy activities of locating and 
gathering define an early-stage doctoral literacy that supports later requirements in 
disciplinary, reading and writing literacies. It appears that doctoral reading is 
undertaken throughout candidature, and disciplinary and writing literacies are called 
on at varying stages, depending on the nature of research projects and disciplinary 
requirements.  Critical doctoral literacies are required in order to develop the 
literature review fully and are acquired in progressive stages throughout the 
literature review process; sometimes the literacies are learned independently and 
later merged in the process of literature reviewing.  Coincidentally, critical doctoral 
literacies need not be confined solely to the literature review and have the potential 
to contribute to other aspects of doctoral pedagogy.   
 
Clearly, not all doctoral student respondents learned all literacies, nor did they all 
reflect equivalent competencies in the realms of disciplinary literacy, information 
literacy and reading and writing literacies.  However, examples from the study 
narratives encouraged different considerations of the literature review, doctoral 
literacies and doctoral learners.  The study proposes an alternative view of doctoral 
candidates as information literate and demonstrates that postgraduates in the 
sciences, nursing and education are capable and often adept at seeking, managing 
and appraising information and literature.  This finding alone encourages an 
educational move to capitalise on their strategies and share their methods with other 
doctoral colleagues within and across disciplines.   
 
The study aims to engender a critical awareness of doctoral candidates as self-
directed learners and to persuade the LIS community and the academic community 
at large to reconsider the deficit model and the language that signifies the 
assumption of learner deficiencies.  The literature of graduate literature reviewing 
tends to focus on learners‘ inadequacies, rather than their competencies. While 
methods texts offered by Maxwell (2005), Hart (1998) and others recommend 
strategies for undertaking a scholarly literature review, little is known about whether 
their recommendations are effective.  Even less is known about what people 
engaged in the literature review process actually do.  Rather than expressing 
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concern about doctoral candidates and their literacy capacities, this study casts a 
new light on their and others‘ practices, drawing on lived experiences and accounts 
of instructional strategies.  Admittedly, as a doctoral candidate myself, no doubt my 
tendency has been to depict doctoral candidates favourably.  Nevertheless, I was 
persuaded by the candidates themselves that they were in charge of their doctoral 
experience, capable of developing effective literacy techniques that, if shared with 
others, could contribute substantially to a literature review pedagogy.   
 
These findings and instructional examples complement recent literature regarding 
doctoral practices in Australia and the United States where curriculum and 
instructional practices are influenced by changing demographics and experiences of 
doctoral candidates.  Lee and Kamler (2008) point to ‗the need to develop explicit 
and well-theorised pedagogies of writing and publishing in, for and beyond the 
doctorate‘ (p. 512).  This study shares a similar concern in relation to learning the 
literature review process.  The range of specialised practices for teaching and 
learning aspects of literature reviewing outlined in this study contribute an 
identifiable literature review pedagogy. 
 
In this thesis, I argue that the literature review is an instructional mechanism for 
learning critical doctoral literacies.  I consider disciplinary, information and reading 
and writing literacies to be elements of the literature review that are learned through 
engagements with this essential doctoral requirement. Therefore, an awareness of 
the interrelatedness of these literacies can mobilise supervisors, librarians and 
candidates to exploit the potential of the literature review process more fully.  
Research methods texts and manuals address the literature review at a relatively 
superficial level; the work of correlating several doctoral literacies falls to the 
candidates themselves and to others in the doctoral learning environment.  To that 
end, supervisors might coach candidates to engage with two or more literacies in 
tandem, as aspects of the same process. For instance, strategies directed toward 
candidates‘ reading for purposes of gathering, then assimilating disciplinary 
research practices might be encouraged.  Writing literature review drafts could be 
used as a means of self-critique.  Performing exercises in evaluating these drafts 
would be useful in determining whether the literature gathered at various stages 
sufficiently grounds unique doctoral research.  These strategies could be offered 
through workshops, seminars or taught courses, or in textbooks and manuals.  This 
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thesis promotes making invisible yet powerful practices apparent, introducing them 
into learning and teaching conversations.  For example, research reports that reach 
publication are presented as linear and unproblematic, when in fact, research is often 
less predictable and orderly.  Student respondents indicated that they reached that 
conclusion, and their insights would prove valuable to other student researchers.   
 
I share Kwan‘s (2008) assertion that, ‗compartmentalization in thinking and writing, 
however, is counterproductive in the context of thesis writing‘ (p. 43).  I question 
traditional tendencies in higher education to segregate processes and participants 
and argue for a comprehensive approach to this aspect of the doctorate enterprise.  
Multiple insights and experiences contributed to the complex story of the literature 
review and bind doctoral literacies to literature reviewing.  From this perspective, I 
aspire for a condition of dialogue among stakeholders in doctoral education and new 
alliances formed by such dialogue.   
 
Despite the most conspicuous differences between American and Australian 
doctoral practices and pedagogies, significant similarities, synchronicities and 
alliances are also apparent.  This research recognises that the literature review is 
common to the doctoral enterprise in Australia and the United States.  Moreover, the 
literacies that mingle in the literature review are located in the practices and 
pedagogies of most, if not all, disciplines and doctoral curricula.  Because the 
literature review is found throughout research training and teaching, this thesis 
suggests that we may also shift our views of literature reviewing from the 
exclusivity of the doctorate to other settings in graduate and research education.  
Exploring the practices, pedagogies and literacies of the doctoral literature review 
opens the possibility of communication across disciplines, research cultures and 
users of research.  Furthermore, this study contributes to a collective and 
international focus (Lee & Kamler 2008) on the doctorate and doctoral pedagogies 
across all academic disciplines.     
 
As doctoral education becomes increasingly populated by part time candidates, 
many enrolled in professional doctorates and distance learning programs, additional 
studies that focus on doctoral candidates‘ capacities and needs are needed.  Indeed, 
such studies may lead to new perspectives on teaching and learning literature 
reviewing and contribute to current pedagogical practices that recognise how 
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students learn best.  The literature review is an essential and, as this study has 
shown, a powerfully instructive aspect of doctoral learning and teaching.  This 
research into doctoral literature reviewing has exposed its pedagogy, as well as 
critical doctoral literacies that are mutually associated with each other and with the 
literature review.  Ultimately, this thesis more broadly informs and supports 
doctoral practice and pedagogy and, hence, the experiences of doctoral candidates.    
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Appendices 
 
Appendix 1 Study Participants 
American PhD candidates – disciplines and phases of candidature 
CU1 education, taking coursework 
CU2 education, collecting data 
CU3 nursing, collecting data 
CU4 human development & family studies, taking coursework 
CU5 nursing, taking coursework 
CU6 science, taking coursework 
CU7 science, collecting data 
CU8 science, developing research project 
 
Australian PhD candidates – disciplines and phases of candidature 
CA1 education, writing thesis 
CA2 education, collecting data 
CA3 education, analysing data 
CA4 education, writing thesis 
CA5 education, drafting first literature review 
CA6 nursing, writing thesis 
CA7 education, drafting thesis proposal 
CA8 nursing, writing thesis 
CA9 science, collecting data 
CA10 science, collecting data 
 
American supervisors – disciplines  Australian supervisors – disciplines 
SU1 nursing    SA1 nursing 
SU2 science    SA2 science 
SU3 nursing    SA3 science 
SU4 science    SA4 science 
SU5 education    SA5 education 
SU6 education    SA6 education 
      SA7 education 
 
American librarians – disciplines  Australian librarians – disciplines 
LU1 education    LA1 generalist 
LU2 education    LA2 education/arts/social sci 
LU3 nursing    LA3 generalist 
LU4 education    LA4 information technology 
LU5 science    LA5 science   
      LA6 health sciences 
 
Americans –  19 participants from 12 universities 
  7 education, 1 human dev & family studies, 5 nursing, 6 science  
 
Australians –   23 participants from 8 universities 
                        10 education, 3 nursing, 6 science, 4 other      Appendix 2   Sample questions 
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Appendix 2 Sample Questions 
Examples of questions emailed to participants prior to interviews. 
 
 
Candidates 
1. What role does reviewing the literature have in your doctoral process at this 
point? 
2. How have you learned to gather / organize / evaluate the literature?   
3. How will you know when you have enough literature? 
4. What do you consider a good literature review to be? 
5. Who benefits from your literature review?   
6. How do you think that reviewing the literature relates to the practices / language 
/ norms of your discipline?  
7. How can reviewing the literature empower us as doctoral candidates / 
researchers? 
 
Supervisors 
1. How do your students learn to find the literature they need?  
2. How do they know when they have enough literature?  
3. What is the best way to teach reviewing the literature? 
4. For whom do students review the literature? 
5. What do you consider a good literature review to be?  
6. Do you think that reviewing the literature may offer doctoral candidates a way 
to learn the discourse or practices of the discipline?  
7. How did you learn the literature review process?   
 
Librarians 
1. How do you approach information literacy instruction with doctoral students? 
2. How do doctoral students learn to gather research literature?  
3. How do they know when they have enough literature?  
4. What is a good literature review?  
5. Has your own perspective on literature reviewing changed? 
6. What roles do / could librarians have in the doctoral literature review process?   
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Appendix 3 Ethics Documents 
 
Appendix 3.1  Deakin University Human Research Ethics Committee Plain 
Language Statement – Doctoral Candidates  
 
To:    Potential Interview Participants, Doctoral Candidates 
Regarding:   Doctoral Research Project: Exploring the Doctoral Literature Review as 
  Doctoral Pedagogy 
Dear                          , 
My name is Rosemary Green, and I am contacting you at the recommendation of [name] to 
invite you to participate in my doctoral research project. I am currently studying for a PhD in 
Education at Deakin University, under the supervision of Dr. Peter Macauley and Professor 
Terry Evans.  The research I am undertaking focuses on the ways by which doctoral literature 
reviews are developed and constructed by candidates in the context of the doctoral 
community.   
As I am an American studying at an Australian university, I have taken this opportunity to 
make my study comparative in nature.  I plan to speak with doctoral candidates, doctoral 
supervisors, and librarians in both American and Australian universities. I have not posted a 
general announcement to ask for participation.  Instead, I am personally contacting 
individuals, such as you, who I believe are closely associated with the doctoral literature 
review process.  
Through this study, I hope to understand and share the practices used in constructing literature 
reviews.  I hope also to understand better the ways that literature reviews help doctoral 
candidates engage in scholarly communities.  I am conducting this study not only to inform 
practitioners and scholars but also to facilitate new or revised pedagogical approaches to the 
literature review process.  
With your consent, I would like to interview you to gather your views and hear about your 
experiences in developing the literature review for your doctoral thesis. I am interested in 
learning more about topics such as: 
 How you have learned to construct a literature review. 
 How your understanding of the literature review may have changed over time. 
 How the literature may help you communicate with your discipline. 
 
If you agree to speak with me, our interview would last approximately 60 minutes and can be 
scheduled at a mutually agreeable time.  The interview could take place at a mutually 
convenient location or by telephone. I may wish also to contact you at a later time for a 
follow-up interview to request clarification or further comments; if that is the case and you 
agree to speak with me a second time, that conversation would be much briefer.  You are 
under no obligation to participate in a second interview. 
I will wish to audiotape our interview, with your permission.  The audiotape will be 
transcribed, and I will share the transcription of our conversation with you so that you may 
verify it for accuracy and authenticity.  I will personally conduct and audiotape our telephone 
interview, and I will transcribe the taped interview.   
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You are free to withdraw your consent at any time, and, in that case, you may require that any 
information you have contributed will not be used in my thesis or other publications. 
All information collected in this research project will be treated with strictest confidence. 
Anonymity is assured; no individual or university will be identified by name, and code names 
will be used in reporting the research.  In accordance with Deakin University Ethics 
Committee Guidelines, the data will be stored for at least six years before being destroyed.  
Findings of the research will be documented primarily in my doctoral thesis submitted to 
Deakin University as a requirement of the PhD and also in academic journals, conference 
presentations and other scholarly or professional contexts. 
If you are willing to participate in this study, please return the consent form in the enclosed 
self-addressed-stamped envelope. Or you may email me at rgr@deakin.edu.au to express your 
agreement with the terms in the consent form.  I will then contact you so that we can discuss 
further arrangements. 
I welcome your participation and appreciate your giving consideration to my research project.  
If you have any questions regarding the study, please feel free to contact my supervisors or 
me. 
 
 
 
 
Cordially, 
 
Rosemary Green   rgr@deakin.edu.au 
 
c/o Dr. Peter Macauley 
Waterfront Campus Library 
Deakin University 
Geelong Victoria 3217 Australia 
 
Principal Supervisor     Associate Supervisor 
Professor Terry Evans     Dr. Peter Macauley 
Director of Research, Faculty of Education   Manager, Waterfront Campus  
       Library 
Deakin University     Deakin University 
Geelong Victoria 3217 Australia    Geelong Victoria 3217 
Australia 
Phone:  03 52271164     Phone:  03 52278246 
International: +61 3 52271164    International:  +61 3 52278246 
Email:  tevans@deakin.edu.au    Email:  petem@deakin.edu.au 
 
 
   
Should you have any concerns about the conduct of this research project, please contact the 
Secretary, Ethics Committee, Research Services, Deakin University, 221 Burwood Highway, 
BURWOOD VIC 3125. Tel (03) 92517123 (International +61 3 9251 7123). 
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Appendix 3.2  Deakin University Human Research Ethics Committee Plain 
Language Statement –Supervisors and Librarians  
 
To:    Interview Participants, Doctoral Supervisors and Librarians 
Regarding:   Doctoral Research Project:  Exploring the Doctoral Literature Review as  
  Doctoral Pedagogy 
Dear                     ,  
My name is Rosemary Green, and I am contacting you to invite you to participate in my 
doctoral research project. I am currently studying for a PhD in Education at Deakin 
University, under the supervision of Dr. Peter Macauley and Professor Terry Evans.  The 
research I am undertaking is focused on the means by which doctoral literature reviews are 
developed and constructed by candidates in the context of the doctoral community.   
As I am an American studying at an Australian university, I am taking this opportunity to 
make my study comparative in nature.  I plan to speak with doctoral candidates, dissertation 
advisors, and librarians in both American and Australian universities.  I have not posted a 
general announcement to ask for participation.  Instead, I am personally contacting 
individuals, such as you, who I believe are closely associated with the doctoral literature 
review process.  
Through this study, I hope to understand and share the practices used in constructing literature 
reviews.  I hope also to understand better the ways that literature reviews help doctoral 
candidates engage in scholarly communities.  I am conducting this study not only to inform 
practitioners and scholars but also to facilitate new or revised pedagogical approaches to the 
literature review process.  
With your consent, I would like to interview you to gather your views and hear about your 
interactions with doctoral candidates during the development of their literature reviews.  I am 
interested in learning more about topics such as: 
 How doctoral candidates learn to construct a literature review. 
 How doctoral candidates‘ understandings of the literature review may change over 
time. 
 How engagement with the literature may help doctoral candidates communicate with 
their disciplines. 
 
If you agree to speak with me, our interview would last approximately 60 minutes and can be 
scheduled at a mutually agreeable time.  The interview could take place at a mutually 
convenient location or by telephone. In preparation for our interview, I will also ask you a few 
biographical questions. I may wish also to contact you at a later time for a follow-up interview 
to request clarification or further comments; if that is the case and you agree to speak with me 
a second time, that conversation would be much briefer.  You are under no obligation to 
participate in a second interview. 
I wish to audiotape our interview, with your permission.  The audiotape will be transcribed, 
and I will share the transcription of our conversation with you so that you may verify it for 
accuracy and authenticity.  I will personally conduct and audiotape our interview, and I will 
transcribe the taped interview.   
You are free to withdraw your consent at any time, and, in that case, you may require that any 
information you have contributed will not be used in my dissertation or other publications. 
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All information collected in this research project will be treated with strictest confidence.  
Anonymity is assured; no individual or university will be identified by name, and code names 
will be used in reporting the research.  In accordance with Deakin University Ethics 
Committee Guidelines, the data will be stored for at least six years before being destroyed.  
Findings of the research will be documented primarily in my dissertation submitted to Deakin 
University as a requirement of the PhD and also in academic journals, conference 
presentations and other scholarly or professional contexts. 
If you are willing to participate in this study, please return the consent form in the enclosed 
self-addressed-stamped envelope. Or you may email me at rgr@deakin.edu.au to express your 
agreement with the terms in the consent form.  I will then contact you so that we can discuss 
further arrangements. 
I welcome your participation and appreciate your giving consideration to my research project.  
If you have any questions regarding the study, please feel free to contact my supervisors or 
me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cordially, 
 
Rosemary Green   rgr@deakin.edu.au 
 
c/o Dr. Peter Macauley 
Waterfront Campus Library 
Deakin University 
Geelong Victoria 3217 Australia 
 
Principal Supervisor     Associate Supervisor 
Professor Terry Evans     Dr. Peter Macauley 
Director of Research, Faculty of Education   Manager, Waterfront Campus  
       Library 
Deakin University     Deakin University 
Geelong Victoria 3217 Australia    Geelong Victoria 3217 
Australia 
Phone:  03 52271164     Phone:  03 52278246 
International: +61 3 52271164    International:  +61 3 52278246 
Email:  tevans@deakin.edu.au    Email:  petem@deakin.edu.au 
 
 
   
Should you have any concerns about the conduct of this research project, please contact the 
Secretary, Ethics Committee, Research Services, Deakin University, 221 Burwood Highway, 
BURWOOD VIC 3125. Tel (03) 92517123 (International +61 3 9251 7123). 
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Appendix 3.3  Deakin University Consent Form 
 
I,                                                                                               of 
Hereby consent to be a subject of a human research study to be undertaken by Ms. Rosemary Green 
as a part of her PhD study, supervised by Dr. Peter Macauley and Professor Terry Evans of Deakin 
University.  I understand that the purpose of the research is to explore the practices used in 
constructing literature reviews and the ways that literature reviews help candidates communicate in 
scholarly communities. 
I acknowledge 
1. That the aims, methods, and anticipated benefits, and possible risks/hazards of the research 
study, have been explained to me. 
2. That I voluntarily and freely give my consent to my participation in such research study. 
3. I understand that the results will be used for research purposes and will be reported in a PhD 
thesis and in academic journals, conference papers, and other scholarly publications. 
4. Individual results will not be released to any person other than the above named except at 
my request and on my authorisation. 
5. That I am free to withdraw my consent at any time during the study, in which event my 
participation in the research study will immediately cease and I may require that any 
information obtained from me will not be used. 
 
 
 
 Signature:                                                                             Date: 
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